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INTRODUCTION 
This bibliography treats the work of the British poet, novelist, and critic Roy Fuller 
( 1 9 1 2- 1 99 1 )  from his earliest periodical appearance in the late 1 920s to his posthumously 
published poems in 1 993. In compiling and constructing this work I have attempted to 
follow the lead of Fredson Bowers and G. Thomas Tanselle. Nevertheless, bibliography 
is not a science of iron-dad rules (as both Bowers and Tanselle have often emphasized), 
and where I have broken with their suggestions I have done so only because it seemed 
more appropriate to the task at hand. I owe a particular debt, however, to Tanselle's 
thoughts on the numbering system of bibliographies, and both sections A and B have for 
the most part adapted his recommendations wholesale. 
Section A covers separately published books, broadsides, and pamphlets. This is 
by far the longest and most detailed section of the bibliography. The arrangement is 
chronological by first edition, with subsequent editions, issues, and states interpolated. 
At the end of each main entry is a section entitled 'Commentary and 
Correspondence.' In these sections I have included excerpts of comments by Fuller and 
others about his work. The bulk of these excerpts comes from letters by Fuller or by 
those closely associated with him. In providing this material I hope the reader will be 
given a peek behind the scenes, a glimpse of what went into the writing and publishing 
of Fuller's books and how they were received. Each excerpt begins with the date and 
author of the letter being quoted, and an indication of where the letter resides: 'Tulsa' 
means the Andre Deutsch Archives, Special Collections, University of Tulsa; 'HRC' 
means the John Lehmann Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, 
University of Texas, Austin; 'Dartmouth' means Special Collections, Dartmouth College 
Library, Dartmouth College; 'Anderson' means the private collection of Alan Anderson, 
Edinburgh, Scotland; and 'A&M' means Special Collections and Archives, Sterling C. 
Evans Library, Texas A&M University. 
Section B lists books and pamphlets edited by Fuller. Arrangement is the same 
as in section A. Excerpts from letters and other materials are also included at the end of 
each main entry. 
Section C covers contributions by Fuller to books, pamphlets, and other separately 
published items. Asterisks indicate the first appearance, in so far as I have been able to 
discover, of a poem or essay in book form. All non-verse contributions are identified 
as such. Arrangement is chronological by year, and within years alphabetically by the 
editor's last name. 
Section D lists Fuller's contributions to periodicals. Reviews, essays, short stories, 
and other prose pieces are identified accordingly. All other listings are for poems or 
groups of poems. If an item was reprinted in another periodical I have made note of the 
fact under the original appearance. No systematic effort, however, was undertaken to 
track down reprints. Arrangement is again chronological. It was not always possible to 
provide all the details of publication. Among the most important sources for this section 
were Fuller's clipping files, and, as is usual with this sort of material, complete citations 
were not always recorded. In most instances I was able to track down the full citation, 
but in some cases no complete copy of a particular periodical was available for 
examination. Given that the source for these incomplete citations was a clipping file, and 
thus there was no question as to whether the items had actually appeared, I decided it 
was better to list something rather than nothing. However, in most cases the only details 
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I was not able to confirm were page numbers. 
Section E covers interviews. Arrangement is chronological. 
Section F lists translations and foreign editions of books by Fuller. Arrangement 
is chronological by the publication date of the first edition in English, and then with the 
various translations listed chronologically beneath each main entry. 
Section G lists items of biographical or critical importance. This section is 
divided into two smaller sections: (a) "Books, Theses, and Dissertations" and (b) 
"Essays, Articles, Chapters, S ignificant Reviews." Arrangement within each section is 
alphabetical by the author's last name. 
Section H lists items such as books dedicated to Fuller, poems in honor of, about, 
or which mention Fuller, obituaries and other items of a secondary nature that did not 
seem to fit in section G but seemed worth listing nonetheless. 
Two indexes conclude the bibliography. The 'Title Index' lists books, poems, 
stories, and essays by Roy Fuller. The titles of book reviews are not indexed here, 
though the authors of books reviewed by Fuller are listed in the 'Personal Name Index.' 
The 'Personal Name Index' also includes the names of individuals mentioned and listed 
elsewhere in the bibliography. 
No bibliography, as the saying goes, is ever complete. Additions are welcome. 
Neither is any bibliography free of mistakes. Corrections are also welcome. 
FOREWORD 
ROY FULLER: AFTER THE OBITUARIES 
by 
Julian Symons 
The piece that follows was written at the suggestion of Alan Ross for the London 
Magazine, which under his editorship has been a literary landmark in Britain for the past 
thirty years. It was meant to be no more than a supplement to the extensive obituaries 
that appeared in British papers, not a survey of Roy's career nor a full account of our 
friendship. More recently I gathered together out of various files the letters I had from 
him over the years, re-read most of them, and realised how much that friendship had 
meant to him, as it did to me. The letters range from good advice and practical 
solicitorial help about the buying and selling of houses, something to which my wife and 
I were much addicted, through gossip about literary friends and acquaintances, the 
invariably generous comments on my own books of which I gave one or two examples 
in the article, to the technical problems and questions that concerned him more and more 
in his last two decades. 
The letters made me feel momentarily that, as some have said, the last tribute to 
my oldest friend should have been more personal: but only momentarily, for reticence 
was deeply embedded in Roy's nature. Emotion was kept for his poems, not displayed 
in his life, and he would not have wished it to be on show in anything written about him. 
He was by philosophy and temperament a private man and a stoic: something clearly 
shown in his refusal to see anybody outside his closest family in what must have been 
the terrible last months of his fmal illness. 
* * * 
The obituaries I read of Roy (Independent, Guardian, Telegraph, Times) were admiring 
and friendly, yet all except the Guardian seemed to me to strike a slightly wrong note. 
One example was the Independent's  printing of 'Obituary of R. Fuller' in which the poet 
though foreseeing years of trouble 
Denies a universal rubble, 
Discovering in wog and sailor 
The presages of bourgeois failure. 
(Epitaphs and Occasions 59) 
This tart, brilliant poem was written in the late Forties, and its sentiments by no 
means express Roy's beliefs in the last quarter century of his life. The implication that 
'bourgeois failure' is desirable being hence rather misleading. Nearer to the poet's later 
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viewpoint, though characteristically and deliberately ironically stated, was the final verse 
of 'Translation,' written in the early Fifties, in which the narrator (not necessarily to be 
personally identified) concludes: 
The ruling class will think I am on their side 
And make friendly overtures, but I shall retire 
To the side furthest from Picra and write some poems 
About the doom of the whole boiling. 
(Counterparts 34) 
There are minor errors in the Telegraph piece, like the suggestions that Roy 
became 'involved with left-wing writers' through John Davenport and that he was ever 
regarded by anybody as a Trotskyist. But it is chiefly on the insistence of him as 'the 
poet from the Woolwich,' as one obituary was headed, that a false note is sounded. Of 
course it's undeniable that Roy did spend his working life in the Woolwich Equitable 
Building Society, but the division between public and private personas was subtler than 
any obituarist indicated. These notes are intended less to change than to enlarge the 
picture they give of my oldest friend. I am aware that they are in some respects 
inadequate. Roy's love of music, made evident by many references in the poems, is 
something undiscussed here simply because of my own ignorance. 
The Public Man. Roy was a complex personality. Most people ask little more 
from life than enough money, a comfortable home, a congenial partner. Roy wanted and 
had all these things. His relationship with his son John was always close, and John's 
emergence as a poet must have given his father great joy. When not long after the War's 
end Roy's health collapsed, his wife Kate cooked special foods for him with unwearying 
patience. Without her constant help, emotional as well as practical, he would have found 
it an even greater struggle through the worst times. He recovered, although never able 
to eat and drink with complete freedom as he had done when young, and all sorts of 
health problems manifested themselves over the years. 
Yet a loving wife, a talented and loving son, were not enough. Roy had also an 
urge to excel. He did not regard himself as a genius (indeed, I sometimes thought he 
underestimated his natural talent), but wanted to use his abilities to the limit, and trained 
himself to do so. That is why he became, not just a solicitor at the Woolwich but the 
solicitor, and why on his retirement as solicitor he was immediately invited to join the 
board of directors and remained on it until he reached the age limit. The idea that he was 
taken on to the board as a poetic ornament is quite wrong. Those who talked to him for 
more than a few minutes must have realised they were in the presence of a sharp, 
incisive intelligence. The same applies to P.D. James, whose breezy good humour is a 
thin cover for the power and practicality of her mind. I am sure Roy's opinions were 
valued on the Woolwich board, on the BBC's board of governors and the Society of 
Authors, sure also from the zest with which he talked about aspects of these public 
activities that he enjoyed them enormously. This must have been at least in part because 
over the years he came to realise that his knowledge, competence and insight about 
matters discussed around various committee tables were greater than those of most 
people. No doubt he had the flexibility any good committee man must possess, but he 
knew exactly the point at which he felt any particular concession must stop. When that 
point was passed he resigned from the Arts Council Literature Panel. Similarly, in his 
tenure as Professor of Poetry at Oxford he refused to move from a determined support 
of traditional poetic form, dismaying students who had hoped he would back their desire 
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for complete metrical and rhythmical freedom (metre and rhythm were alien terms to 
them) in pursuit of revolutionary political ends. 
'The Radical Skinhead,' one of his Oxford lectures, rebuked such students for a 
lack of literary discrimination, said they chose their favourite writers as if 'picking the 
coconut wheels from a bag of liquorice allsorts' (Professors and Gods 15), and suggested 
current movements for student power and black power were 'not radicalism but 
barbarianism' (Professors and Gods 25). These were unwelcome words for most of his 
audience. The lectures, wide ranging and often deliberately controversial in tone, are the 
clearest expression in prose of Roy's attitude to various kinds of poetry, with their 
general dislike of modern rhetorical romanticism, and their insistence on the importance 
of technique for a practicing poet. 
Morality and Tact. Roy's ideas about life and society were based on a firm, even 
austere, concept of morality. ln congenial company he was a splendid storyteller-[ 
remember listening spellbound when he told in perfectly ordered detail the story of the 
Wallace murder in Liverpool, the mystery Chandler thought would 'always be 
unbeatable,' although in recent years it has been solved. The style and humour with 
which he told tales of legal and personal eccentricities made what were sometimes 
trivialities immensely entertaining. But I never heard him tell a sexual joke, and on the 
rare occasions when he heard one his response seemed strained. He also, especially as 
the years went by, much disliked pornography. This shouldn't be taken as implying a 
lack of interest in sex, in life or books, or a reluctance to be amused by it. Giving me a 
copy of Giles and Phineas Fletcher's poems along with The Sacred Fount, both picked 
up at a secondhand bookstall, he wrote in it: 
ln Henry James 
There is very little fun and games, 
And even less (I betcher) 
ln Giles and Phineas Fletcher. 
He was perfectly right. 
In our twenties and thirties we shared many literary tastes and influences. We 
were both bowled over by Yvor Winters' Primitivism and Decadence with its insistence 
on a morality of poetry, analysis of 'poetic convention' in the period, and taking to pieces 
of several poems to show the interplay between metre and the poem's effect. ln his last 
two decades Roy became increasingly interested in the details of metre and prosody. One 
of the Oxford lectures, 'An Artifice of Versification,' discusses in detail the syllabic verse 
of Elizabeth Daryush, whose writing he first encountered through Winters' book, where 
she is praised as 'one of the few great poets living,' though 'all but unknown.' Winters 
emphasized that he did not regard poetry 'as a substitute for philosophy or religion,' 
insisting only that a 'poem, in so far as it is good, represents the comprehension on a 
moral plane of a given experience'-a view which still allowed him to admire Rochester's 
poems, except those marred by 'moral brutality' leading to 'grossness of feeling.' Roy 
certainly went along with much or even all of this. His admiration for Leavis sprang in 
part from the insistence in much of Leavis's criticism on the moral health of good 
literature, with Lawrence as (one might feel) its strange exemplar. It followed naturally 
that Roy disapproved of the recent biographical tendency to discuss in elaborate detail 
the sexual habits and minor moral weaknesses of great writers. He particularly disliked 
the merciless examination of Auden' s and Eliot's lives, feeling that they tended to take 
away attention from the poetry. 
xii Foreword: After the Obituaries 
This was an important part of Roy's  personality, but to place great stress on it 
would give a wrong impression. He enjoyed much of what would now be called popular 
art, including comics from Sid Field to Tony Hancock, and was for a long time devoted 
to crime stories. We were among the select band (it included Denis Healey and Kingsley 
Amis) who admired John Franklin Bardin ' s  extraordinary crime stories when they first 
appeared, and among the first to acclaim Patricia Highsmith. Roy interviewed her on 
radio, an experience from which he emerged exhausted by her tendency to answer 
questions with brisk decisive monosyllables. She was sufficiently impressed to read a 
collection of Roy' s  poems, but found them much too low-toned for her taste. 'They're 
even worse than Philip Larkin,'  she said to me, with no ironical intention. 
Sometimes we discovered curious similarities in our habits, as when we found that 
for several years we had been going to the same hairdresser, Mr Phillip at Michael' s  in 
Princes Arcade off Piccadilly. As I've recorded in a story, Mr Phillip dropped dead while 
watching Leyton Orient, which seemed to us both a fine and fitting end. We were even 
joint targets for attack. About eighteen months ago Roy received an abusive letter from 
a well-known novelist and writer for film and TV, and a few months later he wrote a 
similar one to me. The ostensible cause of offence in each case was a trivial one related 
to a review, the terms of the letters savage. ( ' On what basis, pray, do you come to your 
hired judgements and for what reason do you peddle them to the guileless. . .  How 
comforting is the news that you and the Great English Poet have already had occasion 
to compare bruises. ' )  I replied in similar vein and enjoyed what became a fairly genial 
exchange of insults, but Roy had little taste for such literary brawling, and I think was 
rather dismayed by it. 
That he was the subject of such an attack is surprising, for in later life he was an 
exquisitely tactful man. I had, and indeed still have, Really and Truly, a Book of Literary 
Confessions, one of those Victorian intellectual amusements containing printed questions 
requiring you to name 'the greatest poet who ever lived . . .  your favourite English living 
poet . . .  the greatest prose writer who ever lived . . .  ' and so on through more than three 
dozen queries. In the Forties Roy filled in almost all of them one evening, his answers 
to the three already mentioned being Shakespeare, Auden, Dostoyevsky. Some of his 
other answers are interesting. 'The greatest stylist apart from genius' he said was Henry 
James, 'the greatest genius without style,' Hardy, and he named Whitman, Thackeray and 
Balzac as 'three recognized great writers whose work you thoroughly dislike. ' As 'the 
worst living critic of literature' he named George Orwell. Roy really detested Orwell. Not 
in person, for they never met, but he disliked Orwell' s  appearance which he considered 
mock-working class, and found unforgivable the mistakes that occur even in the finest 
essays, like those about boys' weeklies and No Orchids For Miss Blandish. Added to 
such things was an error relating to building societies-an error, I must say, of a fairly 
complicated kind-in Coming Up For Air. I think the detestation grew with Orwell's  
increasing posthumous fame, finding expression in reviews and offhand comments, 
surfacing also in his memoirs. But-this is where his tact was made evident-Roy knew 
I was a friend and admirer of Orwell, and on two or three occasions when Orwell's  
writing was praised in our presence, he stayed mute. He made the gentlest criticism of 
factual errors or obvious inadequacies in my crime stories and other books, saying things 
like 'full of admiration for your attack,' or 'when I was a lawyer marriage revoked a 
will: seemingly Mr Sparrowmate had forgotten his testamentary law.' I'm sure many 
others could testify to the tact through which he told home truths with the least possible 
damage to a writer's  necessary self-esteem. Of course there were a few exceptions. One 
must have been the writer infuriated by the Great English Poet. 
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Reticences and Revelations. I have heard readers of the memoirs say they are too 
dry, too impersonal. I don't fmd them so, but one can't argue with such comments. They 
spring from the contemporary desire that memoirs should be confessional or at least 
sensational, in a way that as I've already said Roy found at best uncongenial, even 
repellent. For him the memoirs were a way of setting down the facts of a life, and taken 
as such his four volumes are shrewd, humorous, lively. The emotions of that life are to 
be found primarily in the poems, to a lesser extent in the novels. 
There was a time, round about the end of the Fifties, when Roy thought of 
himself primarily as a novelist, but his fiction was too finespun, delicate, and perhaps too 
deliberately undramatic, to receive the praise the books deserved. The best of them, The 
Ruined Boys, The Image of a Society, The Father's Comedy, are fine novels. It is surely 
relevant that they are the books most directly reflecting aspects of his life, respectively 
in schooldays, as Building Society executive, and as a former left-winger confronted by 
the ghost of his own beliefs in his son. This last, The Father's Comedy, is not only the 
subtlest novel but the one closest to Roy's adult personality in the account of Colmore' s 
ambivalent relationship with the sinister/benevolent Authority, the restraints of feeling 
between him and his son Giles which prevail even when Giles is on trial for murder, and 
the examination of Colmore by counsel about his past political beliefs. Roy himself noted 
other echoes of a minor kind in his three crime stories, saying one character had the 
physical appearance of the Marxist scientist J.D. Bernal, another that of the talented 
non-writer John Davenport, a third that of a tycoon named Sir Robert Renwick. He was 
too modest about these crime stories. The Second Curtain in particular is a beautifully 
constructed book, a minor masterpiece in the genre, minor only because the author so 
fmnly resists a dramatic conclusion here, as in most of the novels. The ending is 
appropriate to the book, yet it leaves the reader a little dissatisfied. 
The restraint one feels in the novels is present in the poems, but in them the 
writer's voice is clearer because it is his own, not that of a fictional character. Obviously 
there is a sense in which all except narrative or purely topical poetry is autobiographical, 
but Roy's poems seem to me direct revelations of his character and feelings at the time 
of their writing, as those of Seamus Heaney and Ted Hughes (fot example) are not. They 
chart a progress from an optimistic Marxist view of human possibilities to a regretful 
acknowledgement of the possible 'doom of the whole boiling,' and express sometimes 
agonized view of crucial personal events, like 'Rhetoric of a Journey' and the memorial 
poems about the death of the poet's mother, poems powerful in part because of their 
gruelling truthfulness: 
What irony that I can speak like this 
Who rationed feeling when you were alive 
To the half-felt but always studied kiss, 
Dumb with the fear of those who run from love. 
(Counterparts 12) 
The sonnets about Kate's illness at the end of his last collection Available for Dreams 
are similarly moving in their mixture of pain and irony, anything that seems possibly too 
high-flown almost immediately played down in a manner so wholly individual that one 
should call it Fullerian. Many of the later poems are autobiographical in the lesser sense 
that they are notes on things seen, viewed on the route of the 53 bus which, Roy insisted, 
was in old age the only means he used in travelling from Blackheath to central London. 
xiv Foreword: After the Obituaries 
One of the things I admired most about Roy was that as man and poet he knew 
quite certainly the way he wished to live, and what he hoped to achieve. Life in suburban 
Blackheath, with the Woolwich office in easy reach, suited him perfectly, and I don't 
think he ever thought seriously of moving elsewhere, or taking up the partnership in a 
firm of country solicitors that was at one-time on offer. Being solicitor to the Woolwich 
suited him too, and although on his retirement he wrote to my wife Kathleen and me 
about his relief from thralldom, I think he knew he would have disliked the life of a 
freelance writer with its inevitable compromises. I'm sure there were times when he 
thought of the spanner (the word relates to the title of his last memoir, Spanner and Pen) 
as no better than a necessary evil, but as poet and man he needed both spanner and pen. 
The poetry falls into three fairly distinct periods, both in subject and technique. 
The spirit of the first is the optimism already mentioned, the technique at the beginning 
heavily in debt to Auden, but moving gradually into an individual style. This is on the 
whole the Fuller I like best, in part because the social attitudes chime happily with those 
that are still my own, but I recognise that for the most part they are not the finest poems. 
These come in the second period, roughly from th.e late Fifties to the middle Seventies. 
No English poet of this century has used the sonnet form more succ.essfully and with 
such variety. Particularly in the 'Mythological' and 'Meredithian' sonnets and those in 
'To X' (these last of sixteen and thirteen lines respectively, but with the shape of 
sonnets) the richness and complexity of Roy's mind found full expression as he delved 
into explorations of the human psyche. 
Not that he was confmed to the sonnet. His last three decades were years of 
constant experiment, especially with poems in couplet form and with syllabic verse. That 
early interest in Elizabeth Daryush became a general absorption in prosody and in 
metrical techniques to his regret deliberately abandoned by most of his juniors. (He 
remarked that 'Free verse reduced the cunning of the muse.') Pound's remark about 
Eliot, that he 'actually trained himself and modernised himself on his own,' is strikingly 
applicable to Roy. His last period, the deliberate bufferdom of the 53 bus poems, the 
'Quatrains of an Elderly Man,' and many similar pieces show a writer fully in command 
of every kind of technical skill, writing tender, charming poems for children and more 
and more absorbed by animal creation, birds and hoverflies, fallen apple leaves, ants at 
a bus stop, a fox in the garden. 
After Roy's cremation, conducted without benefit of clergy, we saw from the 
living room window the veritable fox in the garden, reddish-brown and sizeable, looking 
at us without alarm. Its appearance, not symbolic but real, seemed a mark of the nature 
of Roy's lifelong dedication to poetry, expressed in a poem at the end of the first period: 
Reader, remember that behind the worst 
There was of all resolves the writer's first, 
The one neglected for its imagery-
To be as truthful as reality. 
(Epitaphs and Occasions 60) 
To express in poetry, in memorable speech, the realities of human life as his 
changing vision saw them, was Roy Fuller's unswerving aim. If as a young man he could 
have looked forward to this year and to the end of his life, I think he would feel he had 
achieved it 
A. 
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l POEMS (poems) 
Fortune, {1939/ 
TITLE-PAGE: POEMS I by I ROY FULLER I THE FORTUNE PRESS I 12 
BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD I LONDON 
PAGE [40]: PRINTED AT SEVENOAKS BY TilE KNOLE PARK PRESS LID. 
COLLATION: [AtB8CS [$1 signed]=20 leaves. Pages [1-4]5-39[40]. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'POEMS'; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] 'Acknowledgements are due 
to the Editors of Contemporary I Poetry and Prose, New Verse, New Writing, The 
Partisan I Review, Poetry (Chicago), Seven, Twentieth Century Verse, I The Year's 
Poetry (1937), and Poems for Spain. I MADE AND PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN'; 
5-6 contents; 7 'I I NEW YEAR', 'II I THE murdered man was rumoured up again 
[later as The Rumour]'; 8 'Ill I THE swan that ploughs the lucid lake [later as 
Legends]', 'IV I IN the morning I visited her again [later as The Visits]'; 9 'V I 
REACHING the rarer atmosphere of change', 'VII TORRID blossoms of snow lay on 
the trees [later as The Journey]'; 11 'VTI I THE folded land a horse could stamp 
through [later as Centaurs]'; 12 'VIII I SITTING at desks in the silence of their exile'; 
13 'IX I BIRDS in the pattern of a constellation [later as End of a City]'; 15 'X I 
BALLAD OF THE LAST HEIR'; 22 ' XI I THE leader denied his men were 
discontented', ' XTI I YOUR image in a mirror in a darkened room [later as Escape of 
Narcissus]'; 23 ' XTII I (TO M.S., KILLED IN SPAIN)'; 25 ' XIV I THE aborigines 
wore masks of old men's heads'; 26 'XV I VARIATIONS ON A THEME BY 
DONNE'; 28 'XVI I SO many rivers in a land of mountains'; 29 'XVII I HE spoke 
of poetry [later as The Pure Poet]', 'XVTII  AUGUST [later as August 1938]'; 31 'XIX 
I TO disregard the pimple of ingrown vanity [later as To disregard the pimple of pent 
up vanity]'; 32 'XX I CONSPIRATOR', ' XXI I BLACKPOOL'; 33 ' XXII I OH to 
be simple and give the salute [later as Follower's Song]'; 34 ' XXIII I DEATH'; 35 
' XXIV I THE crumbled rock of London is dripping under [later as The Cities]', 'XXV 
I THRILLER WRITER [earlier as Thriller]'; 36 ' XXVI I (FOR A.S.U.)'; 37 ' XXVII 
I FOR JULIAN SYMONS'; 38 ' XXVIII I TO MY BROTHER'; [40] given above. 
DESCRIPTION: White laid paper watermarked '[crown] I ANTIQUE DELUXE I 
BCM ISH', 182 x 126 mrn., front edges untrimmed. Bound in black buckram stamped 
in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: '[running from bottom to top] POEMS - Roy 
Fuller'. Dust jacket blue-green, printed in black. Front flap lists the 'Fortune 
Poets'-Gavin Ewart, D.S. Savage, Julian Symons, Glyn Jones, Roy Fuller, and Henry 
Treece. 
It was not unusual for R.A. Caton, owner of the Fortune Press, to use different colours 
of binding cloth for one edition. I have seen one variant, bound in orange. Fuller saw 
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copies of Poems bound in colours 'different from the original biblical black' (The Strange 
and the Good, 181 ). To his friend the bookseller and writer George Sims he wrote in 
1974: ' The original binding was (appropriately) all black, but someone once showed me 
a copy in blue (I think) with a different coloured spine' (Dartmouth, 16 November 1974). 
PUBLICATION: Price 4s 6d. Probably published in December 1939. There is 
considerable discrepancy as to the date of publication. As with many other Fortune Press 
books, no date appears on Poems. In his memoirs, Fuller states that, having for some 
time thought otherwise, he had 'recently discovered' that publication took place in 
December, 1939 (The Strange and the Good, 181; see also below under COMMENTARY 
AND CORRESPONDENCE). He unfortunately gives no details as to how he discovered 
this date. In a letter to his friend the bookseller George Sims in 1974, Fuller said the 
book appeared in January, 1939 (Dartmouth, 16 November 1974). This would seem to 
be the date he had in mind before discovering otherwise. In a letter to Julian Symons in 
February of 1940, Fuller said that copies had been seen on sale (A&M, 12 February 
1940, see below under COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE). The Reference 
Catalogue of Current Literature 1957lists Pas appearing in 1943, at a price of 8s 6d. 
The original price was 4s 6d. 
The number of copies is unknown. It is unlikely that the print run would have been 
more than 500, possibly as low as 200. When Charles Skilton Limited took over the 
Fortune Press in the early 1970s, there were no sheets from or copies of Poems in 
Fortune's possession. 
Book Collecting: A Comprehensive Guide (New York: Putnam, 1989), by Allen 
Ahearn, states that Poems was preceded by a privately published book. I have not seen 
nor found any evidence to indicate the existence of any monograph, published privately 
or otherwise, by Fuller prior to Poems. Fuller's son, the poet John Fuller, knows of no 
book preceding Poems. Fuller's close friend Julian Symons, whose Confusions About X 
was published by Fortune at about the same time as Poems, is also unaware of an earlier 
book. Mr. Ahearn kindly answered my queries on the matter and believes the 'privately 
printed' reference to be spurious. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [From John Lehmann, 26 October 1938, 
in A.T. Tolley, John Lehmann: A Tribute (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1987), 12] 
'We [the Hogarth Press] have read your poems with great interest. We think there are a 
number among them w�ich have great beauty, but at the same time, to be frank, we don't 
feel that the collection comes off as a whole. I feel that as a poet you have real promise, 
and it is just for that reason that I doubt whether you would be well advised to publish 
this volume as it stands.' 
[From D.S. Savage, 23 November 1938, in A.T. Tolley, John Lehmann: A Tribute 
(Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1987), 13] 'Is the Hogarth Press publishing your 
collection'? If not, if you would like to be in the Fortune Poets, with Julian [Symons], 
Gavin Ewart and myself (and I hope Herbert Mallalieu), do please let me know quite 
shortly.' 
[A&M, to Julian Symons, 30 October 1939] 'I typed out those poems last night and 
posted them early this morning in the hope that you'd be able to see Cayton [sic] 
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tomorrow with the entire ms. So far as I can see you get nothing whatever out of the 
trouble you're taking over this and I'm grateful; you can take this as an official letter of 
thanks for the beneficial effects of your mental and practical influence.[ ... ][�] If possible 
the poems that should be omitted are the Sestina to Umpleby, Thriller Writer, Reaching 
the rarer atmosphere, and Conspirator-and any others you think. It should really come 
out as a Christmas card, you know.' 
[A&M, to Julian Symons, 12 February 1940] 'I saw J[ack] Clark at the weekend-he 
says my book is prominently displayed in Collets alongside yours and Spender's and 
Eliot's Selected Poems but that Zwemmers appears to have hidden it away-or perhaps 
they've sold it! I'm glad to hear you think you've sold another copy.' 
[The Strange and the Good, 181-182] 'A myth that must have gradually formed in my 
mind as the years rolled by was that my first book of poems came out before the war. 
In fact, as with slight surprise I recently discovered, it was published in December 1939. 
Only in the nick of time was I saved from being for ever labelled a Forties poet. I expect 
I was also sweating on the top line at the prospect of passing yet another birthday (my 
twenty-eighth on 11 February 1940) without having produced my first collection. With 
the example of Dylan Thomas and a few good others, I felt I was elderly to be gestating 
still. Publication, even of a fugitive kind, was not easily achieved in that era: it was 
Julian Symons, ever enterprising and professional, who found a publisher not only for 
himself but also for his friends-Gavin Ewart, D.S. Savage, me. I expect we had all tried 
and failed in orthodox channels: what Julian introduced us to was the Fortune Press, 
hitherto known, if known at all, as publisher of a few scholarly editions, and of more 
dubious, though one would guess scarcely more readable, works of eroticism and 
demonology. [�] Blake Morrison, in his learned book The Movement, describes L. Caton 
[sic] as 'head of the Fortune Press', but though strictly correct the words may mislead. 
I doubt if the Press had any staff at all - except possibly a typist, for I recall once getting 
a letter from Caton, typed quite well on a machine with strangely large type. On a sole 
occasion also, I met Caton, in the basement of the Fortune Press premises (or, more 
likely, the basement that comprised the premises) in the Buckingham Palace Road. Julian 
was with me: I think Caton had expressed to him a wish to meet the author he had 
published or was about to. I remember nothing of that encounter except seeing on the 
basement floor large numbers of unbound copies of the Press' publications; not an 
auspicious augury, as it strikes me now. [�] My arrangement with Caton was tacit, and 
I have never regarded it as other than reasonable: I paid him nothing and he paid me 
nothing.[ ... ] I have no idea how many copies were printed or sold of my Poems (the 
foolishly neutral title almost obligatory for a first collection, in light of the example set 
by Auden and Spender). At some further time copies must have been taken from the 
basement to the binder, for I have seen the book in a case different from the original 
biblical black. In either state it is a satisfactorily rare book.[ ... ][�] I was pleased and 
excited about the publication of Poems, though it was attended by worries that now 
appear ludicrous. For instance, one had to be content with the poems running-on instead 
of each starting on a fresh page, seeming a grave aesthetic sin (though now rather 
favoured by me as keeping the cost down without succumbing to that minceur character 
books of verse often today assume). And when the volume was at last in my hands and 
I slipped off the dust jacket, I saw to my horror that along the spine, between ROY 
FULLER and POEMS, was not a dot or asterisk or other printer's device I should have 
considered satisfactory, but a hyphen.' 
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2 THE MIDDLE OF A WAR (poems) 
2A. l First Hogarth printing, 1942 
TITLE-PAGE: TilE MIDDLE OF I A WAR I ROY FULLER I The New Hoganh 
Library I Vol. VITI I THE HOGARTII PRESS I 37 MECKLENBURGH SQUARE 
I LONDON, W.C.I 
TITLE VERSO: TO MY WIFE I Printed in Great Britain by The Garden City Press 
Ltd., I at Letchworth, Hertfordshire 
COLLATION: [A]8B8CS [$1 signed]=24 leaves. Pages [1-{)]7-48. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'ROY FULLER: THE MIDDLE OF A WAR'; [2] 'FIRST 
PUBLISHED IN 1942 I Distributed in Canada by our exclusive agent, The Macmillan 
I Company of Canada Limited, 70 Bond Street, Toronto'; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; 
[5] contents; [6] contents continued and acknowledgements: 'Acknowledgements are due 
to the editors of the follow- I ing papers, in which some of these poems originally I 
appeared: New Writing and Daylight, Penguin New Writing, I Poetry (Chicago), The 
Listener, Some Poems in Wartime, Life I and Letters, Tribune, Horizon, Now and 
Kingdom Come.'; 7 'I I NOVEMBER 1939 [earlier as November and again later as 
November and finally as Autumn 1939] '; 8 'POEM I READING the shorthand on a 
barber's sheet [later as The Barber]'; 10 'JANUARY 1940 [later as War Poet]'; 11 
'READING HENRY JAMES'; 12 'THE MARK OF SEPTEMBER'; 13 'AUGUST 1940 
[later as Summer 1940]'; 16 'LETTER TO MY WIFE [later as To My Wife]'; 18 
'OCTOBER 1940 [later as Autumn 1940]'; 20 'SOLILOQUY IN AN AIR-RAID'; 22 
'EPITAPH ON A BOMBING VICTIM'; 23 'IT I ABC OF A NAVAL 1RAINEE'; 25 
'THE GROWTH OF CRIME'; 28 'THE BAY'; 29 'THE WOOD'; 30 'THE 
FESTIVAL'; 32 'DEFENDING THE HARBOUR'; 33 'NOVEMBER 1941 [later as 
Autumn 1941]'; 35 'ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION'; 36 'SATURDAY NIGHT IN A 
SAILORS' HOME'; 37 'TilE END OF A LEAVE'; 38 'THE MIDDLE OF A WAR'; 
39 'WAITING TO BE DRAFTED'; 41 'Y.M.C.A. WRITING ROOM'; 42 'POEM I 
PITY, repulsion, love, and anger [later as Another War]'; 43 'SONNET I LOVE, the 
invaders of your mortai shape [later as Illness of Love]'; 44 'SPRING 1942'; 45 
'HARBOUR FERRY'; 46 'GOOD-BYE FOR A LONG TIME'; 47 'ON THE HIGH 
SEAS [later as The Dream]'; 48 '1ROOPSHIP'. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 181 x 115 mm. Bound in light green cloth-covered 
boards printed in blue. The pastedowns and endpapers are of laid paper. Front and back 
blank. Spine: '[running up from bottom to top] ROY FULLER [star] The Middle of a 
War [star] HOGARTH'. Dust jacket blue, printed in purple. Back flap lists 9 volumes 
in the New Hogarth Library, of which The Middle of a War is number 8. 
PUBLICATION: October 1942. Price 3s 6d. There were 1500 copies printed according 
to the Hogarth Press records held by the Library of the University of Reading. This 
number differs from the number (2000) reported in J. Howard Woolmer's A Checklist of 
the Hogarth Press, 191 7-1946 (London: St Paul's Bibliographies, 1986). At the time the 
Checklist was compiled these records were not available. 
The Middle of a War was the eighth in the sixteen volume New Hogarth Library, a war 
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poetry series begun at the urging of John Lehmann. The Library was an effort to produce 
something less extravagant than the Hogarth Living Poets series and to capitalize on the 
increased demand for war poetry brought on by WWll. Fuller's third book, A Lost 
Season, was the fourteenth volume in the series. Other authors included Cecil Day Lewis, 
Laurie Lee, and Robert Graves. 
The Cumulative Book Index 1943-1948 lists a Macmillan (Toronto) The Middle of a 
War at $1.10. Macmillan was the Canadian distributor for Hogarth. 
2A.2 Second Hoganh printing, 1942 
There was a second impression of 1500 copies in December 1942. The second impression 
is labeled 'Second Impression' on the title-page beneath 'VOL. Vill', and 'SECOND 
IMPRESSION 1942' on page [2] beneath 'FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1942'. 
The rear flap of the dust jacket has apparently been reset. Instead of listing 'Vol. 1 
Selected Poems. William Plomer' and so on through 'Vol.' 9, the jacket of the second 
impression reads 'No. 1. Selected Poems by William Plomer' and so on through 'No.' 
9. 
The binding is covered in a dark green cloth rather than a light green paper. The 
pasted owns and endpapers are of the same scruffy, wartime paper as the text rather than 
the laid paper used for the pastedowns and endpapers on the first impression. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [HRC, to John Lehmann, 1 3  February 
1942] 'I have enough poems to make a little book-about 30 odd pages. Would you be 
interested'?' 
Fuller had previously met John Lehmann, manager of and partner in the Hogarth firm, 
through his (Fuller's) contributions to Lehmann's magazine, New Writing. 
[HRC, from John Lehmann, 16 February 1942] 'I'm a little doubtful about a book of 
poems so short as the one you propose, but would gladly consider you for the New 
Hogarth Library when you had rather more. But perhaps you don't want to wait?' 
[HRC, from John Lehmann, 23 June 1943] 'Last week I put all your poems together and 
showed them to my partner [Leonard Woolf]. I am very glad to tell you that he agrees 
with me we [the Hogarth Press] ought to publish them, and as soon as possible.[ . . .  ] With 
any luck, we might get them out before Christmas, but delays are enormous and I can't 
make any promises. I am calling it The Middle of a War and putting in a dedication to 
your wife [Kate Fuller] as you asked me.' 
[HRC, to John Lehmann, 27 November 1942] 'Your airgraph of the 14th, with the 
touching description of The Middle of a War [ .. . ] I read it over several times. The book 
itself should reach me in about a fortnight and I look forward to it irnmensely-I'm 
anxious to see what sort of impression the collection makes.' 
[The Strange and the Good, 266-267] 'The Middle of a War struck a new note, such as 
it was, by containing no pre-war poems, those passing muster having been included in 
my first book, the 1939 Fortune Press Poems. Not to be recaptured now, though the sense 
must have been acute, is the anticipation of the improvement in status following 
graduation from a 'Fortune Poet' to a 'Hogarth Poet'. [�] On delivering the typescript I 
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recall informing John [Lehmann] where each poem had previously appeared and his 
noting the name of the periodical at the foot of each page. This exercise was for the 
benefit of Leonard Woolf, always cagey about books of verse, I expect particularly so 
in the case of a virtually unknown poet. Much later, John told me he had to go through 
the typescript page by page with Leonard, the fact and status of periodical publication 
proving a greater allaying of Leonard's suspicions than any merit in the poems.' 
[The Strange and the Good, 279] 'The second impression of The Middle of a War and 
the phenomenal circulation of Penguin New Writing must have peaked such fame as I've 
enjoyed to a height not reached thereafter. This had no effect I can recall on my style and 
output. What did count was John Lehmann's critical support, the constant sense that the 
best of my work would find its way into print in an ambience of which I wholly 
approved.' 
3 A LOST SEASON (poems) 
Hogarth, 1944 
TITLE-PAGE: A LOST SEASON I ROY FULLER I The New Hogarth Library 
Vol. XIV I THE HOGARTH PRESS I 37 MECKLENBURGH SQUARE 
LONDON, W.C.I 
TITLE VERSO: First Published in 19441 Distributed in Canada by our exclusive agent, 
The Macmillan I Company of Canada Limited, 70 Bond Street, Toronto I This book 
is produced in complete conformity I with the authorized economy standards I Made 
and Printed in Great Britain by The Garden City Press Ltd. I at Letchworth, 
Hertfordshire I 6.44 
COLLATION: [A]8B8CSD6 [$1 signed]=30 leaves. Pages [1-6]7-60. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'ROY FULLER: A LOST SEASON'; [2] 'By the same Author I 
Poems (1939) I The Middle of a War (1942)'; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 
'Acknowledsements are due to the editors of the I following periodicals and anthology: 
I Penguin New Writing, New Writing and Daylight, I Common Sense, Poetry 
(Chicago), The New I Statesman and Nation, The Listener, More I Poems from the 
Forces'; [6] 'TO MY MOTHER AND BROTHER'; 7-8 contents-pages; 9 'IN 
AFRICA'; 10 'THE PHOTOGRAPHS'; 11 'THE GREEN Hll...LS OF AFRICA'; 12 
'THE GIRAFFES'; 13 'THE PLAINS'; 15 'ASKARI'S SONG'; 16 'THE WHITE 
CONSCRIPT AND THE BLACK I CONSCRIPT'; 18 'NATIVES WORKING ON THE 
AERODROME [later as Convicts Working on the Aerodrome]'; 19 'THE TRffiES'; 21 
'TEBA'; 28 'OCTOBER 1942'; 30 'SADNESS, GLASS, THEORY'; 32 'WHAT IS 
TERRIBLE'; 34 'A WRY SMILE'; 35 'SHORE LEAVE LORRY'; 36 'EPITAPH I 
THREE men are in the ground'; 37 'UPON A REVOLUTIONARY KILLED I IN THE 
WAR'; 38 'SPRING 1943'; 40 'WAR LETTERS'; 41 'TilE COAST'; 42 'NIGHT'; 44 
'CRUSTACEANS'; 45 'THE PE1TY OFFICERS' MESS'; 47 'TODAY AND 
TOMORROW'; 48 'THE LEGIONS'; 49 'SEPTEMBER 3RD, 1943'; 50 'THE 
EMOTION OF FICTION'; 52 'THE STATUE'; 54 'RETURN'; 55 'WINTER IN 
ENGLAND [later as Winter in Camp]'; 60 'EPILOGUE I NO day seems fmal but there 
must be one'. 
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DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 82 x 1 1 5 mm. Bound in red paper-covered boards 
stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' ROY FULLER [star] A Lost Season'. 
Dust jacket off-white, printed in dark blue. Back flap lists 1 4  volumes in the New 
Hogarth Library, of which A Lost Season is number 1 4. 
PUBLICATION: July 1944. Price 3s 6d. 2000 copies printed. 
The Cumulative Book Index for 1943-1948 1ists a Macmillan A Lost Season at $ 1 . 1 0. 
Macmillan was the Canadian distributor. 
A Lost Season was number fourteen in the sixteen volume New Hogarth Library series. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [HRC, to John Lehmann, 26 December 
1 943] 'Here is the manuscript of sonnets among the rest. If you don't  like them or if you 
don't think they fit, throw them out. I personally think they fit and should be quite 
pleased to see them included in the book.[ . . .  ] This addition will make the book, according 
to my reckoning, 6 1  pages; if you want 60 pages, September Jrd, 1943, I have no 
objection to it being omitted. '  
[HRC, from John Lehmann, 1 8  January 1 944] . 'You will be glad to hear that my partner 
[Leonard Woolf] likes your new book of poems, and is as keen as I am to publish them. 
[�] He makes one or two rather amusing remarks which I think might amuse you to hear 
some time when you look in. [�] I can't  make any promises yet about when they are to 
appear, as our printers and paper makers seem to be in a deeper state of chaos then ever. ' 
[The Strange and the Good, 324-325] 'Following the modest but surprising success of 
The Middle of a War, its [A Lost Season's] reception disappointed me, an emotion of 
publication often to be repeated.[ . . .  ] [�] However, when I look in my old cuttings book 
I see that the reviews of A Lost Season were almost without exception friendly, some 
remarkably generous.[ .. .  ] Perhaps disappointment stemmed mainly, if not solely, from a 
notice, one of the first, by C. Day Lewis, which began with a kind word but failed to 
keep going in that vain, much preferring Laurie Lee's The Sun My Monument, published 
by the Hogarth Press at the same time as A Lost Season and with which the latter was 
usually reviewed. '  
4 SAVAGE GOLD (novel) 
4A John Lehmann edition, 1946 
TITLE-PAGE: SAVAGE GOLD I A Story of Adventure by I ROY FULLER I With 
Illustrations by I ROBERT MEDLEY I [Lehmann symbol: battle axe in mailed fist] 
I JOHN LEHMANN I LONDON I 1 946 
TITLE VERSO: First Published in England 1 946 1 MADE AND PRINTED IN GREAT 
BRITAIN BY PURNELL AND SONS, LTD. I PAULTON (SOMERSET) AND 
LONDON 
COLLATION: [AtB-F16 [$ 1 signed]=88 leaves. Pages [i-vi]vii[viii]9-1 1 [ 1 2] 1 3-59[60] 
6 1-73[74]75-104[ 105] 1 06- 1 58 [ 1 59] 1 60-176. 
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CONTENTS: [i] 'SAVAGE GOLD'; [ii] ' [frontispiece] I The Attack' ;  [iii] title-page; 
[iv] title verso; [v] 'To I JOHNNY I Darling, in the following story I The only real 
things are the imaginary I -Except the unimaginably lovely I Country of Kenya used 
for scenery. I I wish that you could live for ever I In wars so real, beside such unreal 
rivers. ';  [vi] blank; [vii] illustration and contents; [viii] blank; 9 'CHAPTER I I TilE 
VOYAGE';  1 8  'CHAPTER II I TilE HUT'; 27 'CHAPTER Ill I EXPLANATION IN 
A TRAIN'; 32 'CHAPTER IV I MAKALA'; 44 'CHAPTER V I  THE EXPEDffiON';  
54 'CHAPTER VI I AN ENCOUNTER' ;  65 'CHAPTER Vll I WAITING'; 7 1  
'CHAPTER VIII I MORE WAffiNG';  7 9  'CHAPTER IX I THE KING'; 88 
'CHAPTER X I THE DANCE'; 100 'CHAPTER XI I A NUMBER OF PEOPLE';  108 
'CHAPTER Xll I THE AGREEMENT'; 1 1 5 'CHAPTER Xlli I THE DRUMS ';  1 1 9 
'CHAPTER XIV I A GLIMPSE OF WAR'; 127 'CHAPTER XV I THE LETIER' ;  
1 37 'CHAPTER XVI I BEHIND THE PALISADE'; 144 'CHAPTER XVII I THE 
REBELS' ;  152 'CHAPTER XVlll I THE ATTACK'; 1 62 'CHAPTER XIX I 
MORNING';  17 1 'CHAPTER XX I VICTORY' .  
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 185 x 120 mrn .  40 illustrations by Robert 
Medley. Bound in orange cloth--<:overed boards printed in black. Front and back blank. 
Spine: ' [running across] [rule] Roy I Fuller I [star] I Savage I Gold I John I Lehmann 
I Ltd. I [rule] ' .  Dust jacket illustrated in yellow, orange, and blue, printed in black. Back 
is blank. Jacket design by Robert Medley. 
PUBLICATION: October 1 946. Price 8s 6d. Fuller believed that 10,000 copies were 
printed (Crime Omnibus, 7). Publication records for John Lehmann Ltd. seem to have 
been lost or destroyed. 
Whitaker's Five Year Cumulative Index 1948-1952 lists a Lehmann reissue of Savage 
Gold in September of 1 950 at a price of 3s 6d. Not seen. 
48 Penguin edition, 1957 
TITLE-PAGE: SAVAGE GOLD I [swelled rule] I A STORY OF ADVENTURE BY 
I Roy Fuller I WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY I Robert Medley I PENGUIN BOOKS 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex I U.S.A.: Penguin 
Books Inc., 3300 Clipper Mill Road, Baltimore II, Md I AUSTRALIA: Penguin Books 
Pty Ltd, 762 Whitehorse Road, I Mitcham, Victoria I - I First published by John 
Lehmann in 1946 I Published in Puffin Story Books 1957 I Made and printed in Great 
Britain I by The Whitefriars Press Ltd I London and Tonbridge 
C OLLATION:  [ A ] 1 6B 1 6C-E8F 1 6G 1 6  [ $ 1 signed] = 8 8  le aves .  Pages 
[ 1-6]7 -8[9] 1 0-14[ 1 5] 1 6-23[24 ]25-28 [29]30-40[ 41 ]42-50[ 51  ]52-58[ 59]60-6 1 [ 62]63-
67[68]69-72[73]74-75[76]77-84[85]86-96[97]98-102[ 103] 104[ 105] 106-1 1 1 [ 1 1 2] 1 1 3 
-1 1 5[1 16] 1 17-1 32[ 1 33] 1 34-139[ 140] 141-147 [ 148] 149-1 55[ 1 56] 157[ 158] 1 59-166[ 1 6  
7] 1 68-172[ 176]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ] half-title and statement on Savage Gold; [2] illustration; [3] title-page; 
[4] title verso; [5] illustration and contents; [6] dedication; 7 'Chapter I I THE 
VOYAGE' ;  chapters 2-20 designated similarly and respectively on pages 16, 25, 30, 42, 
52, 63, 69, 77, 86, 98, 106, 1 1 3, 1 17, 124, 1 34, 1 4 1 ,  149, 159, 168; [ 1 74] blank; 
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[ 1 75-1 76] advertisements for two other Puffin Books. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 80 x 1 1 3 mm. 40 illustrations by Robert Medley. 
Bound in illustrated orange, blue, and yellow paper covers. Cover design by Robert 
Medley. 
PUBLICATION: 25 July 1 957. Price 2s 6d. Number of copies unknown. Eleanor Graham 
was the editor of the Puffin Story Book series. 
4C Hutchinson Educational edition, 1960 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I Savage Gold I Illustrated by I DOUGLAS HALL 
I [Hutchinson symbol] I HUTCHINSON EDUCATIONAL 
TITLE VERSO: HUTCHINSON EDUCATIONAL LTD I 1 78-202 Great Portland 
Street, London, W.I I London Melbourne Sydney I Auckland Bombay Toronto I 
Johannesburg New York I [star] I First published 1946 I First published in Unicorn 
Books 1960 I This book has been set in Imprint type face. It has I been printed in 
Great Britain by The Anchor Press, I Ltd. , in Tiptree, Essex, on Smooth Wove paper 
and I bound by Taylor Garnett Evans & Co., Ltd. , in I Watford, Herts 
COLLATION: [A] 16B-F16 [$ 1 signed]=96 leaves. Pages [ 1-10] 1 1-1 2[ 1 3] 14-44 
[ 45]46-66[67]68-102[103] 1 04-1 34[ 1 35] 1 36-172[ 173] 1 74-190 [ 1 9 1 - 1 92] . 
CONTENTS: ( 1 ]  half-title and statement on Savage Gold; [2] 'UNICORN BOOKS ', 
general editor, list of 1 0  books in the Hutchinson Unicorn series, of which Savage Gold 
is number 10; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] contents; [6] blank; [7] author's note, 
which does not appear in 4A or 4B; [8] dedication; [9] half-title; [ 10] illustration; 1 1  
'Chapter I I THE VOYAGE '; chapters 2-20 designated similarly and respectively on 
pages 2 1 ,  3 1 ,  36, 50, 6 1 ,  73, 79, 87, 96, 1 10, 1 17,  1 24, 1 29, 1 38,  149, 1 57,  165, 176, 
1 85;  1 90 end of text followed by: ' Hlustrations © Hutchinson & Co (Publishers) Ltd 
1 960' ; [ 1 9 1-192] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White 'Smooth Wove' paper, 1 82 x 1 20 mm. Seven illustrations by 
Douglas Hall. Bound in beige and green cloth-covered boards. Front features Unicorn 
symbol. Dust jacket not seen. 
PUBLICATION: 2 May 1 960. Price 5s 6d. Number of copies unknown. 
Savage Gold is number 10 in the Hutchinson Unicorn series. The editor for the 
Unicorn series was James Reeves. The author's note on page [7] does not appear in 4A 
or 4B. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [The Strange and the Good, 35 1 ]  ' It 
[Savage Gold] was one of the first publications of the firm founded by John Lehmann 
on his break from the Hogarth Press in 1946. Brilliantly illustrated by Robert Medley 
(designer for Rupert Doone's Group Theatre and an inspired choice of John Lehmann' s), 
it was my most successful book, appearing before books lost their wartime scarcity and 
saleability. Later, Puffin Books [i.e. Penguin] did it in paperback; and in 1 960 there was 
a new hardback edition by Hutchinson Educational, aimed at schools. I used to say it 
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would keep me in fags in my old age, but fortunately I gave up smoking at the age of 
sixty-two. '  
[The Strange and the Good, 350] 'The genre aimed at in Savage Gold was roughly that 
of Treasure Island. Quite apart from the motive of trying to entertain my son [John 
Fuller], I felt my fictive powers were not up to the adult novel. That conviction was due 
less to the past history of novels abandoned, and the novel completed but never 
published, than to a sense that my invention could not engage the mature reader.[ . . .  ] [�] 
How steeped one had been as an adolescent in Joycean or Woolfian interior style was 
shown by the ludicrous difficulty I had, getting going with Savage Gold, of 
straightforwardly describing events. At some early stage I recalled Flaubert's employment 
of brief, purely factual sentences at critical moments: Hemingway also uses them. 
Bathetic and naive to say so, but I followed them. ' 
5 WITH MY LITTLE EYE (novel) 
SA John Lehmann edition, 1948 
TITLE-PAGE: With I My Little Eye I A Mystery Story for Teen Agers I by I Roy 
Fuller I with decorations by I Alan Lindsay I 'Who saw him die? I I, said the fly, 
I With my little eye, I I saw him die. ' I 1 948 1 JOHN LEHMANN I LONDON 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1 948 I BY JOHN LEHMANN LTD I 6, 
HENRIETTA ST., LONDON, W.C.2 1 MADE AND PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN 
I BY PURNELL AND SONS LTD I PAULTON (SOMERSET) AND LONDON 
COLLATION: [A]16B-E16f8G16 [$ 1 signed]=104 leaves. Pages [i-iv]v[vi]7-207[208] . 
CONTENTS: [i] 'WITH MY LITILE EYE' ;  [ii] 'BY THE SAME AUTHOR I [Poems, 
The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Savage GoldJ ';  [iii] title-page; [iv] title verso; v 
contents; [vi] 'To I illLIAN SYMONS I The fictions we projected in our youth, I 
Of Jamesian subtlety and truth, I Could scarcely at this moment seem absurder; I I 
write for children, you of murder. I Age and the age have stunned our old ambition. I 
Dear friend, my too-late dedication I Is of the book you would have had me write, I 
Not this toy candle in the night. ' ;  7 'I. WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5TH';  37 ' II. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH ' ; 60 ' III. FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH';  94 'IV. 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8TH'; 1 28 'V. SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9TH';  1 47 'VI. 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER lOTH' ;  1 80 ' Vll. TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 1TH';  1 97 
'EPILOGUE: I TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25TH'. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 1 95 x 1 32 mrn. There is some typographical 
variation, an example of which appears on page 1 1 , line 1 :  '�s' .  8 illustrations by Alan 
Lindsay. Bound in orange cloth-<::overed boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. 
Spine: ' [all except publisher against red swatch with decorative border] WITH MY I 
LITTLE I EYE I [rule] I ROY FULLER I JOHN I LEHMANN' .  Dust jacket 
illustrated in yellow, blue, and green, printed in black. Jacket design by Ronald Searle. 
Back carries blurb from Listener review of Savage Gold. 
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PUBLICATION: September 1948. Price 8 s  6d. Number of copies unknown. Publication 
records for John Lehmann Ltd. seem to have been lost or destroyed. 
On its dissolution, the John Lehmann Ltd. list was absorbed by Macdonald and Co., 
a subsidiary of Purnell, from whom Lehmann had received financial backing. Cumulative 
Book Index lists a Macdonald and Co. With My Little Eye at $2.00. Not seen. Macdonald 
reports that With My Little Eye was never issued under its imprint, though many other 
Lehmann titles were. 
Cumulative Book Index 1943-1 948 also lists a Longmans (Toronto) With My Little Eye 
at $2.25. Not seen. 
SB Macmillan edition, 1 957 
TITLE-PAGE: WITH MY LITTLE EYE I by Roy Fuller I 'Who saw him die? I I, 
said the fly, I With my little eye, I I saw him die. ' I [Cock Robin Mystery symbol 
to the left of next two lines] I 1 957 I THE MACMILLAN COMPANY [dot] NEW 
YORK 
TITLE VERSO: All Rights Reserved I First Printing I Printed in the United States of 
America I Library of Congress catalog card number: 57-9366 
COLLATION: [ I-4t6[5t[6]16=88 leaves. Pages [8] 1-167 [ 168]. 
CONTENTS: [/] 'A MURDER REVISITED MYSTERY NOVEL: NO. 1 8 1 WITH MY 
LITTLE EYE';  [2] list of 18 books in the Murder Revisited series; [3] title-page; [4] title 
verso; [5] dedication; [6] blank; [7] contents; [8] blank; 1 ' I  I [in script type] 
Wednesday, September 5th' ;  chapters 2-7 plus the epilogue (which here is not given a 
chapter number) are designated similarly and respectively on pages 25, 44, 73, 1 02, 1 17, 
1 45, 1 59; [ 1 68] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 85 x 1 25 mm. Bound in red cloth----covered boards, 
Cock Robin Mystery symbol on bottom right comer of front cover. Dust jacket red and 
black. Jacket illustration by Arthur A. De Costa. Back features blurbs from New York 
Times Book Review and New Yorker reviews of Fantasy and Fugue, blurbs from Boston 
Herald and New York Herald Tribune reviews of The Second Curtain. 
This edition omits the illustrations by Alan Lindsay. It adds, however, excerpts of laws 
and acts as chapter headings. These changes were no doubt intended to help lift the book 
out of the juvenile genre. 
PUBLICATION: 1 957. Price $2.95. Number of copies unknown. 
SC Penguin edition, 1963 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I With My Little Eye I [swelled rule] I Who saw him 
die? I I, said the fly, I With my little eye, i I saw him die. I PENGUIN BOOKS 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex I AUSTRALIA: 
Penguin Books Pty Ltd, 762 Whitehorse Road, I Mitcham, Victoria I - I First 
published by John Lehmann 1 948 I Published in Peacock Books 1 963 I - I Made and 
printed in Great Britain I by Cox & Wyman Ltd I London, Fakenham and Reading I 
12 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
Set in Monotype Imprint I This book is sold subject to the condition I that it shall not, 
by way of trade, be lent, I re-sold, hired out, or otherwise disposed I of without the 
publisher's consent I in any form of binding or cover I other than that in which I it 
is published 
COLLATION: [A]16B-F16 [$1 signed]=96 leaves. Pages[ 1-6]7-32[33]34-53[54]55-84 
[85]86-115[116] 117-132[133] 134-162[163]164-177[178] 179-187[188-192] . 
CONTENTS: [1] half-title, statement on With My Little Eye; [2] illustration; [3] 
title-page; [4] title verso; [5] contents; [6] blank; 7 'I WEDNESDAY 5 September' , 
chapters 2-8 are designated similarly and respectively on pages 34, 55, 86, 117, 134, 164, 
179; [ 189] Peacock symbol and statement on Peacock Books: 'This Peacock book is one 
of a new series de- I signed to appeal to older boys and girls.[ . . .  ] '; [ 190] blank; 
[ 191-192] advertisements for other books in the Peacock series. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 180 x 107 nun. One illustration. Blue, orange, and 
yellow illustrated paper covers. Cover design by Roger Payne. 
This edition lacks the excerpts of laws and acts used as chapter headings in 5B and 
50. It also lacks the dedication ('To I WLIAN SYMONS') present in 5A and 5B. 
PUBLICATION: 10 January 1963. Price 3s 6d. Number of copies unknown. 
With My Little Eye is here number five in the Peacock Books series, of which Kaye 
Webb was editor. This edition not published for sale in the USA. 
SD Carcanet collected edition, see 65 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 19 May 
1961] 'It is gratifying (if frustrating) to hear of someone trying to get hold of a copy of 
With My Little Eye: I was in the same position myself a few months ago, though that will 
be no consolation to you. The balance of the original edition (which did not sell very 
well) cannot have been remaindered, I think, because copies were never offered to me 
(on the demise of John Lehmann Ltd.) as were copies, e.g., of Epitaphs and Occasions, 
nor do I have any copies about. Perhaps piles of it lurk in some warehouse. It was 
published (as a straight thriller for adults) in the US three or so years ago by Macmi11ans. 
It sold out, has never been reprinted, and Macmillans have no copies even for a 
recently-begging author. I wanted a copy for Penguin books (who have bought the 
paper-back rights). I now have on my own shelves one copy of the English edition and 
one copy of the American (which has epigraphs for each chapter). ' 
[Crime Omnibus, 7] 'Though it [With My Little Eye] had an adolescent hero, its plot and 
style turned out to be too sophisticated for children, and it was published with the 
su!rtitle 'A Mystery Story for Teen Agers'. The making into two words of the second 
noun indicates that the expression was then ( 1948) quite novel (indeed, the 
first-hyphenated-use of it is given in the OED Supplement as 1941). I seem to recall 
the su!rtitle as an attempt to indicate a specific market for the book, it being realized 
that the thing might fall between two stools. The reviewers were almost all kind, but 
several said it could have been brought out as an ordinary crime novel [ . . .  ] which it was 
in 1957 in the United States. In this country its original status was prolonged by Penguin 
publishing it as a Peacock Book in 1963.' 
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[Crime Omnibus, 9] 'Kekewich, in With My Little Eye, albeit his name i s  taken from a 
notoriously fallible nineteenth-<entury judge ('My Lords,' the counsel once opened, 'this 
is an appeal from a judgement of Kekewich J., but there are also other grounds') has the 
physical appearance of J.D. Bernal, the eminent scientist of Marxist convictions, whom 
I used to see just after the war, probably in connection with the Society for Cultural 
Relations with the USSR or some meetings of intellectuals then especially anxious about 
a third world war. ' 
6 EPITAPHS AND OCCASIONS (poems) 
John Lehmann, 1949 
TITLE-PAGE: Roy Fuller I EPITAPHS AND OCCASIONS I [ornamental rule] I 
Now with a general Peace the World was blest, I While Ours, a World divided from the 
rest, I A dreadful Quiet felt, and worser far I Than Armes, a sullen Interval of War: 
I Thus, when black Clouds draw down the lab' ring skies, I Ere yet abroad the winged 
Thunder flies, I An horrid Stillness first invades the ear, I And in that silence We the 
Tempest fear. I -Dryden I JOHN LEHMANN I London 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1 949 I BY JOHN LEHMANN LTD. I 6 
HENRIETI A STREET LONDON W.C.2 I MADE AND PRINTED IN GREAT 
BRITAIN I BY PURNELL AND SONS, LTD. I PAULTON (SOMERSET) AND 
LONDON I SET IN 1 2PT. FOURNIER 
COLLATION: [A]8B8CSD6 [$ 1 signed]=30 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9-60. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'Epitaphs and Occasions' ;  [2] 'BY THE SAME AUTHOR I [Poems, 
The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Savage Gold, With My Little Eye] ' ;  [3] title-page; 
[4] title verso; [5] contents; [6] contents continued, followed by acknowledgements: 
'Acknowledgements are due to the editors of The I Listener, Orion, Orpheus, Poetry, 
Tribune, The I New Statesman and Nation, Poetry (Chicago), I Horizon, Our Time, 
and Furioso. ' ;  [7] 'To I Jack Clark and Alan Ross';  [8] blank; 9 'DEDICATORY 
POEM [later as Dedicatory Epistle, with a book of 1 949] ' ;  14 'KNOLE' ;  16 'THE 
LAKE'; 1 8  'ON SEEING THE LENI RIEFENSTAHL FILM I OF THE 1936 
OLYMPIC GAMES' ;  19 'ON HEARING BARTOK'S I CONCERTO FOR 
ORCHESTRA';  20 'EPITAPHS FOR SOLDIERS' ;  2 1  'SCHWERE GUSTAV';  22 
'WINTER NIGHT'; 23 'DURING A BOMBARDMENT I BY V-WEAPONS ' ;  24 
'FATHERS AND SONS' ;  25 'THE DIVIDED LIFE RE-LIVED';  27 'MEDITATION' ;  
2 8  'STANZAS I In the year's autumnal rage';  30 ' 1 948' ;  3 1  'VIRTUE' ;  3 2  'EPITAPH 
I Whoever you may be';  33 'CHEKHOV';  34 'DOROTHY WORDSWORTH'; 35 
'EMILY DICKINSON' ;  36 'POETS I Of course, it's not a demon which possesses' ;  37 
'EPITAPH FOR A SPY' ;  38 'THE HERO';  39 'IMAGE AND FOSSIL'; 40 'THE 
EXTENDING SEGMENT'; 41 'THE FIVE HAMLETS ';  42 'ANCESTORS' ;  43 
'LITTLE FABLE'; 44 'THE FAMILY CAT'; 45 'TO MY SON'; 46 'THE GAZE'; 47 
'SONNETS I I I I saw her tiny figure at the end', 'II I My sleep stopped like a play'; 
49 'BALLAD I Father, through the dark that parts us'; 50 'NURSERY RHYME'; 5 1  
'SONG I The blonde who reads Prediction' ;  52 'HYMN I Tell us how we can arrive 
at' ;  54 'THE CIVILIZATION' ;  56 'TO SARAH SYMONS ON HER BIRTHDAY I 
14 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
September 3, 1948 ';  58 'OBITIJARY OF R. FULLER' ; 60 'TAILPIECE' .  
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 197 x 1 30 mm. Bound in yellow cloth-<overed 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down, within black ovals] 
EPITAPHS AND OCCASIONS ROY FULLER [below black ovals] JOHN I 
LEHMANN'. Dust jacket illustrated and printed in blue. Jacket illustration by B. Biro. 
Back flap features photograph of Fuller by Robin Adler. 
PUBLICATION: November 1949. Price 6s. Publication records for John Lehmann Ltd. 
seem to have been lost or destroyed. 
On its dissolution, the John Lehmann Ltd. list was absorbed by Macdonald and Co., 
a subsidiary of Purnell, from whom Lehmann had received financial backing. Cumulative 
Book Index lists a Macdonald and Co. Epitaphs and Occasions at $ 1 .30. Not seen. 
Macdonald reports that Epitaphs and Occasions was remaindered by Lehmann in 1 954, 
and thus never issued under its (Macdonald's) imprint This is supported by a letter from 
Fuller to George Sims (Dartmouth, 19 May 196 1 ,  see under COMMENTARY AND 
CORRESPONDENCE for With My Little Eye), in which Fuller mentions that on 
Lehmann's demise copies of Epitaphs and Occasions were offered to him before being 
remaindered. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [The Strange and the Good, 366] 'The 
war's upsets were perhaps indicated by the length of time between A Lost Season and my 
next book of poems, Epitaphs and Occasions ( 1 949). By that time I had eased myself 
into writing fiction for adults by producing, after Savage Gold, a crime story for 
teenagers, With My Little Eye ( 1948). ' 
7 THE SECOND CURTAIN (novel) 
7 A Derek Verschoyle edition, 1953 
TITLE-PAGE: THE I SECOND CURTAIN I [rule] I Roy Fuller I [Verschoyle 
symbol: boar's head] I DEREK VERSCHOYLE I 13 Park Place, St James's, London 
SW/ 
TITLE VERSO: First published in 1953 by I DEREK VERSCHOYLE LIMITED I 1 3  
Park Place, St James's I London SWI I All Rights Reserved I Printed in Great Britain 
by I PURNELL AND SONS, LIMITED I Paulton (Somerset) and London 
COLLATION: [AtB-K8L6 [$1 signed]=86 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9-172. 
CONTENTS: [ 1-2] blank; [3] 'THE SECOND CURTAIN' ;  [4] 'BY THE SAME 
AUTHOR I [Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, 
Savage Gold, With My Little Eye] ' ;  [5] title-page; [6] title verso; [7] 'TO JOHN 
LEHMANN I Between bright eyes the bulbous nose : I Between the poetry and the 
prose. I Enemies and lovers value eyes : I Nose is for all to recognize. ' ;  [8] blank; 9 
'CHAPTER ONE' ;  chapters 2-1 1 designated similarly and respectively on pages 1 9, 30, 
50, 67, 88, 106, 1 2 1 ,  1 36, 148, and 1 64. 
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DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 197 x 123 mm. Bound in blue cloth�overed 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: '[running across] TilE I SECOND 
I CURTAIN I [rule] I ROY I FULLER I VERSCHOYLE'. Dust jacket illustrated 
in reddish brown and black, printed in black. Jacket design by Mel Caiman. 
PUBLICATION: November 1953. Price lOs 6d. Number of copies unknown, but Fuller 
stated that 2500 copies were sold in the frrst year (Crime Omnibus, 8). 
Cumulative Book Index lists a Ryerson Press (Canada) The Second Curtain at $2.00. 
Not seen. 
Andre Deutsch issue, 1 957 
On Verschoyle's dissolution its list was acquired by Andre Deutsch. Deutsch re-issued 
an unknown number of copies of The Second Curtain (along with Fantasy and Fugue) 
in a 'Cheap edition' on 7 December 1957, at a price of 5s. Not seen. 
7 Aa Macmillan subedition, 1 956 
TITLE-PAGE: 1HE I SECOND CURTAIN I [rule] I Roy Fuller I [Cock Robin 
Mystery symbol] I TilE MACMILLAN COMPANY I New York [dot] 1956 
TITLE VERSO: All Rights Reserved I First Printing I Printed in the United States of 
America 
COLLATION: [1-4]16[5]8[6]16=88 leaves. Pagination as SA. 
CONTENTS: [1-2] blank; [3] half-title; [4] Macmillan blurb; [5] title-page; [6] title 
verso; [7] dedication; [8] blank; all else as 7 A. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 188 x 125 mm. Bound in. light blue cloth�overed 
boards, printed in black. Cock Robin Mystery symbol printed on lower right comer of 
front cover. Dust jacket illustrated and printed in blue, white, and black. There are new 
dust jacket blurbs. Jacket design by Vera Bock. All else as 7 A. 
PUBLICATION: February 1956. Price $2.75. Number of copies unknown. 
The Macmillan Second Curtain was produced in the United States by offset from the 
Verschoyle printing, sheets of which were supplied to Macmillan by Andre Deutsch Ltd. 
78 First collected edition, Cassell, 1956 
TITLE-PAGE: [across two pages, with six illustrations interspersed throughout text] 
Kingsley Amis I LUCKY JIM I Virginia Woolf FLUSH Louise de Vilmorin MADAM 
DE I [against brown band] THE I RUSSELL READER I EDITED BY LEONARD 
RUSSELL AND PUBLISHED BY CASSELL I Mary Norton TilE BORROWERS Roy 
Fuller THE SECOND CURTAIN I Evelyn Waugh I SCOTT-KING'S I MODERN 
EUROPE 
16 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
TITLE VERSO: CASSELL & CO LTD I 37/38 ST ANDREW'S HILL, QUEEN 
VICTORIA STREET LONDON EC4 I [20 lines, consisting of foreign locations] I 
PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY THE SHENVAL PRESS I LONDON, 
HERTFORD AND HARLOW I F.656 
COLLATION: [At[B]16C-T16 [$1 signed]=292 leaves. Pages [1-4]5-83[84-85]87[88] 
89-206[207-209]210-211 [212]213-256[257]258-264[265]266-299[300]30 1-306[307] 
308-325[326]327-331 [332-333]334-376[377]378-379[380]381-586. 
CONTENTS: [1-2] title pages; [3] title verso; [4] contents; 5-8 editor's  introduction; 
9-[207] text of other works, [208] blank; [209] title-page of The Second Curtain: 
'[against illustration of George Garner entering a house] THE SECOND I CURTAIN 
I BY ROY FULLER I ILLUSTRATED BY ROBIN JACQUES'; 210 'Editor's Note' ;  
[213] dedication: 'TO JOHN LEHMANN I Between bright eyes [ .. .  ] '  I chapter number 
'1'; chapters 2-11 designated similarly and respectively on pages 220, 227, 241, 253, 
269, 282, 292, 299, 313, 324; 332-584 text of other works. 
· 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 230 x 148 nun. 7 illustrations by Robin Jacques 
interspersed with text of The Second Curtain. Bound in red cloth-covered boards stamped 
in gold. Dust jacket not seen. 
PUBLICATION: 20 September 1956. 15,000 copies printed according to B.J. Kirkpatrick 
in A Bibliography of Virginia Woolf (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980). Price £1.50. 
7C Penguin edition, 1962 
7C.l First Penguin printing, /962 
I could not secure a copy of this printing for examination. The title-page and title verso 
transcriptions were taken from photocopies provided by John Fuller. 
TITLE-PAGE: THE SECOND CURTAIN I [double rule] I ROY FULLER I Penguin 
Books 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex I AUSTRALIA: 
Penguin Books Pty Ltd, 762 Whitehorse Road, I - I First published by Verschoyle 
1953 I Published in Penguin Books 1962 I - I Made and printed in the Netherlands 
I by N.V. Drukkerij Bosch, Utrecht I Set in Monotype Van Dijck I This book is sold 
subject to the condition I that it shall not, by way of trade, be lent, I re-sold, hired out, 
or otherwise disposed I of without the publisher's consent, I in any form of binding 
or cover I other than that in which I it is published 
PUBLICATION: 21 September 1962. Price US $1.95; UK 3s 6d. Number of copies 
unknown. Penguin book number 1760. ISBN 0 1400 176 07. 
7C.2 Second Penguin printing, 1976 
TITLE-PAGE: As 7C. l .  
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TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England I Penguin 
Books, 625 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022, U.S.A. I Penguin Books 
Australia Ltd, Ringwood, Victoria, Australia I Penguin Boo,ks Canada Ltd, 41 Steelcase 
Road West, Markham, Ontario, Canada I Penguin Books (N.Z.) Ltd, 182-190 Wairau 
Road, Auckland 10, New Zealand I - I First published by Verschoyle 1953 I 
Published in Penguin Books 1962 I Reprinted 1976 I - I Copyright Roy Fuller, 1953 
I All rights reserved I - I  Made and printed in Great Britain I by Hazell Watson & 
Viney Ltd, I Aylesury, Bucks I Set in Monotype Van D ijck I Except in the U nited 
States of America, I this book is sold to the condition I that it shall not, by way of 
trade or otherwise, I be lent, re-sold, hired out, or otherwise circulated I without the 
publisher's prior consent in any form of I binding or cover other than that in which it 
is I published and without a similar condition I including this condition being imposed 
I on the subsequent purchaser 
COLLATION: [1]122-812 [$1 signed]=96 leaves. Pages [1�]7-15[16]17-28[29]30-5 1[52] 
53-70[71]72-94[95]96-114[115] 11�131[132]133-143[ 144] 145-163[164] 165-181 
[182] 183-191[192]. 
CONTENTS: [1] half title, statement on Fuller, [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; 
[5] dedication; [6] blank; 7 'Chapter One';  chapters 2-11 designated similarly and 
respectively on pages 17, 30, 53, 72, 96, 116, 133, 145 , 165 , 183. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 176 x 105 mrn. Bound in black, white, and green 
paper covers. Front features photograph by Peter Barbieri of Mr. Punch, 'loaned by the 
trustees of Pollock' s Toy Museum'. 
PUBLICATION: 1976. Price UK 50p; New Zealand; $1.70; Canada $1.95; US $1.95. 
Number of copies unknown. 
Published as part of the Penguin Crime Fiction series, of which Julian Symons was 
editor. 
7Ca Academy Chicago subedition, 1986 
TITLE-PAGE: THE SECOND CURTAIN 
[publisher's symbol] 
[double rule] I ROY FULLER I 
TITLE VERSO: Published iri 1986 by I Academy Chicago Publishers I 425 N. 
M ichigan A venue I Chicago, Illinois 606 11 I Copyright © 1977 by Roy Fuller I 
Printed and bound in the USA I No part of this book may be reproduced I in any form 
without the express written I permission of the publisher. I Library of Congress 
Cataloging-in-Publication Data I Fuller, Roy Broadbent, 1912- 1 The second curtain. 
I I. Title I [PR601l .U55S43 1986] 823' .912 85-28941 I ISBN 0-89733-197-4 
(pbk.) I Background cover design from I a drawing by Aubrey Beardsley. 
COLLATION: Adhesive binding. 96 Leaves. Pagination as 7C. 
CONTENTS: As 7C. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper. Bound in illustrated purple and white paper covers. 
1 8  Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
Cover design from a drawing by Aubrey Beardsley. Back carries blurb from New York 
Times Review by Anthony Boucher. All else as 7C. 
PUBLICATION: 1986. Price $4.95. 5076 copies. 
Academy Chicago also published Fantasy and Fugue and planned to publish 'three 
mainstream novels' by Fuller. Fantasy and Fugue was brought out by Academy Chicago 
with the title Murder in Mind; for financial reasons, however, the mainstream novels 
were never published by Academy Chicago. 
70 Carcanet, second collected edition, see 65 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [From Derek Verschoyle, 24 June 1 953, 
in Spanner and Pen, 1 33) 'This is to say we are delighted with your novel [The Second 
Curtain] and should like to send it forthwith to the printers and try to get it out in the 
autumn. '  
[From Andre Deutsch, 2 1  March 1955, in  Spanner and Pen, 1 35) 'No doubt you have 
heard that we have taken over the Derek Verschoy1e list, with all its assets and liabilities. 
Having looked through the contracts, I see that of your three books published by 
Verschoyle, the one for The Second Curtain was made out directly with you. We have 
now prepared the royalty statements up to the 30th June 1 954, and accordingly £62 4s 
6d is due to you on that book. ' 
[Crime Omnibus, 8) 'I certainly think the two novels I wrote after With My Little Eye, 
The Second Curtain and Fantasy and Fugue, were additional exercises to fit me for the 
novel proper. By the time I had written The Second Curtain, John Lehmann Limited, to 
my sorrow and loss, had gone out of business, but luckily, in a way, I was introduced to 
Derek Verschoyle's eponymous publishing company, which promptly brought out that 
novel and Fantasy and Fugue before itself going bust, a disaster for which I accept no 
responsibility.[ . . . ] It [The Second Curtain] had a striking dust-jacket, which I only 
recently learnt was the first ever commercial work done by Mel Caiman. '  
[Crime Omnibus, 8]  'The physical appearance of the tycoon in  The Second Curtain, and 
his cigar-smoking, are taken from Sir Robert Renwich (a tycoon in reality), who chaired 
meetings at the Ministry of Aircraft Production when I attended them in connection with 
my Admiralty job towards the end of the war.' 
8 COUNTERPARTS (poems) 
Derek Verschoyle, 1 954 
TITLE-PAGE: COUNTERPARTS I ROY FULLER I [Verschoyle symbol: boar's 
head) I DEREK VERSCHOYLE I LONDON 
TITLE VERSO: First published in 1 954 by I DEREK VERSCHOYLE LIMITED I 
London I Made and printed in Great Britain by I WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS 
LIMITED I London and Beccles 
Roy Fuller: A Bibliography 19 
COLLATION: [ 1 ]828[3]8 [$ 1 signed]=24 leaves. Pages [ 1-6]7-46[47-48] .  
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'COUNTERPARTS '; [2] ' BY THE SAME AUTHOR I [Poems, The 
Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, The Second Curtain, Savage 
Gold, With My Little Eye] '; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'TO J.R. ACKERLEY I 
Your standards are not wrong: I Poems should be defendable, like prose; I Like blood 
unclotted; even like a nose, I Not half an inch too long. ' [6] blank; 7 contents; 8 
contents continued, followed by acknowledgements: ' Acknowledgements are due to the 
following periodicals: I The Listener, Time and Tide, Furioso, The New Statesman I 
and Nation, Tribune, The Times Literary Supplement, Vogue; I to the BBC programme 
New Soundings and the anthologies I New Poems 1 952 and New Poems 1 953. ' ;  9 
' RHETORIC OF A JOURNEY ' ;  1 3  'TEN MEMORIAL POEMS I N.S .  1 888-1 949 1 
Illness is to reconcile us to death' :  ' I  I Week after week, month after month, in pain',  
' II I The image of the times that hurt me most'; 1 4  'III I Your illness changed your 
life into a dream', ' IV I To think of your suffering and bear it'; 1 5  ' V I To understand 
the story' ,  ' VI I What irony that I can speak like this' ;  1 6  ' VII I A year already since 
you died ' ,  ' VITI I I imagine that simply to live is heroic ' ;  1 7  'IX I What first we 
feared for you we wished at last', 'X I A long tense shadow falls across my page' ;  1 8  
'THE SNOW';  1 9  'YOUTH REVISITED';  20 'TIME ';  2 1  'COTE DES MAURES I 
J.L.F. ,  his poem'; 22 'THE IMAGE';  23 'SENTIMENTAL POEM';  24 ' POEM TO PAY 
FOR A PEN';  26 'THE TWO POETS ', 'TO A NOTEBOOK';  27 'PREFACE TO AN 
ANTHOLOGY' ;  28 'ON READING A S OVIET NOVEL';  29 'TWO POEMS FROM 
BAUDELAIRE ': 'CATS ' ,  ' OWL S ' ;  30 ' ANDRE GIDE';  3 1  ' IBSEN'; 32 'ON 
SPALDING'S HANDBOOK TO PROUST'; 33 ' NECROPHAGY';  34 'TRANSLATION'; 
35 ' INACTION' ;  36 ' S OCIALIST' S SONG ' ;  37 'A WET SUNDAY IN SPRING ';  38 
'TIMES OF WAR AND REVOLUTION'; 39 ' WINTER ROUNDELL ',  'THE FIFTIES ' ;  
40 'THE MEETING '; 4 1  ' S IGNS ' ;  4 2  'PANTOMIME '; 43 ' DEATH O F  A 
DICTATOR' ,  'NINO, THE WONDER DOG ' ;  44 'IMAGES OF AUTUMN ' ;  46 ' POET 
AND READER' ; [47-48] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white laid paper watermarked ' [crown] I Abbey Mills I 
Greenfield' ,  1 84 x 1 24 mm. Bound in brown paper�overed boards printed in black. 
Front: ' COUNTERPARTS I ROY FULLER I [Verschoyle symbol: boar's head] I 
VERSCHOYLE '. Spine: ' [running down] COUNTERPARTS [dot] ROY FULLER 
[running across] DV'.  Back blank. Dust jacket brown, illustrated in brown, printed in 
black. Jacket repeats printing and illustration from binding. Front flap carries photograph 
of Fuller. 
PUBLICATION: 1 6  August 1 954. Price 6s. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Spanner and Pen, 1 33] ' From the 
notorious Fortune Press I was rescued during the war by John Lehmann at the Hogarth 
Press, and followed him when after the war he set up his own publishing company. That 
failed eventually, and I was left high and dry with a book of poems, Counterparts, and 
a novel, The Second Curtain. I must have tried to sell these goods under my own steam 
to several publishers, because I remember being greatly cheered when Alan Ross (with 
a book of his own, Something of the Sea, on offer) told me that a new publisher called 
Derek Verschoyle planned to cut printing costs by bringing out several books of verse 
simultaneously in the same format, and that he, Alan, had secured the firm's interest in 
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mine. Sure enough, after a few uncertainties, all came to pass as prognosticated. It was 
not the last time Alan, whose contacts in Grub street multiplied as the years passed, not 
least on account of his agreeable and acute personality, rescued me from publishemess. '  
9 FANTASY AND FUGUE (novel) 
9A Derek Verschoyle edition, 1954 
TITLE-PAGE: Fantasy and Fugue I by I ROY FULLER I [Verschoyle symbol: 
boar's head] I DEREK VERSCHOYLE I LONDON 
TITLE VERSO: First published 1 954 by I DEREK VERSCHOYLE LIMITED I 14  
Carlisle Street Soho Square I London WI I Printed in  Great Britain by I Purnell & 
Sons Limited I Paulton (Somerset) & London I All rights reserved 
COLLATION: [A] 16B-F16 [$ 1 signed]=96 leaves. Pages [ 1-6]7-1 92. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ] 'FANTASY AND FUGUE'; [2] 'By the same author I [star] I 
[Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, Counterparts, The 
Second Curtain, Savage Gold, With My Little Eye] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 
'TO I A. E. SHRIMPTON I Lucky the lawyers with some leisure time: Golf for the 
innocent; for the guilty, crime. ' ;  [6] blank; 7 ' [double rule] I CHAPTER ONE I 
[double rule] ' ;  chapters 2-6 designated similarly and respectively on pages 27, 45, 6 1 ,  
1 06, and 1 40. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 1 84 x 1 17 mm. Two bindings have been seen: 
blue paper-covered boards stamped in gold and red paper-covered boards stamped in 
black. Spine: '[across] Fantasy I and I Fugue I [asterisk] I ROY I FULLER I 
[asterisk] I VERSCHOYLE' .  Front and back blank. Dust jacket illustrated in purple, 
yellow, and black, printed in purple and black. Jacket design by Alan Lindsay. Back 
contains blurbs from reviews of The Second Curtain by New Statesman and Nation, Time 
and Tide, John Betjeman in the Daily Telegraph, John 0' London, and the Nottingham 
Guardian. 
PUBLICATION: 25 October 1 954. Price lOs 6d. Number of copies unknown. 
Andre Deutsch issue, 1957 
On Verschoyle ' s  dissolution its list was acquired by Andre Deutsch Ltd. Deutsch 
re-issued an unknown number of copies of F antasy and Fugue (along with The Second 
Curtain) in a 'Cheap edition' on 7 December 1 957, at a price of 6s. Not seen. 
9Aa Macmillan subedition, 1956 
TITLE-PAGE: Fantasy and Fugue I by I Roy Fuller I [Cock Robin Mystery symbol] 
I New York 1 956 1 THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
Roy Fuller: A Bibliography 21 
TITLE VERSO: First Printing I Printed in the United States of America I All rights 
reserved I Library of Congress catalog card number: 56-8446 
COLLATION: [ 1-6] 16=96 leaves. Pagination as 9A. 
CONTENTS: As 9A. 
DESCRIPTION: Bound in black cloth-covered boards, printed in red. Cock Robin 
Mystery symbol in lower right comer of front cover. Dust jacket black and red. Jacket 
design by Fussiner and Sorel. Back carries blurb on The Second Curtain by James 
Sandoe from New York Herald-Tribune review. All else as 9A. 
PUBLICATION: 1 956. Price $2.75. Number of copies unknown. 
The Macmillan Fantasy and Fugue was produced in the United States by offset from 
the Verschoyle printing, sheets of which were supplied by Andre Deutsch Ltd. 
9Ab Academy Chicago subedition, 1986 
TITLE-PAGE: Murder in Mind I Roy Fuller I [publisher's  symbol] 
TITLE VERSO: Published in 1 986 by I Academy Chicago Publishers I 425 North 
Michigan A venue I Chicago, IL 606 1 1 I Copyright © 1 956 by Roy Fuller I Printed 
and bound in the USA I No part of this book may be reproduced I in any form 
without the express written I permission of the publisher. I Library of Congress 
Cataloguing-in-Publication Data I Fuller, Roy Broadbent, 1 9 1 2- I Murder in mind. 
I Previously published as: Fantasy and fugue. 1 956. I I. Title. I PR60 1 l .U55F3 1 986 
823 ' .9 1 2  86-22229 1 ISBN 0-89733-235-0 (pbk.) 
COLLATION: Adhesive binding. 98 leaves. Pages [ 1-6]7-192[ 1 93-196]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  half-title; [2] blank; all else as 9A. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 77 x 1 07 mm. Bound in grey and blue paper 
covers, printed in grey and blue. All else as 9A. 
PUBLICATION: 1 986. Price $4.95. 6900 copies printed. 
The original title was changed to Murder in Mind by Academy Chicago so that the 
book might be more easily identified as a mystery. The publisher felt that ' Fantasy' 
might lead booksellers to mistakenly place the book in the fantasy genre. 
98 Penguin edition, 1970 
TITLE-PAGE: Roy Fuller I Fantasy and Fugue I Penguin Books 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England I Penguin 
Books Australia, Ringwood, Victoria, Australia I First published by Derek Verschoyle 
1 954 1 Published in Penguin Books 1 970 I Copyright © Roy Fuller, 1 954 1 Made and 
printed in Great Britain by I Hunt Barnard & Co. Ltd, Aylesbury, Bucks I Set in 
Monotype Baskerville I This book is sold subject to the condition that I it shall not, 
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by way of trade or otherwise, be lent, I re-sold, hired out, or otherwise circulated 
without I the publisher's prior consent in any form of I binding or cover other than 
that in which it is I published and without a similar condition I including this condition 
being imposed on the I subsequent purchaser 
COLLATION: [ 1 ]82-108 [$ 1 signed]=80 leaves. Pages[ l �]7-2 1 [22]23-36[37]38--49[50] 
5 1 -86[87]88-1 1 5[ 1 1 6] 1 17-1 59[ 1 60] . 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  Penguin book number, half title, biographical statement on Fuller, 
Penguin symbol; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] dedication; [6] blank; 7 
'One' ;  chapters 2� designated similarly and respectively on pages 23, 38, 5 1 ,  88, 1 1 7. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 72 x 1 05 mm. Bound in orange, light blue, and 
grey illustrated paper covers. Cover design by John Oleary. 
PUBLICATION: April 1 970. Price UK 25p [5s] ;  Australia $0.85; New Zealand $0.75; 
South Africa R0.60; Canada $ 1 . 1 5. Number of copies unknown. 
9C Carcanet collected edition, see 65 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [From Derek Verschoyle, 1 1  May 1 954, 
in Spanner and Pen, 1 34] 'I am sorry that our announcement of Fantasy and Fugue came 
as a shock to you. I thought that I indicated our acceptance when we met chez Ross 
about six weeks ago. I like it very much, and I think it has a reasonable chance of 
selling. It will shortly be going off to the printers. ' 
[Crime Omnibus, 9] ' In Fantasy and Fugue, Midwinter's name comes from Armadale 
by Wilkie Collins (for whom at that time I had a passion), but his mode of speech is that 
of Jack Lindsay, the admirable Australian writer, who had impressed me when I first met 
him round about the same time as Sir Robert Renwick, and whom I got to know much 
better long after the publication of Fantasy and Fugue. Rimmer's appearance [ . . .  ] is that 
of John Davenport, friend of Dylan Thomas, but his amiability departs diametrically from 
the original.' 
10 IMAGE OF A SO�IETY (novel) 
lOA Andre Deutsch edition, 1956 
IOA.l First Deutsch printing, 1 956 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [swelled rule] I Image of a Society I [Deutsch 
symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 956 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I 
1 2-14 CARLISLE STREET SOHO SQUARE I LONDON WI I ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY I EBENEZER BAYLIS AND 
SON L TO I WORCESTER AND LONDON 
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COLLATION: [A] 16B-G16H8 [$ 1 signed]= 1 20 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9-239[240] . 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  ' IMAGE OF A SOCIETY I [statement on Image of a Society] ' ;  [2] 
'By the same author I [The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Poems, The Middle of 
a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, Counterparts, Savage Gold, With My 
Little Eye] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'TO KATHLEEN SYMONS I Fiction 
must almost be in vain 1. For whom the real will entertain; I But this, so it may also 
live, I Begs all the interest you can give. ' ;  [6] blank; [7] author's  note; [8] blank; 9 ' I ' ;  
chapters 2-9 designated similarly and respectively on  pages 31 ,  51 ,  82, 1 20, 144, 1 92, 
220; page [240] is blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 84 x 1 22 mm. Bound in red cloth�overed boards 
stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running across] IMAGE I OF A I 
SOCIETY I [crossed branches with leaves] I ROY FULLER I [Deutsch symbol: three 
arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE I DEUTSCH' .  Dust jacket 
illustrated in black, purple, and green, printed in black and purple. Cover illustration by 
H. Miklewright. Back features blurbs on The Second Curtain from reviews in Time and 
Tide, Punch, and New Statesman, and blurbs on Fantasy and Fugue from Observer 
review by Maurice Richardson and a review from Birmingham Post. 
PUBLICATION: 1 5  November 1 956. Price 1 3s 6d. Number of copies unknown. 
10A.2 Second Deutsch printing, 1 956 
Deustch printed a second impression of Image of a Society at 1 3s 6d in 1 956. Not seen. 
lOAa Macmillan subedition, 1957 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [swelled rule] I Image of a Society I THE 
MACMll...LAN COMPANY I New York 
TITLE-VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED BY I THE MACMll...LAN COMPANY, NEW 
YORK 1 957 I © ROY FULLER 1 956 I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN 
COLLATION: [AtB-H16 [$ 1 signed]= 1 20 leaves. Pages [ l-8]9-239[240]. 
CONTENTS: As l OA. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 75 x 1 05 mm. Bound in red cloth�overed boards 
stamped in gold. Front and back blank. On the dust jacket Macmillan replaces Deutsch, 
the American price replaces the British, and the prices appended to blurbs on The Second 
Curtain and Fantasy and Fugue are deleted. All else as l OA. 
PUBLICATION: Autumn 1 957. Price $2.75. Between 1000 and 1050 copies were printed 
by Deutsch for Macmillan with the Macmillan imprint. 
lOAb Hogarth subedition, 1 987 
24 Books. Pamphlets. Broadsides 
TITLE-PAGE: [within rule border intersected by Hogarth symbol at top] IMAGE I OF 
I A SOCIETY I Roy Fuller I [beneath border] New introduction by I Jeremy Lewis 
I THE HOGARTH PRESS I LONDON 
TITLE VERSO: Published in 1 987 by I The Hogarth Press I Chatto and Windus Ltd 
I 40 William IV Street, London WC2N 4DF I First published in Great Britain by 
Andre Deutsch Ltd 1 956 I Hogarth edition offset from original British edition I 
Copyright © Roy Fuller 1 956 I Introduction copyright © Jeremy Lewis 1 987 I All 
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a I retrieval 
system, or transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic, I mechanical, 
photocopying, recording or otherwise; without the prior I permission of the publisher. 
I British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data I Fuller, Roy I Image of a society. 
I I. Title I 823 ' .9 1 2[F] PR60 1 1 .U55 I ISBN 0 70 1 2  0689 6 I Printed in Great 
Britain by I Cox & Wyman Ltd I Reading, Berkshire 
COLLATION :  Adhesive binding. 128 leaves. Pages [6] [ 1-8]9-239[240-250] . 
CONTENTS: [1]  biographical statement; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 
' INTRODUCTION' ;  [6] introduction continued; [ 1-3] introduction continued; [4] end of 
introduction, signed 'Jeremy Lewis, London, 1 986 ' ; [5] dedication as lOA; [6] blank; [6] 
author' s  note as l OA; [8] blank; 9-239 text as l OA; [240] blank; [241-249] 
advertisements for Hogarth paperbacks; [250] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 90 x 1 24 mrn. Bound in purple, red, and white 
illustrated paper covers. Cover illustration by Paul Wilding. Back has blurb by J.B. 
Priestley from Sunday Times review. 
PUBLICATION: February 1 987. Price £4.95. 3000 copies printed. 
Hogarth had planned to reprint two other novels by Fuller in addition to Image of a 
Society and The Ruined Boys. These were My Child, My Sister and The Carnal Island. 
For financial reasons, however, these novels were not published. 
lOB Penguin edition, 1963 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I IMAGE OF A SOCIETY I PENGUIN BOOKS 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex I AUSTRALIA: 
Penguin Books Pty Ltd, 762 Whitehorse Road, I Mitcham, Victoria I - I First 
published by Andre Deutsch Limited 1 956 I First published in Penguin Books 1 963 I 
- I Copyright © Roy Fuller, 1 956 I - I Made and printed in Great Britain I by 
Hazell Watson & Viney Ltd, Aylesbury, Bucks I Set in Linotype Pilgrim I This book 
is sold subject to the condition I that it shall not, by way of trade, be lent, I re-sold, 
hired-Qut, or otherwise disposed I of without the publisher's consent, I in any form 
of binding or cover I other than that in which I it is published 
COLLATION: [ 1 ] 122-8 12 [$ 1 signed]=96 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9-25[26]27-41 [42]43-65 
[66]67-95[96]97-1 14[ 1 1 5] 1 1 6--1 32[ 1 33] 1 34-1 5 1 [ 1 52] 1 53-173 [ 1 74] 1 75-1 88[ 1 89-192]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1] half title, biographical statement on Fuller; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] 
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title-verso; [5] dedication; [6] blank; [7] author's  note; [8] blank; 9 ' 1  '; chapters 2-9 
designated similarly and respectively on pages 27, 43, 67, 97, 1 1 6, 1 34, 1 53, 1 7  5; [ 1 90] 
blank; [ 1 9 1 ]  Penguin symbol and note concerning advertising on next page; [ 1 92] 
advertisement for The Second Curtain and Savage Gold. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 174 x 1 00 mrn. Original covers not seen. 
PUBLICATION: 28 November 1 963. Price 3s. Number of copies unknown. 
Penguin book number 2058.  This edition not published for sale in the USA. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: The television version of Image of a 
Society was produced by Antony Kearey and was broadcast on 2 1  May 1 963 on 
Independent Television. John Paul played Stuart Blackledge, Iris Russell played Stuart' s  
wife Rose, and Hugh Brenden played Philip Witt. 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 2 1  September 1 955] 'I asked the wise and intelligent lady who 
typed Image of a Society for her views on the dubious Philip passages we discussed. She 
says: "I don 't ·agree at all about their impeding the flow. It struck me that they were 
valuable in several ways-in helping one to think and feel with Philip in that inner life 
of his, in sharpening the contrast between his private self and the realistic office self, and 
so on. They light up little facets of Philip, and create little pockets of fantasy which 
seemed to me effective and important." [�] But of course I 'll look very carefully at the 
typescript when you send it. ' 
The title Image of a Society was not well liked at Deutsch Ltd. Fuller himself was 
ambivalent about it. Diana Athill suggested the title Doors Marked Private. 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 27 October 1 955] 'Sorry to have been so long returning this 
typescript. I have pondered much on the title without lighting on any really bullseye 
alternative. Members of the Body was the best my ponderings produced, but if you think 
Image of a Society better do please alter the typescript. I am so bemused about it all that 
my powers of judgement have vanished. ' 
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 20 March 1 956] 'You'll think me very stubborn, but I think 
Image of a Society is the best title of the three. If you all feel this cannot be, will you 
phone me next week? I shall be at home on Saturday and back in my office on Monday. 
[�] I have added a sentence on page 336 and changed a word on page 346. ' 
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 29 June 1 956] 'Thank you for your letter and enclosures. I return 
the draft blurb which seems OK to me--except I can never take the growing practice of 
giving away the plot in these things. I would not myself divulge that Witt falls in love 
with Rose. But you will know best.' 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 8 August 1 956] ' Here is the corrected Image. Libel: I 'm quite 
happy about the building society side of things, have checked with the Building Societies' 
Who's  Who and the Building Societies ' Yearbook. We also checked with the telephone 
directory and with directory enquiries and can find no building called West End House 
nor any company called West End Limited. If you look in the Directory you'll see 
several companies beginning with "West End", but I do not think this matters-though 
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I am not a libel expert. I've added a sentence to the "Author's  Note" (though I know 
such things have no legal effect) which I think should be said about the company since 
I 've said it about the society.' 
[Spanner and Pen, 57] 'When in the mid-Fifties I wrote a novel about a building society, 
Image of a Society, I used for part of the plot the failure of a commercial security. I had 
to invent run-<iown premises in Paddington, rather an improbable security in the first 
place, to avoid writing about what had gone wrong in reality with the Woolwich 
mortgages. Similarly, I had to transform the physical appearance of the demon 
Vice-Chairman in the novel so that he should not be identified as Leslie Wates. '  
1 1  BRUTUS'S ORCHARD (poems) 
l lA Andre Deutsch edition, 1 957 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [ornamental rule] I Brutus' s  Orchard I [ornamental 
rule] I POEMS I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I 
ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 957 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I 
1 2-14 CARLISLE STREET SOHO SQUARE I LONDON WI I © ROY FULLER 
1 957 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY I 
TONBRIDGE PRINTERS LIMITED I TONBRIDGE KENT 
COLLATION: [A]8B-E8 ($ 1 signed]=40 leaves. Pages [2] [ 1-12] 1 3-75[76-78].  
CONTENTS: [1-2] blank; [1]  'BRUTUS ' S  ORCHARD I POEMS' ;  [2] 'Also by Roy 
Fuller I [Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, 
Counterparts, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, Savage Gold, 
With My Little Eye] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4} title verso; [5] 'To I LAURIE LEE' ;  [6] blank; 
[7] 'ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS I Acknowledgements are due to the editors of the I 
Listener, the London Magazine, the Times Literary I Supplement, Encounter, Time and 
Tide, the New Statesman I and Nation, the Poetry Book Society Bulletin, I Ark, Truth, 
and New Poems. ' ;  [8] blank; [9-10] contents; [ 1 1 ]  'BRUTUS'S ORCHARD I POEMS ' ;  
[ 1 2] blank; 1 3  'SPRING SONG '; 14 'SUMMER';  1 6  'PICTURES O F  WINTER'; 1 8  
'AUTOBIOGRAPHY O F  A LUNGWORM' ;  2 0  'ON GRAZING A FINGER', 
'ELEMENTARY PHILOSOPHY' ;  2 1  'THE DAY',  'ON A TEXTBOOK OF 
SURGERY' ;  22 'TO A GIRL IN THE MORNING';  23 'ECLIPSE I January 1 9, 1 954: 
1 2.50-4. 1 3 ' ;  24 'DISCREPANCIES' ;  26 'NIGHT PIECE' ;  28 ' AMBIGUITIES ' ;  30 
'EXPOSTULATION AND INADEQUATE REPLY' ;  32 'A SONG BETWEEN TWO 
SHEPHERDS' ;  34 'PLEASURE ORNE' ;  36 'WINTER WORLD' ;  38 'FLORSETAN 
TO LEONORA' ;  40 'THE IDES OF MARCH' ;  42 'AFTER THE DRAMA'; 43 
'NEWSTEAD ABBEY' ;  44 'ONE AND MANY';  46 'TO SHAKESPEARE' ;  48 'THE 
PERTURBATIONS OF URANUS' ;  50 'AMATEUR FILM-MAKING' ;  52 'POEM OUT 
OF CHARACTER' ;  54 'SITTING FOR A PORTRAIT I To Raymond Mason I [I-II] ' ; 
56 'AT A WARWICKSHIRE MANSION'; 58 'DIALOGUE OF THE POET AND HIS 
TALENT'; 60 'THE FINAL PERIOD' ;  62 'JAG AND HANGOVER' ;  64 'TO 
POSTERITY?' ;  65 'TO A FRIEND LEAVING FOR GREECE' ;  66 ' MYTHOLOGICAL 
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SONNETS I To J. L. Fuller' : 'I I Far out the voyagers clove the lovat sea' ,  ' II  I 
There actually stood the fabled riders [earlier as The Riders] ' ;  67 ' III I The legendary 
woman he had sought [earlier as The Woman] ' ,  'IV I Beneath a bit of dirty cloth a 
girl 's ' ;  68 'V I A granulated, storm-blown, ashen sky' 'VI I The sage cut an orange 
through the navel, dwelt' ; 69 ' VII I Well now, the virgin and the unicorn [earlier as 
Virgin and Unicorn] ' ,  ' VITI I Suns in a skein, the uncut stones of night' ;  70 'IX I 
Naked, the girl repelled his lustful hands', 'X I Girls fight like fiends in paintings to 
defend' ;  7 1  ' XI I Mysterious indeed are epochs, dates [earlier as Fashions in Art] ' ,  'XII 
I That the dread happenings of myths reveal [earlier as Prometheus] ';  72 'XIII I Once 
brought indoors the leaf�yed cat became' ,  'XIV I Discovered in this vine-ridged, 
rounded land [earlier as The Lack] ' ;  73 'XV I Even (we think) the heroes cracked at 
last [earlier as Heroes] ' ,  'XVI I How startling to find the portraits of the gods [earlier 
as Gods and Men] ' ;  74 'XVll I We read of children taken by the heel [earlier as 
Myths] ' ,  'XVIll I The stench hung even in the garden [earlier as The Wound] ' ;  75 'XIX 
I Stone countenances, bearded, ill with time' ;  [76-78] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 246 x 1 55 mm. Bound in olive paper�overed 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' BRUTUS 'S  ORCHARD [star] 
ROY FULLER [running across] AD' .  Dust jacket olive, printed in dark green and red. 
Jacket design by Francis Minns. 
PUBLICATION: 1 1  November 1 957. Price 1 2s 6d. Number of copies unknown. 
l lAa Macmillan subedition, 1958 
Macmillan purchased between 250 and 275 bound and jacketed copies of Brutus's 
Orchard from Deutsch in November 1 957. Macmillan projected a publication date of 2 1  
January 1 958.  Not seen. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 17 July 1 956] 
'Did you look at the typescript of my poems? I'd like to know what you think and how 
the length worked out. I don't know what you will do about the jacket but if you intend 
to have an artist design it, I 'd very much like the job to go to a man called Raymond 
Mason. He' s  a good draughtsman and has worked on book illustrations for Paris 
publishers. He' s  just had a show at the Beaux Arts Gallery here. He knows my work and 
is sympathetic. '  The jacket design went to Francis Minns. 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 26 October 1 956] 'Here is the typescript of Brutus's Orchard. 
I could reduce it a little, if necessary, but only a little. Alternatively, I could add some 
poems! I want each poem on a separate page--except, of course, the sonnets at the 
end-but I think that is your practice. And naturally I 'm very anxious that publication 
should be as soon as possible. ' 
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 4 July 1 957] ' I  hate trying to do blurbs for myself and am very 
bad at it. So will you take the following with a pinch of salt and alter it as you will? If 
you want more biography it is all in Who's Who. Nicolas Bentley read the typescript 
recently and might be able to characterize the book better than I can. fm "Roy Fuller 
contributed to New Writing, New Verse, and many other periodicals in the 30 's, and the 
verse he wrote during the war made him one of the best-known of the poets serving with 
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the forces. The clarity and wit of the two volumes he has published since the war have 
perhaps obscured for many critics the deep feeling about public and personal life those 
volumes contain. The poetry in this new collection is immediately recognizable as being 
richer in texture, without having lost its concreteness, and its development is perhaps 
correlated to the reputation its author has made during the last few years as a novelist. 
Few poets since the war have attempted so consistently as Mr. Fuller to write poetry with 
relevance to the life of men in their times, and to this quality, and to the technical control 
its author has long possessed, Brutus's Orchard adds a wide range of imagery and 
emotion. " [m Do scrap all this if you can do better. ' 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 1 November 1 957] 'Many thanks for your letter of the 25th. 
I 'm delighted with the turn-out of Brutus's  Orchard-if the poems don ' t  seem good in 
that elegant disguise it' s  no one's fault but mine.' 
[Spanner and Pen, 1 2] 'Brutus's Orchard ( 1 957) marked an advance; in particular, some 
poems evaded the 'oppressed, stoical, humorous' persona by being in effect dramatic 
monologues (including the piece that drew Dame Edith Sitwell' s scorn, ' Autobiography 
of a Lungworm') . '  
1 2  THE RUINED BOYS (novel) 
l2A Andre Deutsch edition, 1 959 
l2A.l First Deutsch printing, 1959 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [double rule] I The Ruined Boys I [Deutsch symbol: 
three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 959 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I 
1 2-14  CARLISLE STREET SOHO SQUARE I LONDON WI I © ROY FULLER 
1 959 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT B RITAIN BY I 
EBENEZER BAYLIS AND SON LTD I WORCESTER AND LONDON I Epigraph 
from Collected Shorter Poems by I W.H. Auden, published by Faber & Faber 
COLLATION: [Af6B-H16 [$ 1 ,4 signed]= 1 28 leaves. Pages [4] [ 1-8]9-87[88]89-1 6 1  
[ 1 62] 1 63-247[248-252] . 
CONTENTS: [ 1-4] blank; [ 1 ]  'THE RUINED BOYS I [statement on The Ruined 
Boys] ' ;  [2] 'By the same author I [star] I [Image of a Society, The Second Curtain, 
Fantasy and Fugue, Poems, Brutus's  Orchard, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, 
Epitaphs and Occasions, Counterparts, Savage Gold, With My Little Eye] ' ;  [3] title-page; 
[4] title verso; [5] 'To I GRAHAM WATSON';  [6] blank; [7] 'Seekers after happiness, 
all who follow I The convolutions of your simple wish, I It is Later than you think; 
nearer that day I Far other than that distant afternoon I Amid rustle of frocks and 
stamping feet I They gave the prizes to the ruined boys. I W.H. AUDEN' ;  [8] blank; 
9 'ONE I [double rule] ' ;  chapters 2-3 designated similarly and respectively on pages 
89 and 1 63; pages [88], [ 1 62] , and [249-252] are blank. 
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DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 84 x 1 20 mm. Bound in black paper-covered 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: 'THE I RUINED I BOYS I 
[swelled rule] I Roy I Fuller I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all 
enclosed in circle] I ANDRE I DEUTSCH' .  Dust jacket illustrated in green and 
yellow, printed in green and black. Back carries photograph of Fuller by Angus McBean. 
Jacket design by Peter Edwards. The back of the dust jacket carries blurbs by Robert 
Conquest, The Spectator, and Alan Pryce-Jones, the BBC. Fuller noted two mistakes on 
the dust jacket: the jacket states that Fuller is 'Assistant Solicitor' to the Woolwich 
Equitable Building Society when at this time he was ' Solicitor, ' and the blurb misspells 
'Perry' for 'Percy ' .  Records in the Andre Deutsch archives at the University of Tulsa 
indicate that these mistakes were corrected for the dust jacket of the second impression. 
PUBLICATION: February 1 959. Price 1 5s. Number of copies unknown. 
Book Society recommendation. 
Cumulative Book Index lists a Collins (Canada) The Ruined Boys at $3.75. Not seen. 
12A.2 Second Deutsch printing, 1959 
The second impression is labeled 'SECOND IMPRESSION APRIL 1 959' on title verso 
above the copyright. 'FEBRUARY' is also inserted between 'FIRST PUBLISHED' and 
' 1 959' on the title verso. Dust jacket not seen, but records in the Andre Deutsch archives 
at the University of Tulsa indicate that the mistakes on the dust-jacket noted above were 
corrected for this impression. The dust jacket blurb was also revised. ·  
There was at least one minor typographical change to the text. I n  the first impression, 
the last word in the first line on page 57 reads 'P ercy's' . In the second impression this 
is corrected to read 'Percy's ' .  The Readers Union subedition reads 'Percy's ' ,  indicating 
it was offset from the second impression. 
12Aa Readers Union Ltd./Contemporary Fiction subedition, 1961 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [double rule] I The Ruined Boys I [Contemporary 
Fiction symbol: capital ' C' within square over capital 'F' within square made by 
horizontal lines] I CONTEMPORARY FICTION I ANDRE DEUTSCH I LONDON 
1 96 1  
TITLE VERSO: Epigraph from Collected Shorter Poems by I W.H. Auden, published 
by Faber & Faber I © ROY FULLER 1 959 I This Contemporary Fiction edition was 
produced I in 1 961  for sale to its members only by the I proprietors, Readers Union 
Ltd, at A/dine I House, 10-13 Bedford Street, London, W.C.2 I and at Letchworth 
Garden City, Herts. Full I details of membership may be obtained from our London 
address. The book is set in 1 1  point I Imprint type and has been reprinted by Lowe I 
& Brydone (Printers) Ltd, London, N.W.10. I It was first published by Andre Deutsch, 
Ltd. 
COLLATION: As 1 2A.2 
CONTENTS: As 1 2A.2, save the following changes. The synopsis has been deleted on 
half-title page. (The use of the sysnopsis was standard-operating-procedure for Deutsch. 
It was a procedure, however, which Fuller detested and which he regularly complained 
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to Deuscth about.) 
Also, The Father's  Comedy has been added in the 'by the same author' list on [2] . A 
short rule has also been added between the 'Novels' and 'Poetry' section of this list to 
accomodate the addition of The Father's Comedy. 
DESCRIPTION: Bound in light blue paper-<overed boards stamped in silver. Front and 
back blank. Spine: ' [running down] THE RUINED BOYS I ROY FULLER I 
[Contemporary FictioQ symbol: capital 'C' within square over capital 'F' within square 
made by horizontal lines] ' .  Dust jacket stylized in olive and black, printed in olive and 
black. Back carries photograph of Fuller and biographical blurb. Front flap contains 
promotional blurbs about the Contemporary Fiction series. Back flap lists five future 
Contemporary Fiction titles and an enrollment form. Jacket design by Dodie Masterman. 
All else as 1 2A.2. 
PUBLICATION: July 1 96 1 .  Price 6s. Number of copies unknown. Offset from 1 2A.2. 
12Ab Macmillan subedition, 1959 
TITLE-PAGE: That I Distant I Afternoon I [double rule] I Roy Fuller I 1 959 I 
New York THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
TITLE VERSO: © ROY FULLER 1 959 I All rights reserved-no part of this book may 
be reproduced I in any form without permission in writing from the publisher, I except 
by a reviewer who wishes to quote brief passages in I connection with a review written 
for inclusion in magazine or newspaper. I First printing I Published in the United 
States of America I This book was published in England under the title I THE 
RUINED BOYS I The six lines from 'Seekers After Happiness' by W.H. I Auden, 
from The Collected Poetry of W.H. Auden, copyright I 1 945 by W.H. Auden, are 
reprinted by permission of Random I House, Inc. I Library of Congress catalog card 
number: 58-7214 
COLLATION: [ l-6] 16[7] 12[8]16= 124 leaves. Pages [ l -8]9-87[88]89-1 6 1 [ 1 62] 1 63-247 
[248] . 
CONTENTS: As 1 2A. l ,  save that With My Little Eye is moved from juvenile category 
to novel category in the 'By the same author' list on [2] and that Savage Gold is deleted. 
DESCRIPTION: Bound in black cloth-covered boards stamped in red. Dust jacket black, 
white, orange, and pink. Jacket design by The Strimbans. Back has blurbs on Image of 
a Society from Baltimore Sun and Harper's Magazine, blurb on Fantasy and Fugue from 
New York Times Book Review, blurb on The Second Curtain from New York Herald 
Tribune Book Review. and blurb on With My Little Eye from New York Herald Tribune 
Book Review. Back flap carries photograph of Fuller by Angus McBean. All else as 
1 2A. l .  
PUBLICATION: 1 959. Price $3.75. Number of copies unknown. 
The Macmillan subedition was produced by offset in the United States from two copies 
provided by Deutsch in August or September of 1 958. Deutsch's fee to Macmillan was 
$ 1 00. Deutsch also provided Macmillan with 15 bound copies for promotional purposes. 
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l2Ac Hogarth subedition, 1987 
TITLE-PAGE: [within rule border intersected by Hogarth symbol at top] THE I 
RUINED BOYS I Roy Fuller I [beneath square] New Introduction by I Jeremy Lewis 
I THE HOGARTH PRESS I LONDON 
TITLE VERSO: To I GRAHAM WATSON I Published in 1 987 by I The Hogarth 
Press I Chatto and Windus Ltd I 40 William IV Street, London WC2N 4DF I First 
published in Great Britain by Andre Deutsch Ltd 1 959 I Hogarth edition offset from 
original British edition I Copyright © Roy Fuller 1 959 I Introduction copyright © 
Jeremy Lewis 1 987 I All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, 
stored in a I retrieval system, or transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic, 
I mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior I permission of 
the publisher. I British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data I Fuller, Roy I The 
ruined boys I I. Title I 823' .9 1 2[F] PR60 1 1 .U55 I ISBN 0 70 1 2  069 1 8 I Printed 
in Great Britain by I Cox & Wyman Ltd I Reading, Berkshire 
COLLATION: Adhesive binding. Leaves and pagination as 1 2A. l .  
CONTENTS: [i] biographical statement on Fuller; [ii] blank; [iii] title-page; [iv] title 
verso; [ 1-6] introduction; all else as 1 2A. 1 .  
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 9 1  x 1 22 mm. Bound in purple, white, and blue 
illustrated paper covers. Cover illustration by Paul Wilding. Back has blurb from 
Observer. 
PUBLICATION: February 1 987. Price £4.95. 3000 copies printed. Offset from 1 2A. l .  
Hogarth had planned to reprint two other novels by Fuller i n  addition to The Ruined 
Boys and Image of a Society. These were My Child, My Sister and The Carnal Island. 
For financial reasons, however, these novels were never published. 
l2B Penguin edition, 1 970 
TITLE-PAGE: Roy Fuller I The Ruined Boys I Penguin Books 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondswonh, I Middlesex, England I Penguin 
Books Australia Ltd, Ringwood, I Victoria, Australia I First published by Andre 
Deutsch 1 959 I Published in Penguin Books 1 970 I Copyright © Roy Fuller, 1 959 I 
Epigraph from Collected Shorter Poems by W.H. Auden, I published by Faber & Faber 
I Made and printed in Great Britain by I Cox & Wyman Ltd, London, Reading and 
Fakenham I Set in Linotype Georgian I This book is sold subject to the condition that 
I it shall not, by way of trade or otherwise, be lent, I re-sold, hired out, or otherwise 
circulated without I the publisher's prior consent in any form of I binding or cover 
other than that in which it is I published and without a similar condition I including 
this condition being imposed on the I subsequent purchaser 
COLLATION: [A]16B-G16 [$ 1 signed]=1 12 leaves. Pages [ 1-6]7-78[79]80-107[ 1 08] 109-
1 30[ 1 3 1 ] 1 32-144[ 145] 146-1 9 1 [ 1 92] 1 93-203[204]205-223[224] . 
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CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  half-title and statement on Fuller, [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] title 
verso; [5] 'To Graham Watson ';  [6] epigraph from Auden; 7 'One' ,  chapters 2-3 
designated similarly and respectively on pages 80 and 146. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 176 x 100 mm. White, orange, and black illustrated 
paper covers. Cover design by John Gorham. Front carries a blurb on The Ruined Boys 
from Punch. 
PUBLICATION: December 1 970. Price UK 30p; Australia $ 1 .00; New Zealand $ 1 .00; 
South Africa R0.75; Canada $ 1 .25. Number of copies unknown. 
This edition not published for sale in the USA. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 1 4  July 1 958] 
'Corrected proof and typescript herewith. There are just one or two points: [�] 1. There 
is a mess on p. 229 due to my neglecting to cross something out in the typescript. I have 
tried to replace the deletion with an addition of equal length--charge the cost up to me! 
[�] 2. 'By the same author'-I have altered the order of my other books to chronological 
order, which I think is really the right way to do it. [m 3. The blurb on p. l .  I have 
protested before about this practice, which I think is absolutely pernicious. Must the 
theme of a novel be given away or inadequately summarized in this way? One doesn't  
mind so much on the jacket, which in the end gets destroyed, but to have a blurb printed 
in the book serves no purpose, it seems to me, except to exacerbate the author. If you 
really can 't leave this out, please print it as revised by me. ' 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 23 December 1 958] ' Many thanks for your letter of the 1 5th. 
Yes, I do hope Macmillan push the book in America. I wonder if you have a spare set 
of page proofs, or even an advance copy that I could send to my Swedish publishers 
[Skoglund], who are anxious to get cracking. '  
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 2 1  January 1 975] 'For years I used to  think of my 'novel 
of provincial legal life' and my 'novel of parliamentary/civil service legal shenanigans' .  
But I shall never write them now. What happened? Just diminution of drive? After the 
Boys (maybe with it, too) I had extreme lack of success in that field-I mean 
circulation-wise and in the sense of making my mark as a novelist. I never bothered 
about this, but looking back it seems to me that there was thereby a removal of pressure 
to get on with fiction. I felt that no one was clamouring, that I had all my life. ' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 19 November 1 979] 'Through your catalogue I was put on 
to Final Edition [by E.F. Benson] which I thought lived up to all you said of it. I was 
interested in his mention of David Blaize [by E.F. Benson], a work that had greatly 
impressed me when I read it at, I suppose, about the age of 1 2. It seemed then not only 
rich in incident and comedy but extraordinarily 'frank' .  So later I got that out of the 
London Library too. Imagine my astonishment (not to say embarrassment) when I found 
it began with the boys writing letters home under a master' s  supervision [ . . .  ] followed 
by a cricket match [ . . .  ] and a romantic friendship! When writing The Ruined Boys I had 
no conscious memory of DB. Interesting shift in morality between the two books, in only 
about 40 years-just as much, if not more, as between DB and some Victorian school 
story. '  
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13 THE FATHER'S COMEDY (novel) 
13A Andre Deutsch edition, 1 961  
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [swelled rule] I The Father' s  Comedy I [Deutsch 
symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 96 1  BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I 105 
GREAT RUSSELL STREET I LONDON WCI I COPYRIGHT © 1 96 1  BY ROY 
FULLER I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN I BY 
EBENEZER BAYLIS AND SON, LTD. I WORCESTER AND LONDON 
COLLATION: [A] 16B-F16 [$ 1 signed]=96 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9- 1 69[ 1 70] 17 1-192. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'THE FATHER'S COMEDY I [statement on The Father's  Comedy] ' ;  
[2] 'By the same author I [star] I [With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy 
and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost 
Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, Counterparts, Brutus' s  Orchard, Savage Gold] ' ;  [3] 
title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'TO PRUE I The King of Naples, searching by the magic 
water I That had his son transported, also found a daughter. ' ;  [6] blank; [7] 'The feeling 
of guilt which, in tragedy, rests I upon the son, appears in comedy displaced I on the 
father; it is the father who is guilty. I LUDWIG JEKELS. ' ;  [8] blank; 9 ' ONE I 
[double rule]' ;  chapters 2-4 designated similarly and respectively on pages 6 1 ,  1 53,  and 
1 7 1 ;  page [ 1 70] is blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 1 97 x 1 25 mm. Bound in red paper-<.:overed 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: 'The I Father' s  I Comedy I 
[swelled rule] I Roy I Fuller I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all 
enclosed in circle] ' .  Dust jacket illustrated in orange, brown, and green, printed in black, 
red, and blue. Jacket design by G.J. Galsworthy. Back also carries blurbs from reviews 
of Image of a Society by Walter Allen, BBC Critics, Tom Hopkinson, The Observer, and 
reviews of The Ruined Boys, by John Connell, the Evening News, and Punch. 
PUBLICATION: 29 May 1 96 1 .  Price 1 3s 6d. Number of copies unknown. 
138 Penguin edition, 1969 
TITLE-PAGE: Roy Fuller I The Father' s  Comedy I Penguin Books 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, I Middlesex, England I Penguin 
Books Australia Ltd, Ringwood, I Victoria, Australia I First published by Andre 
Deutsch 1 96 1  I Published in Penguin Books 1 969 I Copyright © Roy Fuller, 1 96 1  I 
Made and printed in Great Britain by I Richard Clay (The Chaucer Press) Ltd, Bungay, 
Suffolk I Set in Linotype Baskerville I This book is sold subject to the condition that 
I it shall not, by way of trade or otherwise, be lent, I re-sold, hired out, or otherwise 
circulated without I the publisher' s  prior consent in any form of I binding or cover 
other than that in which it is I published and without a similiar [sic] condition I 
including this condition being imposed on the I subsequent purchaser 
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COLLATION: Adhesive binding. 1 1 2 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9-68[69-70]7 1-177 [ 1 78] 1 79-
1 97[  1 98] 1 99-222[223-224]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1] Penguin book number, half-title, biographical statement on Fuller, [2] 
blank; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] dedication; [6] blank; [7] Ludwig Jekels' 
quotation; [8] blank; 9 ' One' ;  chapters 2 and 3 designated similarly and respectively on 
pages 7 1  and 1 79; pages [70] and [224] are blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 80 x 1 05 mm. Bound in orange and black paper 
covers. Cover design by Russell and Hinrichs Incorporated. 
PUBLICATION: January 1 969. Price UK 25p; Australia $0.85; New Zealand $0.75; 
South Africa R0.60; Canada $ 1 . 1 5. Number of copies unknown. 
Penguin book number 29 1 7. This edition not published for sale in the USA. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 1 6 January 1 96 1 ]  
'Proof and typescript returned herewith. I just have the following points: [�] 1 .  Synopsis. 
Could we say 'publicly--owned' instead of 'large business'? The latter really gives the 
wrong impression. And I know that this piece is designed to give the game away, but it 
gives me the shudders to see Colmore' s  communism-my only little bit of plot!-so 
casually revealed! However, I seem to make this protest with every novel. [�] 2. It does 
seem a pity that p. 1 70 was left blank. [�] 3. On p. 1 73 the printers have made a 
paragraph that was not intended and asked for copy to fill up. But I don't mind the 
paragraph, so will leave it as it is. £m 4. 'By the same author' Penguins are publishing 
With My Little Eye as an adult book, so I would like it brought up among the 'novels. ' 
It is also thus published in America. 'Brutus' should go to the bottom of 'Poetry' .  [�] 
Reading the book I thought it not quite as fresh as I had imagined it! [�] What about the 
jacket?' 
14 COLLECTED POEMS: 1936-1961 (poems) 
14A Andre Deutsch edition, 1962 
14A. 1 First Deutsch printing, 1962 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [swelled broken rule] I COLLECfED POEMS I 
1 936- 1 96 1  I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I 
ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 962 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I I 05 
GREAT RUSSELL STREET I LONDON WC I I COPYRIGHT © 1 962 BY ROY 
FULLER I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY I 
TONBRIDGE PRINTERS LTD I SHIPBOURNE ROAD, TONBRIDGE I KENT 
COLLATION: [At'B-D16[E-F] 16G12H16 [$ 1 signed]= 1 24 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9- 1 3  
[ 14- 1 6] 1 7-33[34-36] 37-59[60-62]63-99[ 1 00-1 02] 1 03- 1 28 [ 1 29-1 30] 1 3 1 - 1 59[ 1 60-1 6  
2 ]  1 63-2 1 0[2 1 1 -2 1 2]2 1 3-248. 
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CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'ROY FULLER I [swelled rule] I COLLECTED POEMS ' ;  [2] 'Also 
by Roy Fuller I [Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, 
Counterparts, Brutus's Orchard, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a 
Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, Savage Gold, With My Little Eye] ' ;  [3] 
title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'TO KATE'; [6] blank; [7] author's note; [8] blank; 9-1 3  
contents; [ 1 4] blank; [ 1 5] ' I ' ;  [ 1 6] blank; 17  'THE JOURNEY';  1 8  ' CENTAURS';  1 9  
'END OF A CITY';  20 'TO M.S., KILLED IN SPAIN' ;  2 3  'BALLAD O F  THE LAST 
HEIR'; 29 'DEATH';  30 'THE PURE POET'; 30 'FOLLOWER'S SONG';  3 1  
'AUGUST 1938' ;  32 'TO MY BROTHER' ;  [34] blank; [35] 'II';  37 'AUTIJMN 1939', 
'THE BARBER' ;  38 'WAR POET' ; 39 'SUMMER 1 940 I [1-111] '; 41 'TO MY WIFE'; 
42 'AUTUMN 1940' ;  43 'SOLILOQUY IN AN AIR RAID';  45 'EPITAPH ON A 
BOMBING VICTIM ';  45 'ABC OF A NAVAL TRAINEE' ;  46 'THE GROWTH OF 
CRIME ';  49 'THE BAY',  'DEFENDING THE HARBOUR';  50 'AUTIJMN 1941 ' ;  5 1  
'ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION' ;  52 'SATIJRDAY NIGHT IN A SAILORS' HOME',  
'THE END OF A LEAVE';  53 'THE MIDDLE OF A WAR',  'WAmNG TO BE 
DRAFTED'; 54 'Y.M.C.A. WRITING ROOM' ;  55 ' ANOTHER WAR',  'ILLNESS OF 
LOVE' ;  56 ' SPRING 1 942' ,  'HARBOUR FERRY' ;  57 'GOOD-BYE FOR A LONG 
TIME'; 58 'THE DREAM';  59 'TROOPSHIP'; [60] blank; [6 1 ]  ' ill' ;  [62] blank; 63 ' IN 
AFRICA' ,  'THE PHOTOGRAPHS ' ;  64 'THE GREEN HILLS OF AFRICA '; 65 'THE 
GIRAFFES' ;  66 'THE PLAINS ';  67 'ASKARI' S SONG'; 68 'THE WHITE 
CONSCRIPT AND I THE BLACK CONSCRIPT'; 69 'NATIVES WORKING ON THE 
I AERODROME' , 'THE TRIBES ' ;  70 'TEBA'; 76 'AUTIJMN 1942' ;  77 'SADNESS, 
THEORY, GLASS ' ;  79 'WHAT IS TERRffiLE';  80 'A WRY SMILE '; 81 'SHORE 
LEAVE LORRY' ;  82 'UPON A REVOLUTIONARY KILLED I IN THE WAR' ,  
' SPRING 1 943 I [I-III] ' ;  83 'WAR LETTERS ';  84 'THE COAST'; 85 'NIGHT'; 86 
'CRUSTACEANS ';  86 'THE PETTY OFFICERS ' MESS ' ;  89 'TODAY AND 
TOMORROW', 'THE LEGIONS ' ;  90 'SEPTEMBER 3, 1 943' ,  'THE EMOTION OF 
FICfiON';  92 'THE STATilE';  93 'RETIJRN' ,  'WINTER lN CAMP I [I-IX] ' ;  98 
'EPITAPHS FOR SOLDIERS I [I-II] ' ,  'WINTER NIGHT'; 99 'DURING A 
BOMBARDMENT BY I V-WEAPONS ',  'EPILOGUE I No day seems final but there 
must be one' ; [ 100] blank; [ 10 1 ]  'IV' ;  [ 102] blank; 103 'DEDICATORY EPISTLE, I 
WITH A BOOK OF 1949 I To Jack Clark and Alan Ross'; 107 'ON SEEING THE 
LENI RIENFENSTAHL I FILM OF THE 1 936 OLYMPIC GAMES ' ,  'ON HEARING 
BARTOK'S CONCERTO I FOR ORCHESTRA' ,  'SCHWERE GUSTAV' ;  108 
'FATHERS AND SONS ' ,  'THE DIVIDED LIFE RE-LIVED' ;  109 'MEDITATION' ;  
1 10 'STANZAS I I n  the year's autumnal rage' ;  I l l  ' 1948'; 1 1 2 'VIRTIJE ', 'EPITAPH 
I Whoever you may be', 'THE LAKE';  1 14 ' KNOLE',  'CHEKHOV' ;  1 1 5 'EMILY 
DICKINSON ' ,  'POETS '; 1 1 6 'EPITAPH FOR A SPY ', 'THE HERO',  'IMAGE AND 
FOS SIL'; 1 17 'THE EXTENDING SEGMENT' ; 1 1 8 'THE FIVE HAMLETS ',  
'ANCESTORS '; 1 1 9 'LITTI..E FABLE', 'THE FAMILY CAT'; 1 20 'TO MY SON'; 1 2 1  
'THE GAZE', 'SLEEPING AND WAKING I [1-11] ' ;  1 22 'BALLAD I Father, through 
the dark that parts us ', 'NURSERY RHYME';  1 23 'SONG I The blonde who reads 
Prediction'; 1 24 'HYMN I Tell us how we can arrive at' ;  1 25 'THE CIVILIZATION';  
1 26 'OBITUARY OF R. FULLER '; 127 'TAILPIECE '; [ 1 29] 'V';  [ 1 30] blank; 1 3 1  
'RHETORIC OF A JOURNEY' ;  1 34 'TEN MEMORIAL POEMS I N.S. 1 88-1 949 I 
Illness is to reconcile us to death I [I-X] ' ;  1 38 'THE SNOW',  'YOUTH REVISITED' ;  
140 'TIME', ' COTE DES MAURES I JLF., his poem'; 141  'THE IMAGE'; 142 
'SENTIMENTAL POEM '; 143 ' POEM TO PAY FOR A PEN'; 144 'THE 1WO 
POETS ' ,  'TO A NOTEBOOK' ;  145 'PREFACE TO AN ANTHOLOGY' ,  'ON 
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READING A SOVIET NOVEL' ;  146 'TWO POEMS FROM BAUDELAIRE I CATS' ; 
147 'OWLS', 'ANDRE GIDE'; 148 ' ffiSEN';  149 'ON SPALDING'S HANDBOOK TO 
I PROUST, ' NECROPHAGY '; 1 50 'TRANSLATION';  1 5 1  ' INACTION' ;  1 52 
' SOCIALIST'S SONG' ; 1 53 'A WET SUNDAY IN SPRING'; 1 54 'TIMES OF WAR 
AND REVOLUTION' ,  'WINTER ROUNDEL', 'THE FIFTIES';  1 55 'THE MEETING ' ;  
1 56 ' PANTOMIME';  1 57 'DEATH O F  A DICTATOR',  'NlNO, THE WONDER DOG ' ;  
1 58 ' IMAGES O F  AUTUMN' ;  1 59 'POET AND READER'; [ 1 60] blank; [ 1 6 1 ]  'VI ' ;  
[ 1 62] blank; 1 63 'SPRING SONG';  1 64 'SUMMER ' ;  1 65 'PICTURES O F  WINTER' ; 
1 66 'AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A LUNGWORM' ;  1 67 'ON GRAZING A FINGER';  1 68 
'ELEMENTARY PHILOSOPHY' ,  'THE DAY';  1 69 'ON A TEXTBOOK OF 
SURGERY ',  'TO A GIRL IN THE MORNING' ;  1 70 'ECLIPSE I January 1 9, 
1 954: 1 2.50-4. 1 3 ' ;  17 1 'DISCREPANCIES ';  173 'NlGHT PIECE';  1 74 'AMBIGUffiES ' ;  
1 75 'EXPOSTULATION AND INADEQUATE I REPLY' ;  177 'A SONG B ETWEEN 
TWO SHEPHERDS ' ;  1 80 'WINTER WORLD' ;  1 8 1  'FLORESTAN TO LEONORA ' ;  
1 85 'NEWSTEAD ABBEY ';  1 86 'ONE AND MANY ';  1 87 'TO SHAKESPEARE ' ;  1 88 
'THE PERTIJRBATIONS OF URANUS' ;  1 90 'AMATEUR FILM-MAKING' ;  1 9 1  
'POEM OUT OF CHARACTER';  1 92 'SITTING FOR A PORTRAIT I To Raymond 
Mason I [I-II] ' ;  1 93 'AT A WARWICKSHIRE MANSION';  1 95 'DIALOGUE OF 
THE POET AND HIS I TALENT';  1 96 'THE FINAL PERIOD';  1 98 'JAG AND 
HANGOVER '; 1 99 'TO POSTERITY?' ;  200 'TO A FRIEND LEAVING FOR 
GREECE'; 20 1 'MYTHOLOGICAL SONNETS I TO MY SON' : 'I I Far out the 
voyagers clove the lovat sea', ' II I There actually stood the fabled riders [earlier as The 
Riders] ' ,  'ill I The legendary woman he had sought [earlier as The Woman] ' ,  'IV I 
Beneath a bit of dirty cloth a girl's' ;  203 'V I A granulated, storm-blown, ashen sky' 
'VI I The sage cut an orange through the navel, dwelt' ;  204 'VII I Well now, the 
virgin and the unicorn - [earlier as Virgin and Unicorn] ' ,  'VIII I Suns in a skein, the 
uncut stones of night' , ' IX I Naked, the girl repelled his lustful hands'; 205 'X I Girls 
fight like fiends in paintings to defend' ,  'XI I Mysterious indeed are epochs, dates 
[earlier as Fashions in Art] '; 206 'XII I That the dread happenings of myths reveal 
[earlier as Prometheus] ' ,  'XIII I Once brought indoors the leaf-eyed cat became';  207 
'XIV I Discovered in this vine-ridged, rounded land [earlier as The Lack] ' ,  'XV I 
Even (we think) the heroes cracked at last [earlier as Heroes] ' ;  208 'XVI I How 
startling to find the portraits of the gods [earlier as Gods and Men] ' ,  'XVII I We read 
of children taken by the heel [earlier as Myths] ' ;  209 'XVIII I The stench hung even 
in the garden: down [earlier as The Wot,Ind] ' ,  'XIX I Stone countenances, bearded, ill 
with time';  [2 1 1 ] ' VII' ;  [2 1 2] blank; 2 1 3  ' MONOLOGUE IN AUTUMN' ;  2 1 5  'ON THE 
MOUNTAIN I [I-ll] '; 2 1 8  'FAUSTIAN SKETCHES I Faust and the Dancers' ,  
'Faust Bathing' ;  220 'Magic' ,  'Dreams in the City' ; 222 'Faust's Servant'; 223 'Jottings 
of Faust I [1-V] '; 225 'Helen' ,  'Questions to Mephistopheles I [I-II] ' ;  226 'Gretchen' ;  
228 'The Princes';  230 'Finale' ;  23 1 'THE HITTITES ' ,  'VERSIONS O F  LOVE' ; 232 
'THREE BIRDS I Pigeon'; 233 'Starling',  'Buderigar'; 234 'ANATOMY OF THE 
POET I [I-VI] ' ;  238 ' MEREDITHIAN SONNETS I [I-XXI] ' .  
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 2 1 5  x 1 35 mm. Bound i n  red cloth-covered boards 
stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [double rule] I ROY I FULLER I 
[asterisk] I COLLECTED I POEMS I [double rule] I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows 
across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE I DEUTSCH'.  Dust jacket blue and white 
vertical stripes, printed in dark blue. Jacket design by Francis Minns. Statement on back 
incorporates excerpt of review of Brutus's Orchard by Robert Conquest, Spectator. 
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PUBLICATION: August 1 962. Price 25s. Total number of copies unknown; however, 
records in the Andre Deutsch Ltd. archives at the University of Tulsa indicate that there 
were at least 2058 copies printed. This number presumably includes the second 
impression. 
Poetry Book Society recommendation for Autumn 1 962. 
14A.2 Second Deutsch printing, 1969 
The second impression is labeled 'SECOND IMPRESSION APRIL 1 969' on page [4] 
below the copyright. This page also lists the printer Lowe and Brydone, and adds 'SBN 
233 96 1 54 2'  below the printer's  address. This SBN has been listed on dust jackets of 
later Fuller books as the SBN for the paperback Collected Poems, issued in July 1 969. 
The number assigned to the hardback has been reported as 233 95636 0. However, I have 
seen no hardback printings with this SBN. 
On page [ 5] the author' s  note is dated 1 96 1 .  On page [2] the list of books by Fuller 
has been changed to: Buff, New Poems, With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy 
and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, The Perfect 
Fool, My Child, My Sister, Savage Gold, and Catspaw. With My Little Eye is listed here 
as an adult novel for the first time. 
B ound in light blue paper-<::overed boards. Dust jacket olive and light blue, printed in 
olive and light blue. The blurbs on the flaps and the back have been revised. Back blurb 
incorporates reviews of Collected Poems by The Times Literary Supplement, and by 
Martin Dodsworth in The Listener. The back and front flaps incorporate reviews by The 
Times Literary Supplement, Anthony Thwaite in The Listener, and Robert Conquest in 
The Spectator. Jacket design by Patricia Davey. Price £2. 1 0. Number of copies unknown. 
There are several minor typographical changes in this impression, mostly involving the 
addition of hyphens and capitals. There is, however, at least one substantive change: on 
page 3 1 ,  line 12 of the poem August 1 938 has been changed from 'The sexy lighthouse 
standing' to 'The virile lighthouse standing' .  In New and Collected Poems 'virile' is 
replaced with 'phallic ' .  
Second Deutsch printing, paperback issue, 1969 
The paperback Collected Poems was issued by Deutsch in July 1 969, at a price of £0.90. 
The SBN for the paperback issue is 233 96 1 54 2. I have not seen any paperback copies 
of Collected Poems. Moreover, all copies of the hardback issue that I have seen bear this 
supposed 'paperback' SBN. 
14Aa Dufour subedition 1 962 
mLE-PAGE: 'PHILADELPHIA I DUFOUR ED mONS I 1 962 ' in place of Deutsch 
symbol and name. All else as 14A. 
TITLE VERSO: COPYRIGHT © 1 962 BY ROY FULLER I PRINTED IN GREAT 
BRITAIN I FOR DUFOUR EDITIONS 
COLLATION: As 1 4A. l .  
CONTENTS: As 1 4A. l .  
38 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
DESCRIPTION: ' DUFOUR' replaces the Deutsch symbol and name on the spine. Front 
of the dust jacket has ' Dufour Editions' in place of Deutsch name. Back and spine of 
jacket also replace Deutsch name with Dufour. Back flap blank. All else as 1 4A. l .  
PUBLICATION: 1 962. 1 000 copies printed and bound with Dufour imprint by Deutsch. 
Price unknown. 
-
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: Discussions regarding a collected edition 
of Fuller's poems began as early as 1 955. In fact, a contract for a collected edition was 
drawn up by Deutsch and signed by Fuller. This contract, however, was ultimately used 
for Brutus's Orchard and not the collected edition. 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 27 June 1 96 1 ]  'I have thought a lot about your suggestion in 
re my collected poems, and have decided that I would like to bring them out. I am 50 
next year, so perhaps I ought not jibe at coming out in collected form, and that year 
would be an appropriate date, I reckon. I will put the book together (most of the work 
done before Brutus) and send it to Graham [Watson] in due course. '  
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 25 July 1 96 1 ]  'Here is  the typescript for the Collected. Graham 
is clearing up all the contract stuff and told me you had February I I  in mind as 
publication date. That would be very nice. [m Important (to me! )  points: [�] I .  I could 
easily shorten or lengthen the book by a few poems if the pages did not work out quite 
right. [m 2. On the jacket the title would be simply 'Collected Poems ' but on the title 
page I think the dates should be added as I have indicated. [m 3. I don't  know whether 
you will have each poem starting on a Q.ew page, or run on, but if the latter will you 
consider the question of a rule or other decoration between the poems? The problem was 
solved well in Fabers' edition of Wallace Stevens Collected. [�] 4. I would like to know 
your intentions about typography and jacket and size of page. ' 
[Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 9 August 1 96 1 ]  'Typescript of the Collected returned herewith. 
I do hope we can manage February 1 1 th. [m May I ask you to tell me your proposals 
about typeface, jacket and binding? Awfully important to me, this one. ' 
[Tulsa, to Nicolas Bentley, 1 3  February 1 962] ' The wires are crossed! First of all I long 
ago suggested that the jacket simply said "Collected Poems"-no dates-and I still think 
this is a more attractive idea. The dates could be omitted on the cover also,* but would 
appear on the half title and the title page. Secondly, the dates that have been used are the 
old dates-1 changed the typescript to 1 936--1 96 1  to accord with the actual date of the 
earliest poem instead of with the earliest book, and I think this is the right 
procedure. [ . . .  ] [�] I like the blue and the notion of the stripes, but you don 't say if it is 
blue on white or what. I assume the lettering is black. [m And can I see the draft 
blurb.[ . . .  ] [m *but this is obviously less important . . .  On reflection I guess that in fact the 
jacket will be reproduced on the cover. Is this so?' 
[Tulsa, to Nicolas Bentley, 1 7  July 1 962] 'I hope the description in the Bookseller-'a 
frrst collection' --will not be perpetuated, for a frrst collection of poems, not a first 
collected edition, is thereby signified: most misleading! Rather like Heinemann's 
misleading blurb on the last Anthony Powell book, which led Philip Toynbee into such 
a foolish review. Cm No reply needed for this-just action! '  
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IS THE PERFECT FOOL (novel) 
Andre Deutsch, 1963 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [swelled rule] I The Perfect Fool I [Deutsch symbol: 
three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 963 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I 1 05 
GREAT RUSSELL STREET I LONDON WCI I COPYRIGHT © 1 963 BY ROY 
FULLER I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY I 
EBENEZER BAYLIS AND SON LIMITED I WORCESTER AND LONDON 
COLLATION: [A]16B-G16 [$ 1 signed] = 1 1 2  leaves. Pages [ 1-4]5-22 1 [222-224]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'THE PERFECT FOOL I [statement on The Perfect Fool] ' ;  [2] 'By 
the same author I [With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image 
of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, Poems, The Middle of a War, A 
Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, Counterparts, Brutus' s  Orchard, Collected Poems, 
Savage Gold] '; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; 5 'I ' ;  chapters 2-6 designated similarly and 
respectively on pages 40, 75, 1 1 6, 1 69, 2 1 5; pages [223-224] are blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 96 x 1 27 mm. Two bindings have been seen: red 
paper-covered boards stamped in gold and blue paper-covered boards stamped in gold. 
Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running across] The I Perfect I Fool I [ornament] I Roy 
I Fuller I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE 
I DEUTSCH' .  Dust jacket dark brown, salmon, and yellow, printed in black and orange. 
Jacket design by Patricia Davey. Back features an unsigned blurb from a review of Image 
of a Society in the Observer, a blurb from a review of The Ruined Boys by John Connell, 
the Evening News, a blurb from a review of The Father's Comedy by lvor Brown, the 
BBC Critics, and a review of Collected Poems by Robert Conquest, the Spectator. Back 
flap carries photograph of Fuller. 
PUBLICATION: 1 9 July 1 963. Price 1 8s. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 22 August 
1 962] 'I 'm putting the finishing touches to the typescript of my novel. Not exciting, but 
funny in places, I hope. ' 
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 20 March 1 963] 'Could you please send a set of proofs to my 
son [John Fuller] '? [ . . .  ] I absolutely rely on his reading at this stage! '  
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 4 April 1 963] ' I  do hope the proofs went off to John by 
air-mail-he hadn' t  got them when he wrote on the 30th March. Author's  nerves! [�] I 
am altering the synopsis thing in the proofs about the setting of the novel being in the 
' industrial midlands'-actually it is in the ' industrial north'-but suppose it is too late 
to do anything about the blurb on the jacket. I should have raised this point when I saw 
it in the Spring Catalogue, but failed to anticipate that it would be repeated in more 
permanent form. ' 
40 Books, Pamphlets. Broadsides 
16 SPRING SONG (poem) 
Colchester School of Art, 1 963 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I Spring Song I COLCHESTER SCHOOL OF ART 
I MCMLXIII 
COLLATION: [ l t=4 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  title-page; [2] blank; [3] ' Spring Song ' ;  [4] ' [wood engraved 
illustration] ';  [5-6] text; [7] blank; [8] 'Wood engraving by Jenny Noble' . 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white laid paper watermarked ' [crown] I glastonbury' ,  246 x 138 
mm. One wood engraved illustration by Jenny Noble. Unsewn, unstapled in  grey paper 
covers. 
PUBLICATION: 1 963. Number of copies unknown. Not for sale. 
No records survive regarding Fuller's Colchester School of Art publications, see also 
42. However, Mr. Gerald Jump, Printing Tutor, Colchester Institute, provided the 
following background information on the Colchester press: 'In the 60's  and 70's a 
number of publications were produced as joint student projects between the then Schools 
of Art and Printing and at that time there was no thought of commercial gain and not 
much to cost recovery, the main aim was the achievement of excellence. ' 
17 BUFF 
17 A Andre Deutsch, 1 965 
17 A.1 First Deutsch printing, 1 965 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] I BUFF I [rule] I 'Methinks Buff smiles. '  I 
'Buff neither laughs nor smiles. '  I OLD FORFEITS GAME I [Deutsch symbol: three 
arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 965 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I 1 05 
GREAT RUSSELL STREET I LONDON WCI I COPYRIGHT © 1 965 BY ROY 
FULLER I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN I B Y  
EBENEZER BAYLIS & SON LTD I THE TRINITY PRESS,  WORCESTER AND 
LONDON 
COLLATION: [A]8B-0S [$ 1 signed]=32 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9-64. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'ROY FULLER I [rule] I BUFF I [rule] ' ;  [2] 'Also by Roy Fuller 
I [asterisk] I [Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, 
Counterparts, Brutus's  Orchard, Collected Poems, With My Little Eye, The Second 
Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father' s  Comedy, 
The Perfect Fool, Savage Goldj ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'to my son, John, I 
with gratitude and love '; [6] blank; [7] contents; [8] blank; 9 'TO X I [I-XXI] ';  20 
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'BAGATELLES ' ;  2 3  'THE ZOUAVE' ;  24 'FAVOURING THE CREATURES ' ;  27 
'LOGIC OF DREAMS' ;  29 ' HOMAGE TO DR ARNOLD GESELL I AND TO MY 
GRAND-DAUGHTER SOPHIE' ;  31 'FIFTEEN FOOLISH ENCOUNTERS ' ;  33 'A 
WIFE' S  UNEASE' ; 35 'THOUGHT IN A DRAWING ROOM '; 'SONNET I [ . . . ] I In 
fables, day-time evil is the pig ' ;  37 'SONG IN A WOOD' ;  38 'BY THE LAKE' ;  39 
'THE KING AND THE GOOSE-GIRL';  41 'BRAHMS PERUSES I THE SCORE OF 
SIEGFRIED ' ;  43 'SISTER ANNE I To Eric Walter White' ;  45 'BROTHER SERENE' ;  
48  ' ORPHEUS BEHEADED' ;  50  'THE TRUTH ABOUT PYGMALION' ;  5 1  'LOVE 
AND MURDER'; 52 'THE HISTORIAN I [I-XXV]. '  
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 2 1 5  x 135 mm. Bound i n  red paper-covered 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [asterisk] BUFF [asterisk] ROY 
FULLER [running across] AD' .  Dust jacket black, white, olive, and salmon, printed in 
black and salmon. Front flap carries an excerpt by Anthony Thwaite, The Listener. 
PUBLICATION: 1 8  June 1 965. Price 1 2s 6d. Total number of copies unknown; however, 
records in the Andre Deutsch Ltd. archives at the University of Tulsa indicate that there 
were at least 928 copies. This number presumably includes the second impression. 
Poetry Book Society Choice for Summer 1 965. 
17 A.2 Second Deutsch printing, 1969 
Second Deutsch printing, hardback issue, 1 969 
Second impression is labeled ' SECOND IMPRESSION MAY 1 969' on page [4] below 
the copyright. This page is also adds 'PRINTED PHOTO LITHO IN GREAT BRITAIN' 
beneath rights, and the SBN '0 233 95738 3' beneath Trinity address. The title-page of 
copies of the second impression distributed in the United States is stamped: 'Distributed 
in the U.S. by DUFOUR EDITIONS, INC. '  Dust jacket not seen. Price 45p. All else as 
17A. l .  
Second Deutsch printing, paperback issue, 1969 
The paperback issue of the second impression appeared in July 1 969 as part of the Andre 
Deutsch Paperback Poets series. The price was £0.45. The SBN is ' 233 96 1 55 0 ' .  The 
back of this issue erroneously states that Collected Poems and Brutus's Orchard were 
Choices of the Poetry Book Society. Collected Poems was a Recommendation and 
Brutus' s  Orchard was neither a Recommendation nor a Choice. 
17 Aa Dufour subedition, 1965 
TITLE-PAGE: 'DUFOUR EDITIONS I Chester Springs Pennsylvania' in place of 
Deutsch name and symbol. All else as 1 7  A. 1 .  
TITLE VERSO: Copyright © 1 965 by Roy Fuller I All rights reserved I Published in 
1 965 by Dufour Editions I Chester Springs, Pennsylvania I Library of Congress catalog 
card number: 65-1 8355 I Printed in Great Britain 
COLLATION: As 17 A. 1 .  
42 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
DESCRIPTION: ' Dufour' running down on spine in place of 'AD '.  Dust jacket not seen. 
All else as 1 7A. l .  
PUBLICATION: 1 965. Price unknown. 350 copies were printed and bound with the 
Dufour imprint by Deutsch. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 1 July 1 964] 
'Don't  know how far things have progressed with Buff, but I want to make sure the blurb 
refers to the non-personal nature of most of the poems-to put the reviewers right. Could 
I see a draft in due course? I was reminded to write by meeting Donald Hall last night, 
who said you were probably back from holiday. ' 
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 5 June 1 965] 'Buff arrived today and I think looks fine. Nice 
binding. If only the contents could be better! '  
18 M Y  CHD...D, MY SISTER (novel) 
Andre Deutsch, 1 965 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] I My Child, My Sister I [Deutsch symbol: 
three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED 1 965 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I 1 05 
GREAT RUSSELL STREET I LONDON WCI I COPYRIGHT © 1 965 BY ROY 
FULLER I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN I BY 
EBENEZER BAYLIS AND SON, LIMITED I THE TRINITY PRESS I 
WORCESTER AND LONDON 
COLLATION: [A]16B-F16 [$ 1 signed]=96 leaves. Pages [ 1-5]6-1 88[ 1 89- 1 92]. 
CONTENTS : [ 1 ]  ' MY CHILD, MY SISTER I [synopsis] ';  [2] 'By the same author I 
[With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The 
Ruined Boys, The Father's  Comedy, The Perfect Fool, Poems, The Middle of a War, A 
Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, Counterparts, Brutus's  Orchard, Collected Poems, 
Buff, Savage Gold] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] first of 1 2  unnumbered sections, 
with subsequent sections beginning respectively on pages 1 9, 52, 63, 72, 8 1 ,  I l l , 1 22, 
1 32, 149, 1 69, and 1 83; pages [ 1 90-1 92] are blank. Each section begins with the first 
two words in capitals, save for section eight, which begins 'DEAR Mr'. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 97 x 1 25 mm. Bound in red paper-covered boards 
stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [rule] I My Child, I My Sister I ROY 
I FULLER I [rule] I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows all across bow, all enclosed in 
circle] I ANDRE I DEUTSCH'.  Dust jacket decorated and printed in blue and light 
blue. Jacket design by Patricia Davey. Back has blurbs from a review of The Perfect Fool 
by John Higgins, the Sunday Telegraph, a review of The Ruined Boys by John Connell, 
the Evening News, and a review of Collected Poems by Robert Conquest. 
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PUBLICATION: 30 August 1 965. Price 1 8s. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 26 February 
1 965] 'Your three points: [m 1 .  No dedication. [�] 2. I 've parted with all the typescripts, 
but the only quotes I can think of are from Baudelaire and that poor chap is out of 
copyright. [�] 3. I 've read this chapter in MSS. I think two things must be distinguished. 
(a) The deliberate puzzling of the reader at the start of the chapter (only for a few 
sentences-readers shouldn 't want everything in ABC), the intention of which is to make 
the flashback more vivid. Albert is carrying a child, which turns out to be Fabian, whom 
the reader knows is really aged 22, etc., etc. I think this is OK. (b) The flashback within 
the flashback is more vulnerable but surely the thing is well planted. The flashback is 
firmly placed in 1 944 [ . . .  ] so that 1940 must come as the past within the past.[ . . .  ] Perhaps 
at the end of the paragraph the initial hopelessness of Albert's feeling for Eve might just 
have been laid on a bit thicker, but it seems to me to tie up not too badly with 'aching 
regret' ,  and there is, of course, a further explanation in this second paragraph after the 
double space-'the prospect of admitting' a young girl into a bachelor's  life, etc! [�] I 'm 
not against clarifications, but one doesn't want to kill what little subtlety there is . [  . . .  ] And 
I hope I 've convinced you that this particular chapter is OK, subject perhaps to the tense 
alteration above. [m Thank you for the marvelous blurb. I wish I deserved it and hope 
the reader won't be disappointed in the crude reality it introduces! I 've returned a couple 
of slight alterations, and there are two 'works' (lines 5 and 7) which I 'm not sure 
shouldn't be somehow reduced to one. [m Did you hear from the Poetry Book Society 
that Buff is the Summer choice? Scandalous nepotism, since I am now chairman! What 
publication dates have you in mind for Buff and My Child?' 
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 1 1  June 1 965] 'Proof and typescript of My Child returned 
herewith. I think the only point to mention is that I 've indicated the new chapters by 
putting the first two words in small caps--to do nothing seemed not right when one saw 
the thing in print. ' 
19 CATSPAW (story) 
Alan Ross, 1966 
TITLE-PAGE: CATSPAW I Roy Fuller I drawings by I David Gollins I Alan Ross 
I London I 1 966 
PAGE [ 1 48] : Catspaw by Roy Fuller I Published by Alan Ross Ltd I 30 Thurloe Place, 
London SW7 I © Alan Ross L�mited 1 966 I Printed by the Shenval Press 
COLLATION: [A]8B-H8I 10 [$ 1 (+12) signed]=74 leaves. Pages [ 1-6]7-1 0[ 1 1] 1 2[ 1 3] 1 4-25 
[26]27-35[36]37-43[44]45-46[47]48-52[53]54-56[57-58]59-6 1 [62]63-76[77-78]79-86 
[87]88-90[9 1]92-103[104] 105-106[ 107] 108-1 1 1 [ 1 1 2] 1 1 3-1 17[1 1 8] 1 1 9-1 23[ 1 24] 1 25-1 28 
[ 1 29] 1 30-133[ 1 34] 1 35-1 39[ 140] 141-143[ 1 44-148]. 
CONTENTS : [ 1 ]  ' CATSPAW A[leaf]R'; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] 'Printed in 
England';  [5] 'for Sophie and Louisa' ;  [6] blank; 7 'ONE';  chapters 2-2 1 designated 
similarly and respectively on pages 9, 1 9, 27, 33, 37, 45, 5 1 ,  59, 63, 69, 73, 79, 89, 97, 
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105, 1 1 3, 1 1 9, 1 25, 1 35, 1 4 1 ;  pages [26], [36], [44], [62], [78] , [ 1 04] ,  [ 1 1 2], [ 1 1 8] , [ 1 24], 
[ 1 34] , [ 1 40] , [ 1 45] , [ 1 46] , [ 1 47] are blank; [ 1 48] given above. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 1 82 x 1 22 mm. 1 3  illustrations by David 
Gollins. Bound in black cloth-covered boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. 
Spine: 'CATSPAW Roy Fuller [running across] A[leaf]R'.  Light green and cream 
Endpapers. Dust jacket silver, illustrated and printed in purple and black. Jacket 
illustration by David Gollins. 
PUBLICATION: November 1 966. Price 1 8s. 1 500 copies. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 30 March 
1 966] 'My children 's book has suffered the fate of Sleep No More [by George 
Sirns]-rejected by Deutsch! I see their point-1 always feel that my prose books only 
get accepted by some miracle of misjudgment-but it is a great nuisance to have it toted 
round elsewhere. Alan Ross wanted to see it before it even went to Deutsch, so if he 
likes it I shall let him do it. Should it come back from him would you care to read the 
typescript and tell me where I've gone wrong? Deutsch's readers all thought it was too 
old for the 8-1 0  group at which it' s  aimed, and too young for any older group: in other 
words, a complete bosh shot. ' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 1 0  October 1 966] 'Many thanks for your letter and the 
typescript-your reaction follows most of those who 've seen the thing. I 'm pinning my 
faith to the illustrations! But your kind words generally much appreciated. I'd like to start 
another novel, but when that can be managed goodness knows. I've been writing poetry 
for the past month or so, and am burdened with chores in my other life. ' 
20 CONFRONTATION OFF KOREA (poem) 
Sycamore Press, 1 968 
FRONT: [printed in red] ROY FULLER I Confrontation Off I Korea, 1 968 I 
Sycamore Broadsheet 1 
COLLATION: Broadsheet folded to triple spread. 
CONTENTS: Outside front: reproduced above in lieu of title-page; outside middle: 
' [rule] I Sycamore Press, 4 Benson Place, Oxford. Summer 1 968' ;  outside far: blank; 
inside front: 'CONFRONTATION I OFF KOREA, 1 968 I [text] ' ;  inside middle: 
' [text] ' ;  inside far: ' [text] ' .  
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper watermarked ' [castle] I [device] I ABERMILL 
BOND I MADE IN GT BRITAIN',  202 x 329 mm. ,  folded 202 x 1 09 mm. Printed in 
red and black. Dollar symbols are used to separate each verse. 
PUBLICATION: Summer 1 968. 250 copies. Price 3d. Some copies distributed in an 
envelope containing Sycamore Broadsheets 1 to 1 2. 
The Sycamore Press is owned and operated by Roy Fuller's son and daughter-in-law, 
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John and Prue Fuller. COK is the first of the Sycamore broadsheets. Other poets in the 
series include Thorn Gunn, Alan Brownjohn, and Gavin Ewart. 
21 PERGAMON POETS I (poems) 
Pergamon, 1968 
TITLE-PAGE: [all within decorative border] PERGAMON I POETS I I by I ROY 
FULLER I and I R. S. THOMAS I selected by EVAN OWEN I [symbol for the 
Queen 's Award to Industry] I 1 966 I THE QUEEN 'S AWARD I TO INDUSTRY 
1 966 I PERGAMON PRESS 
TITLE VERSO: PERGAMON PRESS LTD. I OXFORD [dot] LONDON [dot] 
EDINBURGH [dot] I NEW YORK [dot] TORONTO [dot] SYDNEY I First edition 
1 968 I Copyright © 1 968 Pergamon Pres Ltd. I Library of Congress Catalog Card No. 
68-22496 I 08 003825 5 
COLLATION: [A]8B._c8D2E8 [$ 1 signed]=34 leaves. Pages [ 1-4]5-6[7-8]9-38[39-40]41 -
66[67-68]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'THE PERGAMON ENGLISH LffiRARY I EDITORIAL 
DIRECTORS : GEORGE ALLAN AND BORIS FORD I EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: 
ESMOR JONES I PUBLISHER: ROBERT MAXWELL, M.C., M.P. I PERGAMON 
POETS I I ROY FULLER AND R.S. THOMAS ' ;  [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] title 
verso; 5-6 contents by Roy Fuller; [7] 'Roy Fuller' ;  [8] biographical information on 
Fuller and books by Fuller [Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and 
Occasions, Counterparts, Brutus's Orchard, Collected Poems, The Second Curtain, 
Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's  Comedy, Savage 
Gold, With My Little Eye] ; 9 'AUTUMN 1 939',  'AUTUMN 1 940' ;  1 1  'ABC OF A 
NAVAL TRAINEE' ;  12 'ROYAL NAVAL AIR STATION' ;  1 3  'THE END OF A 
LEAVE'; 14 'Y.M.C.A. WRITING ROOM ' ;  1 5  ' SPRING 1 942' ,  'HARBOUR FERRY' ;  
1 6  'THE DREAM' ;  17 ' IN  AFRICA' ;  1 8  'ASKARI' S  SONG ' ,  'GIRAFFES ';  2 0  'THE 
PLAINS ' ;  21 'THE TRIBES ' ;  22 'SPRING 1 943 I [I-Ill] ';  24 ' CRUSTACEANS ' ;  25 
'RETURN';  26 ' DURING A BOMBARDMENT 1 BY V-WEAPONS ' ,  'FATHERS 
AND SONS ' ;  27 ' 1 948 ', 'SONG 1 The blonde who reads Prediction' ;  28 'THE 
SNOW'; 29 'THE IMAGE' ;  30 ' POEM TO PAY FOR A PEN' ;  3 1  ' IBSEN';  32 
' NECROPHAGY ';  33 'SOCIALIST' S  SONG ' ;  35 'PICTURES OF WINTER'; 36 
'THREE BIRDS I PIGEON ';  37 ' STARLING ',  'BUDGERIGAR';  [39] 'R.S. Thomas' ;  
[ 40] biographical information o n  Thomas and books b y  Thomas; 41-42 contents by 
Thomas; 43-65 text; 66 'Ackriowledgements I Thanks are due to the following for 
permission to use copyright I material: I Mr. Fuller and Andre [sic] Deutsch Ltd., for 
poems from Collected Poems I [thanks to Thomas] ' ;  [67-68] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 96 x 1 32 mm. Stiff blue card covers, decorated in 
purple ornaments and printed in black. Spine: 'Owen PERGAMON POETS 1 [device] ' .  
Back carries statement on Pergamon Poets 1 .  Inside back cover lists books in  the 
Pergamon Poets series in production or under consideration. 
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PUBLICATION: July 1968. Price £0.35. Number of copies unknown. 
22 NEW POEMS (poems) 
22A Andre Deutsch, 1 968 
22A.l First Deutsch printing, 1 968 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] I NEW POEMS I [rule] I Ein Riithsel ist 
Reinentsprunges. Auch I Der Gesang kaum daif es enthullen. Denn I Wie du anfiengst, 
wirst du bleiben. I HOLDERLIN I A mystery are those of pure origin. I Even song 
may hardly unveil it. I For as you began, so you will remain. I TRANSLATION BY 
MICHAEL HAMBURGER I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed 
in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED I 968 BY I ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED I I05 
GREAT RUSSELL STREET I LONDON WCI I COPYRIGHT © I 968 BY ROY 
FULLER I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED I PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY I 
EBENEZER BAYLIS & SON LTD I THE TRINITY PRESS I WORCESTER AND 
LONDON I SBN 233 96025 2 
COLLATION: [ 1-4]8=32 leaves. Pages [ I-10] 1 1--6 I [62--64]. 
CONTENTS: [ I ]  'ROY FULLER I [rule] I NEW POEMS I [rule] ' ;  [2] 'Also by Roy 
Fuller I [star] I [Poems, The Middle of a War, A Lost Season, Epitaphs and Occasions, 
Counterparts, Brutus's  Orchard, Collected Poems, Buff, With My Little Eye, The Second 
Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father' s  Comedy, 
The Perfect Fool, My Child, My Sister, Savage Gold, Catspaw] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title 
verso; [5] 'To Jennifer Ross, with affection I and in gratitude for The London 
Magazine' ;  [6] blank; [7-8] contents; [9] 'ROY FULLER I [rule] I NEW POEMS I 
[rule] ' ;  [ 1 0] blank; I I  'THE PAINTER'; I 2  'THE SYMPHONIST' ;  I4 'THE ART OF 
THE APPLE' ;  I 5  'SINFONlA A GRAN ORQUESTA' ;  I 7  'CHINOISERIE' ;  1 8  
'READING THE BOSTONIANS IN I ALGECIRAS BAY I To Alan Ross ' ;  2 1  
'ASTAPOVO, I 9 1 0 ' ;  2 3  'THE MAP'; 24 'ON THE RAILWAY PLATFORM';  25 
'CREEPER';  26 ' AMBIGUITIES OF TRAVEL';  27 'MY DEAD BROTHERS ';  28 
' HEREDITY';  29 ' IN MEMORY OF MY CAT, DOMINO: I I95 1-66';  30 'TO A 
RECENTLY-ACQUIRED OMEGA';  32 'METAMORPHOSES '; 33 'STRANGE 
CHILD';  34 'ROMANCE'; 36 'ROAD SAFETY'; 37 'MIND TO BODY'; 38 ' IN 
LAMBETH PALACE ROAD'; 4I 'PERVERSENESS'; 42 'ORDERS' ;  45 'VARIATION 
ON A THEME BY SANDARS '; 46 'THE VISITORS ';  48 'UNDERGROUND GOD';  
49 'DISASTERS ' ;  5 1  'GODDESS'; 52 'THOSE OF PURE ORIGIN';  56 
'AFTERNOONS'; 57 'WINDOWS' ;  58 'DEPARTURES' ;  6 1  'LAST SHEET'; [62--64] 
blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 2 I 5  x 1 35 mm. Bound in blue paper�overed 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down] NEW POEMS Roy 
Fuller [running across] AD' .  Dust jacket purple, light blue and white, printed in purple 
and light blue. Jacket design by Patricia Davey. Back has blurb by Robert Conquest from 
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Spectator review of Collected Poems. Back flap incorporates excerpt from Sunday 
Telegraph review of Buff 
PUBLICATION: August 1968. Price 1 5s. Number of copies unknown, but as of 
December 1 968 the first impression had completely sold out 
Poetry Book Society Choice for Summer 1 968. 
22A.2 Second Deutsch printing, 1 969 
The second impression is labeled 'SECOND IMPRESSION JANUARY 1 969' on page 
[4] below the copyright. The gatherings of this impression are signed. This impression 
was bound in brown, paper-covered boards. The blurb on front and back flaps of the 
dust jacket have been revised to include reviews of the first impression from the Times 
Literary Supplement, Martin Dodsworth in The Listener, and Alan Brown john in the New 
Statesman. 'Second Impression' is printed on the front flap and the ND symbol on the 
spine is printed in light green against a white square. The biographical blurb on the back 
of the dust jacket has been revised to mention Fuller' s  appointment as the Oxford 
Professor of Poetry and his winning the Duff Cooper Memorial Prize. All else as 22A. l .  
Number of copies unknown, but as of 30 April 1 974, Deutsch had 1 259 copies in 
stock. 
22Aa Dufour subedition, 1 968 
TITLE-PAGE: 'DUFOUR I 1 968' in place of Deutsch name and symbol. All else as 
22A. 1 .  
TITLE VERSO: COPYRIGHT © 1 968 BY ROY FULLER I ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED I LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG CARD NUMBER 68-3 1 827 
I Printed in Great Britain 
COLLATION: As 22A. 1 
DESCRIPTION: 'Dufour' running down on spine in place of 'AD'.  The identification of 
the book as a Poetry Book Society Choice has been deleted from the front flap, and the 
blurb, though retaining the same content as 22A. 1 ,  spreads over the front and back flaps 
differently. The back of the dust jacket also lists books available from Dufour. On the 
back flap the SBN is replaced with 'Printed in Great Britain' .  All else as 22A. l .  
PUBLICATION: 1 968. Price unknown. 500 copies were printed and bound with the 
Dufour imprint by Deutsch and shipped to Dufour. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 14 November 
1 967] 'Here is the dedication to my new book of poems-<;ould you please substitute it 
for the blanksheet in typescript'!' 
[ 'Roy Fuller Writes. ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 51 (Summer 1 968), n.p.] 'Most of 
this book is for the author a bonus of the kind that, like a win at the pools, he speculates 
about but doesn't really treat seriously until it has happened. In 1 966, before I went on 
holiday in Spain, Alan Ross (who mainly on the rather ancient evidence of my wartime 
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book A Lost Season believes that my best pieces have been written abroad) told me to 
bring back some poems for the London Magazine. This, as usual, I failed to do, but I did 
return with a few ideas which I tried unsuccessfully to put into verse. Eventually, since 
my notions included the theme of Henry James' s  The Bostonians, it struck me that if I 
used a syllabic metre (which I had hitherto done only in a brief poem for children) I 
could work into the fabric quotations from that novel as well as by-pass the rhymes and 
regular beats that were evading me. And so early in November 1 966 I wrote fairly easily 
the poem 'Reading The Bostonians in Algeciras Bay' .  By the middle of December I had 
written 'Orders' ,  'In Memory of my Cat, Domino', 'Strange Child' ,  'The Art of the 
Apple' ,  'Sinfonia a Gran Orquesta', 'Heredity' ,  'Windows',  'Creeper' , 'Goddess' ,  
'Astapovo, 1 9 10' ,  'In Lambeth Palace Road' ,  'The Visitors' ,  'Last Sheet', 'My Dead 
Brothers' ,  'Variation on a Theme by Sandars' ,  'Metamorphoses' ,  'The Symphonist' ,  'The 
Painter' ,  'Underground God ' ,  'Perverseness' ,  'Road Safety, [sic] 'Mind to Body' ,  
'Disasters' ,  'On the Railway Platform' (in that order) and four or five other poems not 
included here because I feel them to be out of key or inferior. Many of the poems I have 
listed are in syllabics and all are unrhymed. Eventually I saw that it would scarcely do 
to put with these poems the regular and mainly rhymed poems I had accumulated since 
my last collection, Buff. By early April I had enough of these 'new poems' for a book, 
though I have added to them 'Chinoiserie' ,  from an earlier date, and two short poems 
written more recently' 
[Spanner and Pen, 12] 'I [ ... ] thought my verse took another turn in New Poems ( 1 968), 
though I wish my excursion [ . . .  ] into syllabic verse had waited until I had met Robert 
Bridges' s  daughter, Elizabeth Daryush, during my Oxford Professorship, when (gorrnless, 
as so often, theretofore) I appreciated for the first time the importance in syllabics of the 
end-stopped line, and even of rhyme. ' 
23 VARIATION ON A THEME BY SANDARS (poem) 
Northwest Arts Association, 1 969 
FRONT: [top left] [illustration] [top right] sea bird city bird for roy fuller' s  I poem by 
adrian henri I [illustration]; [bottom left] VARIATION ON A THEME BY SANDARS 
I [poem, 13 lines] I [facsimile Roy Fuller signature] . 
COLLATION: Single sheet, printed on both sides. 
DESCRIPTION: Slick paper, printed in black and white, 494 x 390 mm, folded twice to 
24.7 x 17 em. Back carries notice for 'Programme for Writers' Tour of Lancashire I 
24-29 March 1 969' ,  sponsored by the North West Arts Association, Alexander 
Schouvaloff, Director, 44 Sackville Street, Manchester 1 06 1-236 9958.  Also features 
photographs and brief biographies of Iris Murdoch, John McGrath, Adrian Henri, Julian 
Mitchell. Below Iris Murdoch's  photograph, Murdoch is misspelled 'Murdock' .  Bottom 
left front: 'Designed by Michael Bidston Printed by Richmond Press Ltd. Wilmslow'.  
Bottom left of back: 'Roy Fuller, originally a member of the tour, is now unable to take 
part. ' 
PUBLICATION: 1969. Not offered for sale. Number of copies unknown. 
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24 OFF COURSE (poems) 
Turret Books, 1 969 
TITLE-PAGE: OFF COURSE I POEMS BY I ROY FULLER I TURRET [Turret 
symbol: triple-turreted tower with flag] BOOKS 
PAGE [24]: This edition is limited to 250 copies I signed & numbered by the author 
I This is No . . . . . . . .  [copy number in blue ink] I [Roy Fuller's signature in blue ink] I 
Designed & printed by Daedalus Press, I Stoke Ferry, Norfolk. 
COLLATION: [ 1-3t= 1 2  leaves. 
CONTENTS: [ 1-2] blank; [3] 'OFF COURSE';  [4] blank; [5] title-page; [6] '© Roy 
Fuller 1 969 I Published in 1 969 by Turret Books I 5 Kensington Church Walk, 
London W.8 I Printed & made in Great Britain' ;  [7] ' 1  I The ageing prowler, envious 
of his prey';  [8] '2 I What's the mysterious lure';  [9] '3 I Enough to have glimpsed 
the face' ;  [ 10] '4 I When the fisher slit the gut'; [ 1 2] '5 I How can the freakishness 
of age possess you?'; [ 1 3] '6 I Never too late, no hurry (idiot notion) ' ;  [ 1 4] '7 I 
Strange, it' s  your ageing that I fear' ;  [ 1 5] '8 I Though he foresaw it all-the halting 
word' ;  [ 1 6] '9 I How touched he was when those soft wings'; [ 17] ' 10 I The living 
rabbit' s  ear inserted through a fistula' ; 1 1 8] ' 1 1  I Equally as astounding' ;  [ 1 9] ' 12 I 
I had a dream of you in which you were another. ' ;  [20] ' 13 I He saw the dark king 
carry off'; [2 1 ]  ' 14 1 Forked slightness, nylon'd far along the fork'; [22] ' 1 5 I I come 
across some lines to her, months old' ;  [23] blank; [24] given above. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 1 83 x 1 23 mm. Bound in brown cloth--<:overed 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. 'OFF COURSE I ROY FULLER'.  Spine: 
' [running down] OFF COURSE TIJRRET BOOKS' . Published without dust jacket. 
PUBLICATION: April 1 969. Price £3. 1 5. 250 copies. 
� 
25 THE CARNAL ISLAND (novel) 
Andre Deutsch, 1 970 
TITLE-PAGE :  THE I CARNAL I ISLAND I [dot in circle] I ROY FULLER I 
[Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: First published 1 970 by I Andre Deutsch Limited I 1 05 Great Russell 
Street, London WCI I Copyright © 1 970 by Roy Fuller I All rights reserved I Printed 
in Great Britain by I Ebenezer Baylis and Son Limited I The Trinity Press, Worcester, 
and London I SBN 0 233 96258 1 I Acknowledgements are due to St John's College, 
Oxford, and I the Hogarth Press Ltd, for permission to quote from J.B. I Leishman' s  
translation o f  the Duino Elegies, No. 1 0, b y  I Rainer Maria Rilke; to the Trustees of the 
Thomas I Hardy Estate and Macmillan and Co. Ltd, for permission I to quote from The 
Dynasts by Thomas Hardy; and to Mrs I Bambridge for permission to quote from 
'McAndrew's Hymn' I by Rudyard Kipling. 
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COLLATION: [ 1 ]162-516=60 leaves. Pages [ 1-7]8- 1 57[ 1 58-1 60]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  '1HE CARNAL ISLAND I [statement on The Carnal Island] ' ;  [2] 
' Also by Roy Fuller I [With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, 
Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, The Perfect Fool, My Child, 
My Sister, Collected Poems, Buff, New Poems, Savage Gold, Catspaw] ' ;  [3] title-page; 
[4] title verso; [5] 'TO MARJORIE I AND IN MEMORY OF LEN'; (6] blank; [7] 
opening section; hereafter new sections designated by a circle within a dot on pages 9, 
1 1 , 1 8, 22, 26, 30, 33, 37, 42, 55, 59, 66, 69, 76, 87, 9 1 ,  1 02, 107, 1 22, 1 29, 1 38, 148, 
1 5 1 ;  [ 1 58-1 60] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 197 x 1 25 mm. Bound in black paper-covered 
boards stamped in silver. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down] ROY FULLER 
The Carnal Island [running across] ANDRE I DEUTSCH' .  Dust jacket illustrated in 
purple and light blue, printed in light blue and purple. Jacket design by Phillida Gili. 
Back of jacket carries photograph of Fuller by Mark Gerson. 
PUBLICATION: September 1 970. Price £ 1 .25. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [From an interview by Jane Taylor, 'A 
Practical Poet Among the Dreaming Spires,' The Birmingham Post Saturday Magazine, 
1 9  September 1 970, 1] 'A couple of years ago I read a book about an early affair of 
Hardy' s, previously recorded only in some of his poems, and I suppose this was the 
origin of the idea of an affair in the old poet's life long ago which could be discovered 
by the young disciple. But the affair in the book is nothing like Hardy's. [m The other 
way in which Hardy is made a model is that he had an irascible old dog of which he was 
very fond and which caused annoyance to all his visitors. So I took the idea of Daniel 
House having such a dog, although his is not like Hardy's-in fact, I don't know the 
details of the unpleasantness of Hardy's dog so I had to invent him. ' 
26 PENGUIN MODERN POETS 18 (poems) 
Penguin, 1 970 
TITLE-PAGE: Penguin Modern Poets I [intersecting swelled rule] 1 8 1 A. ALVAREZ 
I ROY FULLER I ANTHONY THW AITE I [Penguin symbol: penguin enclosed in 
circle] I Penguin Books 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England I Penguin 
Books Inc, 7 1 1 0 Ambassador Road, Baltimore, Maryland 2 1 207 U.S.A. I Penguin 
Books Australia Ltd, Ringwood, Victoria, Australia I - I  This selection first published 
1970 I - I Copyright © Penguin Books Ltd, 1 970 I - I Made and printed in Great 
Britain I by C. Nicholls & Company Ltd I Set in Monotype Garamond I This book 
is sold subject to the condition I that it shall not, by way of trade or otherwise, I be 
lent, re-sold, hired out, or otherwise circulated I without the publisher's prior consent 
in any form of I binding or cover other than that in which it is I published and without 
a similar condition I including this condition being imposed I on the subsequent 
purchaser 
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COLLATION: Adhesive binding. 7 2  leaves. Pages [ 1-5]6-7[8-12] 1 3-43[44-46]47-98 
[99-100] 1 0 1-144. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ] biographical statements on Alvarez, Fuller, and Thwaite; [2] blank; [3] 
title-page; [4] title verso; [5] contents; 6-7 contents continued; [8] contents continued; 
[9] 'Acknowledgements I [acknowledgements to Alvarez] I For the poems by Roy 
Fuller from Collected Poems 1 936-61 ,  Buff and New Poems, grateful acknowledge- I 
ment is made to Andre Deutsch, and to the author I for unpublished poems. I 
[acknowledgements to Thwaite] ' ;  [ 1 0] blank; [ 1 1 ] 'A. ALVAREZ' ;  [ 12] blank; 1 3-43 
poems by Alvarez; [45] 'ROY FULLER' ;  47 'To My Brother';  49 'War Poet'; 50 'To 
My Wife'; 52 'Saturday Night in a Sailors' Home' ;  53 'The Middle of a War' ; 54 
'Harbour Ferry'; 55 'The Green Hills of Africa'; 56 'The Photographs' ;  57 'The White 
Conscript and the Black Conscript' ; 59 ' What is Terrible' ;  6 1  'The Statue' ;  62 'During 
a Bombardment by V-Weapons';  63 'The Civilization' ;  65 'Nursery Rhyme'; 66 'Hymn' ;  
6 8  'Translation'; 7 0  'Inaction'; 7 1  ' A  Wet Sunday in Spring';  7 2  'Florestan to Leonora' ;  
74 'One and Many';  76 'Monologue in Autumn'; 79 'On the Mountain I I 'Why red, 
why red? I ask myself?'; 80 'II I In my garden, at the risk of annoying my cat'; 8 1  'III 
I How rapidly one's  thoughts get out of hand! ' ;  83 ' Versions of Love' ;  85 'At T.S. 
Eliot's Memorial Service';  87 'Apple Tree' ;  88 'Logic of Dreams';  90 'Astapovo, 1910' ;  
92 'Ambiguities of Travel' ; 95 'Those of Pure Origin' ;  97 'Diary Entries' ;  98 'Homage 
to Balthus';  [98] 'ANTHONY THWAITE' ;  [99] blank; 1 0 1-144 poems by Anthony 
Thwaite. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 80 x 1 1 1  mm. Laminated black paper covers. Front 
features photograph by Alan Spain. Spine: ' PENGUIN MODERN POETS 1 8  Alvarez 
Fuller Thwaite [running across] D l 29 I [penguin] . '  
PUBLICATION: November 1970. Price $ 1 .25. Number of copies unknown. 
27 TO AN UNKNOWN READER (poem) 
Poem-of-the-Month Club, 1970 
FRONT: ' [within rule frame beginning under 'TO' and ending under the letter 'N"in 
'UNKNOWN'] TO AN I UNKNOWN I READER I [text] I [poet's signature in 
blue ink] I [below frame and centered at foot] To an Unknown Reader by Roy Fuller, 
published by Poem-<>f-the-Month Club Ltd, 27 Brynmaer Road, S.W. l l . Printed by John 
Roberts Press Ltd. Copyright ( 1 970) Poem-<>f-the-Month Club Ltd. ' 
COLLATION: Single sheet, printed on one side. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white laid paper watermarked 'Arnold I Signature' ,  375 x 282 
mm. 
PUBLICATION: September or October 1 970. 1 000 signed copies available by 
subscription, at price of £5 5s per copy, to members of the Poem-of-the-Month Club. 
After one year remaining copies were available at 65p. 
Jack Clark, co-founder of the Poem-<>f-the-Month Club with Winston Aetcher, 
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provided the following supplemental information: Roy Fuller delivered the manuscript 
of TUR to the Club on the 30th of January, 1 970. He returned the proof, with 
suggestions for minor typographical revisions, on 28 July. The 1000 copies were sent to 
him for signing in August. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: The broadside poems from the 
Poem-of-the-Month Club were published from 1 970 to 1 977. In addition to Fuller, 
poems from Philip Larkin, Robert Graves, C. Day Lewis, Anthony Thwaite, Stephen 
Spender, W.H. Auden, Kingsley Amis, Julian Symons, Seamus Heaney and others were 
published. Many of the poems were distributed with leaflets giving biographical 
information on the poets. Leaflet for TV R not seen. 
Roy Fuller and Cecil Day Lewis served as consultants and 'selectors' to the Club. 
Letters of support by Fuller were sometimes sent out with the poems. 
[S&P, 37] 'Jack [Clark], and his partner in a ftnn of advertising agents, had conceived 
and carried into effect an enterprise called 'Poem of the Month Club'.  The notion was 
that subscribers would receive every month a new poem, specially printed, and signed 
by the author. To confer prestige on what was designed to be a non-loss-making venture, 
the selectors were the Poet Laureate and the Oxford Professor of Poetry, offices held by 
Cecil and me respectively. '  
2 8  OWLS AND ARTIFICERS (lectures) 
28A Andre Deutsch edition, /971 
TITLE-PAGE: [rule] I Owls and Artificers I OXFORD LECTURES ON POETRY I 
[rule] I Roy Fuller I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] 
I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: First published in Great Britain in 197 1  by I Andre Deutsch Limited 
I 105 Great Russell Street London WCI I Copyright © 1 97 1  by Roy Fuller I All 
rights reserved I Set in ' Monotype' Bembo I Printed in Great Britain by I Ebenezer 
Baylis and Son Limited I The Trinity Press, Worcester and London I ISBN 0 233 
96260 3 
COLLATION: 1-41658 [$ 1 ,4 signed]=72 leaves. Pages [ 1 -9] 10-26[27]28-43[44]45�8 
[69]88[89]90-107 [ 1 08]  I 09-1 29[1 30-1 34] 1 36[ 1 37-144] . 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'Owls and Artificers';  [2] 'By the same author I [New Poems, Buff, 
Collected Poems, Brutus's Orchard, The Carnal Island, My Child, My Sister, The Peifect 
Fool, The Second Curtain] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] contents; [6] blank; [7] 
foreword; [8] blank; [9] 'I I [rule] I Philistines I and Jacobins I [rule] ' ;  [27] 'II I 
[rule] I 'Woodbine Willie' Lives! I [rule] ';  [44] ' III I [rule] I An Artifice I of 
Versification I [rule] ' ;  [69] ' IV I [rule] I Both Pie I and Custard I [rule] ' ;  [89] 'V 
I [rule] I The Filthy Aunt I and the Anonymous Seabird I [rule] ' ;  [ 1 08] ' VI I [rule] 
I How to Stuff Owls I [rule] ' ;  [ 1 32] blank; [ 1 33] ' [rule] I Index I [rule] ' ;  [ 1 37] 
'Acknowledgements and thanks are due to the I editors of the following in which some 
of the I lectures have been printed: The Sewanee Review, I Shenandoah, I Wascanna 
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Review, and (particularly) I The Times Literary Supplement'; [138-144] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 215 x 135 mm. Bound in orange cloth--<;overed 
boards stamped in silver. Front and back blank. Spine: '[running across] Owls and I 
Artificers I [asterisk] I ROY I FULLER I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across 
bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE I DEUTSCH'. Dust jacket white, black, and 
orange, printed in black and orange. Jacket design by John Andrew. Back carries 
photograph of Fuller. 
PUBLICATION: May 1971. Price £1.80. Number of copies unknown. 
28Aa Library Press subedition, 1 971 
TITLE-PAGE: [rule] I Owls and Artificers I Oxford Lectures on Poetry I [rule] I 
Roy Fuller I [publisher's symbol] I The Library Press I New York I /97/ 
TITLE VERSO: Copyright © 1971 by Roy Fuller I First published in the United States 
in 1971 I by The Library Press I International Standard Book Number 0-912050-06-3 
I Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 70-158611 I Printed in Great Britain 
COLLATION: As 28A. 
CONTENTS: As 28A. 
DESCRIPTION: Bound in green, cloth--<;overed boards, stamped in gold. lllustration of 
leaf in lower right comer of front cover stamped in gold. Light green jacket printed in 
dark green with leaf design on front. Jacket design by Michael Mauceri. Back features 
photograph of Fuller. Rear flap blurb incorporates statements from reviews in the Times 
Literary Supplement and the Daily Telegraph. All else as 28A. 
PUBLICATION: 1971. $6.95. Records indicating the number of copies printed are no 
longer available to the publisher. 
The Library Press was acquired by the Open Court Publishing Company in 1974. 
28Ab Open Court subedition, 1 974 
TITLE-PAGE: Owls and Artificers I Oxford Lectures on Poetry I Roy Fuller I Open 
[device] Court I La Salle, Illinois 
TITLE VERSO: Copyright © 1971 by Roy Fuller I Library Press edition published in 
1971 I Open Court paperback edition I published in 1974 I All rights reserved. No 
part of this book may be reproduced, stored in I a retrieval system, or transmitted in any 
form or by any means, elec- I tronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or 
otherwise, without I the prior written permission of the publisher. I Printed in the 
United States of America I ISBN: 0-87548-197-3 I LCCN: 70-158611 
COLLATION: Adhesive binding. 72 leaves. Pages [1-9]10-26[27]28-43[44]45--68[69] 
70-88[89]90-107[108] 109-131 [132-133] 134-136[137-144]. 
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CONTENTS: As 28A. 
DESCRIPTION: 200 x 125 mm. Two bindings have been seen: grey paper covers 
(designed by Jean Taylor) printed in light and dark green and yellow cloth-covered 
boards stamped in red. Back blurb quotes Fuller and incorporates statement from Times 
Literary Supplement review of Owls and Artificers. All else as 28A. 
PUBLICATION: 1974. Price $2.45. Records indicating the number of copies printed are 
no longer available to the publisher. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 23 January 
1970] 'I saw Graham [Watson] yesterday and gave him the typescripts of Owls and 
Artificers (the lectures) and The Carnal Island (the novella). He is going to talk to you 
about publication dates.[ ... ][�] As to the book of lectures, I have one or two technical 
questions, like the down-pointing of quotations, which I'd like to discuss with whoever 
edits it, so perhaps you could pass this letter on for the file. Also, I'm by no means 
satisfied with the title, but at the moment can't think of anything better. [�] I do hope 
you will find these two books interesting propositions, and that they will buck up a bit 
the prose side of my reputation.' 
29 SEEN GRANDPA LATELY? (poems) 
Andre Deutsch, 1972 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I Seen Grandpa I Lately? I Illustrated by Joan 
Hickson I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] ANDRE 
DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: First published 1972 by I Andre Deutsch Limited I 105 Great Russell 
Street London WCI I Copyright © 1972 by Roy Fuller I All rights reserved I Printed 
in Great Britain by I Ebenezer Baylis & Son Limited I The Trinity Press, Worcester, 
and London I ISBN 0 233 96118 6 
COLLATION: [A]8B-D8 [$1 signed]=32 leaves. Pages [1-4]5--64. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'Seen Grandpa Lately? ' ;  [2] 'Stories for children by Roy Fuller I 
[Savage Gold and Catspaw]'; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; 5 '[the following is an 
acrostic dedication (for Emily) to the youngest of Fuller's granddaughters] Few words 
she has, all nouns and verbs; five years I Or so must pass before these win her ears. I 
Right now, a drawing of a table is I Enough to put a smile upon her phiz. I Mere print 
is likely to inflame or bore: I In reach, once, of the works of Scott, she tore I Leaves 
from his Woodstock. Such a critic makes I You fear she may in time judge mine as 
fakes.'; 6 author's note; 7-8 contents; 9 'Bringing up babies' ;  10 'The National Union 
of Children' ;  11 'The National Association I of Parents';  12 'Girl making pies' ;  13 
'TV'; 14 'POSTSCRIPT: ON THE ARRIVAL OF COLOUR'; 15 'Teresa nude';  17 
'Cherry time' ;  18 'Drawing';  20 'A boy's clothes '; 21 'A boy's friend';  22 'Child 
wondering' ;  23 'Ermyntrude' ;  24 'Horrible things' ;  25 'The start of a memorable 
holiday';  27 'In the restaurant'; 29 'Australia' ;  31 'Epitaphs I Here lies a careless boy 
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named Gunn'; 33 'Stables' tables' ;  36 'Advice to poets'; 37 'The poet' ; 38 'The poets' ;  
41 'The minstrel' ;  42 'After the poetry-reading' ;  43 'Names I Before I was christened 
my grandfather said'; 44 'To my grand-daughter, learning I the flute', 'Bees in August'; 
45 'Autumn I Sweeping up leaves'; 45 'After breakfast' ;  46 'The retired man goes 
shopping' ;  47 'The 4 a.m. bluebottle'; 48 'Song I I like to think the thrushes sing to 
me'; 49 'Starling' ,  'Snow' ; 50 'Nature'; 51 'At the garden bowl again' ;  52 'The world 
through the window';  53 'Take-over by the garden' ;  54 'The dream' ;  55 'A memory of 
Kenya', 'Bicycle handlebars' ;  56 'Advice to children I 1 I Caterpillars living on 
lettuce'; 57 '21 If in the middle of the night', '3 I Plate-glass doors form a dangerous 
duo', '41 The world is dark with rumours'; 58 'Happy lion' ;  59 'The Courts '; 60 'An 
English explorer' ; 61 'The art of the possible' ;  62 'Tails on fairy tales' .  
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 192 x 130 mm. 20 illustrations by Joan Hickson. 
Bound in yellow paper-<:overed boards stamped in blue. Front and back blank. Spine: 
'SEEN GRANDPA LATELY [running across] [rule] [running down] ROY FULLER 
[running across] A [rule] D'. Dust jacket illustrated in yellow, blue, purple and orange, 
printed in blue, black, and purple. Jacket design by Joan Hickson. 
PUBLICATION: May 1972. Price £ 1.15. 3040 copies. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: 'Ermyntrude' was the cause of 
controversy. Some teachers thought the poem 'obscene.' In an article in the Sunday 
Telegraph, 13 June 1971, by Nicholas Bagnall, one teacher is quoted: 'It would seem to 
be encouraging the corruption of our society to read our children poems of 'nudity,' 
'spewing' and disgusting table manners.' Another teacher stated: 'I and the rest of my 
staff [ ... ] consider it [Errnyntrude] disgusting.' In the same article, Fuller replies: 'It 
seems to me that people who have to do with children and haven't discovered that they 
rather like vulgarity of this kind really haven't begun to understand what children are 
like.' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 9 May 1971] 'I'm afraid I've no very precise ideas about the 
illustrations. In Oxford I looked at a few books in my grandchildren's shelves, but 
without coming away with names and styles that impressed themselves. However, the 
more I think about the problem, the more I incline to decorations that heighten and make 
more precise the poems, or images and ideas in them-rather than, for instance, adding 
to humour or character. In 'Child Wondering,' say, what one would like would be a 
drawing of 'maps and faces on the walls', rather than a particularised child in bed. So, 
too, it seems to me, the illustrator mighr well be able to add from her own observation 
(so much better than a poet's!) details about the gardens and birds and trees that figure 
so largely in the verse. In other words, precision of detail more than precision of 
characterisation or depiction of incident. It also seems to me that the spaces at the ends 
of poems will be most often the right places for these decorations or vignettes, but that 
the beginnings of the poems are by no means ruled out. I'd be very glad of the chance 
to look at Joan Hickson's work as it progresses, if that is possible; otherwise let her be 
as serious and deep as she likes - the book is already � adult, �juvenile, so she needn't 
be afraid of adding to its ambiguities!' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 20 July 1971] 'I wonder how the illustrations to the poems are 
going. I've always understood that publication was planned for the autumn, so time is 
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marching on. The poem called 'Dip' I shall take out, but perhaps there will be an 
opportunity for me to look at the typescript again before it goes to the printer.' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 5 August 1971] 'Since your office said you wouldn't be in until 
tomorrow I'm replying to your letter in this way and taking the opportunity of returning 
the drawings-which I think are all right, though I feel the nature of the book would be 
better secured if further drawings were more neutral in fixing the age appeal. What I 
mean is that I want the artist's observation rather than her comment--electric-light bulb 
rather than comic vicar! I don't mean that the comic should be eschewed: it's just that 
the book, if it has readers, will have them from 9 to 90 (as they say) and one wants to 
avoid any age-group feeling it is being played down to. I'm sure the way to do this is 
by insight and accuracy, so far as the drawings are concerned.' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 18 August 1971] 'I return the typescript and the drawings. In 
the former I have substituted a new poem for one of the feebler poems, and the thing can 
go into production so far as I am concerned. I've added a ' by the same author' page, 
simply referring to the two other children's books I've written, but this can be omitted, 
if preferred. [m I think the Joan Hickson decorations will do splendidly, and I hope we 
shall find room for them all.' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela King, 20 December 1971] 'Thank you very much for the proof of the 
jacket. It is bright and striking and should stand out well in the shops. An excellent job 
by all concerned! [�] On the second inside flap the biographical note should read ' . . .  and 
three grand-daughters, to the youngest of whom this book is dedicated. ' [�] On the first 
inside flap there seems to be an intrusive hyphen after 'Observe'.' 
30 SONG CYCLE FROM A RECORD SLEEVE 
Ordinary copies, Sycamore, 1972 
TITLE-PAGE: SONG CYCLE FROM I A RECORD SLEEVE 
PAGE [ 16] : Sixty copies first published on 11 February 1972, printed and I sewn by 
hand on hand-made paper at the Sycamore Press, I 4 Benson Place, Oxford, numbered 
and signed by the author. I This is number I [number] 
COLLATION: [1]8=8 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [1] title-page; [2] blank; [3-14] text; [15] blank; [16] given above. 
DESCRIPTION: Grey laid paper watermarked 'Charles I [shield]' ,  227 x 142 rnm. White 
'Glastonbury' laid paper covers watermarked '[crown] I glastonbury'. Front cover: 
'ROY FULLER I [decoration] I Song Cycle from I a Record Sleeve I Sycamore 
Press'; back blank. Cover is folded over endpapers and sewn along spine with red thread. 
Endpapers of white 'Glastonbury' laid paper. 10 wood cut decorations interspersed with 
text. 
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PUBLICATION: II February I972 in celebration of the author's sixtieth birthday. 60 
copies. Not for sale. 
Out-of-series copies, 1972 
There are an unknown number of out-of-series copies. These are labelled out-of-series 
on page [16] beneath 'This is number'. I have seen one copy, in the Poetry/Rare Book 
Collection, State University of New York, Buffalo. 
31 THE CCC (poem) 
[British Broadcasting Corporation/, 1972 
TITLE-PAGE: THE I CCC I [rule] I BY I ROY FUlLER I [rule] I Dedicated 
to I THE LORD HILL OF LUTON I on his retirement as I CHAIRMAN OF THE 
B BC I and read at his I FAREWElL DINNER I BROADCASTING HOUSE I 13 
DECEMBER I I972 
TITLE VERSO: AN EDITION OF ONE HUNDRED COPIES I SIGNED BY THE 
AUTHOR I [Roy Fuller's signature in dark blue ink] 
COLLATION: [1t=4 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [1] title-page; [2] title verso; [3-6] text; [7] blank; [8] ' PRINTED AT THE 
BROADWATER PRESS, WELWYN GARDEN CITY, HERTS.' 
DESCRIPTION: White laid paper, 255 x 152 nun. Watermark indecipherable, but 
probably ' glastonbury'.  The date '1776' appears in the first line of the text, page [3]. In 
all copies examined, this has been corrected by hand to read '197 6'.  Stapled twice along 
spine. No cover. 
PUBLICATION : 13 December 1972. Limited to 100 copies signed by the author. Not 
offered for sale. 
32 TINY TEARS (poems) 
Andre Deutsch, 1 973 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] ·I TINY TEARS I [rule] I [Deutsch symbol: 
three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: First published 1973 by I Andre Deutsch Limited I I 05 Great Russell 
Street London WCI I Copyright © 1973 by Roy Fuller I All rights reserved I Printed 
in Great Britain by I Clarke, Doble & Brendon Ltd i Plymouth I ISBN 0 233 96420 
7 
COLLATION: [A]16W6C14 [$1,4 signed]=46 leaves. Pages[1-8]9-10[I1-12]13-45[46-48] 
49-64[ 65-66]67 -92. 
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CONTENTS: [ 1-2] blank; [3] 'TINY TEARS ';  [4] 'Also by Roy Fuller I [asterisk] I 
[Collected Poems, Buff, New Poems, With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy 
and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, The Perfect 
Fool, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Owls and Artificers, Professors and Gods, 
Savage Gold, Catspaw, Seen Grandpa Lately?] ' ;  [5] title-page; [6] title verso; [7] 'FOR 
ANDRE, DIANA AND NICK I COMMEMORATING TWENTY -ONE YEARS I OF 
ANDRE DEUTSCH LIMITED'; [8] blank; 9-10 contents [ 1 1 ] 'One'; [ 1 2] blank; 1 3  'TO 
AN UNKNOWN READER '; 15 'DEFICIENCIES '; 1 6  'THE LAWN, SPRING AND 
SUMMER'; 1 8  'ROBINS AND WOODLICE '; 20 'THE FINAL WAR'; 22 'ON THE 
TELEPHONE'; 23 'DINOSAURS ';  24 'DOVES IN A TREE'; 25 'FEATHERS ';  26 
'ADMISSION OF THE SUMMER';' 27 'APPLE TREE'; 28 'ONE SEPTEMBER I 
[I-III] '; 30 'PRELUDE IN C SHARP MINOR'; 3 1  'DIARY ENTRIES '; 33 'READING 
POEMS BY BRECHT'; 34 'LATE PERIOD'; 35 'IN THE RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE 
I DEPARTMENT'; 37 'HAPPINESS ' ;  38 'OUTSIDE THE SUPERMARKET'; 39 
'MAGNOLIA'; 40 'THE LITERARY LIFE I N  LATE I MIDDLE-AGE'; 4 1  'MOTHY 
INVOCATION'; 43 'EDMOND HALLEY'; 44 'TO MY GRAND-DAUGHTERS '; [46] 
blank; [47] 'Two'; [48] blank; 49 ' 1 965 ' ;  50 'CONFRONTATION OFF KOREA, 1 968' ;  
52 'SONNET 1 55 ' ;  53  'AT T. S. ELIOT'S MEMORIAL SERVICE'; 55 'TO A WRITER 
ON HIS BIRTHDAY I W.H. Auden's sixtieth' ;  56 'HOMAGE TO KAFKA I For 
Malcolm Pasley' ;  58 'FOUR POEMS IN MEMORY OF I MAX BORN I d. 5 January 
1970' ;  6 1  'AN ENGLISH SUMMER'; 62 'IN MEMORY OF RANDALL SWINGLER 
I AND ALAN RAWSTHORNE'; 64 'NO RHYMES'; 65 'Three';  [66] blank; 67 
'FROM AN OLD FILE I FIRST WINTER OF WAR',  'EMBARKATION IN 
WARTIME'; 68 'PSYCHOANALYST TO POET'; 69 'HUMANS ', 'DIARY ENTRY 
IN THE FIFfiES';  70 'THE DOPPELGANGER '; 7 1  'FREUD ' S  CASE-HISTORIES '; 
73 'VERSIONS OF BAUDELAIRE' S  SPLEEN I POEMS '; 76 'FRANCIS TO THE 
BIRDS';  77 'SONG CYCLE FROM A RECORD SLEEVE'; 8 1  'TINY TEARS'; 83 
'THE SCHIZOPHRENICS';  85 'THE UNREMARKABLE YEAR';  86 'GEORGIC I 
[I-II] ';  88 'THE CATASTROPHE '; 89 'CIRCUS ZOO'; 90 'APOLLO ON DIONYSUS 
I For the centenary of Nietzsche's THE BIRTH OF TRAGEDY, 1972' ;  92 'HOMAGE 
TO BALTHUS ' .  
DESCRIPTION: Off-white laid paper, 216  x 1 34 nun. Bound i n  dark blue paper-covered 
boards stamped in red. Front and back blank. Spine: 'TINY TEARS Roy Fuller [running 
across] [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] I AD'.  Letters 
in the Andre Deustch archives at the University of Tulsa indicate that one copy was 
specially bound by Andre Deutsch and presented to Roy Fuller, but I have not seen this 
copy. Dust jacket blue, red, and white, printed in red and black. Jacket design by Patricia 
Davey. Back of jacket has blurb by Anthony Thwaite, The Listener, and a statement from 
the Times Literary Supplement. Front flap has statement by Robert Robinson, the 'BBC,' 
and statement by Derek Stanford. 
PUBLICATION: November 1973. Price £ 1 .50. Total number of copies unknown; 
however, as of December of 1972 Andre Deutsch had sold 6 1 1 copies (575 in England 
and 36 abroad). 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 1 9  November 
1973] 'Grateful thanks for Tiny Tears in its rich dress. Splendid thought of yours to have 
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both books [Professors and Gods and Tiny Tears] so attired, and I'm greatly pleased with 
them.' 
33 PROFESSORS AND GODS (lectures) 
33A Andre Deutsch, 1973 
TITLE-PAGE: [rule] I Professors and Gods I LAST OXFORD LECTURES ON 
POETRY I [rule] I Roy Fuller I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all 
enclosed in circle] I ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: First published 1973 by I Andre Deutsch Limited I 105 Great Russell 
Street London WCI I Copyright © 1973 by Roy Fuller I All rights reserved I Printed 
in Great Britain by I Ebenezer Baylis and Son Ltd I The Trinity Press, Worcester, and 
London I ISBN 0 233 96481 9 
COLLATION: [1]162-51668 ($1 signed]=88 leaves. Pages [1-9]10-27[28]29-46[47]48--63 
[64]65-80[81]82-97[98]99-116[117] 118-135[136] 137-153[154] 155-171 [172] 173-176. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'Professors and Gods';  [2] 'By the same author I [Collected Poems, 
Buff, New Poems, Tiny Tears, With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and 
Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, The Peifect Fool, 
My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Owls and Artificers, Savage Gold, Catspaw, 
Seen Grandpa Lately?] '; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] contents; [6] blank; [7] 
foreword and dedication ('A.C. Bradley dedicated his Oxford Lectures on Poetry 'To M y  
I Oxford Friends' .  I repeat that dedication here, and would include I university and 
college staff whose courtesy and help eased my I years of office. ') followed by 
acknowledgements: 'Acknowledgements and thanks are due to the editors of The I 
Times Literary Supplement, Tagus, The Michigan Quarterly Review I and The Southern 
Review where several of the lectures have already I been printed.'; [8] blank; [9] ' I  I 
[rule] I The Radical Skinhead' ;  [28] 'll I [rule] I The Osmotic Sap'; [47] 'III I [rule] 
I The Orbicularity of Bulbs' ;  [64] 'IV I [rule] I The Two Sides of the Street'; [81] 'V 
I [rule] I Fascinating Rhythm'; [98] 'VI I [rule] I Professors and Gods'; [117] 'VII 
I [rule] I English Poetry of the I Two World Wars'; [136] 'VIII I [rule] I Poetic 
Memories I of the Thirties'; [154] 'IX I [rule] I The Planet on the Table' ;  [172] 
'[rule] I Index' . 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 215 x 135 mm. Bound in orange paper-<overed 
boards stamped in silver. Front and back blank. Spine: '[running across] Professors I 
and Gods I [asterisk] I ROY I FULLER I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across 
bow, all enclosed in circle] I ANDRE I DEUTSCH'.  Letters in the Andre Deustch 
archives at the University of Tulsa indicate that one copy was specially bound by Andre 
Deutsch and presented to Roy Fuller, but I have not seen this copy. Dust jacket orange 
and black, printed in orange and black. Jacket design by John Andrews. Back features 
photograph of Fuller and excerpts of reviews by Patricia Beer, The Listener, and John 
Wain, The Observer. Front flap incorporates statement from Times Literary Supplement 
review of Owls and Artificers. 
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PUBLICATION: November 1973. Price £2.50. Number of copies unknown. 
33Aa St. Martin's subedition, 1974 
TITLE-PAGE : [rule] I Professors and Gods I LAST OXFORD LECTURES ON 
POETRY I [rule] I Roy Fuller I ST. MARTIN'S PRESS NEW YORK 
TITLE VERSO: Copyright © 1973 by Roy Fuller I All rights reserved. For information 
write: I St. Martin's Press, Inc., 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010 I Printed 
in Great Britain I Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 74-75010 I First 
published in the United States of America in 1974 I AFFILIATED PUBLISHERS : 
Macmillan Limited, London I -also at Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Melbourne 
COLLATION: As 33A. 
CONTENTS: As 33A. 
DESCRIPTION: 'St. Martin's I Press' replaces Andre Deutsch on the spine. Dust jacket 
not seen. All else as 33A. 
PUBLICATION: 1974. Price unknown. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Andre Deutsch, 26 September 
1973] 'I don't want there to be a slip-up about publication date of the lectures-as was 
all made plain months ago! Publication date should be after the 8th November, even if 
only the 9th. It would be absurd to deliver the last lecture after a review had perhaps 
appeared or the book was on sale.' 
34 CARS IN A LIFE (poem) 
Carroll I ALLINWALLSTICKERS, 1974 
FRONT: [all against illustration of car passing gates, with view from backseat inside car] 
CARS IN A LIFE I [ 14 lines] I ROY FULLER I [below and to left, within green 
circle] I ALL IN I WALL STICKERS I 21 I Nina Carroll I 31 Headlands 
Kettering I Northants I NNI 57ES I [below green circle and to left] © 1974 
COLLATION: Single sheet, printed on one side. 
DESCRIPTION: Wove paper, printed in green and purple, 612 x 422 nun. 
PUBLICATION: Published 1974. Price £1.00. Number of copies unknown. 
35 AN OLD WAR (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1 974 
Roy Fuller: A Bibliography 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER 
EDINBURGH I 1974 
61  
AN OLD WAR I THE TRAGARA PRESS I 
PAGE [15]: Ninety-five copies printed by Alan Anderson I at the Tragara Press, 
Edinburgh I July 1 974 
COLLATION: [1] 10=10 leaves. 
CONTENTS : [1-2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] 'ISBN 0 902616 145 I Copyright by Roy 
Fuller 1974 ' ;  [5] statement by Fuller; [7] 'BLACKHEA TH: SEPTEMBER 1939'; [8] 
'THE PHONEY WAR'; [9] 'BATIERSEA: AFTER DUNKIRK, JUNE 3 1940'; [10] 
' FIRST AIR-RAIDS'; [11] ' LONDON AIR-RAID, 1940'; [12] 'EPITAPH FOR JAMES 
JOYCE I January 13, 1941 ' ;  [13] ' INVASION BARGES IN THE CLYDE, 1943'; [14] 
blank; [ 15] given above; [ 16-20] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove 'Basingwerk Parchment' paper, 227 x 140 mm. Bound 
in grey 'Can son' card covers, printed in black, sewn with white thread. Front: 'ROY 
FULLER I [fleur-de-lis] I AN OLD WAR'. Back and flaps blank. 
PUBLICATION: August 1 974. Price £2.25. 95 copies printed. 
Signed copies, 1974 
15 copies on off-white ' Whatman hand-made' paper and signed by Fuller. Not offered 
for sale. 
Out-of-series copies, 1 974 
20 printed for use of the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 7 June 
1974] 'I would be very glad to have a poem done by your friend Anderson 
sometime-when you are in touch with him ask him to tell me about length and so 
forth.' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 23 June 1974] 'I wonder what you think of the enclosed. 
In my last book, Tiny Tears, I printed some old poems, the typescript of which I'd come 
across and revised (the group was first published in The Listener). These have the same 
genesis, but being the second distillation, as it were (and almost certainly the last!), I 
think they are feebler. Your mentioning in your letter the last war has really prompted 
me to revivify (well, try to) these pieces. Have they any interest? They were none of 
them published in their original form. If you were minded to bring them out in a folded 
sheet I would probably have room to add an explanatory note. [�] Editors who deal with 
me know that they can be frank. I insist on it! If you have the slightest doubt about 
labouring on these ancient verses, voice it. I would be happy to show you more recent 
work instead.' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 27 July 1974] 'I have a feeling that Alan Anderson will be 
sending you a copy of the little booklet he and I have concocted-but of which you are 
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the real begetter. He has done a beautiful job and the whole exercise has given me a 
great deal of pleasure (though whether the contents are up to the garb may be gravely 
doubted).' 
36 WAITING FOR THE BARBARIANS (poem) 
Ordinary copies, Keepsake, 1974 
FRONT COVER: [within ruled, floral border] KEEPSAKE POEM 211 [rule] I Waiting 
for I the Barbarians I [rule] I A Poem by Roy Fuller I Line Drawing by Barry Hirst 
I [beneath border] 1974 I [rule] I The Keepsake Press 
INSIDE BACK COVER: © Roy Fuller 1974 I Printed by The Keepsake Press I 26 
Sydney Road, Richmond, Surrey. I An edition of 180 copies. I of which 12 are signed 
by the author and the artist I [swelled rule] I KEEPSAKE POEMS I [list of Keepsake 
poems 5-20] 
COLLATION: [1]2=2 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [1] blank; [2] line drawing; [3] 'The pay-off of Cavafy's famous poem: 
I [ . . .  ] ' ;  [4] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 89 x 69 nun. Glued in light grey laid paper 
covers. Front is reproduced above in lieu of title-page. Inside back cover: given above. 
Distributed in white wove envelope. lllustrated by Barry Hirst. Cover design by John 
Lewis. 
PUBLICATION: October 1974. Price 25p. 168 copies. 
WB is number 21 in the Keepsake series of 39 illustrated poems, printed between 1972 
and 1979. Among the poets who appear in the series in addition to Fuller are D.J. 
Enright, Gavin Ewart, and Vernon Scannell. Fuller's first appearance under the Keepsake 
imprint was in 1965, with his contribution to the anthology Moments of Truth: Nineteen 
Short Poems by Living Poets. 
Signed copies, 1974 
Same as A36 save Barry Hirst's signature on [2] and Roy Fuller's on [3] . 
PUBLICATION: October 1974. Price £1.00. 12 copies. 
37 FROM THE JOKE SHOP (poems) 
Andre Deutsch, 1975 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I From the Joke Shop I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows 
crossing bow, all enclosed in circle] ANDRE DEUTSCH 
Roy Fuller: A Bibliography 63 
TITLE VERSO: TO ANTHONY AND VIOLET POWELL I First published 1975 by 
I Andre Deutsch Limited I 105 Great Russell Street London WC 1 I Copyright © 
1975 by Roy Fuller I All rights reserved I Printed in Great Britain by I Clarke, Doble 
and Brendon Ltd I Plymouth I ISBN 0 233 96670 6 
COLLATION: [1-4]8=32 leaves. Pages [1-6]7-64. 
CONTENTS: [1] title page; [2] title verso; [3] author's note; [4] blank; [5-6] contents 
pages; 7 'I BEFORE'; 8 'II KANTIAN MAITERS I I.m. Kenneth Allott 1912-73' ;  9 
'III CONSOLATIONS OF ART I For Jack Lindsay' ;  lO 'IV INSOMNIA'; 11 'V 
DEAD POET'; 13 'VI CHANCE'; 14 'VII IN PRAISE OF WAKEFULNESS'; 15 'VITI 
VARIATIONS I For John Lehmann' ;  16 'IX READING IN THE NIGHT', 'X 
ORPHANS'; 18 'XI THE CARD-TABLE'; 19 'XII LUDICROUS REFLECTIONS'; 20 
'Xill SHAKESPEARE AND CO'; 21 'XIV ELEPHANTS, ANTS, DOVES'; 22 'XV 
FAMILY MAITERS I Im. John Broadbent: ob. 3. ix. 1973 ' ;  24 'XVI DREAMS 
SACRED AND PROFANE'; 25 'XVII GOETHE'S POODLE'; 26 'XVIII F.W. 
MAITLAND'S DOG'; 27 'XIX MR MACMILLAN'S CAT', 'XX YOUTH AND AGE'; 
28 'XXI THIRTY YEARS ON'; 29 'XXII THE VOYAGE'; 30 'XXIII CITIES AND 
GARDENS', 'XXIV OVATE DREAMS'; 31 'XXV ELEGIES'; 32 'XXVI HEART 
DISEASE'; 33 'XXVll READING AT NIGHT I ABOUT MARCUS AURELIUS'; 34 
'XXVill ESSENTIAL MEMORY'; 35 'XXIX JOWETT'S NOTEBOOK'; 36 'XXX 
LATE OCfOBER' 37 'XXXI SOLDIER'S MOON', 'XXXII THE VERDICT'; 38 
'XXXill THE DEATH OF HENRY JAMES'; 39 'XXXIV MEMORIES OF WAR'; 40 
'XXXV THE OTHER SIDE'; 41 'XXXVI POST-OPERATIVE', 'XXXVII HEIUGE 
DANKGESANG'; 42 'XXXVIII A STRANGE DEVICE'; 43 'XXXIX THE 
WINDOW-CLEANERS'; 44 'XL STILL AT LARGE', 'XLI NOTES ON ART I For 
Huw Wheldon' ;  46 'XLII FATHERS', 'XLIII LATE NOVEMBER'; 47 'XLIV 
CULTURAL HISTORY'; 48 'XLV END OF THE CHEAP FOOD ERA', 'XLVI THE 
APPROACH OF THE COMET'; 49 'XLVll WAITING FOR THE BARBARIANS'; 50 
'XLVIII STRANGE MEETING'; 51 'XLIX GUILTY'; 52 'L ASTRONOMY'; 53 'LI 
FROM THE JOKE SHOP', 'LII WATCHING TV'; 54 'Lill DEBUSSY, WALTON, 
KYUNG-WHA CHUNG'; 55 'LIV WINTER SOLSTICE', 'LV LOVE'; 56 'LVI 
RHETORIC AND MELODY'; 57 'LVII AGES IN THE MAKING I To W.M. Balch' ;  
58 'LVill EXCHANGE O F  NEWS � For Jabez' ;  60 'LIX VARIATION ON 
CA V AFY', 'LX THE FUTURE'; 62 'LXI TWENTY YEARS OF I THE POETRY 
BOOK SOCIETY'; 63 'LXII BEING'; 64 'LXITI AFTER'. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white laid paper, 214 x 135 mm. Bound in salmon paper-<;overed 
boards, stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: 'FROM THE JOKE SHOP Roy 
Fuller [running across] A D'. Dust jacket illustrated in orange, white, and black, printed 
in orange and black. Jacket design by John Andrew. Back carries blurb by Anthony 
Thwaite. 
PUBLICATION: August 1975. Price £2.25. Number of copies unknown. 
Distributed in America by Dufour. Dufour's original order was for 250 copies, of 
which all were sold. Additional copies were ordered. There are no records indicating the 
number of the second order. Dufour copies are rubber-stamped 'Distributed in the U.S. 
by DUFOUR EDITIONS, INC.' on the title-page over 'ANDRE DEUTSCH'. Dust 
jackets on copies distributed by Dufour are price clipped and $6.96 is pencilled in on the 
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front flap. 
Poetry Book Society Recommendation for Summer 1975. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 4 June 
1974] 'I was touched and encouraged once again by your generous words. It so happens 
that I lunched with my agent last week to hand over the typescript of a new book of 
poems, and since really it should have been, by the law of averages and of fairness to 
agents and publishers, a novel, I felt twinges of guilt-and came away thinking I really 
ought to make the effort to get a prose fiction going again (though I think I'm right in 
saying that The Carnal Island has still to earn its advance!).' 
[Tulsa, to Diana Athill, 7 October 1974] 'Super blurb! I'm really very grateful. You say 
things I would like to say myself, plus all the flattering bonuses one secretly hopes a 
reader will find! I'm particularly glad to see you mention the 'Hannibal' side of the 
sequence, for I fear it will be the Marks and Spencer side reviewers will seize on. [�] 
Your point about the 63 astonished me-purely coincidental. I was concerned to make 
the number a multiple of three [ ... ] because of the three-line stanza throughout-I'm 
tickled to be told 63 is the right multiple because I added two more instead of lopping 
one off in order to arrive at it.' 
['Roy Fuller Writes.' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 85 (Summer 1975): n.p.] 'From the 
Joke Shop consists of a sequence of sixty-three poems, in three-line iambic pentameter. 
If a rhyme appeared I let it stay but rhymes were not sought. The simple form perhaps 
comes from Wallace Stevens. The poems are almost always rooted in personal life and 
run chronologically from the Summer of 1973 to the Spring of 1974. They didn't at first 
set out to be a sequence-one poem was written and published at an earlier time-nor 
did I juggle for thematic effects even when it was plain that a sequence was in formation 
(though two or three poems were added with deliberation at either end).[ ... ][�] The title 
of the book is the title of a poem about making-up a Christmas parcel containing 
joke-shop items-boils, scars, false ears. I've always liked such things and in the poem 
envy the child-recipient. Then it occurs that advancing years have made adventitious aids 
to an amusing appearance superfluous! Perhaps this ironic labelling of the book is 
illegitimate, as though excusing oneself in advance for the seriousness of many of one's 
themes (or at least for inadequacy in delineating them). Yet it would be difficult to 
overstress the value of the poet's irony. Without it he tends to be a solemn show-off and 
his 'life-long ambition to amuse' (as my title poem puts it) as trying as some noisy life 
and soul of the party. For me, the sense of the ludicrous may counterpoint even the most 
poignant of human affairs; as, in reverse, prosodic regularity helps to authorize the trivial 
or informal in content and language.' 
38 THE JOKE SHOP ANNEXE (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1975 
mLE-PAGE: THE JOKE SHOP I ANNEXE I [three ornaments] I ROY FULLER I 
EDINBURGH: THE TRAGARA PRESS 1975 
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PAGE [16]: EDITION LIMITED TO 115 COPIES I HAND-SET IN BEMBO & 
PRINTED I BY ALAN ANDERSON AT THE I TRAGARA PRESS, EDINBURGH 
I IN THE MONTH OF JULY 1975. 
COLLATION: [1]10=10 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [1-4] blank; [5] title-page; [6] 'Copyright Roy Fuller 1975 I ISBN 0 
902616 23 4'; [7] author's note; [8] blank; [9] 'LXIV ABERDEEN REVISITED'; [10] 
'LXV OLD POETS'; [II] 'LXVI THE LIFE OF THE BEE I To Allen Tate on his 
seventy-fifth birthday' ; [13] 'LXVII THE ABBE'S HEIR'; [14] 'LXVIII LAST 
DREAMS I l.m. Bonamy Dobree 1891-1 974' ;  [16] blank; [17] given above; [18-20] 
blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove 'Strathmore' paper, 214 x 140 mm., bottom edges 
untrimmed. Glued into brown paper covers with flaps folded over, and printed in black. 
Front: 'THE JOKE SHOP I ANNEXE I [ornamental rule] I ROY FULLER'. 
PUBLICATION: September 1975. Price £3.00. 115 copies. 
Signed copies, 1975 
15 copies on white 'Hodgkinson hand-made' paper. Not offered for sale. 
Out-of-series copies, 1975 
40 copies printed for the author's use. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 22 March 
1975] 'George Sims mentioned in a letter the other day that you would like to print some 
more poems. I don't know what you think of the enclosed typescript that I have just put 
together in view of George's remark. Please do not hesitate to return it if it does not 
appeal. The prefatory note explains the raison d' etre. '  
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 4 April 1975] 'Very glad you liked the poems. I've been 
waiting to answer your letter until I had a date from Deutsch for publication of Joke 
Shop. This will be August, so any time during June for your project would be fine. It 
would be nice to be able to send pre-publication copies of Joke Shop to my friends plus 
copies of the Annexe. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 12 July 1975] 'One matter is bothering me. Shall I omit 
the last three sentences of the 'Author's Note', i.e. everything following 
'Lacedemonians'? It seems rather inappropriately intimate; also, Allen Tate is extremely 
ill at the moment and there must be a possibility that he will not recover. So I think I 
would like to end the note at 'Lacedemonians' and hope that your scrupulous eye will 
not force you into having to alter anything in the setting of the note! Sorry to be a 
nuisance, but there is nothing worse than leaving in print some not quite properly judged 
sentiment.' 
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[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 24 July 1975] 'A very great pleasure to get the Annexe 
this morning. I like the colour of the cover-a favorite shade of mine. Inside, all is 
elegant. A nice title-page-and colophon. For me, the pamphlet betters the book-the 
sort of dashing light support an aged campaigner needs! [ ... ][�] It seems to me that 
between us we have hit the bullseye of use and beauty a private press ought to aim for. 
[�] I've signed the leaves and send them with this.' 
· 39 AN ILL-GOVERNED COAST (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Ceolfrith, 1 976 
TITLE-PAGE: AN ll...L-GOVERNED COAST I POEMS BY ROY FULLER I 
ORA WINGS BY BARRY HIRST I [Ceolfrith symbol] CEOLFRITH 35 [Ceolfrith 
symbol] 
TITLE VERSO: CEOLFRITH PRESS I Copyright © 1976 Roy Fuller Barry Hirst I 
First Edition 1976 All Rights Reserved I 'An Ill-Governed Coast' has been grant aided 
by the I Arts Council of Great Britain and Sunderland Polytechnic I 50 numbered 
copies signed by the authors and I 700 ordinary copies I signed edition ISBN 0 
904461 12 2 £5 I Ordinary edition ISBN 0 904461 10 6 £1.50 I Printed by E. 
Peterson, 12 Laygate, South Shields. I Designed by Christopher Carrell. I Distributed 
by Ceolfrith Press, Sunderland Arts Centre, I 17 Grange Terrace, Stockton Road, 
Sunderland, SR2 7DF, I Tyne and Wear, England. 
COLLATION: Adhesive binding. 17 leaves. Pages[ l-4]5[6]7-13[14-16]17-20[21-23]24-
27[28-30]31-32[33-34] 
CONTENTS: [1] title page; [2] title verso; [3] statement by Anthony Thwaite on Roy 
Fuller and another by Barry Hirst; 5 'HEDGE-SPARROWS AND 
HOUSE-SPARROWS'; 7 'ON HIS SIXTIETH BIRTHDAY I 1l.ll.1972'; 10 
'DREAMLESS NIGHT I To Anthony Thwaite'; 12 'VISITING THE GREAT'; 17 
'GHOST VOICE I [i-iv]'; 24 'OF KINGS AND DUKES'; 25 '1WO MUSES'; 31 
biographical statement on Fuller, Photograph of Fuller by B.G. Potter, and list of 
'Principal Publications' by Fuller; 32 biographical statement on Hirst, photograph of 
Hirst by Irene Reddish, list of 'Principal Exhibitions' by Hirst; [33] statement on 
publications and exhibitions of Ceolfrith Press; [34] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 218 x 150 mrn. l l  drawings by Barry Hirst. Bound 
in black, white, blue, purple, pink, yellow, and green illustrated paper covers. 
PUBLICATION: January 1976. Price £1.50. 700 copies. 
Signed copies, 1976 
50 copies signed by Fuller and Hirst and priced at £5.00. 
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40 SOUVENIRS OF S.O.G. (poem) 
I British Broadcasting Corporation], 1977 
TITLE-PAGE: THE I SOUVENIRS I OF I S.O.G. I by I ROY FULLER I A 
poem dedicated to I SIR CHARLES CURRAN I and read at his I farewell dinner I 
BROADCASTING HOUSE I 21 SEPTEMBER I 1977 
PAGE [8]: This edition limited to one hundred copies I signed by the author I [Roy 
Fuller's signature in blue ink] I Typography by Ivan Atanasoff I Set in Linotype 
Garamond by St. Albans Typesetters Ltd. I Printed by HA. Richardson (Printers) Ltd., 
St. Albans 
COLLATION: [lt=4 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [ l ]  title page; [2] 'SOG Senior Ordinary Governor of the B B C'; [3] 'THE 
SOUVENIRS OF S.O.G. '; [8] given above. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 230 x 127 mm. Bound in yellow paper covers. 
Stapled along spine. 
PUBLICATION: 21 September 1977. Not offered for sale. One hundred copies signed 
by the author. 
41 POOR ROY (poems) 
Andre Deutsch, 1 977 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I POOR ROY I NICOLAS BENTLEY drew the pictures 
I [Deutsch symbol: three arrows across bow, all enclosed in circle] ANDRE DEUTSCH 
TITLE VERSO: First published in 1977 by I Andre Deutsch Limited I 105 Great 
Russell Street London WCI I Copyright © 1977 by Roy Fuller I Illustrations © 1977 
by Nicholas Bentley I All rights reserved I Printed in Great Britain by I The Anchor 
Press Ltd Tiptree Essex I ISBN 0 233 96802 4 
COLLATION: [1-4]8=32 leaves. Pages [1--6]7-12[13]14-26[27]28-38 
[39]40-46[47]48-53[54]55-60[61]62--64. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'Poor Roy'; [2] 'Books for children by Roy Fuller I [Savage Gold, 
Catspaw, Seen Grandpa Lately?]'; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5-6] contents; 7 
'Meetings and Absences'; 9 'Missing Objects'; 10 'End of a Girl's First Tooth'; 11 
'Insects of the Orchestra'; 12 'Dinner at Blunderbore's'; 14 'More about Blunderbore'; 
15 'Fancy'; 16 'Shopping'; 17 'In the Butcher's Window'; 18 'In the Bathroom'; 19 
'Lonely Horse'; 20 'Household Riddles'; 22 'Fruit Dish'; 23 'Gentleman Standing on the 
Street'; 24 "Be a Monster"; 25 'Macbeth'; 26 'The Ageing Poet Sees a Sinister Being'; 
28 'A Portrait of the Author'; 30 'On the Heath'; 32 'Cumberland Couple'; 33 'Seven 
Flies'; 35 'Setting up a Bird-Table'; 36 'Elijah's Thanks'; 37 'Autumn Mornings'; 38 
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'Manna'; 40 'Dog Days'; 4 1  'The Bad Samaritan'; 42 'September Songs'; 43 'Nasty 
Night', 'Nice Day'; 44 'The Dark'; 45 'Literature at Dead of Night'; 46 'The Game of 
Life'; 48 'The Poet: As Typist'; 49 'The Poet: His Public'; 50 'The Poet: His Reward'; 
5 1  'After Apollo'; 52 'Tree Houses'; 53 'On the River Cherwell'; 55 'A Girl's Girl 
Friend'; 57 'Leaving School'; 59 'Collecting'; 60 'The Human and Canine Race'; 62 
'Hogs'; 63 'In the Future'; 64 'Grandfather to Milkman'. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 198 x 125 mm. Six illustrations by Nicolas 
Bentley. Bound in green paper-covered boards stamped in silver. Front and back blank. 
Spine: 'POOR ROY [dot] ROY FULLER [running across] A I [rule] I D'. Dust jacket 
illustrated in green, olive, and yellow, printed in green, black, and blue. Jacket illustration 
by Nicolas Bentley. Back carries photograph of Fuller by B.G. Potter. 
PUBLICATION: February 1977. Price £ 1.95. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 16 January 
1973] 'I haven't had it in mind to go on with the poems for children, but you put the 
question in persuasive terms and I'll certainly give it thought-and perhaps a little testing 
out to see whether I've anything more to say!' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 28 May 1975] 'I should be most grateful if you would cast 
your eye over this collection of children's poems. It has already been rendered down a 
bit, but I think there are still a few weakish poems that could also go. There are 4 1  
here-but of course some are extremely short and one wouldn't want merely one poem 
per page. [m I have written to Nicolas Bentley, asking him if he would like to see the 
collection with a view to illustrating it. [�] Please be quite frank! [�] Sorry about the 
messy places in the typescript, but I still have a little work to do on some of the pieces.' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 22 October 1975] 'I've thought-and taken soundings from 
others-about the title but feel I ought to stick to Poor Roy. I believe the novelty (or 
whatever) outweighs any downbeat disadvantages. In any case, I always feel that 
prejudice against so-called downbeat titles is overdone. One thing that has weighed with 
me, too, is that Nick's jacket will (or should!) bring out the irony or comedy in the title 
so far as the bookshop buyer is concerned.' 
[Tulsa, to Pamela Royds, 29 October 1975] 'I'm sending the revised typescript. Any 
objections gratefully received! I'm also sending your contents list so you can see clearly 
what I've done. It seemed to me that another two pages were needed for a contents list 
in the book, so have made room for this by putting more poems on the same page. I have 
scrapped one or two weaker poems and substituted what I hope are stronger items. There 
is nothing sacrosanct about the order, though it seems generally OK. I have not put any 
pagination on the contents list since this may be changed. Seen Grandpa Lately? was 
published without any subtitle (such as 'Poems for Children') and I feel that the same 
might be done with this volume.' 
42 PICTURES OF WINTER (poem) 
Colchester School of Art, 1 978 
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TITLE-PAGE: PICfURES I OF WINTER I A Poem by Roy Fuller 
COLLATION: [ 1 t=4 leaves. 
69 
CONTENTS: [1] blank; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] '[unsigned and unattributed drawing 
in brown ink]'; [5] [text]; [6-8] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white laid paper watermarked '[crown] I glastonbury', 190 x 129 
mm. Unsewn, unstapled in grey paper watermarked '[crown] I Abbey Mills I 
Greenfield'. 
PUBLICATION: 1978. Not offered for sale. Number of copies unknown. 
Apparently no records survive regarding Fuller's Colchester School of Art publications. 
For background information on the press see 16. 
43 NOTEBOOK (poem) 
Taurus Press of the Willow Dene, 1979 
FRONT: Text of 'Notebook' in lower half. The title runs down along the right side of 
the text, with 'ROY I FULLER' within the '0' of 'NOTEBOOK'. Woodblock 
illustrations in upper half. 
COLLATION: Single sheet, printed on one side. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 814 x 524 mm. illustrated in grey, yellow, 
brown, and blue. Printed in reddish brown. 
PUBLICATION: June 1979. Price £ 10.00. 25 copies. 
The Taurus Press of the Willow Dene was operated by Paul Peter Piech, with whom 
Fuller collaborated for The Other Planet (A44). The woodcut for this poster is by Piech. 
44 THE OTHER PLANET (stories) 
Ordinary copies, Keepsake, 1 979 
TITLE-PAGE: [within decorative frame] The Other Planet I and three other fables I 
by ROY FULLER I with four wood engravings by I PAUL PETER PIECH I 
[ornament] I THE KEEPSAKE PRESS 
TITLE VERSO: First published in 1979 I © ROY FULLER 1979 I PRINTED & 
PUBLISHED BY I THE KEEPSAKE PRESS I 26 SYDNEY ROAD, RICHMOND, 
SURREY I ISBN 0 901924 46 6 I An edition of 275 copies I of which 25 copies are 
numbered and signed I by the author and the artist 
COLLATION: [ 1-2]8= 16 leaves. Pages [2][ 1-5]6-9[ 10] 11-14[ 15] 16-22[23]24-26[27-
30]. 
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CONTENTS: [/-2] blank; [1] 'THE OTHER PLANET'; [2] 'Also by Roy Fuller I 
[Collected Poems, Buff, New Poems, Tiny Tears, From the Joke Shop, An Ill-Governed 
Coast, With My Little Eye, The Second Cunain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, 
The Ruined Boys, The Father's  Comedy, The Perfect Fool, My Child, My Sister, The 
Carnal Island, Owls and Artificers, Professors and Gods, Savage Gold, Counterparts, 
Seen Grandpa Lately?, Poor Roy] '; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'The Dancing 
Bears'; [ 10] 'The Other Planet'; [15] 'The Deformity'; [23] 'The Pale Stranger'; [27-30] 
blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 214 x 132 nun. Four wood engravings by Paul 
Peter Piech. 2 wood cut ornaments. Glued into yellow and grey paper covers, printed in 
red and blue, with flaps folded over. Front: '[within frame] THE I OTHER I PLANET 
I [engraving] I FOUR FABLES BY I ROY 1· FULLER'. Spine: 'FULLER [device] 
THE OTHER PLANET'. 
PUBLICATION: 1979. Price 90p. 250 copies printed. 
Signed copies, Keepsake, 1 979 
25 copies signed by Fuller and Piech and priced at £2.50. 
45 SWANN ON THE ISIS (poem) 
[British Broadcasting Corporation}, [ 1979] 
FRONT: A Farewell to Sir Michael Swann, FRS I Lines by Roy Fuller, Governor 
1972-1 979 I [rule] I SWANN ON THE ISIS I [rule] I [text of poem, consisting 20 
lines] 
COLLATION: Single card, printed on one side. 
DESCRIPTION: White card stock, printed in black, 186 x 127 nun. Edges trinuned in 
gold. 
PUBLICATION: 1979. Not offered for sale. Number of copies unknown. 
Written for the occasion of Sir Michael Swann's retirement as Chairman of the BBC's 
Board of Governors. 
46 RE-TREADS (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1979 
TITLE-PAGE: RE-TREADS I [leaf printed in red] I ROY FULLER I The Tragara 
Press I EDINBURGH I MCMLXXIX 
PAGE [20]: Edition limited to one hundred and thirty copies I hand-set in Centaur and 
printed by Alan Anderson I at the Tragara Press, Edinburgh. January 1 979. I This 
is number I [number in blue ink] 
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COLLATION: [1]12=12 leaves. 
71 
CONTENTS: [1-4] blank; [5] title-page; [6] '©ROY FULLER 1979'; [7] author's note; 
[8] blank; [9] 'SNAPSHOT'; [10] '111E OLD KENT ROAD'; [11] 'IN GREENWICH 
PARK: WHIT MONDAY 1972 I i.m. C. Day Lewis '; [12] 'STRANGERS AND 
BROTHERS'; [13] 'DIGGING IN AUTUMN': 'Robin' ,  'Vitreous Floater' ;  [14] 'A 
QUESTION OF UPBRINGING I For John Lehmann at seventy'; [15] 'DOGS IN THE 
1970s'; [16] 'EINSTEIN'S DESTINY I [1--6]' [20] given above; [21-24] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white 'Conqueror' laid paper, 233 x 150 mm. Glued into green card 
covers printed in black, with flaps folded over. Front: 'RE-TREADS I [leaf] I ROY 
FULLER'. Back and flaps blank. 
PUBLICATION: January 1979. Price £5.25. 110 copies printed. 
Signed copies, 1 979 
20 copies printed on off-white 'Bareham Green Tovil' laid paper. Sewn into Bareham 
Green covers. Price £10.50. 
Out-of-series copies, 1979 
40 printed for use of the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 4 October 
1978] 'George Sims says you would like to print another pamphlet of poems. I hope he 
is right and has not twisted your arm. He may have told you that I have just been putting 
a book together and have some 'overs'. What I do not want (and am sure neither do you) 
is to bring out a pamphlet of rejects. However, some of the omissions fell a little short 
of the standard achieved by the inclusions, and I have already done some work of 
improvement on them. It has occurred to me that you might be interested in bringing out 
those I felt I had successfully revised. Some may have appeared in periodicals, some not: 
in both cases revisions will in the end be fairly substantial, I guess. The work goes on, 
but I am writing this to show you are not forgotten-and to give you a chance (without 
firm commitment) to say whether or not the idea appeals.' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 28 December 1978] 'Many thanks for your letter of 
yesterday, with proofs of the note and the last three poems. All is in order; no 
corrections.[ ... ] The printing is extremely pleasing; I just wish the poems were a bit 
better. I look forward enormously to the finished article-it will give my poetic ego a 
much needed kick.' 
47 SOUVENIRS (autobiography) 
47 A London Magazine Editions edition, 1980 
TITLE-PAGE: SOUVENIRS I ROY FULLER I L[leaf]M I LONDON MAGAZINE 
EDITIONS I 1980 
72 Books. Pamphlets. Broadsides 
TITLE VERSO: Published by London Magazine Editions I 30 Thurloe Place, London 
SW7 I © Roy Fuller I SBN 904388 30 1 I Printed in Great Britain I by Unwin 
Brothers Ltd, Old Woking, Surrey 
COLLATION: [ 1-6]16=96 leaves. Pages [ 1-8]9-191[192]. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'SOUVENIRS'; [2] 'By the same author I [Collected Poems, Buff, 
New Poems, Tiny Tears, From the Jokes Shop, With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, 
Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, The 
Perfect Fool, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Owls and Artificers, Professors 
and Gods, Savage Gold, Catspaw, Seen Grandpa Lately?, Poor Roy] '; [3] title-page; [4] 
title verso; [5] contents; [6] blank; [7] 'To my brother John I who should have written 
it '; [8] blank; 9 ' 1 . Jeux'; 16 '2. Long Time a Child'; 37 '3. Comics'; 66 '4. Happy 
Valley'; 90 '5. The Metropol '; 1 17 '6. The Little Railway'; 148 '7. Beauty '; 178 '8. Kind 
Doddy'; [ 1 92] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 185 x 120 mm. Bound in violet paper-covered 
boards. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down, stamped in gold] SOUVENIRS 
Roy Fuller [running across] L[leaf]M'. Dust jacket consists of black and white 
photograph of the Strand, printed in violet Back flap carries blurbs on London Magazine 
from the Times, the Yorkshire Post, the 'BBC,' and the Times Literary Supplement. 
PUBLICATION: February 1 980. Price £4.95. 2000 copies. 
47B Collins Harvill collected edition, see 67 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 4 August 
1 978] 'My son read Souvenirs when we were in Wales, and thought I ought to do some 
extension work on it But at the moment I feel I have shot my bolt, so would quite like 
to take up your kind offer to post it back so I can prepare what may be the final T/SS. 
It is nearly 60,000 words: probably enough for the rather desultory scheme of the thing.' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 12 August 1 978] 'Your letter, comments and the typescripts 
to hand. All you say is of the greatest help-even its over-generosity ! I feel you are 
pretty well 99% right in your crabs, though I do not undertake to alter everything in 
accordance with what you say, for authors must be allowed a modicum of 
pig-headedness, as you know.[ ... ] [�] I'm so glad you asked to see Souvenirs. Your 
response has settled several things in my mind and I feel clearer about the book and to 
a degree reassured.' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 28 December 1 978] 'The sequence of events about Dieren 
et al in the Listener piece is not quite accurate; more reliable in my childhood memoirs, 
I think-as to which there is still no news from agents or publisher. I expect they dare 
not tell me the bad news. ' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 22 January 1979] 'Thanks for card and abiding interest in 
Souvenirs-which I have only just heard about from Deutsch via Graham [Watson], after 
more than two months. It is rejected, being thought not good. The rejection is couched 
in fretful terms, though not awfully precise-not, I suppose, that precision is needed 
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where the article is considered inferior quality. Graham himself did not dissent from the 
Deutsch view that it would be a mistake to publish the volume, so it is not purely a 
matter of sending the T1 S on the rounds, depressing as that would be anyway. [�] I can 
see that many would not like Souvenirs, but it still seems to me not too bad. So at the 
moment I am undecided about what to do.' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 18 June 1979] 'Just a line to say that Alan Ross is 
publishing Souvenirs: thought you would like to know.' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 1 1  February, 1981] 'Did I tell you Granada TV were 
making a half-hour programme based on Souvenirs'? God knows what it will be like. I 
have taken the cash and will avert my eyes. Luckily a net-work showing is not certain.' 
48 THE REIGN OF SPARROWS (poems) 
London Magazine Editions, 1980 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] I The Reign of Sparrows I [rule] I L[leaf]M 
I LONDON MAGAZINE EDITIONS 1980 
TITLE VERSO: Published by London Magazine Editions I 30 Thurloe Place, London, 
S.W.7 I © Roy Fuller 1980 I SBN 904388 29 8 I Printed by Unwin Brothers 
Limited, I The Gresham Press, I Old Woking, Surrey 
COLLATION: [1-3]8[4-5]6=36 leaves. Pages [1-8]9-{)9[70-72]. 
CONTENTS: [1] 'THE REIGN OF SPARROWS'; [2] 'By the same author I [Collected 
Poems, Buff, New Poems, Tiny Tears, From the Joke Shop, With My Little Eye, The 
Second Curtain, Image of a Society, Fantasy and Fugue, The Ruined Boys, The Father's 
Comedy, The Perfect Fool, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Owls and Artificers, 
Professors and Gods]'; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'To Alan Ross'; [6] blank; [7] 
contents; [8] blank; 9 'TWO MUSES'; 11 'GHOST VOICE I [1-4]'; 14 'SAINTS AND 
STOICS I To P. H. Newby';  18 'THE SLOTH MOTH', 'MUSICAL OFFERING' : 
'Composers and Executants' ,  19 'Broadcast Concert', 'Granados: Escenas and Libro de 
Horas'; 20 'Quartets ' ,  'Opera' ;  21 'Musical History' ,  'Satie' s Jack in the Box', 
'Concerto', 'Ricercar'; 23 'HEDGE-SPARROWS AND HOUSE-SPARROWS', 'ON 
HIS SIXTIETH BIRTHDAY'; 26 'DREAMLESS NIGHT I To Anthony Thwaite'; 28 
'VISITING THE GREAT'; 29 'CINQUAINS'; 33 'SCHOOL TIME, WORK TIME', 
'OXFORD ALBUM'; 34 'NOTEBOOK', 'TWO BLOND FLAUTISTS'; 35 '140 YEARS 
ON'; 37 'ON BIRKETT MARSHALL'S I RARE POEMS OF THE SEVENTEENTH 
CENTURY'; 38 '1935-75'; 39 'AUTUMNAL METAMORPHOSES'; 40 'CRISIS'; 41 
'THE OLD TOY', 'IN HIS SIXTY-FIFTH YEAR': 'The October of His Sixty-fifth 
Year'; 42 'Getting His Daimler Out at Night' ; 44 'Childhood in the Early Twentieth 
Century', ' 1976 Draws To a Close' ;  45 'December 2 ,  1 976' ;  46 'Singing, 1 977' ;  48 
'VOLUMINOUS ART, SHORT LIFE'; 49 'SHOP TALK'; 50 'QUATRAINS OF AN 
ELEDERLY MAN' : 'Summer' s End' , 'In the Night' ,  'South-East London' ,  'Low Tide 
at Greenwich' ,  'Listening' ;  51 'Writing' ,  'Poetry and Whist' , 'Robbed' ,  'Late-born 
Infants ' ,  'The Metaphysical' ;  52 'Dreams' ,  'Time' ,  'Ordinary Seaman' ,  'Winter' ,  
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'Pacifism';  53 'High Up', 'January 1 977', 'Kissing on the Bus', 'Accident', ' Winter's 
End'; 54 'Laziness' ,  'ON HIS SIXTY-FIFfH BIRTHDAY'; 58 ' BUCKLAND'S 
CURIOSITIES OF NATURAL HISTORY' ; 59 'MORNING';  60 'ABERDEEN 
REVISITED'; 61 'OLD POETS', 'THE LIFE OF THE BEE I To Allen Tate on his 
seventy-fifth birthday';  63 'LAST DREAMS I I.m. Bonamy Dobree 1891-1974' ;  64 
'DEVILISH TIMES '; 66 'TO GEORGE WOODCOCK, IN HIS AND THE I 
AUTHOR'S SIXTY-FIFTH YEAR '; 69 'NOTES'; [70-72] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 214 x 143 mm. Bound in light brown paper-<:overed 
boards stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down] Roy Fuller THE 
REIGN OF SPARROWS [running across] L[leaf]M'. Dust jacket green and brown, 
printed in brown. Back flap carries blurbs on the London Magazine from the Times, the 
'BBC,' the Yorkshire Post, and the Times Literary Supplement. 
PUBLICATION: February 1980. Price £3.95. 1500 copies. 
49 MORE ABOUT TOMPKINS (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1981 
TITLE-PAGE: [all set within a rectangular, floral frame] MORE ABOUT TOMPKINS I 
and other light verse I by I ROY FULLER I The Tragara Press I EDINBURGH I 
1981 
PAGE [23]: Edition limited to one hundred and thirty-five I copies hand-set in 
Baskerville type, of which I numbers I to 25 have been printed on Canson I Ingres 
paper and signed by the author. I This is number I [number in black ink] 
COLLATION: [1]14=14 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [1-4] blank; [5] title-page; [6] '© Roy Fuller 1981 '; [7] 'MORE ABOUT 
TOMPKINS'; [10] 'CHARACTERS'; [11] 'IN THE GARDEN'; [12] 'BEYOND THE 
WINDOW'; [13] 'IN THE PUBUC UBRARY'; [14] 'OUTSIDE THE 
GREENGROCER'S' ;  [15] 'A PECUliAR CHRISTMAS'; [16] 'CHRISTMAS DAY'; [17] 
'HOW TO BOIL AN EGG (AND EAT IT)' ;  [18] 'INSCRUTABLE FEATURES' ;  [19] 
'COPTIC SOCKS' ; [20] 'WAITING FOR THE PRINCE' ;  [22] blank; [23] given above; 
[24-28] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white 'Glastonbury Antique' laid paper, 228 x 142 mm. Glued into 
red paper covers printed in black with flaps folded over. Front: 'MORE I ABOUT I 
TOMPKINS I and other light verse I ROY FULLER'. Back and flaps blank. 
PUBLICATION: June 1981. Price £6. 50. 110 copies. 
Signed copies, 1 981 
Copies 1 to  25 printed on 'Canson Ingres' paper and bound in marbled paper covers. 
Price £10.00. 
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Out-of-series copies, 1981 
35 printed for use of  the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 19 March 
1 981] 'Many thanks for your inviting letter. I've had a very lean two or three years 
poetically (though recently a thin layer of fat has started to appear). Nevertheless, a few 
poems have accumulated. What is mainly in question is the publication of what I call 
children 's poems, but are really light verse I suppose. I have about fifteen of these, some 
of which might be dropped as feebler than the rest What would result would be a 
children's pamphlet jealously guarded by its adult owner! What do you think? I should 
add that some of the poems-a few-have appeared (or will appear) in anthologies. I 
should like to be free to publish the others elsewhere. I quite see you wouldn't want to 
commit yourself till you saw the little collection, and if your reaction is not wholly 
negative, I will put it together and send it.' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 26 March 1981] 'Many thanks for letter. I will gather up 
the broken pieces and see what sort of basketful they make. May be a few weeks, if I fall 
to re-writing, as often happens these days. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 30 March 1981] 'Say frankly what you think about the 
enclosed. I shall not mind in the least if you feel it is not your cup of tea. A few poems 
could be omitted, if desired (or one or two added). [�] If you are game to publish, do you 
think any preparatory word is needed-or sub-title-to indicate a possible audience of 
children? I rather feel it could go forth without explanation. [�] Be frank!' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 16 April 1981] 'I enclose two bits of the cover colours. 
I like the greeny, but maybe it is too close to the Re-treads cover. My wife likes the red, 
and I do not mind it: she says it will be distinctive, and I agree. So shall we settle for 
that. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 5 June 1981] 'Tompkins safely received. Delightful 
production (I mean your side of it!). The red cover very successful, I think, and will 
stand up to children's reading, as it should.[ ... ][m A great morale booster for me to have 
this thing in being, and I hope we shall collaborate again when I have something 
self-contained-and worthy of your craft.' 
50 HOUSE AND SHOP (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1982 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [ornamental rule] I HOUSE AND SHOP I . .. those 
minute forms of satisfaction that offer I themselves to everybody in positive pain . . .  I 
-Thomas Hardy I The Tragara Press I EDINBURGH I 1982 
PAGE [19]: Edition limited to 110 copies hand-set I in Bembo. Numbers 1 to 20, 
printed on Saunders cream laid paper, have I been signed by the author. I This is 
number I [number in black ink] 
76 Books. Pamphlets. Broadsides 
COLLATION: [ 1 ]14=14 leaves. Pages [4][ 1-2]3[4]5- 1 6[17-24]. 
CONTENTS: [1-4] blank; [ 1 ]  title-page; [2] '© Roy Fuller 1982'; 3 author's note; [4] 
blank; 5 '1WO BOOKS I To John' ;  6 'MACKEREL IN TifE ATHENAEUM I To 
George and Beryl Sims' ;  8 'AUTUMN 1 98 1';  9 'TIME PAST: 3 l .xii.8 1 '; 1 0  
'BIRTHDAY PRESENTS I To JPSLE I [ 1 -4]'; 1 3  'NEW YEAR BLUES I For KS'; 
1 5  'THEY DON'T SHOOT FISH'; 16 'DREAMING IN OLD AGE'; [17-18] blank; [19] 
given above; [20-24] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white 'Sommerville' laid paper, 235 x 1 52 mm. Glued into brown 
wove paper covers, printed in black, with flaps folded over. Front: 'House and Shop I 
[ornament] I ROY FULLER'. Back and flaps blank. 
PUBLICATION: June 1982. 90 copies printed. Price £7.50. 
Signed copies, 1 982 
Numbers 1 to 20 printed on off-white 'Saunders' laid paper and bound in marbled paper 
wrappers. Price £ 1 2.00. 
Out-of-series copies, 1 982 
35 printed for the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 22 April 
1982] 'Saw George [Sims] last night at a party: he said you might not be adverse to 
doing another pamphlet of my poems. Strangely, the idea had been running through my 
head, apropos some recent verse, not sent anywhere. What do you think? Be frank-no 
offence taken if you are too busy or feel the thing would be too repetitious!' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 26 April 1982] 'Good. Just hope I'm not imposing on 
you. I will gather the material and let you see it, I hope quite soon. June would be 
fine-it would follow vol 2 of my memoirs, and also a selected poems being done by the 
Athlone Press (London University).' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 14 May 1982] 'The enclosed sent on usual conditions, 
viz. if you don't like it, or feel it is not up to the standard of our previous ventures--send 
it back. No offence taken. I'm always unsure of new poems, which often-usually-get 
sorted out by editors. So come clean. [�] Nothing is sacrosanct. I could add or subtract 
to the poems, as was convenient to the printer. A rough calculation makes the length as 
before, but I may be wrong.' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 20 May 1982] 'Unseemly haste from a printer is a novel 
feature of modem life that I hope gains ground. As ever, your machine immediately 
makes the poems look better. I cannot find any literals in the proofs, but I will hang on 
to them until the rest arrive in case any improvements occur to me. [�] I am enclosing 
a further piece-'Dreaming in Old Age'-which I think goes with the others and may 
not be too far below them in level. I leave it to you to fit in or not as you think best. It 
could be the last poem, if that were convenient. I don't seem to have another additional 
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poem that quite marches with the others. [m I rather feel italics better for the dedications 
than small caps, and have a slight preference for centring [sic] 'George and Beryl 
[Sims]'-in full, rather than the ampersand? Weighty matter! [�] Once again I am really 
enjoying our collaboration.' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 16 June 1 982] 'H &S arrived this morning-and how 
painstakingly packed! All is in good order. I think the poems tail off a bit, though I guess 
your printing will conceal that from the ordinary reader. Beautiful production. The 
title-page seems to me particularly successful but it is perhaps unfair to the standards of 
the production to single anything out. You have been amazingly quick, and that is also 
a bonus. I shall gloat over the thing for a long time to come. ' 
51 VAMP TD...L READY (autobiography and poems) 
SIA London Magazine Editions edition, 1 982 
TITLE-PAGE: VAMP TILL READY I Further Memoirs I ROY FULLER I my troth 
is plighted I with guilty classes sure to be defeated. I -Drummond Allison: 'For Karl 
Marx' I L [leaf] M I London Magazine Editions I 1982 
TITLE VERSO: By the Same Author I [Souvenirs, Reign of Sparrows] I The 
publishers acknowledge the financial assistance of the I Arts Council I Published by 
London Magazine Editions I 30 Thurloe Place, London SW7 I © Roy Fuller I SBN 
904388 45 X I Printed by Unwin Brothers Limited, I The Gresham Press, I Old 
Woking, Surrey 
COLLATION: [1-6]16=96 leaves. Pages [4] 1 -185[186-188]. 
CONTENTS: [1] title-page; [2] title verso; [3] contents; [4] blank; 1 '1 Dixie'; 11 '2 
Summers of the Past'; 21 '3 Vamp Till Ready'; 48 '4 The Loose Group'; 62 '5 
Unemployed'; 71 '6 A Phantom Voice';  97 '7 The Equitable' ;  1 19 '8 The 
Strongroom '; 1 31 '9 The Andrew';  150 '10 Chatham, Aberdeen, Lee- I 
on-the-Solent ' ;  1 70 ' 11 Seafield Park '; 182 'Appendix' [all items in the appendix are 
poems] 'BLACKHEATH SEPTEMBER 1939', 'THE PHONEY WAR'; 183 
'BATTERSEA AFTER DUNKIRK, ruNE 3, 1940', 'FIRST AIR RAIDS'; ' 184 
'LONDON AIR-RAID, 1940', 'EPITAPH FOR JAMES JOYCE I January 13, 1 941 ' ;  
185 'INVASION BARGES IN THE CLYDE, 1943 ';  [186- 1 88] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 214 x 135 mm. Bound in blue paper-covered boards. 
Front and back blank. Spine: '[running down, stamped in silver] VAMP TILL READY 
Further Memoirs ROY FULLER [running across] L[leaf]M' .  Dust jacket front reproduces 
a painting by Conroy Maddox in black and white, and back carries photograph of Fuller 
by Michael Ward. Jacket printed in blue and black. Front flap features blurbs on 
Souvenirs by John Carey, Sunday Times, and Alan Brownjohn, Encounter. Back flap 
contains blurbs on Souvenirs and Reign of Sparrows by Richard Hoggart, Guardian, 
David Holloway, Daily Telegraph, Blake Morrison, New Statesman, Frank Kermode, 
London Review of Books, Peter Reading, Quarto, and John Lehmann, Sunday Telegraph. 
PUBLICATION: June 1982. 1500 copies. Price £8. 50. 
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SIB Collins Harvill collected edition, see 67 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, Roy Fuller to George Sims, 
12 February 1982] 'Think Vamp Till Ready will come out in June-I've just corrected 
the proofs. There will be one more installment in The London Magazine. '  
5 2  THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS TIMES (poems and essay) 
Athlone, 1 982 
TITLE-PAGE: The Individual I and His Times I a selection of the poetry of I Roy 
Fuller I Edited by I V.J. Lee I [publisher' s  symbol: lion's head] I 1HE ATHLONE 
PRESS I London 
TITLE VERSO: First published 1982 by The Athlone Press Ltd I 90-91 Great Russell 
Street, London WC l B  3PY I © Roy Fuller 1982 I British Library Cataloguing I in 
Publication Data I Fuller, Roy I The individual and his times: a selection I of the 
poetry of Roy Fuller. I I. Title I 821. '912 PR601l .U55 I ISBN 0-485-61008-6 I 
All rights reserved. No part of this publication I may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval 
system, or I transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, I mechanical, 
photocopying or otherwise, I without prior permission in writing from the publisher. I 
Typeset by Inforum Ltd, Portsmouth I Printed in Great Britain by I Nene Litho, Earls 
Barton, Northants I Bound by Woolnough Bookbinding, Wellingborough, Northants 
COLLATION: [ 1-4]16=64 leaves. Pages [i-v ]vi-xi[xii]xiii-xxiv[xxv-xxvi] 1-99[ 100--102]. 
Errata slip tipped in between pages [iv] and [ v]. 
CONTENTS: [i] 'The Individual I and His Times' ;  [ii] blank; [iii] title-page; [iv] title 
verso; [v]-vii contents; viii 'Acknowledgements I Acknowledgements are due to Andre 
Deutsch Limited for poems in I Collected Poems 1 936-1961 ,  New Poems, Tiny Tears, 
From the I Joke Shop and Poor Roy; to London Magazine Editions for poems I in The 
Reign of Sparrows. ' ;  ix ' Introduction [by V.J. Lee] ' ;  [xii] blank; xiii 'The Individual and 
His Times' ;  [xxv-xxvi] blank; 1 'One I The Passage of Time I [rule] I Diary 
Entries' ;  3 'Strange Meeting',  'Death of a Dictator' ;  4 'At T. S. Eliot's  Memorial 
Service';  5 'Aberdeen Revisited'; 6 'The Lawn, Spring and Summer'; 8 'Thirty Years 
On';  9 'from I In His Sixty-fifth Year' : 'The October of his Sixty-fifth Year' ; 10 
'Singing, 1977' ;  12 ' On his Sixty-fifth Birthday'; 16 'Quatrains of an Elderly Man': 
'Summer's End, ' 'In the Night', 'South-East London' ,  'Low Tide at Greenwich' ,  
'Listening' ,  ' Writing' ;  17 'Poetry and Whist' , 'Robbed', 'Late-born Infants' ,  'The 
Metaphysical' ,  'Dreams' ;  17 'Time' ,  'Ordinary Seaman' ,  'Winter' ,  'Pacifism' ,  'High Up' ,  
'January 1977' ;  19 'Kissing on  the Bus' ,  'Accident', ' Winter's End' , 'Laziness' ;  2 0  'Two 
I The Poet and His Art I [rule] I To an Unkown Reader'; 21 'Jag and Hangover'; 23 
'Dialogue of the Poet and his Talent ' ;  24 ' Dead Poet' ; 26 'Poet and Reader', 'The Poet: 
his Public' ;  27 'Chekhov',  'The Two Poets' ;  28 'The Rhetoric of a Journey' ;  32 'Three 
I Poetry and Politics I [rule] I Chinoiserie' 33 'Florestan to Leonora' ;  34 'The Ides 
of March' ;  36 'Expostulation and Inadequate Reply'; 38 ' Dedicatory Epistle with a Book 
of 1949 1 To Jack Clark and Alan Ross' ;  43 'Translation' ;  44 'To George Woodcock, 
in his and I the Author's Sixty-fifth Year';  46 'Obituary of R. Fuller'; 48 ' Four I War 
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I [rule] First Air-Raids'�  49 'London Air-raid, 1 940' ,  'Battersea: after Dunkirk, June 
3 1 940 '; 50 'The Phoney War'; 5 1  'Waiting to be Drafted '; 52 ' Y.M.C.A. Writing 
Room'; 53 'Epitaphs for Soldiers I [I-II] ' ;  53 'During a Bombardment by V-Weapons';  
54 ' Memories of War', 'Confrontation off Korea, 1 968 ' ;  57 'Five I The Poet of 
Everyday Life I [rule] I .fathers' ;  58 'The Card-table' ;  59 'Family Matters I I.m. 
John Broadbent: ob. 3.  ix. 1 973' ;  61 'Cats I (From Baudelaire)' ,  'The Family Cat'; 62 
'In Memory of My Cat, Domino: 1 95 1 -66';  63 'More about Tompkins';  65 'Nino, the 
Wonder Dog' ;  66 'Road Safety';  67 'Crisis' ;  68 'On the Mountain I [I-III] ' ,  
'Happiness'; 71  'End of the Cheap Food Era' ,  'Oxford Album';  72 'Books and Discs I 
For Eric Walter White on his 75th birthday' ;  73 'The Night Sky in August 1 980 I (with 
acknowledgements to The Times Astronomical Correspondent)' ,  'Abbas I Speculations' ,  
' Why',  7 4  'Conjunctions' ,  'Poets' ,  'The Eighteenth Century', 'More From the Radio' ,  
'Girls' ,  'Granados' ;  75 'Christmas Eve', 'Old Man Feeding Birds (1) ' ,  'Old Man 
Feeding Birds (2)' ,  ' Contemporary Music ( 1 ) ' , 'Contemporary Music (2)' ,  'Simultaneous 
Games' ;  76 'Dreaming' ,  'Strange Journey',  'To a Moth',  'The Double Vase' ,  'Early 
May' , 'The Wild Garden' ;  77 'Grand Hotel, Midnight', 'The Monster',  'My 
Autobiography' ;  78 'Six I Nature I [rule] I Pictures of Winter';  79 'Winter Solstice' ;  
8 0  'Hedge-sparrows and House-sparrows' ; 8 1  'Characters' ,  'An English Summer' ; 82 
'The Art of the Apple' ;  83 'Creeper';  84 'Autobiography of a Lungworm'; 85 'Notes' ;  
9 8  'Biographical Note';  [ 1 0 1- 1 02] blank. Errata slip tipped i n  between [iv] and [v] . 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 85 x 1 1 5 mm. Black and white paper covers. Cover 
design by Stonecastle Graphics. Cover photograph by Christopher Barker. 
PUBLICATION: June 1 982. 3672 copies. Price £2.25. 
53 UPRIGHT DOWNFALL (poems) 
Oxford University Press, 1 983 
TITLE-PAGE: Upright Downfall I Barbara Giles I Roy Fuller I Adrian Rumble I 
Oxford University Press I Oxford I Toronto I Melbourne 
TITLE VERSO: Oxford University Press, Walton Street, Oxford OX2 6DP I London 
Glasgow New York Toronto I Delhi Bombay Calcutta Madras Karachi I Nairobi 
Dar es Salaam Cape Town I Kuala Lumpur Singapore Hong Kong Tokyo I 
Melbourne Auckland I and associate companies in I Beirut Berlin Ibadan Mexico 
City Nicosia I © Barbara Giles 1 983 I © Roy Fuller 1 983 I © Adrian Rumble I 
Three Poets I General Editor: Michael Harrison I ISBN 0 1 9  276052 I I All rights 
reserved. No part of this publication may be I reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, 
or transmitted, I in any form, or by any means electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
I recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of I Oxford University Press I 
This book is sold subject to the condition that it shall not, I by way of trade or 
otherwise, be lent, re-sold, hired or I otherwise circulated without the publisher's prior 
consent I in any form of binding or cover other than that in which it is I published and 
without a similar condition including thiS I condition being imposed on the subsequent 
purchaser I British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data I Fuller, Roy I Upright 
downfall. - (Three poets; v.2) I I. Children's poetry, English I I. Title ll. Giles, 
80 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
Barbara I Ill. Rumble, Adrian IV. Harrison, I Michael I 82'. 9 1 4'0809282 PZ8. 3  I 
ISBN 0-1 9-276052-1 I Typeset by Rowland Phototypesetting Ltd, Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk I Printed by Biddies Ltd, Guildford i Surrey 
COLLATION: [ 1-3]8=24 leaves. Pages [ 1--6]7-48. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ] 'Upright Downfall' ;  [2] 'Three Poets I General Editor: Michael 
Harrison' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5--6] contents; 7-20 poems by Barbara Giles; 
2 1  'Roy Fuller I Inscrutable Features' ;  22 'Outside the Greengrocer's'; 23 ' In the Public 
Library';  24 'Waiting for the Prince';  26 'A Peculiar Christmas' ; 27 'Christmas Day';  28 
'Autumn Mornings',  'More About Tompkins' ;  30 'Further Verses for the Cat Tomkins' ;  
3 1  'Characters';  32 ' In the Garden'; 33 'Beyond the Window'; 34 'How to Boil an Egg 
(and Eat It) ' ;  35-48 poems by Adrian Rumble. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 2 1 5  x 1 36 mrn. Bound in purple paper--<:overed 
boards stamped in silver. Front and back blank. Spine: 'Fuller [dot] Giles [dot] Rumble 
Upright Downfall Oxford' .  Dust jacket features photograph of parachutist descending 
over Oxford with fireworks in background. Jacket photograph by Morton Beebe, Image 
Bank. Front flap blurb quotes Fuller. There are also blurbs on Giles and Rumble. 
PUBLICATION: 3 March 1 983. Price £4.50. 3000 copies. Volume two in the Three 
Poets series. Michael Harrison was the series editor. 
54 AS FROM THE THIRTIES (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1 983 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [swelled rule] I AS FROM THE THIRTIES I The 
Tragara Press I EDINBURGH I 1 983 
PAGE [ 1 9] :  EDITION LIMITED TO ONE HUNDRED AND I THIRTY-FIVE COPIES 
HAND-SET IN BEMBO I TYPE. NUMBERS 1 TO 25 HAVE BEEN PRINT- I ED 
ON 'NONESUCH' PAPER AND SIGNED BY I THE AUTIIOR. THIS IS NUMBER 
[number in blue ink] 
COLLATION: [ 1 ] 12= 1 2  leaves. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 -4] blank; [5] title-page; [6] '© Roy Fuller 1 983' ;  [7] author's note; [8] 
blank; [9] 'FUTURE FOSSILS ' ;  [ 10] 'BIRTHDAY POEM';  [ 1 1 ] 'AFfER THE 
HOLIDAY';  [ 1 2] 'FRAGMENTS I [ 1-3] ' ;  [ 14] 'AFrER THE SPANISH CNIL WAR';  
[ 1 5] 'EASTER 1 939'; [ 1 6] 'SEPTEMBER 1 939';  [ 17-1 8] blank; [ 1 9] given above; 
[20-24] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white 'W.S. Vellum' wove paper, 241 x 1 65 mrn. Bound in green 
wove paper covers printed in black. Front: ' [on white square paper pasted to cover] 
[rule] I ROY FULLER I [rule] I AS FROM I THE TIDRTIES [rule] ' .  Back and 
flaps blank. 
Roy Fuller: A Bibliography 81 
PUBLICATION: May 1 983. 1 10 copies. Price £7.50. 
Signed copies, 1 983 
Numbers 1 to 25 printed on 'Nonesuch' paper and bound in marbled paper covers. Price 
£ 1 0.50. 
Out-of-series copies, 1983 
40 printed for use of the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 6 
February 1 983] 'I have recovered seven ancient poems-would just about make a booklet 
the length of An Old War. Would you like to see them? [m Needless to say, the rules of 
our collaboration apply: you are free to indicate frankly at any stage that you'd prefer not 
to play! In particular you must cry if you don 't care for the poems: no one else has seen 
them in their revised form and it may well be they are of no interest except to the 
author. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 16 February 1 983] 'Do not fret about the 30s poems: I 
send them now in case you feel they are too feeble to figure in your summer 
programme. '  
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 1 1  May 1 983) 'AFTI arrived just now, in good order, 
your marvelous packing resisting any effort of vandalism or revenge by the postal 
personnel of SE3. Lovely job: I like both the covers. They have inspired me to try to get 
London Magazine Editions to choose similar green binding for Volume 3 of my memoirs. 
A real frisson handling these ancient pieces in their new-their first!-clothes, chic 
beyond their merits. [�) If memory has any trustworthiness after all the years, the 
'Fragments' came (a) from my reading of the Jacobean Dramatists at that time and (b) 
the lingering surrealist influence, if it can be called so, in Laura Riding' s  The Life of the 
Dead and the illustrations by John Aldridge (who I saw had died the other day). One 
fairly successful poem had come from this concatenation ('End of a City'-survived into 
the Collected Poems) and I must have been after a repeat performance-always hard to 
bring off, hence the 'fragments' . '  
5 5  HOWARD CASTLED (poem) 
[British Broadcasting Corporation}, 1 983 
COVER: HOWARD I CASTLED I by Roy Fuller I [double rule) I A poem 
dedicated to I LORD HOWARD of Henderskelfe I and read at his Farewell Dinner I 
at The Langham Gallery I London WI I 28th July 1 983 I CASTLE: To bring the 
castle up to the I square next the king, and move the king I to the other side of the 
castle-SO ED 
PAGE 4: [text) I This edition limited to 1 50 copies I signed by the author I [Roy 
Fuller's signature in blue ink] I Set in Eric Gill 's  1 2pt Joanna italic I designed and 
printed in England I at the Westerham Press 
82 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
COLLATION: [ 1 ]2=2 leaves. Pages 1-4. 
CONTENTS: 1-3 text; 4 given above. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 226 x 1 1 5 nun. Bound in green card covers 
stamped in silver. Front reproduced above in lieu of title-page. Stapled twice along spine. 
PUBLICATION: 28 July 1 983.  Not offered for sale. 1 50 signed copies. 
56 MIANSERIN SONNETS (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1 984 
TITLE-PAGE: Roy Fuller I [rule] I Mianserin Sonnets I Waking, by reason of their 
continual cares, I fears, sorrows, dry brains, is a symptom that I much crucifies 
melancholy men, and must I therefore be speedily helped, and sleep by all means 
procured.. .  I The Anatomy of Melancholy I The Tragara Press I EDINBURGH I 
1984 
PAGE [27]: Edition limited to one hundred and forty-five copies I hand-set in Perpetua 
type. Numbers 1 to 25, signed I by the author, have been printed on Van Gelder I 
paper, and the remainder on W.S. vellum parchment. I This is number [copy number 
in blue ink] 
COLLATION: [ 1-2]8= 1 6  leaves. Pages [4] [ 1-4]5-24[25-28]. 
CONTENTS: [1-4] blank; [ 1 ]  'MIANSERIN S ONNETS' ;  [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] 
'© Roy Fuller 1 984 I ISBN 0 9026 1 6  93 5' ;  5 'The Ants' ;  6 'Noises Off; 7 'Old 
Friends'; 8 'Surviving I To John Grigg' ;  9 'Perchance to Dream';  10 ' We Have Been 
There Before'; 1 1  'Curious Shapes' ;  12 'Superannuated'; 1 3  'Duologue';  1 4  'Hardyesque 
Housefly' ;  1 5  'Fairy Stories' ;  16 'Morning After'; 11 'Letters and Rubbish' ;  1 8  
'Ancestry';  1 9  ' Wakening';  20 'The Century' ;  2 1  'December 15, 1 983 ' ;  22 'Archaeology' ;  
23 'Christmas 1 983 ' ;  2 4  'Dreams and Art'; [25-26] blank; [27] given above; [28-30] 
blank. Errata slip tipped in between [26] and [27] 'ERRATUM I Page 1 8, line 7, for 
'fear' read 'feel' ' .  
DESCRIPTION: Off-white 'W.S. Vellum' wove paper, 234 x 1 5 1  mm. Glued into green 
covers with flaps folded over. Front: ' [on a white square paper pasted to cover] [red 
ornamental rule] I [printed in black] ROY FULLER I [rule] I Mianserin Sonnets I 
[red ornamental rule] ' .  
PUBLICATION: February 1 984. Price £ 1 0.50. 1 20 copies. 
Signed copies, 1984 
Numbers 1 to 25 printed on 'Van Gelder' paper and bound in 'Italian' decorated boards 
with black cloth spine. Price £ 1 8.00. 
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Out-of-series copies, 1984 
40 printed for use of the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 14 
November 1983] 'Many thanks for letter and your continuing support of my aged muse. 
George [Sims] was rather jumping the gun, for I 'm not at all sure yet of the worth of the 
poems (sonnets) or how many there will be. As to the latter, would one have two per 
page, printing them as a sequence, or one? Two per page would make a slim pamphlet 
indeed (assuming, as seems likely, a modest number of sonnets), but that may not 
matter.[ ... ] Earlyish in the New Year would seem probable, provided in the end the pieces 
aren' t  utterly hopeless. My last volume of memoirs comes out in February, so that might 
be a date to bear in mind. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 2 January 1 984] 'I think we've come to the end of these 
sonnets-probably gone on too long. I want you to be absolutely honest: if you don 't like 
them or think them below par, return them. By doing so you will put me in your debt 
rather than otherwise. In any case, eighteen may be more than you bargained for. [�]If 
you want to go on playing, I leave of course to you all typographical problems. I thought 
of numbering the sonnets at one time, but since they all have titles this hardly seems 
necessary, unless it would please the printer. The footnotes presumably you would deal 
discreetly with, as on 'Apposition' in House & Shop.' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 9 January 1 984] 'My heart warmed to see the proof this 
morning, best evidence of your approval. I've had a few days of further dubiety, 
wondering if you might think them in parts too feeble, or not like them at all. [�] But 
Steady the Buffs. After I sent the eighteen off to you, another one worked out that I had 
virtually abandoned; then I felt I couldn't  leave the number at a very odd nineteen, so 
wrote another. This time I do really feel I 've polished them off: indeed, wrote a 
non-sonnet yesterday. The enclosed pieces go at the end, ie. Xmas 1 983 the penultimate, 
Dreams and Art bringing up the rear. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 3 March 1 984] 'ENCOMIA FOR PRINTING OF 
MIANSERIN SONNEJS [m beautiful format-Sir John Compton Miller (lawyer, amateur 
poet) £m lovely book-A. A. Cleary (editor of Thames Poetry) £m handsomely 
produced-Anthony Thwaite [m I do think Anderson does you proud, this volume 
particularly so-John F[uller] . [�] Production up to (better than?) A. Anderson's generally 
high level, very pretty label-Julian Symons [m how exquisitely produced it is by the 
Tragara Press. To handle such paper is a properly sensuous pleasure-Jill Balcon (Day 
Lewis) ' 
57 HOME AND DRY (autobiography) 
57 A London Magazine Editions edition, 1 984 
TITLE-PAGE: HOME AND DRY I Memoirs III I ROY FULLER I Where's 
Commander All-a-Tanto? I Where's  Orlop Bob singing up from below? I Where's 
Rhyming Ned? Has he spun his last canto? I Where' s Jewsharp Jim? Where' s Rigadoon 
Joe? I -Herman Melville I L[leaf]M I London Magazine Editions I 1 984 
84 Books. Pamphlets, Broadsides 
TITLE VERSO: London Magazine Editions also publish the following by Roy I Fuller: 
I [Souvenirs, Vamp Till Ready, Reign of Sparrows] I The publishers acknowledge the 
financial assistance of the Arts Council I Published by London Magazine Editions I 
30 Thurloe Place, London SW7 I © Roy Fuller I SBN 904388 476 I Printed by 
Unwin Brothers Limited, I The Gresham Press, I Old Woking, Surrey 
COLLATION: [ 1--4] 16[5]8[6] 16=88 leaves. Pages [6] 1-165[ 1 66-1 70] . 
CONTENTS: [1] 'ROY FULLER I HOME AND DRY' ;  [2] blank; [3] title-page; [3] 
title verso; [5] contents; [6] blank; 1 ' 1 . Aflatun and Aristu' ;  15 '2.  The Clique' ;  33 '3.  
I.F.F. ' ;  45 '4. Green, Black, Brown' ;  60 '5.  Petty Officer's  Mess' ;  70 '6. Kilimanjaro and 
Kenya'; 70 '7. The Road, the House, I the Wife' ;  93 '8 .  A.S.V.X. ' ;  1 1 2 '9. D.A.E. ' ;  
1 33 ' 10. D.N.A.R. ' ;  147 ' 1 1 .  Aftermath' ;  1 57 'Appendix I The Sick Bay' ; 1 60 'The 
People Round About'; [ 1 66-170] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 2 1 3  x 1 36 mm. Bound in light brown 
paper-covered boards. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down, stamped in gold] 
HOME AND DRY Memoirs III ROY FULLER [running across] L[leaf]M' .  Dust jacket 
reproduces a painting by Eric Ravilious in black and white, printed in brown and black. 
PUBLICATION: 27 February 1 984. 1 500 copies printed. Price £8.95. 
57B Collins Harvill collected edition, see 67 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 10 October 
1 982] 'Have just started 2nd draft of Volume 3, hoping to try to infuse life in the lifeless 
parts, of which there are alarmingly many. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 23 April ( 'St George's  Day')  1 983] 'The Arts Council 
is financing Volume 3 of my memoirs, so that is going or has just gone to the printers. 
A great relief to get it off my hands. ' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 2 September 1 983] ' Many thanks for your letter. I do take 
your point about the Powellian infection, though when I read through TIS of H&D 
thought it had cleared up a bit compared with Vamp.' 
[Dartmouth, to George Sims, 21 October 1 983] 'Home & Dry now postponed to 
February, so you need not fear any competition. ' 
58 TWELFTH NIGHT (essay) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1985 
TITLE-PAGE: Twelfth Night I [ornament] I A PERSONAL VIEW I by Roy Fuller 
I The Tragara Press I EDINBURGH I 1 985 
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PAGE 27: Edition limited to one hundred and thirty five copies I set in Baskerville type. 
Numbers 1 to 25, printed on I Brigadoon paper, have been signed by the author. I 
This is number I [number in blue ink] ' 
COLLATION: [ 1 -3t= 1 8  leaves. Pages [4] [ 1-4]5-25[26-32] . 
CONTENTS: [/-4] blank; [ 1 ]  'Twelfth Night: A Personal View ' ;  [2] blank; [3] 
title-page; [4] '© Roy Fuller 1 985' ;  5 'Twelfth Night: A Personal View I [ornamental 
rule] I / . School' ;  8 '2 . Text' ; 14 '3. Interpretation'; 1 6  '4. Legal' ;  1 9  '5. Prosody';  2 1  
'6. Ambiguities' ;  25 end of text followed by short, ornamental rule; [26] blank; [27] given 
above; [28-32] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white 'Sommerville' wove paper, 24 1 x 1 57 mm. Glued into green 
card covers printed in black with flaps folded over. Front: 'ROY FULLER I [ornamental 
rule] I Twelfth Night I [ornament] I A PERSONAL VIEW' .  Spine, back, and flaps 
blank. 
PUBLICATION: March 1 985. Price £ 1 0.50. 1 1 0 copies printed. 
Signed copies, 1985 
Numbers 1 to 25 printed on 'Brigadoon' paper and bound in marbled paper covers. Price 
£ 1 5.00. 
Out-of-series copies, 1 985 
5 printed on 'Bareham Green hand-made' paper for use of the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 8 
November 1 984] 'George [Sims] has persuaded me that you might be interested to see 
this, though he himself has knowledge of it only through hearsay! As you can see by its 
dog-eared state, it has been to a few periodicals, but it never found a home. It does fall 
between a few stools, and I 'm now so fed up with it I can no longer tell whether it is 
really interesting to the ordinary reader of the Bard, as intended. Perhaps its merit as far 
as you are concerned is that it poses some problems of setting. [�] Be bloody, bold and 
resolute! I mean do not hesitate to return it. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 1 9  March 1 985] 'TN safely to hand-beautifully packed ! 
You have done a superb job, and any doubts about the value of the text are swallowed 
up by the design and printing. ' 
59 NEW AND COLLECTED POEMS, 1934-84 (poems) 
Seeker and Warburg in association with London Magazine Editions, 1 985 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] I New and Collected I Poems I 1 934-84 I 
SECKER & WARBURG I LONDON I in association with I LONDON MAGAZINE 
EDITIONS 
86 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
TITLE VERSO: First published in England 1 985 by I Martin Seeker & Warburg 
Limited I 54 Poland Street, London W I  V 3DF I in association with I London 
Magazine Editions I Copyright © Roy Fuller 1 985 I British Library Cataloguing in 
Publication Data I Fuller, Roy I New and collected poems, 1 934-84. I L Title I 
82 1 ' .9 1 2  PR60 1 LU55 I ISBN 0-436-16790-5 1 Typeset by Inforum Ltd, Portsmouth 
I Printed in Great Britain by I Redwood Burn Ltd, Trowbridge, Wiltshire 
COLLATION: [ 1 - 1 8] 16=288 leaves. Pages [i-vi]vii-xiii[xiv ] [  1-2]3-28[29-30]3 1 -92 
[93-94]95-145[146-148] 149-224[225-226]227-272[273-274]275-359[360-362]363-425 
[426-428]429-477[ 478-480]48 1-541 [542]543-556[557-562]. 
CONTENTS: [i] 'Roy Fuller I NEW AND COLLECTED POEMS I 1934-84' ;  [ii] 
'London Magazine Editions I also publish the following I by Roy Fuller I [Souvenirs, 
Vamp Till Ready, Home and Dry, Reign of Sparrows] ' ;  [iii] title-page; [iv] title verso; 
[v] 'TO KATE [Fuller] ' ;  [vi] blank; vii-xiii contents pages; [xiv] blank; [ 1 ]  'PART ONE 
I [rule] From I Poems I ( 1 939) and other sources ' ;  [2] blank; 3 'THE CHANNEL', 
'THE RUMOUR,' 4 'LEGEND S ' ,  'BIRTHDAY POEM'; 5 'THE VISITS' ,  'FUTURE 
FOSSILS '; 6 'THE JOURNEY' ;  7 ' CENTAURS ';  8 ' END OF A CITY'; 9 'TO M.S., 
KILLED IN SPAIN ';  1 1  'BALLAD OF THE LAST HEIR';  17  'PURE POET';  1 8  
'FOLLOWER'S SONG '; 1 9  'AUGUST 1 93 8 ' ; 20 'AFTER THE HOLIDAY',  
'FRAGMENTS [I-III] ' ;  2 1  'AFTER THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR'; 22 'THE CITIES' ;  
2 3  'THRILLER-WRITER' ,  'FOR JULIAN SYMONS ' ;  2 4  'SESTINA I For A .  Stanley 
Umpleby';  25 'EASTER 1 939' , 'TO MY B ROTHER'; 27 ' SEPTEMBER 1 939' ;  [29] 
'PART TWO I [rule] I Mainly from I The Middle of a War I ( 1 942) and I A Lost 
Season I ( 1 944) ' ;  [30] blank; 3 1  'AUTUMN 1 939' ,  'THE B ARBER';  33 'THE 
PHONEY WAR',  'WAR POET'; 35 'BATTERSEA: AFTER DUNKIRK, JUNE 3, 
1 940' ;  37 ' FIRST AIR-RAIDS' ;  38 'LONDON AIR-RAID, 1 940' ,  'TO MY WIFE'; 39 
'AUTUMN 1 940'; 40 'EPITAPH FOR JAMES JOYCE I January 13, 1 94 1 ' ; 4 1  
' SOLILOQUY IN AN AIR-RAID' ;  42 'EPITAPH O N  A BOMBING VICTIM' ,  ' ABC 
OF A NAVAL TRAINEE';  44 'THE GROWTH OF CRIME';  46 'THE BAY' ,  
'DEFENDING THE HARBOUR' ;  47 'AUTUMN 1 94 1 ' ; 48  'ROYAL NAVAL AIR 
STATION';  49 ' SATURDAY NIGHT IN A SAILORS ' HOME' ,  'THE END OF A 
LEAVE'; 50 'THE MIDDLE OF A WAR',  'WAITING TO BE DRAFIED';  5 1  ' YMCA 
WRITING ROOM' ;  52 'ANOTHER WAR' ,  ' ILLNESS OF LOVE' ;  53 ' SPRING 1 942',  
'HARBOUR FERRY'; 54 'GOOD-BYE FOR A LONG TIME' ;  55 'TROOPSHIP', 
'THE DREAM';  56 ' IN  AFRICA' ,  'THE PHOTOGRAPHS' ;  57 'THE GREEN HILLS 
OF AFRICA'; 58 'THE GIRAFFES ' ,  'THE PLAINS ';  60 'ASK.ARI'S SONG',  'THE 
WHITE CONSCRIPT AND I THE BLACK CONSCRIPT'; 6 1  ' CONVICTS 
WORKING ON THE I AERODROME' ;  62 'THE TRIBES ' ;  63 'TEBA'; 68 
'AUTUMN 1 942' ;  70 'SADNESS,  THEORY, GLASS '; 7 1  'WHAT IS TERRIBLE' ;  72 
'A WRY SMILE';  73 'SHORE LEAVE LORRY' , 'UPON A REVOLUTIONARY 
KILLED I IN THE WAR'; 74 'SPRING 1 943' ;  75 'WAR LETfERS ';  76 'THE 
COAST'; 77 ' NIGHT' ; 78 ' CRUSTACEANS ' ;  79 'THE PE1TY OFFICERS ' MESS' ;  
8 0  'TODAY AND TOMMORROW' ;  8 1  'THE LEGIONS ' ,  'EMBARKATION IN 
WARTIME'; 82 'SEPTEMBER 3, 1 943' ,  'THE EMOTION OF FICTION'; 84 'THE 
STATUE' ;  85 'RETURN',  'INVASION BARGES IN THE CLYDE, 1 943' ;  86 'WINTER 
IN CAMP' ;  90 'EPITAPHS FOR SOLDIERS' ;  9 1  'WINTER NIGHT', ' DURING A 
BOMBARDMENT BY I V-WEAPONS ' ;  92 'EPILOGUE I No day seems final but 
there must be one';  [93] 'PART THREE I [rule] I Mainly from I Epitaphs and 
Roy Fuller: A Bibliography 87 
Occasions I ( 1 949) and I Counterparts I ( 1 954) ' ;  [94] blank; 95 'DEDICATORY 
EPISTLE, I WITH A BOOK OF 1 949 I To Jack Clark and Alan Ross' ;  99 'ON 
SEEING THE LENI RIEFENST AHL I FILM OF THE 1 936 OLYMPIC GAMES ' ,  'ON 
HEARING BARTOK'S CONCERTO I FOR ORCHESTRA ' ,  'SCHWERE GUSTAV'; 
1 00 ' FATHERS AND SONS ' ,  'TilE DIVIDED LIFE RE-LIVED ';  1 0 1  
' MEDITATION';  1 02 'STANZAS I In the year's autumnal rage' ;  1 03 ' 1 948 ' ,  
'VIRTUE'; 1 04 'EPITAPH I Whoever you may be' ,  'THE LAKE'; 1 05 ' KNOLE '; 1 06 
'CHEKHOV ';  1 07 'EMILY DICKINSON ' ,  'POETS' ,  ' EPITAPH FOR A SPY';  108 
'THE HERO', ' IMAGE AND FOSSIL' ;  1 09 'THE FIVE HAMLETS ' ,  'LmLE 
FABLE ';  1 1 0 'THE FAMILY CAT'; 1 1 1  'TO MY SON ' ,  'THE GAZE '; 1 1 2 
'SLEEPING AND WAKING '; 1 1 3 'BALLAD I Father, through the dark that parts us' , 
' NURSERY RHYME' ;  1 1 4 'SONG I The blonde who reads Prediction' ,  'HYMN I 
Tell us how we can arrive at';  1 1 5 'THE CIVILIZATION' ;  1 17 ' OBITIJARY OF R. 
FULLER' ; 1 1 8 'RHETORIC OF A JOURNEY'; 1 2 1  'TEN MEMORIAL POEMS I 
N.S.  1 888-1 949 I Illness is to reconcile us to death-Andre Gide [1-X] ' ;  1 25 'THE 
SNOW' ;  1 26 'YOUTH REVISITED' ;  1 27 'PSYCHOANALYST TO POET'; 1 28 
' HUMANS ',  'DIARY ENTRY IN TilE FIFTIES';  1 29 'TIME' ,  'COTE DES MAURES 
I J.L.F., his poem' ;  1 30 'THE IMAGE ' ;  1 3 1  'SENTIMENTAL POEM' ,  ' POEM TO 
PAY FOR A PEN'; 1 33 'THE TWO POETS ' ,  'TO A NOTEBOOK'; 1 34 'PREFACE 
TO AN ANTHOLOGY' ,  ' ON READING A SOVIET NOVEL' ; 1 35 ' ANDRE GIDE';  
1 36 ' IBSEN'; 1 37 'ON SPALDING 'S HANDBOOK TO I PROUST' , 'NECROPHAGY' ;  
1 38 'TRANSLATION ' ;  1 39 'INACTION' ,  'A WET SUNDAY I N  SPRING ';  1 40 
'TIMES OF WAR AND REVOLUTION',  'WINTER ROUNDEL' ;  1 4 1  'THE FIFTIES ' ,  
'THE MEETING';  1 42 'PANTOMIME'; 1 43 ' FREUD'S CASE-HISTORIES '; 1 44  'THE 
DOPPELGANGER',  'DYING DICTATOR' ;  1 45 'NINO, THE WONDER DOG';  [ 1 46] 
blank; [ 147] 'PART FOUR I [RULE] I From I Brutus's Orchard I ( 1 957) and I 
Collected Poems 1936-1961 ( 1 962)' ;  [ 1 48] blank; 1 49 'SPRING SONG ' ;  1 50 
'SUMMER '; 1 5 1  'PICTURES OF WINTER' ;  1 52 'AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A 
LUNGWORM ';  1 53 ' ON GRAZING A FINGER';  1 54 'ELEMENTARY 
PHILOSOPHY' ;  1 54 'THE DAY ' ;  1 55 ' ON A TEXTBOOK OF SURGERY', 'TO A 
GIRL IN THE MORNING '; 1 56 'ECLIPSE I January 1 9, 1 954: 12 .50-4.13';  1 57 
' DISCREPANCIES ' ;  'EXPOSTIJLATION AND INADEQUATE I REPLY ';  1 60 'A 
SONG BETWEEN TWO SHEPHERDS ';  1 6 1  'PLEASURE DRIVE' ;  1 62 'WINTER 
WORLD ';  1 64 'FLORESTAN TO LEONORA ';  1 65 'THE IDES OF MARCH';  1 66 
'AFTER THE DRAMA' ;  1 67 'NEWSTEAD ABBEY' ;  1 68 'ONE AND MANY';  1 69 
'TO SHAKESPEARE '; 1 7 1  'PERTIJRBATIONS OF URANUS '; 1 72 ' AMATEUR 
FILM-MAKING' ;  173 ' POEM OUT OF CHARACTER';  175 'SITTING FOR A 
PORTRAIT I To Raymond Mason' ;  176 'AT A WARWICKSHIRE MANSION I Mad 
world, mad kings, mad composition-King John';  1 77 'DIALOGUE OF THE POET AND 
HIS I TALENT';  178 'TO POSTERITY?' ,  'TO A FRIEND LEAVING FOR GREECE ' ;  
1 8 1  ' MYTHOLOGICAL SONNETS I To My Son {I-XIX}';  1 90 ' MONOLOGUE IN 
AUTUMN'; 1 92 ' ON THE MOUNTAIN' ;  1 95 ' FAUSTIAN SKETCHES ' :  'Faust and 
the Dancers', 'Faust Bathing';  1 99 'Faust's Servant'; 200 'Jottings of Faust' ;  202 
'Helen' ,  'Questions to Mephistopheles' ;  203 'Gretchen';  205 'The Princes';  206 'Finale' ;  
207 'THE HITTITES ' ;  208 ' VERSIONS O F  LOVE' ;  209 'THREE BIRDS ' :  'Pigeon' ,  
'Starling' ,  'Budgerigar'; 2 10 'ANATOMY OF THE POET [I-VI] ' ;  2 1 4  
' MEREDITHIAN SONNETS I [I-XXI] ' [225] 'PART FIVE I [rule] I From I Buff 
I ( 1 965) and I Off Course I ( 1 969) ';  [226] blank; 227 'TO X [I-XXI] ' ;  236 
'BAGATELLES ' ;  238 'THE ZOUAVE';  239 'FAVOURING THE CREATURES '; 24 1 
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'LOGIC OF DREAMS' ;  242 'HOMAGE TO DR ARNOLD GESELL AND TO I MY 
GRAND-DAUGHTER SOPHIE' ;  243 'FIFTEEN FOOLISH ENCOUNTERS ' ;  244 'A 
WIFE'S  UNEASE'; 245 'THOUGHT IN A ORA WING-ROOM';  246 'SONNET I [ . . .  ] 
I In fables, day-time evil is the pig ' ,  ' SONG IN A WOOD';  247 'BY THE LAKE',  
'THE KING AND THE GOOSE-GIRL';  249 'BRAHMS PERUSES I THE SCORE OF 
SIEGFRIED I The photograph by von Eichholz' ;  250 ' BROTHER SERENE';  252 
'ORPHEUS BEHEADED';  253 'THE TRUTH ABOUT PYGMALION';  254 'LOVE 
AND MURDER',  'THE HISTORIAN [I-XXV] ' ;  265 'OFF COURSE [I-XV] ' ;  [273] 
' PART SIX I [rule] New Poems I ( 1 968)' ;  [274] blank; 275 'THE PAINTER'; 276 
'THE SYMPHONIST' ; 277 'THE ART OF THE APPLE'; 277 ' SINFONIA A GRAN 
ORQUESTA' ;  279 'CHINOISERIE' ;  280 'READING THE BOSTONIANS IN 
ALGECIRAS BAY I For Alan Ross' ;  282 'ASTAPOVO, 1 9 10 ' ;  283 'THE MAP'; 284 
'ON THE RAILWAY PLATFORM',  'THE CREEPER' ; 285 'AMBIGUITIES OF 
TRAVEL' ;  286 'MY DEAD BROTHERS ' ;  287 'HEREDITY' ;  288 ' IN MEMORY OF 
MY CAT, DOMINO: 1 95 1-1966' ;  289 'TO A RECENTLY -ACQUIRED OMEGA ';  290 
'METAMORPHOSES ', 'STRANGE CHILD';  29 1 'ROMANCE';  292 ' ROAD SAFETY' ,  
'MIND TO BODY ',  ' IN LAMBETH PALACE ROAD' ;  294 'PERVERSENESS'; 295 
'ORDERS ' ;  297 'VARIATION ON A THEME BY SANDARS ' ;  298 'THE VISITORS ' ;  
299 'UNDERGROUND GOD' ;  300 'DISASTERS '; 30 1 'GODDESS' ;  'THOSE OF 
PURE ORIGIN';  305 'AFfERNOONS ';  306 'WINDOWS '; 307 'DEPARTURES '; 3 10 
'LAST SHEET'; [3 1 1 ] 'PART SEVEN I [rule] I Mainly from I Tiny Tears I 
( 1 973) ' ;  [3 1 2] blank; 3 1 3  'TO AN UNKNOWN READER' ;  3 14 'DEFICIENCIES '; 3 1 5  
'THE LAWN, SPRING AND SUMMER'; 3 1 6  'ROBINS AND WOODLICE' ;  3 17 
'FROM A FOREIGN LAND I On the death of John F. Kennedy';  3 1 8  'THE FINAL 
WAR';  320 'ON THE TELEPHONE', 'DINOSAURS ' ;  321  'DOVES IN A TREE' ,  
'FEATHERS'; 322 'ADMISSION OF THE SUMMER ', 'APPLE TREE';  323 'ONE 
SEPTEMBER' ;  324 'PRELUDE IN C SHARP MINOR';  325 'DIARY ENTRIES' ;  326 
' READING POEMS BY BRECHT' , 'LATE PERIOD' ;  327 'IN THE RADIOACTIVE 
ISOTOPE I DEPARTMENT'; 328 'HAPPINESS ' ;  329 'OUTSIDE THE 
SUPERMARKET' , 'MAGNOLIA';  330 'THE LITERARY LIFE IN LATE I 
MIDDLE-AGE' ;  33 1 'MOTHY INVOCATION';  332 'EDMOND HALLEY' ;  333 'TO 
MY GRAND-DAUGHTERS ' ;  334 ' 1 965 ' ,  ' CONFRONTATION OFF KOREA, 1 968 ' ;  
336 ' SONNET 1 55 I Two loves I have of comfort and despair', 'AT T. S .  ELIOT'S 
MEMORIAL SERVICE';  338 'TO A WRITER ON HIS BIRTHDAY I W.H. Auden's 
sixtieth' ;  339 'HOMAGE TO KAFKA I For Malcolm Pasley' ;  339 'FOUR POEMS IN 
MEMORY OF I MAX BORN I Ob. January 5, 1970' ;  342 'AN ENGLISH 
SUMMER';  343 'IN MEMORY OF RANDALL SWINGLER I AND ALAN 
RAWSTHORNRE';  344 'NO RHYMES ', 'VERSIONS OF BAUDELAIRE'S I SPLEEN 
POEMS'; 347 'CATS',  'OWLS'; 348 'FRANCIS TO THE BIRDS' ,  ' SONG CYCLE 
FROM A RECORD SLEEVE'; 35 1 'TINY TEARS '; 352 'THE SCHIZOPHRENICS ' ;  
354 'THE UNREMARKABLE YEAR',  'GEORGIC'; 356 'THE CATASTROPHE', 
'CIRCUS ZOO'; 357 'APOLLO ON DIONYSUS I For the centenary of Nietzsche's 
THE BIRTH OF TRAGEDY, 1 972' ;  358 'HOMAGE TO BALTHUS ' ;  [360] blank; [36 1 ]  
'PART EIGHT I [rule] I Mainly from I From the Joke Shop I ( 1 975) ' ;  [362] blank; 
363 'BEFORE';  364 'KANTIAN MATI'ERS I I.m. Kenneth Allott 1912-73' ;  365 
' CONSOLATIONS OF ART I For Jack Lindsay' ;  366 ' INSOMNIA '; 367 'DEAD 
POET'; 369 'CHANCE',  ' IN PRAISE OF WAKEFULNESS ' ;  370 'VARIATIONS I 
For John Lehmann';  37 1 'READING IN THE NIGHT' ;  372 'ORPHANS ' ;  373 'TilE 
CARD-TABLE'; 374 'LUDICROUS REFLECTIONS ' ;  376 'SHAKESPEARE AND 
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CO'; 377 'ELEPHANTS, ANTS, DOVES ' ;  378 'FAMILY MATTERS I I.m. John 
Broadbent: ob. September 3, 1973 ' ;  379 'DREAMS SACRED AND PROFANE ' ;  380 
'GOETHE 'S POODLE ' ;  38 1 'F.W. MAITLAND'S DOG ' ;  382 ' MR MACMILLAN' S  
CAT', 'YOUTH AND AGE';  383 'THIRTY YEARS ON' ;  384 'THE VOYAGE' ,  
'CITIES AND GARDENS ' ;  385 'OVATE DREAMS ' ;  3 8 6  'ELEGIES' ;  3 8 7  'HEART 
DISEASE ' ;  388 'READING AT NIGHT I ABOUT MARCUS AURELIUS ' ;  389 
' ESSENTIAL MEMORY ';  390 'JOWETT' S  NOTEBOOK' ;  39 1 'LATE OCTOBER ' ,  
'SOLDIER'S MOON ' ;  3 9 2  'THE VERDICT';  3 9 3  'DEATH O F  HENRY JAMES ' ;  394 
' MEMORIES OF WAR ' ,  'THE OTHER SIDE' ; 395 'POST-OPERATIVE' ;  396 
'HEIUGER DANKESANG' ,  'STRANGE DEVICE';  397 'THE WINDOW-CLEANERS '; 
398 ' STILL AT LARGE'; 399 'NOTES ON ART I For Huw Wheldon' ;  400 
'FATHERS ' ,  'LATE NOVEMBER';  40 1 'CULTURAL HISTORY ';  402 'END OF THE 
CHEAP FOOD ERA ' ,  'THE APPROACH OF THE COMET'; 403 'WAITING FOR 
THE BARBARIANS ' ;  404 'STRANGE MEETING ',  'GUILTY ' ;  405 'ASTRONOMY ' ;  
406 'FROM THE JOKE S HOP';  407 'WATCHING TV';  408 'DEBUSSY, WALTON, 
KYUNG-WHA CHUNG' ,  'WINTER SOLSTICE';  409 ' LOVE' ,  'RHETORIC AND 
MELODY' ;  4 1 1  'AGES IN THE MAKING I To W.M. Balch' ; 4 1 2  'EXCHANGE OF 
NEWS I For. Jabez'; 4 1 3  'VARIATION ON CAVAFY' ;  4 1 4  'THE FUTURE' ;  4 1 5  
'TWENTY YEARS OF I THE POETRY BOOK SOCIETY';  4 1 6  'THE SAME AFTER 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS I I.m. James Reeves 1 909-78' ;  4 1 7  ' ABERDEEN 
REVISITED ',  'OLD POETS ' ;  4 1 8  'THE LIFE OF THE BEE I To Allen Tate on his 
seventy-fifth birthday' ;  4 1 9  'LAST DREAMS I I.m. Bonamy Dobree 1891-1 974' ;  420 
'DEVILISH TIMES ' ;  42 1 'A QUESTION OF UPBRINGING I For John Lehmann at 
seventy' ;  422 'TO GEORGE WOODCOCK, IN HIS AND THE I AUTHOR' S  
S IXTY-FIFTH YEAR I What Marxian spectre lays its beard on the evening? ' ;  424 
'BEING'; 425 'AFTER' ;  [426] blank; [427] 'PART NINE I [rule] I Mainly from I 
The Reign of Sparrows I ( 1 980) ' ;  [428] blank; 429 'SNAPSHOT', 'THE OLD KENT 
ROAD' ;  430 ' IN GREENWICH PARK: WHIT MONDAY, 1 972 1 I.m. C. Day Lewis' ,  
' STRANGERS AND BROTHERS ' ;  43 1 'DIGGING IN AUTUMN I Robin' ,  ' Vitreous 
Floater' ,  ' DOGS IN THE 1 970s ' ;  432 'EINSTEIN'S DESTINY' ;  434 'TWO MUSES ' ;  
435 'GHOST VOICE';  438 'SAINTS AND STOICS I To P.H. Newby' ;  442 ' S LOTH 
MOTH ' ,  ' MUSICAL OFFERING I Composers and Executants ' ;  443 'Broadcast 
Concert' , 'Granados: Escenas Poeticas and Libro de Horas' ;  'Quartets' ,  'Opera' ,  
'Musical History';  445 'Satie's  Jack i n  the Box' ,  'Concerto ' ,  'Ricercar' ;  446 
'HEDGE-SPARROWS I AND HOUSE-SPARROWS ' ;  447 'ON HIS S IXTIETH 
BIRTHDAY ' ;  449 ' DREAMLESS NIGHT I To Anthony Thwaite' ;  450 'VISITING 
THE GREAT' ; 452 ' CINQUAINS ' ;  455 'SCHOOL TIME, WORK TIME' ,  'OXFORD 
ALBUM ' ;  456 'NOTEBOOK' ,  'TWO BLOND FLAUTISTS ' ;  457 ' 1 40 YEARS ON' ;  
459 ' ON BIRKETT MARSHALL' S  I RAR E  POEMS OF THE SEVENTEENTH I 
CENTURY', ' 1 935-75 ' ;  460 'AUTUMNAL METAMORPHOSES ' ;  46 1 ' CRISIS ' ;  462 
'THE OLD TOY' ,  ' IN HIS SIXTY -FIFTH YEAR I The October of His Sixty-fifth 
Year'; 463 'Getting His Daimler Out at Night'; 464 'Childhood in the Early Twentieth 
Century' ,  ' 1976 Draws To a Close ' ;  465 'December 2 ,  1 976 ' ;  466 'Singing, 1 977';  467 
'VOLUMINOUS ART, SHORT LIFE' ;  468 ' SHOP TALK' ;  469 'QUA TRAINS OF AN 
ELDERLY MAN I Summer's End' , 'In the Night' , 'South-East London' ,  'Low Tide at 
Greenwich',  'Listening ' ;  470 'Writing' ,  'Poetry and Whist' ,  'Robbed' , 'Late-born 
Infants' ,  'The Metaphysical' ,  'Poet's Thought' ; 47 1 'Dreams' ,  'Time' ,  'Ordinary 
Seaman',  'Winter' ,  'Pacifism';  472 'High Up' ,  'January 1977',  'Kissing on the Bus ' ,  
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'Accident' , 'Winter' s  End' , 'Laziness'; 473 'ON HIS SIXTY -FIFTH BIRTHDAY';  476 
'BUCKLAND'S CURIOSITIES OF NATURAL HISTORY' ; 477 'MORNING' ;  [478] 
blank; [479] 'PART TEN I [rule] I Recent peoms I hitherto uncollected' ; [480] blank; 
48 1 'ARION TO THE DOLPHIN' ;  482 'FRAGMENT OF A PLAY'; 483 ' S IX 
STORNELLI' ;  484 ' YEARS' ;  485 'CINQUAINS : CHILDREN, WINTER' ;  490 ' COPTIC 
SOCKS ' ;  49 1 'THE NIGHT SKY IN AUGUST I (with acknowledgements to The Times 
Astronomical Correspondent) ' ;  49 1 'WHALES AND BARNACLES';  49 1 'FOUND 
STANZA' ;  492 'ANCIENT SOGDIA' ;  493 'HOME AND AWAY I 1 The Hospital 
Garden' ;  494 '2 Home Thoughts' ;  495 'THE TEST'; 496 'HOG HAPPINESS ' ;  497 
'THEY DON'T SHOOT FISH. ' ' KITCHEN LIFE' ;  498 'NEW YEAR BLUES I For 
K.S. ' ;  499 'MACKEREL IN THE .ATHENAEUM';  500 'AUTUMN 1 98 1 ' ;  50 1 
'BIRTHDAY PRESENTS I To J.P.SL.E. I 1 From Old Russian Illuminated MSS' ; 
502 '2 Body-splash' ,  ' 3  Daffodils in Fibre' ,  '4 10 Symphonien' ;  503 'TWO BOOKS' ,  
'ON THE DEMOLITION IN 1 980 OF THE ROXY, I OLD DOVER ROAD SE3 I 
For John Betjeman on his seventy-fifth birthday' ;  505 'BRIEF BALLAD IN 1 982 1 For 
Charles Causley's Sixty-fifth Birthday' ,  'THE ANNIVERSARY I For the Fiftieth 
Birthday of Anthony Thwaite' ;  506 'FOR NORMAN NICHOLSON'S  I SEVENTIETH 
BIRTHDAY' ;  507 'ABBAS I Speculations' ,  'Why' ,  'Conjunctions' ;  508 'Poets' ,  'The 
Eighteenth Century' ,  'More From the Radio' ,  'Girls ' ,  'Granados' ,  'Christmas Eve' ;  509 
'Old Man Feeding Birds (I ) ' ,  'Old Man Feeding Birds (2) ' ,  'Contemporary Music (I)' ,  
'Contemporary Music (2) ' ,  'Simultaneous Games',  'Dreaming';  5 10 'Strange Journey', 
'To a Moth' ,  'The Double Vase' ,  'Early May', 'The Wild Garden', 'Grand Hotel, 
Midnight'; 5 1 1 'The Monster' ,  'His Autobiography' ,  'Himself in November' ,  'Looking At  
the Menu After a Dinner' ,  'The Power ofRadio' ,  'Easter 1982 ';  512  'Spring 1 982 ' ,  'Not 
By Bread Alone', 'Adding To His Oeuvre', 'Constricted Palette', 'Formal Occasions' ,  
'Annual Reunion' ; 5 1 3  ' 1 912-1982 ' ,  'Falkland Islands Crisis, 1982 ' ,  'Shakespearean' ,  
'Encounter of Teeth' ,  'Switching On the Radio' ,  'Chilly Season' ;  5 14 'In the Small 
Hours' ,  'May 1982 ' ,  'Driving to Oxford, 1 982 ' ,  'Feeding Sparrows' ,  'He Reads a Hardy 
Biography' ,  'Tit Box' ; 5 1 5  'Mahler and Himself, 'Dying Hereafter' , 'The Weeks' ,  'After 
the Dining Club Meeting' ,  'Short Poems' ,  ' Unpacking the Shopping' ;  5 1 6  'Art and Life',  
'Sitting Near a Concert' , 'Morning After' , 'Listening to the Youth Orchestra' ;  5 17 'A 
MIRACLE OF ICHTHYOMANCY', 'MOVIES ON TV: 1 982' ;  5 18  'FIRST MOWING' ,  
'THE FOREIGN OFFICER 1 90? [I-VII] ' ;  522 'DREAMING IN OLD AGE' ;  523 ' FOX 
IN THE GARDEN' ,  ' PRELUDES, POSTLUDES ' ,  'ACCOMPANIMENTS ' ;  524 ' A  
LAWYER WRITES VERSE, HEARING SCOTT JOPLIN' ;  525 'SEASONS I To 
DJ.M. ' ,  'SUMMER HOLIDAY' ; 525 'EIGHTEENTH CENTURY MUSIC ROOM',  'ON 
THE 1 60TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DISCOVERY I OF THE FIRST QUARTO OF 
HAMLET' ;  528 'THE TIMES DEATHS : DECEMBER 15 ,  1 982' ;  528 ' SKETCHES OF 
SPRING';  529 'OLD THEMES I Written for Critical Quarterly, I twenty-five years 
old'; 53 1 'MIANSERIN SONNETS I [ . . .  ] I THE ANTS' , 'NOISES OFF' ;  532 'OW 
FRIENDS',  'SURVIVING I To John Grigg ';  533 'PERCHANCE TO DREAM', 'WE 
HAVE BEEN THERE BEFORE' ;  534 'CURIOUS SHAPES' ,  'SUPERANNUATED ' ;  535 
'DUOLOGUE',  'HARDYESQUE HOUSEFLY' ; 536 'FAIRY STORIES' ,  'MORNING 
AFTER' ;  537 'LETTERS AND RUBBISH' ,  'ANCESTRY' ; 538 ' WAKENING' ,  'THE 
CENTURY'; 539 'DECEMBER 15, 1983 ',  'ARCHAEOLOGY' ; 540 'CHRISTMAS 1983' ,  
'POST MORTEM I I.m. John Lindsay ob. January 25, 1984 ' ;  541 'DREAMS AND 
ART' ; 543-556; index [557] index; [558-562] blank. 
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60 SUBSEQUENT TO SUMMER (poems) 
Salamander Press, 1 985 
TITLE-PAGE: Subsequent I to I Surrtmer I ROY FULLER I I have my memories, 
which are agonies; I Yet many secrets, which were sacred once, I I now care very 
little to preserve. I Few men remain whose praise or blame I heed; I And so I write 
about myself with freedom. I My friends and neighbours may throw scorn upon me, I 
And say that I am too communicative; I But, if my poems should live after me, I 
Those who survive me will not blame me for it. I What will my readers care for me and 
mine I Unless I take them to my confidence? I JAMES HURNARD, The Setting Sun 
( 1 870) I 1 985 I The Salamander Press 
TITLE VERSO: The Salamander Press Edinburgh Ltd I 1 8  Anley Road, London WI4 
I © Roy Fuller, 1 985 I All rights reserved. I No part of this publication may be 
reproduced, I stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, I in any form or by any 
means, electronic, mechanical, I photocopying, recording or otherwise I without the 
prior permission I of the Salamander Press. I First published November 1 985 .I ISBN 
0 907540 72 4 I Made and printed in Great Britain I Set in Linoterm Baskerville I 
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Designed by Tom Fenton at the Salamander Press. 
COLLATION: [ 1-4]8=32 leaves. Pages [ 1 -8]9-{)2[63-{)4]. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'SUBSEQUENT TO SUMMER' ;  (2] ' Also by Roy Fuller I [Reign of 
Sparrows, The Individual and His Times, New and Collected Poems, Souvenirs, Vamp 
Till Ready, Home and Dry] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] [The dedicatory poem is 
an acrostic dedication to 'JONATHAN BARKER' ]  'Dedication i July has usually gone 
before the bard I Opens the book where he can truly feign- I Now, in old age, often 
an old refrain- ! And tries to find particulars for hard I Thoughts and soft feelings. 
Summer's lavish fard I Held far too many elements that disdain I An art that' s always 
trying to explain I Notions its audience mostly disregard. I Brief as autumnal stems 
hang vivid words. I Art joins dust-gatherers on the endless shelves. I Right-thinking 
poets place with benevolent elves I Kindly librarians, who will recommend I Even the 
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out-of-fashion when the trend I Regards a rhyme as something for the birds. ' ;  [6-7] 
contents; [8] blank; 9 'Prelude' ;  1 3  ' 1  I Dramatis Personae' ;  14 '2 I Garden 
Olympics' ;  1 5  '3 I Fin de Siecle I ' ;  16 '4 I Fin de Siecle ll ' ;  17 '5 I Symphonic 
Dances' ;  1 8  '6 I At St Michael and All Angels, Wilmington I I.m. Henry Christian 
Webster Mason, ob. 30 viii 1 984'; 1 9  '7 I The September Park';  20 ' 8  I Returning 
Aircraft, Late Summer' ;  21 '9 I Old Age at Sunset' ; 22 ' 10 I Wolf-rats Etcetera' ;  23 
' 1 1  I Gentlemanly, Ungentlemanly ' ;  24 ' 1 2 I The Abbey' ;  25 ' 1 3 I A Case of Time';  
26 ' 1 4 I Iberian Style' ;  27 ' 1 5 I Art, Life and Time' ;  28 ' 1 6 i Death on the Heath ' ;  
29 ' 17 I Moth' ;  30 ' 1 �  I Songs, Early and Late' ;  31 ' 1 9 I The Choice' ;  32 '20 I 
Dimensions ' ;  33 '2 1 I Is God a Mathematician? ' ;  34 '22 I Kinship'; 35 ' 23 I In the 
Park' ;  36 '24 I Pawmarks' ;  37 '25 I Spirits' ;  38 '26 I Twilights' ;  39 ' 27 I At 
Hextable School ' ;  40 '28 I Calm' ;  41 '29 i Nagging Fears' ; 42 '30 I Earlier and 
Later Days' ; 43 '3 1 I The Powers' ;  44 '32 I Serials, Old and New';  45 '33 I Wallace 
Stevens at Greenwich I I With thanks to William Boyd I [quotation from Wallace 
Stevens' 'Stars at Tallapoosa '] ' ;  46 '34 I Wallace Stevens at Greenwich II '; 47 '35 I 
Fame at Last I For Julian Symons' ;  48 '36 I The Squab I ' ;  49 '37 I The Squab II ' ;  
50 '38  I Corporate Luncheon';  5 1  '39 I The Bricklayers' Arms Development' ;  52 '40 
I Profiles' ;  53 '41  I Re-election ' ;  54 '42 I Literary Associations' ;  55 '43 I Anatomy 
of a Cat' ; 56 '44 I Landscapes' ;  57 '45 I Coming Winter' ; 58 '46 I Spinning in 
October' ;  59 '47 I Indian Love Lyric ' ;  60 '48 I Inspiration' ;  61 '49 I Domestic 
Interior' ;  62 ' Coda';  [64] blank. 
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paper covers, printed in dark grey. Front: ' [within red rectangle with off-white border, 
set against grey background] Subsequent I to I Summer I Roy Fuller' . 
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COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Spanner and Pen, 1 39] 'I upset Seekers 
(the publisher's of New and Collected Poems) by disclosing that the Salamander Press, 
a small frrm with which my son was associated, were bringing out a separate book of 
poems of mine (material not included in the New and Collected) round about the time 
projected for publications of the latter. What had started out as a short sequence had 
grown in Jamesian fashion actually into a regulation 'slim volume' ,  and Seekers were 
rightly miffed. However, both books duly appeared in 1 985 without further vexations on 
either side. The Salamander book was beautifully produced, but it did nothing for the 
fortunes of that firm, which fairly soon, like others which have taken me on, went bust. ' 
61 IRON ASPIDISTRA (poem) 
Sycamore Press, 1985 
TITLE-PAGE: Mark Members I IRON ASPIDISTRA I Sycamore Press 
PAGE [2] : Printed by hand at the Sycamore Press, 4 Benson Place, Oxford, I 21  
December 1 985. 
COLLATION: [ l t=4 leaves. 
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CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  title-page; [2] given above; [3] statement on Anthony Powell and Mark 
Members; [4-5] text; [6] facsimile of manuscript draft of the poem; [7] ' [statement on 
Mark Members] I Part of the author's MS draft of the poem is illustrated opposite. ' ;  
[8] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 2 1 8  x 1 37 mm. Bound in stiff yellow paper, printed 
in black and red, and sewn in black thread. Front: 'MARK MEMBERS I Iron Aspidistra 
I [ornament in red] I Sycamore Press' .  Back: blank. 
PUBLICATION: 21 December 1 985. 400 copies printed, 80 of which were given to 
Anthony Powell. 
Written in honour of the eightieth birthday of Anthony Powell. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: Roy Fuller's only known pseudonymous 
work. Fuller assumes the identity of Mark Members, who figures prominently in Anthony 
Powell 's A Dance to the Music of Time. Members appears most often in the first and 
third novels of the series, A Question of Upbringing (Heinemann, 1 95 1 )  and The 
Acceptance World (Heinemann, 1 975). Fuller invents the text of the poem that Members 
published as a freshman in Public School Verse, and for which he [Members] won some 
acclaim. 
62 OUTSIDE THE CANON (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, 1 986 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] I Outside the Canon I The Tragara Press I 
EDINBURGH I 1 986 
PAGE [23] : Edition limited to 135 copies hand-set in Bembo type. I Numbers 1-25, 
printed on Amalfi paper, have been I signed by the author. I This is number I 
[number in black ink] 
COLLATION: [ 1-2]8= 1 6  leaves. Pages [4] [ 1 -4]5-20[2 1-28] . 
CONTENTS: [1-4] blank; [ 1 ]  'OUTSIDE THE CANON'; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] 
'© Roy Fuller 1 986 ' ;  5-6 author's note; 7 ' NEW YEAR';  8 'ESCAPE OF 
NARCISSUS ' ;  9 'THE USURPER' ;  10 ' IMAGES OF AUTIJMN';  12 'JAG AND 
HANGOVER'; 14 'AMBIGUITIES';  16 ' SISTER ANNE I To Eric Walter White' ; 1 8  
'STRANGE REVELATIONS I To Louis Allen' ;  20 'TAILPIECE' ;  [2 1 -22] blank; [23] 
given above; [24-28] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White 'Sommerville' laid paper, 228 x 1 52 mm. Glued into blue card 
covers with flaps folded over. Front: ' [on white rectangular laid paper pasted to cover] 
[rule] I ROY FULLER I [rule] I Outside the Canon I [rule] ' .  
PUBLICATION: February 1 986. Price £9.50. 1 10 copies printed. 
94 Books, Pamphlets, Broadsides 
Signed copies, 1 986 
Numbers 1 to 25 printed on 'Amalfi ' paper and bound in blue and off-white decorated 
paper wrappers. 
PUBLICATION: 25 copies. February 1 986. Price £ 1 2.50. 
Out-of-series copies, 1 986 
40 printed for use of the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 9 June 
1 985] 'I wonder if you would like to see some poems-there are only seven-that I left 
out, but have now revised and I think improved a bit. They would make only a short 
pamphlet, but perhaps one of some faint interest. No obligation, of course, if you jibbed 
at the thing after sight thereof. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 1 2  June 1 985] 'No hurry at all about the non-<:anonical 
poems. I will proceed, and then send you the result for you to j udge and then, if you 
think it worthwhile, put in your queue of work. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 28 January 1 986] 'The specimen page looks very nice 
indeed, making me feel glad I have been to the trouble of revision. I look forward very 
much to getting the proofs. [m I see your point about lay-out, and this morning looked 
again through the rejects to see if I could tinker with one more. But they all seemed 
beyond the pale. Then I looked at my 1 939 Poems, and slightly revised the enclosed*, 
which was not even in my last (i.e. 1 962) Collected Poems! I think it just scrapes a pass. 
There are a few consequential (and other) amendments to my prefatory Note, which I 
have done in red on the enclosed carbon (which please return anon). [  . . .  ] [�]*I should say 
that it will now be the first poem in the booklet. ' 
[Dartmouth, to Alan Anderson, 6 March 1 986] 'Many thanks for copies, safely received. 
I wasn 't conscious of any delay, rather the reverse. Beautiful production, as ever. I like 
the blue cover, both plain and fancy versions. After all, it' s my favourite colour, 
especially that kind of tint, and one rarely gets it for one 's books. I hope you feel your 
labours worthwhile: I think there's a curiosity value in the exhumations, particularly since 
they come from widely separated dates. ' 
63 CONSOLATIONS (poems) 
Seeker and Warburg edition, 1 987 
63A. l First Seeker and Warburg printing, 1987 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [rule] I Consolations I SECKER & WARBURG I 
LONDON 
f 
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TITLE VERSO: First published in England in 1 987 by I Martin Seeker & W arburg 
Limited I 54 Poland Street, London WIV 3DF I Copyright © Roy Fuller 1 987 I 
British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data I Fuller, Roy I Consolations. I I. Title 
I 82 1 ' .9 1 2  PR60 1 l .U55 I ISBN 0-436-1 679 1 -3 I Typeset by Inforum Ltd, 
Portsmouth I Printed in England 'by I Redwood Burn Ltd, Trowbridge 
COLLATION: [ 1-2]16=32 leaves. Pages [i-vi]vii-viii[ 1-2]3- 1 6[ 1 7- 1 8] 1 9-29[30-
32]33-39[ 40-42]43-56. 
CONTENTS : [i] 'CONSOLATIONS ';  [ii] ' ALSO BY ROY FULLER I [New and 
Collected Poems, Subsequent to Summer, The Individual and His Times, Souvenirs, Vamp 
Till Ready, Home and Dry, With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, 
Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, The Perfect Fool, My Child, 
My Sister, The Carnal Island] ';  [iii] title-page; [iv] title verso; [v] 'Let no smalnesse 
retard thee; if thou beest not a Cedar to help I towards a palace, if thou beest not 
Amber, Bezoar, not liquid I gold, to restore Princes; yet thou art a shrub to shelter a 
lamb, I or to feed a bird; or thou art a plantane, to ease a child' s  smart; or I a grass 
to cure a sick dog. I John Donne: Essays in Divinity (quoted in I Helen Gardner's In 
Defence of the Imagination) ' ;  [vi] blank; vii-viii contents; [ 1 ]  'I I Age' ; [2] blank; 3 
'DOWN KAUNDA STREET';  5 'QUESTIONS OF ENTROPY ';  6 'AT THE IM:PERIAL 
WAR MUSEUM I To Catherine Reilly' ;  7 'EMPEROR'S TOMB FOUND IN CHINA'; 
8 'AVE-FINGER EXERCISE';  9 'BORN 1 9 1 2  I [I-III] ' ;  1 1  'HEARTS AND 
FLOWERS ';  12 'A SORT OF ART'; 1 3  'CURRYING FAVOUR',  'THE SCALE';  1 4  
'OLD LADIES AND GENTLEMAN',  'WRITING AND DRINKING' ,  'THE 
AMBIGUOUS MUSHROOM ' ;  1 5  'HOMAGE TO JAROSLAV SEIFERT'; 1 6  
'PROGRESS '; [ 1 7] 'II I Footnotes' ;  [ 1 8] blank; 1 9  'TOUCHING '; 20 'ON ARST 
LOOKING INTO THE PENGUIN BOOK OF I GREEK VERSE'; 2 1  'AN OLD 
STORY' ;  22 'BOOLOO I [I-ll] ' ;  25 'THE MARCELLUS VERSION I With thanks 
to James Fenton' ;  27 'LITERARY FOOTNOTES I Fame' ,  'Two American Poets' ,  
'Felicity' ;  28 'STRANGE REVELATIONS I To Louis Allen ' ;  [30] blank; [3 1 ]  'III I 
Tenners' ;  [32] blank; 33 'THE SENESCHAL' ,  ' SWAN CHILDREN' ;  34 ' ANTIQUE 
SONG ' ,  'GRAVES, 1 985 ' ;  35 'LONDON NIGHTS ' ,  'AMATORY DREAMING IN OLD 
AGE' ;  36 'SPOIL',  'VARIATIONS I The ice-compartment blindly copies nature' ;  37 
'BEFORE THE YEAR' S  TURNING' ,  'AT THE VEGETABLE COUNTER' ;  38 ' IN 
DEPTH OF WINTER' ,  ' OLD POETS ' ;  39 'THE MODERNIST MOVEMENT'; [40] 
blank; [41 ]  'IV I Seasons' ;  [42] blank; 43 'NEW YEAR'S EVE: MIDNIGHT', 
'SOMETHING OF LIFE' ;  44 'JOURNEY TO THE BIN',  'PRESERVING' ;  45 
'CONY ALESCING IN HIS SEVENTIES',  'RESEMBLANCES I With thanks to Amory 
Leggatt' ; 46 'LITERATURE IN SPRINGTIME I With thanks to John Weightman' ,  
'SPRING IN OLD AGE ' ;  47 'EARLY AND LATE WORKS ' ,  'TIT TRICKS ' ,  
'GARDEN QUERIES ' ;  4 8  'WEEDING IN SUMMER',  'PERCEPTION' ;  49 'GREAT 
EVENTS ' ;  50 'JULY' ;  5 1  'FRUIT-TREE', 'TEA-TIME';  52 ' IMAGES I With thanks 
to Paul Jacobs' ;  53 'OLD PUZZLES ' ;  54 'SURVIVORS I [I-II] ' ;  55 'WARD IG I 
[1-lll] ' .  
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 2 1 5  x 1 37 nun .  Bound in orange, white, and beige 
paper covers. Cover design by David Quay. Front shows two measures from Franz 
Liszt's 'Consolation Number One. ' Back features photograph of Fuller by Mark Gerson 
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and blurbs from Kingsley Amis, Gavin Ewart, British Book News, Alan Bold, Scotsman, 
Evan Boland, Irish Times, and unattributed blurb from the Sunday Times. 
PUBLICATION: February 1 987. Price £5.95. 1000 copies printed. 
63A.2 Second Seeker and Warburg printing, I987 
The second impression carries 'Reprinted 1 987 ' above the copyright. All else as 63A. 1 .  
64 LESSONS O F  THE SUMMER (poems) 
Ordinary copies, Tragara, I987 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [ornamental rule] I Lessons of the Summer I The 
Tragara Press I EDINBURGH I 1 987 
. 
PAGE [27] : Edition limited to I35 copies hand-set in 'Perpetua' I type. Numbers I to 
25, printed on Velin Arches I paper, have been signed by the author. I This is number 
I [number in black ink] 
COLLATION: [ 1-2]8= 16  leaves. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 -4] blank; [5] 'LESSONS OF THE SUMMER' ; [7] title-page; [8] ' © 
I Roy Fuller 1 987 I ISBN 0 948 1 89 1 8  5 ' ;  [9] ' 1  I Cruel barbarians still exist in 
lands' ;  [ 10] '2 I Carrots haired sparsely as old age' ;  [ 1 1 ]  '3 I The mowing machine, 
as if some deity' ;  [ 1 2] '4 I Familiar female blackbird, common brown';  [ 1 3] '5 I 
Shinny-skinned cherries, paler by far inside' ;  [ 1 4] '6 1 The end of summer (and perhaps 
of cities) ' ;  [ 1 5] '7 I The robin 's  song takes over from the wren's ' ;  [ 1 6] '8 I A leaf 
nods and betrays the starting rain' ;  [ 17] '9 1 Drops regularly fall between the slats' ;  [ 1 8] 
' 1 0 I Two summer 'Pieces for Small Orchestra' ; [ 1 9] ' 1 1  I The starlings have started 
chuntering in the leaves ' ;  [20] ' 1 2 I What's happened to the tender lettuces' ; [2 1 ]  ' 1 3  
I Martins are busy still between the trees' ;  [22] ' 14 I I take some summer trousers to 
be cleaned' ;  [23] ' 1 5  I I meet the self of previous summers in' [24] ' 16 I A spider, 
nimble but pudding-stomached as ' ;  [27] given above; [28-32] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white ' Abbey Mills' laid paper, 229 x 165 mm. Bound in dark 
green paper covers. Front: ' [on off-white, rectangle of laid paper pasted to cover] [rule] 
I ROY FULLER I [rule] I Lessons of the Summer I [rule] ' .  Back and flaps blank. 
PUBLICATION: December 1 987. Price £10.50. 1 10 copies printed. 
Signed copies, 1987 
25 copies printed on 'Velin Arches' paper and glued into decorated paper covers. Price 
£ 1 5.00. 
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Out-of-series copies, 1987 
40 printed for use of the author. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Anderson, to Alan Anderson, 2 
November 1 987] 'Your letter with proofs this morning-rather strange, for I 've been 
spending the last couple of days or so going through my book of sonnets (including 
'Lessons of the Summer') in light of comments by my son, and was going to write you 
today saying I 'd made a few alterations in 'Lessons' and asking you whether I should 
send them to you or await proofs to carry the alterations into them. As a matter of fact, 
it so happens that some of the alterations are in consequence of other poems in the book 
(repetitions of ideas etc.), and need not be carried into the Tragara version, which it 
would tickle me to have differ from the text that would eventually appear in the sonnets 
book (and might appeal to you, too).[  . . .  J [m The type seems ideal, and I have no objection 
at all to the cream paper. I have pondered the figures problem, and agree with you. With 
each sonnet on a separate page, the figure needs no emphasis, and from the specimen you 
sent 14 pt does seem too large.[ . . .  ] [�]  My trouble with commercial publishers makes this 
little project all the more exciting for me, and I look forward greatly to the pamphlet's 
appearance. ' 
[Anderson, to Alan Anderson, 10 November 1 987] 'Before your letter arrived I had 
decided-though I thought there wasn 't much in it-that I preferred the italic title. I 'd 
noticed the longish decorative line, and liked it. [�]  You will see that I 've made some 
corrections (though have kept some of less urgency in reserve, so that the Tragara text 
will have bibliographical interest! )  I don't think there are any alterations in the final 
six-though I spelt 'Boeing' wrong. ' 
[Anderson, to Alan Anderson, 1 1  November 1 987] 'Forms of the 9th now to hand, with 
proofs of the last six sonnets-all remaining corrected proofs returned herewith. '  
6 5  CRIME OMNIBUS (novels) 
Carcanet, 1988 
TITLE-PAGE: [rule] I Crime I Omnibus I [rule] I Roy I Fuller I [rule] I With 
My Little Eye I The Second Curtain I Fantasy and Fugue 
TITLE VERSO: This edition published 1 988 by I Carcanet Press Limited I 208-2 1 2  
Com Exchange Buildings I Manchester M 4  3BQ I This edition copyright © 1 988 Roy 
Fuller I All rights reserved I British Library Cataloguing in Publication Data I Fuller, 
Roy I Crime Omnibus. I I. Title ll. Fuller, Roy. With my little I eye lll. Fuller, Roy. 
The second curtain I IV. Fuller Roy. Fantasy and fugue I 823 ' .9 1 2[F] PR60 1 l .U55 
I ISBN 0-85635-735-7 I Typeset in ! Opt Bembo by Bryan Williamson, Manchester 
I Printed in England by SRP Ltd, Exeter 
COLLATION: [ l -1 2] 16[ 13]8[ 14] 14=2 14 leaves. Pages [ l-6]7-155[ 1 56-1 58] 1 59-290[291-
292]293-428. 
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CONTENTS: [ 1] half-title, [2] ' Also by Roy Fuller I [The Reign of Sparrows, The 
Individual and His Times, New and Collected Poems, Subsequent to Summer, 
Consolations, Souvenirs, Vamp Till Ready, Home and Dry, Image of a Society, The 
Ruined Boys, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island] ' ;  [3] title-page, [4] title verso; [5] 
contents page; [6] blank; 7 'Introduction' ;  [ 1 1 ]  'WITH MY LITTLE EYE ' ;  1 3  ' I  
WEDNESDAY, 5 September' ; 34 '2 THURSDAY, 6 September'; 50 ' 3  FRIDAY, 7 
September' ;  75 '4 SATURDAY, 8 September';  99 '5 SUNDAY, 9 September' ;  1 1 2 '6 
MONDAY, IO September' ; 1 36 '7 TUESDAY, II September'; 148 ' 8  EPll..-OGUE: 
TUESDAY, 25 September';  [ 156] blank; [ 1 57] 'THE SECOND CURTAIN'; [ 1 58] 
dedication: 'TO JOHN LEHMANN I Between bright eyes [ ... ] ' ;  1 59 'One', chapters 
2-1 1 designated similarly and respectively on pages 1 67, 176, 1 92, 205, 222, 237, 249, 
257, 27 1 ,  284; 29 1 blank; [29 1 ]  ' FANTASY AND FUGUE' ;  [292] dedication: 'TO A. 
E. SHRIMPTON I Lucky the lawyers [ . . .  ] ' ;  293 'One', chapters 2-6 designated similarly 
and respectively on pages 307, 320, 332, 365, and 390. 
DESCRIPTION: White-wove paper, 214  x 1 36 ·mm. Bound in black paper--<:overed 
boards. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down, stamped in gold] ROY FULLER 
I [rule] I CRIME OMNIBUS I [running across bottom of spine] CARCANET'. Dust 
jacket black, white, and orange. Jacket design by Stephen Raw. Back features photograph 
of Fuller by Christopher B arker. Front flap has blurb that incorporates statements from 
Julian Symon's  Bloody Murder, John Betjeman, and a review from the Manchester 
Evening News. 
PUBLICATION: May 1 988. Price £ 1 2.95. 1 000 copies printed. 
66 AVAILABLE FOR DREAMS (poems) 
Collins Harvill, I 989 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I AVAILABLE FOR I DREAMS I [Collins-Harvill 
symbol: heraldic panther] I COLLINS HARVll..-L I 8 Grafton Street, London WI I 
1 989 
TITLE VERSO: COLLINS HARVll..-L I William Collins Sons and Co Ltd I London 
[dot] Glasgow [dot] Sydney [dot] Auckland I Toronto [dot] Johannesburg I BRITISH 
CATALOGUING IN PUBLICATION DATA I Fuller, Roy, I9I2- I Available for 
dreams. I I. Title I 821 ' .9 1 2  I ISBN 0-00-2720 1 6-7 I First published by Collins 
Harvill 1989 I © Roy Fuller 1 989 I Photoset in Linotron Bembo by I Rowland 
Phototypesetting Ltd, Bury St Edmunds, S uffolk I Printed and bound in Great Britain 
by I T.J. Press (Padstow) Ltd, Padstow, Cornwall 
COLLATION: [ 1-8]8[9t[ 1 0]8= 7 6 leaves. Pages[ 1-1  0] 1 1-24[25-26]27 -53[ 54-56]57 -80 
[8 1-82]83-9 1 [92-94]95-1 1 3 [ 1 14-1 1 6] 1 17- 133[ 1 34-1 36] 1 37-1 5 1 [  1 52] . 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'Available for Dreams' ; [2] 'By the same author I [New and Collected 
Poems, The Individual and His Times, Subsequent to Summer, Consolations, Souvenirs, 
Vamp Till Ready, Home and Dry, With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain] ' ;  [3] 
title-page; [4] title verso; [5-7] contents; [8] blank; [9] 'ONE' ;  1 1  'Kitchen Sonnets I 
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I I Two blackbirds quickly pass along the wall'; I 2  '2 1 One can't help being touched 
by some jazz disc'; 1 3  '3 I Quite sexless, as it seems to me, the lust'; I 4  '4 I Whose 
face do I expect to see appear'; 15 '5 I With thanks to Brian Pippard I I often read 
of fellows who believe'; 16 '6 I Messiah on the kitchen wireless'; 17 '7 I As I throw 
supper leavings to the wild'; 1 8  '8 I Mysteriously by time arranged for flight'; 19 '9 
I Beside Elizabeth David on the shelf; 20 ' 10 I For Sir Thomas Armstrong I Knorr's 
packet soup . . .  I think of Ivan Knorr'; 21 ' 1 1  I Scratching its jaw against a twig'; 22 
' 12 I A blackbird hen comes on the window-sell' ;  23 ' 13 I The oven fails to light, but 
then one can't'; 24 ' 14 1 Here, various citrus globules from the Med'; [25} 'TWO'; 27 
'Early Winter ' ;  28 'Bad December, 198 1 '; 29 ' 2 l .Xll.86'; 30 'Enter Spring'; 3 1  
'Progress of Phoebus'; 32 'May Day';  3 3  'Dashes and Dots'; 34 'Rosa'; 35 'Another 
Art ' ;  36 'Lessons of the Summer I 1 I Cruel barbarians still exist in lands'; 37 '2 I 
Carrots haired sparsely as old age'; 38 '3 I The mowing-machine'; 39 '4 I The 
feminine of blackbird'; 40 '5 I Shiny-skinned cherries' ;  4 1  '6 I The end of summer 
(and perhaps of cities)';  42 '7 I The robin's song takes over from the wren's'; 43 '8 I 
A leaf nods and betrays the starting rain'; 44 '9 I Drops regularly fall between the 
slats'; 45 ' 10 I Two summer 'Pieces for Small Orchestra"; 46 ' 1 1  I The starlings have 
started chuntering in the leaves'; 47 ' 1 2  I What's happened to the tender lettuces'; 48 
' 1 3 I Martins are busy still between the trees'; 49 ' 14 I I take some summer trousers 
to be cleaned'; 50 ' I 5  I I meet the self of previous summers in'; 5 1  ' 1 6  I A spider, 
nimble but pudding stomached as'; 52 'To his Son in 1 986' ;  53 'Candle in September'; 
[55] 'THREE'; 57 'My Infant Brothers'; 58 'Teatimes Past and Present'; 59 'The 
Hairbrush';  60 'Historical Moments I An illustration from The Wooden World I by 
NAM. Rodger' ;  6 1  'Fashion's Cycle'; 62 'Time Past'; 63 'The Elderly Husband'; 64 
' I 986' ;  65 'Scrooge Reborn'; 66 'At the Ball'; 67 'Bird of Passage'; 68 'Addenda'; 69 
'On the Road to and from the I Convalescent Home'; 70 'Oneself'; 7 1  'Stimulants'; 72 
'The Jaguar'; 73 'Chemistry for Old Men'; 74 'In the Post Office'; 75 'Sort of; 76 'Dust 
to Dust'; 77 'Nature Programme'; 78 'Prayer'; 79 'Vita Brevis, Ars Longa' ;  80 'Art in 
Old Age'; [8 1 ]  'FOUR'; 83 'Dogs and Art'; 84 'Man and Mosquito'; 85 'Questionings 
I I I Is human sadness merely time alone?'; 86 '2 I Or possibly the creatures 
parasites'; 87 'Baroque'; 88 'Joycean Earwig'; 89 'Funeral in September I I.m. RJE'; 
90 'I.m. Francis Scarfe ( 1 9 I 1-86)';  9 1  'River Crossing I To Peter Levi' ;  [93] 'FIVE'; 
95 'A Disc's Defects'; 96 'K 453 ' ;  97 'Benediction I For Andrei Navrazov';  98 
'Programme Notes'; 99 'Secret Harmonies'; 100 'Revised Version'; 1 0 1  'The Bright Reel 
Theatre'; 1 02 'Neglected'; 103 'Rosebud';  104 'Future Shock ';  1 05 'Upon a Sotheby's 
Auction Catalogue I For SP'; 106 'Old Master Drawing';  107 'Dutch School'; 108 
'Notes towards a Shakespearean I Sonnet'; 109 'Shakespearean'; 1 10 'Reading I To 
KP' ;  1 I 1  'Tetrameters'; 1 I2 'Buried Treasure'; 1 I3 'Artist in Autumn'; [ 1 1 5] 'SIX'; 1 17 
'Dans un Omnibus de Londres I 1 I Mid-afternoon: some winos plot beneath'; 1 1 8 
'2 I A loose dress may imply a slender frame'; 1 1 9 '3 I Gesticulating against our 
history'; 120 '4 1 The upper deck: a seat behind a bitch'; 1 2 1  'Home'; 1 22 'Human and 
Other Things'; I23 'The Gut'; I 24 'Rhyme and Reason'; 1 25 'Punk in Suburbia'; 1 26 
'Bird-bath and Grocer's'; I 27 'England beyond the Frontiers ' ;  1 28 'Folk Song'; I 29 
'News of the World';  1 30 'Someday'; 1 3 1  'The Cross' ;  1 32 'The Gods'; 1 33 
'Biotechnology'; [ 1 35] 'SEVEN'; 1 37 'The Cancer Hospital I The Surgeon's Hand' ; 
I 38 'Existence' ;  1 39 'Pity'; I 40 'Your Absence' ;  1 4 1  'Extraordinary Anxiety'; 1 42 
'Fathers and Sons' ;  143 'Selfishness' ;  . I44 'Waiting' ;  1 45 'The Myth';  I 46 'The Nest' ;  
1 47 'God'; I 48 'Grubs';  149 'Matter' ;  150 'Behind the Scenes'; 151  'Postscript' ; [ 1 52] 
blank. 
100 Books. Pamphlets. Broadsides 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 2 1 3  x 1 34 mm. Bound in dark blue, 
paper-covered boards. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down, stamped in gold] 
AVAILABLE FOR DREAMS I ROY FULLER [running across] [Collins-Harvill 
symbol: heraldic panther] I COLLINS I HARVILL' .  Dust jacket blue, brown, and 
green. Dust jacket photograph by David Coulson. Jacket printed in black and red. Back 
flap photograph of Fuller from the Yorkshire Post. Front flap has blurb on Fuller by 
Gavin Ewart, and another blurb on Fuller and Available for Dreams which incorporates 
a statement from Christopher Hope. 
PUBLICATION: May 1 989. Price £ 1 1 .00. 1 500 copies printed. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 4 July 
1 988] 'I 've signed up with Collins Harvill for my new book of poems-all due to the 
good offices of Alan Ross. ' 
67 THE STRANGE AND THE GOOD (autobiography) 
Collins Harvill, 1 989 
TITLE-PAGE: Roy Fuller I THE STRANGE AND I THE GOOD I Collected 
Memoirs I [Collins-Harvill symbol: heraldic panther] I Collins Harvill I 8 Grafton 
Street, London WI I 1 989 
TITLE VERSO: COLLINS HARVILL I William Collins Sons and Co Ltd I London 
[dot] Glasgow [dot] Sydney [dot] Auckland I Toronto [dot] Johannesburg I BRITISH 
LIBRARY CATALOGUING IN PUBLICATION DATA I Fuller, Roy 1 912- I The 
strange and the good: collected memoirs I I. Poetry in English. Fuller, Roy. Biographies 
I I. Title I 82 1 ' .9 1 2  I ISBN 0-00-272029-9 I Souvenirs frrst published by London 
Magazine Editions 1 980 I Vamp Till Ready first published by London Magazine 
Editions 1 982 I Home and Dry first published by London Magazine Editions 1 984 I 
This revised and abridged one-volume edition frrst published by Collins Harvill I 1 989 
I © Roy Fuller 1 980, 1 982, 1984, 1 989 I All rights reserved. This book is sold subject 
to the condition that I it shall not, by way of trade or otherwise, be lent, re-sold, hired 
I out or otherwise circulated without the publisher's  prior consent in I any form of 
binding or cover other than that in which it is I published and without a similar 
condition including this condition I being imposed on the subsequent purchaser. I 
Printed in Great Britain by I Hartnolls Limited, Bodmin, Cornwall 
COLLATION: Adhesive binding. 1 88 leaves. Pages [8][ 1-2]3-1 16[ 1 17-1 1 8] 1 1 9-240 
[241-242]243-367[368-376]. 
CONTENTS: [i] 'THE STRANGE AND THE GOOD I [biographical note on Fuller] ' ;  
[ii] ' B y  the same author I [New and Collected Poems, The Individual and His Times, 
Subsequent to Summer, Counterparts, Available for Dreams, With My Little Eye, The 
Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's 
Comedy, The Perfect Fool, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Owls and Artificers, 
Professors and Gods, Savage Gold, Catspaw, World Through the Window, Fellow 
Mortals] ' ;  [iii] title-page; [iv] title verso; [v] 'To my brother John I who should have 
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written some of it' ;  [vi] author's note; [vii] contents; [viii] blank; [ 1 ]  'I  I SOUVENIRS ' ;  
[2] blank; 3 ' I  Jeux' ;  7 '2  Long Time A Child' ; 20 '3  Comics' ;  38 ' 4  Happy Valley' ;  54 
'5 Metropole';  7 1  '6 The Little Railway' ;  89 '7 Beauty'; 109 '8 Kind Daddy';  [ 1 17] ' II 
I VAMP TILL READY' ;  1 1 9 'I Vamp Till Ready';  1 39 '2 The Loose Group' ;  1 5 1  '3  
Unemployed' ; 158  '4 A Phantom Voice' ;  1 8 1  '5  The Equitable' ;  1 97 '6 The Strongroom' ;  
207 '7  The Andrew'; 222 '8  Chatham, Aberdeen, Lee-on-the-Solent'; 236  '9  Seafield 
Park' ; [241 ]  ' III I HOME AND DRY';  243 ' I  Aflatun and Arista' ;  256 '2 The Clique' ;  
266 ' 3  IFF' ; 277 ' 4  Green, Black, Brown' ;  288 '5 Petty Officer's Mess' ;  297 ' 6  
Kilimanjaro and Kenya' ;  302 ' 7  The Road, The House, The Wife'; 3 1 5  ' 8  ASVX'; 332 
'9  DAE'; 35 1 ' 10 DNAR';  363 ' 1 1  Aftermath'; [368] blank; [369] 'Also by Roy Fuller 
and published by Harvill Collins I AVAILABLE FOR DREAMS I [excerpts from 
reviews of Available for Dreams by Gavin Ewart, Times Literary Supplement, Carol Ann 
Duffy, Guardian, Peter Levi, Independent, Michael O' Neill, Times Literary Supplement, 
and James Atchison, Glasgow Herald] ' ;  [37 1 ]  ' [Collins-Harvill symbol: Heraldic 
Cheetah] I Harvill Paperbacks';  [372-375] advertisments for Harvill Collins paperbacks; 
[376] list of 50 Harvill Collins paperbacks. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 217 x 1 30 mm. Bound in red, white, and blue paper 
covers. Front carries the painting 'Naval Division at English Point, Mombasa, 1 943 ',  by 
Baber V. Mimpress, courtesy of The Trustees of the Imperial War Museum. Front also 
carries a blurb from the Sunday Times. Back carries blurbs by Gavin Ewart, The 
Observer, and by Ronald Blythe, The Listener. 
PUBLICATION: 1989. Price UK £7.95, Australia (recommended) $ 1 9.95, Canada 
$ 1 4.95. 3000 copies printed. 
The Strange and the Good is number 48 in the Collins Harvill paperback series. 
Souvenirs, Vamp Till Ready, and Home and Dry were all revised and abridged for 
publication here. 
68 THE WORLD THROUGH THE WINDOW (poems) 
Blackie, 1989 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I THE WORLD I THROUGH THE WINDOW I 
Collected Poems for Children I lllustrated by Nick Duffy I BLACKIE 
TITLE VERSO: Copyright © 1 972, 1 977, 1982, and 1 989 Roy Fuller I illustrations © 
1 989 Nick Duffy I First published 1989 by Blackie and Son Ltd I All rights reserved. 
No part of this publication may be I reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
transmitted in I any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, I photocopying, 
recording or otherwise without the written I permission of the Publishers. I British 
Library Cataloguing in Publication Data I Fuller, Roy 1 9 1 2- 1 The world through the 
window I I. Title II. Duffy, Nick I 82 1 ' .912 I ISBN 0 2 1 6  92659 9 I Blackie and 
Son Ltd I 7 Leicester Place I London WC2H 7BP I Printed in Great Britain 
COLLATION: [ 1-9]8= 72 leaves. Pages[ 1-6]7[8-9] 1 0[1 1 ] 12[  1 3] 14[ 15] 1 6[ 17  - 1 8] 1 9-20 
[2 1 ]22-24[25]26[27]28[29]30-3 1 [32]33-38[39-40]41-45[46]47-54[55]56-58[59]60[6 
1 ]62-63[64]65[66]67-7 1 [72]73[74]75-77[78]79-82[83]84-88[89-90]9 1-98[99-100] 10  
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1-1 10[ 1 1 1 ] 1 1 2[ 1 1 3] 1 14[ 1 1 5 ] 1 1 6-1 2 1 [ 1 22] 1 23-1 24[ 125-1 26] 1 27-1 30[ 1 3 1 ] 1 32[ 1 33] 1 3  
4[ 1 35-1 38] 1 39-144. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'THE WORLD I THROUGH THE WINDOW I Collected Poems for 
Children ' ;  [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] author's note and illustration; [6] 
blank; 7 'Bringing Up Babies' ;  [8] 'The National Union of Children';  [9] 'The National 
Association of Parents' ;  10 'TV'; [ 1 1 ]  'POSTSCRIPT: ON THE ARRIVAL OF COLOR ' ;  
1 2  'Girl Making Pies'; [ 1 3] 'Horrible Things' ;  14  'Teresa Nude';  [ 1 5] 'Cherry Time' ;  
1 6  'Drawing' ;  [ 1 8] ' A  Boy's Clothes' ;  1 9  ' A  Boy's Friends'; 20 'Child Wondering' ;  [2 1 ]  
'Ermyntrude'; 22 'The Start of a Memorable Holiday'; 24 'In the Restaurant'; 26 
'Australia' ;  28 'Epitaphs I Here lies a careless boy named Gunn ' ;  30 'Stables' Tables' ;  
33 'Advice to Poets' ;  34 'The Poets' ;  36 'The Poet'; 37 'The Minstrel'; 38 'After the 
Poetry-reading' ;  [39] 'Names';  [40] 'To my Grand-daughter, Learning the Flute' , 'Bees 
in August'; 4 1  'Autumn', 'After Breakfast'; 42 'The Retired Man Goes Shopping' ;  43 
'The 4 a.m. Bluebottle' ;  44 'Song I I like to think the thrushes sing to me' ;  45 
'Starlings';  [46] 'Snow'; 47 'Nature';  48 'At the Garden Bowl Again' ;  49 'The World 
Through the Window'; 50 'Take-over by the Garden'; 5 1  'The Dream'; 52 'Advice to 
Children' ;  54 'The Courts' ; 56 'The Art of the Possible' ;  57 'Happy Lion' ;  58 'A 
Memory of Kenya' ;  [59] 'Bicycle Handlebars' ;  60 'An English Explorer' ; 62 'Tails on 
Fairy Tales' ;  65 'End of a Girl's First Tooth' ;  [66] 'Missing Objects ' ;  67 'Fancy';  68 
'Meetings and Absences'; 70 'Dinner at Blunderbore's'; 7 1  'More About Blunderbore' ;  
[72] 'Insects of the Orchestra' ;  7 3  'Shopping' ,  'The Butcher's Window'; [74] 'In the 
Bathroom'; 75 'Lonely Horse';  76 'Household Riddles'; [78] 'Fruit Dish' ;  79 'Gentleman 
Standing on the Street' ; 80 "Be a Monster" ; 8 1  'Macbeth';  82 'A Portrait of the 
Author' ; 84 'The Ageing Poet Sees a Sinister Being' ;  85 'Cumberland Couple';  86 'On 
the Heath';  88 'Seven Flies' ;  [90] 'Setting up a Bird-Table';  9 1  'Manna'; 92 'Dog 
Days' ;  93 'The Bad Samaritan';  94 'September Songs' ;  95 'Nasty Night' , 'Nice Day';  96 
'The Dark'; 97 'Literature at Dead of Night'; 98 'The Game of Life';  [99] 'The Poet: As 
Typist'; [ 100] 'The Poet: His Public' ;  1 0 1  'The Poet: His Reward'; 1 02 'On the River 
Cherwell' ;  103 'Elijah' s Thanks' ;  1 04 'After Apollo' ;  1 05 'Tree Houses' ;  1 06 'A Girl's 
Girl Friend';  108 'Leaving School'; 1 10 'Collecting';  1 1 2 'Human and Canine Race' ; 
[ 1 1 3] 'Hogs';  1 14 'In the Future'; [ 1 1 5] 'Grandfather to Milkman' ;  1 16 'Inscrutable 
Features' ,  'Outside the Greengrocer's' ;  11 7 'In the Public Library'; 1 1 8 'Waiting for the 
Prince'; 1 20 'A Peculiar Christmas';  1 2 1  'Christmas Day';  [ 1 22] 'Autumn Mornings' ;  
1 23 'More About Tompkins';  [ 1 26] 'Further Verses for the Cat Tomkins'; 1 27 
'Characters ' ;  1 28 'In the Garden' ;  1 29 'Beyond the Window' ; 1 30 'How to Boil an Egg 
(and Eat it) ' ;  1 32 'Who?' ;  1 33 'School Holidays' ;  1 34 'Ballad ofBoggarthole Clough' ;  
[ 1 35] 'Another Portrait of the Author'; [ 1 37-1 38] blank; 1 39-[ 1 44] index o f  titles and 
first lines. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 207 x 1 45 nun. 40 illustrations by Nick Duffy. 
Bound in light grey cloth-covered boards. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down, 
stamped in gold] THE WORLD THROUGH THE WINDOW Roy Fuller BLACKIE ' .  
Dust jacket illustrated i n  red, yellow, blue, and pink, printed i n  red, blue and black. 
Jacket illustration by Nick Duffy. 
PUBLICATION: 27 July 1 989. Price £7.50. 3522 copies printed. 
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69 STARES (novel) 
Sinclair-Stevenson, 1990 
TITLE-PAGE: STARES I Roy Fuller I [fleur-de-lis] I SINCLAIR-STEVENSON 
TITLE-VERSO: First published in Great Britain by I Sinclair-Stevenson Limited I 7/8 
Kendrick Mews I London SW7 3HG, England I Copyright © 1 990 by Roy Fuller I 
All rights reserved. Without limiting the rights under I copyright reserved, no part of 
this publication may be I reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval I system 
or transmitted, in any form or by any means I (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording or I otherwise), without the prior written permission of both I the copyright 
owner and the above publisher of this I book. I The right of Roy Fuller to be 
identified as author of I this work has been asserted by him in accordance with I the 
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1 988.  I British Library Cataloguing in Publication 
Data I Fuller, Roy 1 9 1 2- I Stares. I I. Title I 823. 9 1 4  [bracket] F [bracket] I ISBN 
1-856 1 9-008-0 I Typeset by Colset (Private) Ltd, S ingapore I Printed and bound in 
England by Clays Ltd, St Ives plc. 
COLLATION: [ 1-3] 16[4]24[5-6]16=104 leaves. Pages [6] 1-202. 
CONTENTS: [J] 'STARES' ;  [2] 'BY THE SAME AUTHOR I [New and Collected 
Poems, The Individual and His Times, Subsequent to Summer, Consolations, Available 
for Dreams, World Through the Window, Savage Gold, With My Little Eye, The Second 
Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The Father's Comedy, 
The Peifect Fool, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Owls and Artificers, 
Professors and Gods] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'To I George and Beryl S ims' ; 
[6] blank; I ' 1  ' ; chapters 2-28 designated similarly and respectively on pages 1 1 , 1 6, 24, 
32, 39, 42, 46, 50, 59, 66, 72, 80, 85, 95, 106, 1 20, 1 25, 1 36, 1 44, 1 49, 1 57,  1 67, 1 76, 
1 80, 1 92, 1 97,  200. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper 225 x 1 35 mm. Bound in green paper-<;overed 
boards, stamped in gold. Front and back blank. Spine: ' [running down, stamped in gold] 
ROY FULLER [tilde] Stares [tilde] [fleur-de-lis] ' .  Green endpapers decorated with 
fleurs-de-lis. Dust jacket illustrated in green, orange and white. Jacket design by Craig 
Dodd. Back carries photograph of Fuller by Jerry Bauer. Front flap has blurb on Stares 
which incorporates statement on My Child, My Sister from the Guardian and The Carnal 
Island from the Guardian. 
PUBLICATION: November 1 990. Price £ 1 2.95. 2500 copies printed. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 3 February 
1990] 'I 'm hoping that my novel will come out in November, though at the moment I 
have such a frightful fluey cold that it may be posthumous. May I dedicate it to you and 
Beryl? You have always been so encouraging about my prose fiction. This is not quite 
your cuppa, I think, but feel lucky to have squeezed it out at all after all these years, and 
it is quite passable. '  
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70 SPANNER AND PEN (autobiography) 
Sinclair-Stevenson, 1 991 
TITLE-PAGE: ROY FULLER I [device] I SPANNER I AND PEN I 
POST-WAR MEMOIRS I [fleur--de-lis] I SINCLAIR-STEVENSON 
TITLE VERSO: First published in Great Britain by I Sinclair-Stevenson Limited I 7/8 
Kendrick Mews I London SW7 3HG, England I Copyright © 1 99 1  by Roy Fuller I 
All rights reserved. Without limiting the rights under copyright I reserved, no part of 
this publication may be reproduced, stored in or I introduced into a retrieval system or 
transmitted, in any form or by any I means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 
recording, or otherwise), I without the prior written permission of both the copyright 
owner and the I above publisher of this book. I The right of Roy Fuller to be 
identified as author of I this work has been asserted by him in accordance with the I 
Copyright, Designs, and Patents Act of 1988.  I British Library Cataloguing in 
Publication Data I A CIP catalogue record for this book is available I from the British 
Library. I ISBN I 856 1 9  040 4 I Typeset by Rowland Phototypesetting Limited I 
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk I Printed and bound in Great Britain by I Clays Limited, 
St Ives pic 
COLLATION: [ 1-3]16[4t[5-7]16= l08 leaves. Pages [14] 1-82[8]83-190[ 1 9 1-194] . 
CONTENTS: [1]  'SPANNER AND PEN: I POST-WAR MEMOIRS ' ;  [2] 'By the same 
author I [New and Collected Poems, The Individual and His Times, Subsequent to 
Summer, Consolations, Available for Dreams, World Through the Window, Savage Gold, 
With My Little Eye, The Second Curtain, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The 
Father's Comedy, The Peifect Fool, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Stares, 
Owls and Artificers, Professors and Gods] ' ;  [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'Well, since 
you're from the other side of town, I I ' ll tell you how I hold a soft job down. I In the 
designing-rooms and laboratory I I'm dressed in overalls, and so pretend I To be on 
business from the factory. I The workmen think I'm from the other end. I The 
in-betweens and smart conunission-men I Believe I must have some pull with the boss. 
I So, playing off the spanner against the pen, I I never let the rumour get across I Of 
how I am no use at all to either, I And draw the pay of both for doing neither. I 
Norman Cameron: 'Public-House Confidence" ; [6] blank; [7] list of illustrations; [8] 
blank; [9] 'To Julian Symons I who courageously renounced the spanner I but resisted 
the bogus '; [10] blank; [1 1 ]  Acknowledgements for quotations; (12] blank; [13] contents 
page; [14] blank; 1 'I I THE END OF THE FORTIES ' ;  1 3  ' II I RECOLLECTIONS 
OF THE I BLACKHEATH POETS' ;  45 ' Ill I WITH THE WOOLWICH ' ;  80 'IV I 
OXFORD'; 93 'V I BOG' ;  1 20 'VI I GOODBYE, PICCADILLY'; 1 33 ' Vll I HOW 
TO GET PUBLISHED' ;  1 46 'VITI I TENNYSONIAN MOMENTS ' ;  1 53 'IX I THE 
53 ' ;  1 63 'X I RETROSPECT' ; 179 'APPENDIX I From the Creweian Oration, 2 1  
June 1 972';  1 83-1 90 index; [ 1 91-194] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 2 14 x 1 35 mm. 14 black and white photographs 
between pages 82 and 83. Bound in blue paper-<:overed boards stamped in silver. Blue 
endpapers decorated in fleurs--de-lis. Front and back blank. Spine: 'ROY FULLER 
Spanner I & Pen [running across] [fleur-de-lis] ' .  Dust jacket illustrated in purple, blue, 
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violet, and yellow, printed in blue, yellow and black. Jacket design by Pat Boyle. Back 
carries photograph of Fuller by Jerry Bauer. 
PUBLICATION: February 1 99 1 .  Price £ 1 6.95. 2000 copies printed. 
71 LAST POEMS (poems) 
Sinclair-Stevenson, hardback issue, 1 993 
TITLE-PAGE : LAST POEMS 
SINCLAIR-STEVENSON 
Roy Fuller [ fleur -de-lis] 
TITLE-VERSO: First published in Great Britain 1993 I by Sinclair-Stevenson I an 
imprint of Reed Consumer Books Limited I Michelin House, 8 1  Fulham Road, London 
SW3 6RB I and Auckland, Melbourne, Singapore and Toronto I Copyright © 1 993 by 
Roy Fuller I ISBN: 1 856 1 9  295 4 (h/b) I ISBN: 856 19  296 2 (p/b) I A CIP 
catalogue record for this book I is available at the British Library I Typeset by 
Rowland Phototypesetting Limited I Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk I Printed and bound 
in Great Britain by I Clays Limited, St Ives pic 
COLLATION: [ 1 -7] 16= 1 1 2  leaves. Pages [i-v]vi-viii, l-104. 
CONTENTS: [i] 'LAST POEMS' ;  [ii] ' ALSO BY ROY FULLER I [New and Collected 
Poems, The Individual and His Times, Subsequent to Summer, Consolations, Available 
for Dreams, World Through the Window, Savage Gold, Spanner and Pen, With My Little 
Eye, The Second Curtain, Fantasy and Fugue, Image of a Society, The Ruined Boys, The 
Father's Comedy, The Perfect Fool, My Child, My Sister, The Carnal Island, Stares, 
Owls and Artificers, Professors and Gods] ' ;  [iii] title-page; [ iv] title-verso; [ v] contents; 
vi contents continued; vii-viii preface by John Fuller; 1 ' Enigmas' ;  6 ' Still-life with 
Grapefruit'; 8 ' Poem in Three Movements' ;  10 'Duke in Exile' ;  1 2  'Romance' ;  1 3  
'Exclamations' ;  14  'Coppelia ' ; 1 5  'Master Korngold and Mr President'; 16  'Minor Keys';  
19  'Summer Laughter' ;  20 ' Maestro' ;  23 ' Dynasties' ;  24 'Radio Reverie' ;  25 'Old Verse, 
Later Music' ;  26 'Books and Discs I For Eric Walter White on his seventy-fifth 
birthday' ;  27 'Suspicions' ;  28 'Old American Romantic Films' ;  29 ' Mrs Masters as 
Hebe' ;  30 'Texts' ;  ' After a Lecture on Rodin I (Raymond Mason)' ;  32 'Prehistory and 
Post-history' ;  33 'Humanity 's Headache' ;  34 'Nasty Weather Ahead' ;  35 'Extinction' ;  
3 6  'Voyagers' ;  3 7  'Metaphors' ;  38 'Ancient Men' ;  3 9  'Remembering William Empson 
at a TLS Party ' ;  40 'Name and Number' ;  41 'After a Cremation I I.m. AES, 1895-1 985 ';  
42 'The Mysterious East' ; 43 'The Temple Revisited' ;  44 'Early Retirement' ;  45 ' Old 
Fool' ;  46 'Prelude to a Party' ;  48 'Friendship I l .m. SHB ' ;  49 'In Belfast' ;  5 1  'Late 
Meeting ' ;  53 'Pig-lag ' ;  54 ' On the Way to the Compost Heap';  55 'Turds and Guts ' ;  56 
'Autumnal Fires' ;  57 'Philosophy in Marks and Spencer'; 58 'Musicology in Safeway I 
with thanks to Arnold Whittall' ;  59 'At the Supermarket Checkout' ;  60 'Scrag-end' ;  61  
' Surprised b y  Spring' ;  62  'Family Christmas' ;  63  ' In  April' ;  64 ' In  the Shed';  65 
'Difficult Distinctions' ;  66 'And So Forth ' ;  67 'Advice to the Elderly' ;  68 'Gulls over 
the Capitol' ;  69 'Best and Worst'; 70 'The Envious Poet'; 7 1  'Triangles' ;  72 'First and 
Last Loves' ;  73 'The Letter' ;  74 'Venus, Mars and Cupid ' ;  75 'Late Movie on TV ' ;  76 
' February 1 2, 1 9 1 2 '; 77 'February 1 1th';  78 'The Years'; 79 'Amazing Night'; 80 
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'Aubade' ;  82 'My Life' ;  83 'The Story ' ;  84 'Later Sonnets from the Portuguese' .  
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 2 1 5  x 1 33 rnm .  Bound in purple paper-cover boards 
stamped in silver. Front and back blank. Spine: 'ROY FULLER Last Poems [running 
across] [fleur-de-lis] ' .  Dust jacket purple and salmon, printed in black and white. Front 
flap incorporates blurb by Gavin Ewart, British Book News, Jacket design by Vicki 
Traino. Back features photograph of Fuller by Jerry Bauer. 
PUBLICATION : April 1 993. Price £14.99. 500 copies printed. 
Sinclair-Stevenson, paperback issue, 1993 
750 paperback copies were printed and sold at a price of £7.99. 
B. 
Books and Pamphlets Edited 
1 BYRON FOR TO-DAY (poems) 
Porcupine, 1 948 
TITLE-PAGE: BYRON I for To-day I [swelled rule] I Selected and with an Introduction 
I by ROY FULLER I [medallion of Byron] I THE PORCUPINE PRESS I LONDON 
TITLE VERSO: FIRST PUBLISHED MCMXLVIII I BY THE PORCUPINE PRESS 
LIMITED I 26 BLOOMSBURY WAY LONDON W.C.I I PRINTED IN GREAT 
BRITAIN AT I THE WHITEFRIARS PRESS LTD. TONBRIDGE 
COLLATION: [A]8B-H8[1]8 [$ 1 ,  2 signed; misprinting 'B.H' as 'BH' and 'B.I' as 
'B. ']=72 leaves. Pages [ 1 -6]7- 1 5[ 16] 17- 1 43 [ 1 44] .  
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'BYRON FOR TO-DAY' ; [2] 'in preparation I THE RESTORATION 
WITS I selected by George Woodcock' [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5] 'TO G.W. 
[George Woodcock] I [poem, 32 lines] I R.F. [Roy Fuller] I January, 1 948 ' ;  [6] 
contents; 7 ' INTRODUCfiON'; [ 1 6] blank; 1 7- 1 43 text; [ 1 44] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 1 60 x 92 nun. Bound in blue cloth-covered boards 
stamped in gold. Front carries medallion of Byron stamped in gold. Spine: ' [rule] I 
[ornamental rule] BYRON I FOR I TODAY I ROY I FULLER [ornamental rule] I 
[rule] ' .  Dust jacket yellow with medallion of Byron in blue. 
PUBLICATION: November 1 948. Price 5s. No records of the Porcupine Press survive. 
However, George Woodcock, who was editor and owner of the Porcupine Press, and who 
commissioned the work from Fuller, estimates that there would have been no more than 
2000 copies. 
The Reference Catalogue of Current Literature 1 95/ lists BT as being published 
by 'Porcupine: S impkin. '  The 'Simpkin' refers to Simpkin Marshall. When George 
Woodcock left England in 1 949, the Porcupine Press ceased operation, and S impkin 
Marshall seems to have inherited or purchased the leftover stock. Porcupine was never 
in partnership with Simpkin Marshall. There were never copies of BT issued with the 
'Porcupine: Simpkin' imprint. 
2 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS IN BUILDING SOCIETY LAW AND PRACTICE 
Franey, 1949 
TITLE-PAGE: QUESTIONS & ANSWERS I IN BUILDING SOCIETY LAW I AND 
PRACTICE I [rule] I Edited by R. B. Fuller I Solicitor of the Supreme Court I 
[rule] I LONDON I FRANEY & CO., LTD. I GRAHAM HOUSE, TUDOR 
STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. I CENtral 57 1 6-7 
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108 Books and Pamphlets Edited 
TITLE VERSO: First Published . . . . . . . April 1949 I Printed in Great Britain at the 
Works of I W. HEPFER & SONS L TO., CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND 
COLLATION: [A]6B-F8 [$ 1 signed]=46 leaves. Pages [i-ii]iii-iv 1 -87 [88].  
CONTENTS : [i]  title-page; [ii] title verso; iii preface; iv contents; 1 -80 text; 8 1 -87 index; 
[88] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 1 82 x 1 22 nun. Bound in brown cloth covered 
boards. Front: ' [within single rule frame] QUESTIONS & ANSWERS I IN BUILDING 
SOCIETY LAW I AND PRACTICE I Edited by R. B. FULLER'. Spine: ' [running from 
bottom to top] FRANEY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS '.  
PUBLICATION: April 1 949. Price 8s 6d. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Preface] 'The "Questions and Answers" 
column has been a feature of The Building Societies' Gazette for many years. This little 
book contains a selection from the questions and answers which have appeared during 
1933 to August, 1 948 inclusive. The selection has been made fairly rigorously: I have 
tried to omit all items of merely transient or parochial interest, and matters, too, of a very 
obvious nature. Although many of the questions and answers have been re-cast and all 
of them, to the best of my ability, revised and brought up to date, the credit for them 
must really be given to the questioners and to those who were responsible for the answers 
in the first place. [�] Obviously, this book cannot claim to make a full statement on any 
aspect of building society law and practice: its value must be that it deals with points on 
which those who are connected practically with building society work have sought 
guidance. In the belief that it may, therefore, amplify and clarify some parts of more 
comprehensive works, the questions and answers have been arranged in sections 
corresponding to the chapter headings in the current edition of Wurtzburg's The Law 
Relating to Building Societies. This arrangement has resulted in several sections being 
at present without material. Blank pages, however, have been left in these and in the 
other sections so that new questions and answers, as they appear in the Gazette from time 
to time, may be cut out and inserted. Each question and answer appearing in the Gazette 
in the future will be keyed to the appropriate section of this book. The Building Societies 
Acts are, throughout, referred to thus: 'Act of 1 874' etc. [m I must, with gratitude, make 
some acknowledgements. Even the idea of compiling this book was not mine: credit in 
that respect is due to the publishers of the Gazette, and as a very inadequate embodier 
of their original conception I am indebted to them for their forbearance and 
encouragement. My colleagues, Mr. N.G. Andrew, C.A., and Mr. T.F.D. Joyce, F.C.I.S. ,  
very kindly helped me to revise the answers to the taxation and accountancy questions; 
and I have had assistance, too, from my colleague Mr. John Lindsay, B.L., C.A. My 
secretary, Mrs. Rider, patiently reduced my manuscript to legibility. Finally, I am happy 
to have the opportunity of saying that in this, as in all my professional work, the wisdom 
and generous help of my principal, Mr. A.E. Shrimpton, has played a part which cannot 
be overestimated. rm R.B .F. [�]August, 1 948.' 
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3 NEW POEMS 1952 (poems) 
Michael Joseph, 1 952 
TITLE-PAGE: New Poems I [intersecting swelled rule and within decorative circle] 1 952 
I [below rule] A P.E.N. Anthology I Edited by I CLIFFORD DYMENT, ROY 
FULLER, & MONTAGU SLATER I Introduction by I C. V. Wedgwood I PRESIDENT 
OF THE P.E.N. I [publisher's  device: silhouette of mermaid enclosed in circle] I London 
i Michael Joseph 
TITLE VERSO: First published by I MICHAEL JOSEPH LTD I 26 Bloomsbury Street 
I London, W.CJ I 1952 I Set and printed in Great Britain by Unwin Brothers Ltd., at 
the I Gresham Press, Waking, in Bembo type, eleven point, leaded, on I paper made by 
John Dickinson at Croxley and bound by James I Burn at Esher 
COLLATION: [A]8B-K8L 4 [$ 1 signed]=84 leaves. Pages [ 1 - 1 2] 1 3- 15 [ 1 6- 17] 1 8 [ 1 9-20] 2 1 -
32[33-34]35-60[ 6 1 -62]61 -97[98- 1 00] 10 1 - 108[ 109- 1 10] 1 1 1- 1 19[ 1 20- 1 22] 1 23- 141  [ 142- 144] 
145- 1 58 [ 1 59] 1 60- 1 67 [ 1 68] . 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  'NEW POEMS I [within decorative circle] 1 952 [beneath circle] I To 
the memory of I HERMON OULD'; [2] blank; [3] title-page; [4] title verso; [5- 1 0] 
contents; [ 1 1 ] - 1 5  introduction by C. V. Wedgwood; [ 1 6] blank; [ 17] foreword by the 
editors; 1 8  foreword by the editors continued, followed by acknowledgements: 
'Acknowledgements are due to the Editors of I The Listener, John 0' London' s  Weekly, 
The New I Statesman and Nation, The British Weekly, Tribune, I The Times Literary 
Supplement and Vogue. ' ;  [ 1 9]-55 poems by other contributors; 56 'Roy Fuller I 
[ornamental rule] I POEM TO PAY FOR A PEN' ;  57 ' IBSEN' ;  58 '1WO POEMS 
FROM BAUDELAIRE I CATS ' ;  59 'OWLS ' ;  59- 1 58 poems by other contributors; [ 1 59]-
1 67 notes on the contributors; [ 1 68] blank. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 200 x 1 27 mm. Page number is missing from the 
headline on page 1 2. Bound in blue paper-covered boards stamped in black. Front and 
back blank. Spine: 'New I Poems I [swelled rule broken by dot] I 1 952 I [swelled rule 
broken by dot] I a I P.E.N. I Anthology I [publisher' s  device: silhouette of mermaid 
enclosed in circle] I MICHAEL I JOSEPH'.  Front and back blank. Dust jacket grey, 
purple, and white. Front flap paraphrases statement from Desmond McCarthy. 
PUBLICATION: 26 May 1 952. Price lOs 6d. Number of copies unknown, but in July of 
1 952 Michael Joseph reported to P.E.N. that 1 300 copies had been sold and that the book 
was selling at a rate of 50 copies per week. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Tulsa, from Herman Ould, 30 March 
1 95 1 ]  'I don't think I have told you about the scheme for publishing an anthology of 
contemporary verse to be sponsored by the P.E.N. The invitation to do this came from 
Michael Joseph Ltd., who are ready to be very cooperative. I won't go into the details 
now but will confine myself to asking you if you would be one of the four editors, the 
other three being Clifford Dyment, Montagu Slater, and myself. Will you let me know 
and if, as I hope, you are attracted by the suggestions we can meet for lunch. ' 
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[Tulsa, to Herman Ould, 2 April 1 95 1 ]  'Very honoured to be asked--1 look forward to 
the lunch. [ . . .  ] I feel that if the editors can agree the anthology can be most useful. '  
A letter to The Listener (24 May 1 95 1 ,  840) announcing New Poems 1952 i s  signed by 
the above-named editors plus Hermon Ould, in whose memory this book is dedicated. 
Ould was secretary to P.E.N. Ould acted as chief editor until his demise in 1 95 1 .  
Thereafter it appears that the role of chief editor fell unofficially to Fuller. 
In Ould's absence there was some confusion over how much (and even if) the editors 
were to be paid. A brisk exchange of letters (now in the P.E.N. archives at the University 
of Tulsa) between Fuller and Ould's successors at P.E.N. ensued. Fuller also protested 
two other points: ( 1 )  a possible payment of £1 5.00 (beyond the £1 .00 per page received 
by other contributors) to Dylan Thomas and (2) Michael Joseph's  charging the free 
contributors copies against the advance. Eventually the editors were paid, Thomas was 
not, but Joseph' s  charge remained. All was amiable thereafter. 
Fuller's share of the editorial fee for New Poems 1952 was £ 1 5.00. Later he was 
paid an additional £5.00. Each of the contributing poets was paid £ 1 .00 per page. Walter 
de Ia Mare waived his fee. 
4 THE BUll..DING SOCIETIES ACTS (Law) 
Third edition, Franey, June 1957 
TITLE-PAGE: THE I BUIDLDING SOCIETIES I ACTS I (GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTIIERN IRELAND) I with I EXTRACTS FROM ASSOCIATED LEGISLATION 
I Edited by I R. B. FULLER I Solicitor of the Supreme Court I LONDON I FRANEY 
& Co., LTD. I Publishers of THE BUILDING SOCIETIES ' GAZETTE and I THE 
BUILDING SOCIETIES' YEAR BOOK I Burgan Street, E.C.4• I CENtral 0855 
COLLATION: [A]6B8-P8Q4R6 [$ 1 signed]= 1 28 leaves. Pages [i-ii]iii-25 1 [252]. 
CONTENTS: [i]title-page; [ii] 'FIRST EDITION- - - - - - - October, 1 945 I SECOND 
EDITION - - - - - - - April, 1 949 I THIRD EDITION - - - - - - - June, 1 957 I Printed 
in Great Britain at the Works of I W. HEPFER & SONS . ,  CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND' ;  
iii foreword; iv-v contents; v i  the names and addresses o f  the Registrars o f  the Building 
Society, 1 -234 text; 235-25 1 index; [252] advertisement for the Building Societies Acts. 
Endpapers. Rear endpaper is printed, making up pages 25 1 and [252]. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 2 1 7  x 1 50 rnm. Bound in red cloth covered 
boards stamped in gold and black. Front: ' [stamped in gold] THE I BUILDING 
SOCIETIES I ACTS I THIRD EDITION'.  Spine: ' [stamped in gold, running up from 
bottom to top] THE BUILDING SOCIETIES ACTS ' .  Back carries advertisement stamped 
in black for Legal and General Assurance Society Limited. Dust jacket not seen, likely 
to have been issued without one. 
PUBLICATION: June 1 957. Price unknown. Number of copies unknown. 
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LATER EDITIONS EDITED BY FULLER 
Fourth edition, Franey, December 1959 
Fifth edition, Franey, May 1961 
Sixth edition, Franey, {1962-63}. 
5 SUPPLEMENT OF NEW POETRY 
Poetry Book Society, 1964 
1 1 1  
TITLE-PAGE: [next 1 2  lines within rule border] THIS SUPPLEMENT OF I NEW 
POETRY I PUBliSHED BY THE I POETRY BOOK SOCIETY I FOR ITS MEMBERS 
AT I CHRISTMAS 1964 I AND EDITED BY I ROY FULLER I IS DEDICATED TO 
I THE MEMORY OF I JOSEPH COMPTON I 1 89 1 - 1 964 I [within rule border] P I 
BS [enclosed by crossed branches] 
PAGE [ 1 2] :  Published by I THE POETRY BOOK SOCIETY LTD I 4 St James's  
Square London S .W.I I designed and printed by I John Roberts Press Ltd London 
COLLATION: [ 1 ]6=6 leaves. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  title-page; [2] editor's note; [3- 1 1 ] text; [ 1 2] text and (given above) 
imprint 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 224 x 1 1 0 mm. Stapled twice along fold. No 
cover. 
PUBLICATION: December 1 964. Copies were presented as gifts to members of the 
Poetry Book Society and therefore not priced. The number of copies would have roughly 
matched the membership of the Poetry Book Society, which from its beginning in 1 954 
through the early Sixties averaged around 750. 
The annual Christmas supplements were published from 1 955 to 1 984, when the 
Supplements were replaced by the Poetry Book Society Annual Anthology, published by 
the Society with Century Hutchinson. 
6 FELLOW MORTALS (poems) 
Macdonald and Evans, /981 
TITLE-PAGE: WORLD WILDLIFE FUND [arching] I [panda] I PUBLISHED IN 
SUPPORT OF THE WORLD WILDLIFE FUND I Fellow Mortals I An Anthology of 
Animal Verse I Chosen by I Roy Fuller I with original illustrations by I David Koster 
I MACDONALD AND EVANS I [on left side of page, extending from beside 'An 
Anthology of Animal Verse' to below 'MACDONALD AND EVANS ' is an illustration 
of two birds among reeds] 
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TITLE VERSO: Macdonald & Evans Ltd I Eastover, Plymouth PL6 7PZ I First 
published 198 1  I [copyright symbol] Roy Fuller 198 1 I ISBN 0 7 1 2 1  0635 9 I This 
book is copyright I and may not be reproduced in whole I or in part (except for 
purposes of review) I without the express permission I of the publishers in writing I 
Printed in Great Britain by I Butler & Tanner Ltd I Frome and London 
COLLATION: [ 1 -8] 16(9]8( 10]16=152 leaves. Pages [i-iv]v-xxviii[xxix-xxx] l - 1 8 [ 1 9]20-
24[25]26-34[35]36-52[53]54[55]56-74[75]76-86[87]88-94[95]96- 1 1 8 [ 1 1 9] 1 20- 1 30[ 1 3 1 ] 
132- 133[ 134] 135- 142[ 143] 144- 154[ 155] 1 56- 1 88[ 1 89] 1 90-222[223]224-248[249]250-264 
[265]266-267 [268]269-27 4. 
CONTENTS: [i] ' [beside illustration] Fellow Mortals' ;  [ii] ' [quotation from Ecclesiastes] 
I TO I DAVID SUTHERLAND';  [iii] title-page; [iv] title verso; v 'Foreword [by 
George Medley, Director, World Wildlife Fund, UK]; vii-xiv contents; xv 
'Acknowledgements' ;  xviii 'Introduction [by Roy Fuller, dated August, 1 98 1 ] ' ;  [xxix] 
half-title; [xxx] blank; 1-266 text; 268 blank; 269-274 Index. 
DESCRIPTION: White wove paper, 2 1 5  x 130 mm. 29 illustrations by David Koster. 
Bound in dark brown paper-covered boards. Stamped in gold. Spine: 'Fellow Mortals 
Chosen by Roy Fuller [running across] [evergreen within circle over publisher' s initials 
enclosed in a square] ' .  Front and back blank. Dust jacket not seen. 
PUBLICATION: 1 98 1 .  Price unknown. Number of copies unknown. 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 
[September?] 1 985] 'Yes, I tried to find poems for that anthology that paid attention to 
the characters of the animals, and avoid the much-anthologized (though the fellow at the 
publishers talked me into a few of the later). The maddening thing is I keep coming 
across better specimens than those I captured. '  
7 PENGUIN NEW WRITING, 1940-1950 
Penguin, 1 985 
TITLE-PAGE: THE PENGUIN I [rule] I NEW WRITING I An Anthology edited by 
I John Lehmann in association with Roy Fuller I [Penguin symbol: penguin enclosed in 
circle] I Penguin Books 
TITLE VERSO: Penguin Books Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England I Viking 
Penguin Inc. , 40 West 23rd Street, New York, New York 10010, U.S .A. I Penguin 
Books Australia Ltd, Ringwood, Victoria, Australia I Penguin Books Canada Ltd, 280 1 
John Street, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 1 B4 1 Penguin Books (N.Z.) Ltd, 1 82- 1 90 
Wairau Road, Auckland 10, New Zeland I First published in Penguin New Writing 
between 1940 and 1950 I This anthology first published 1985 I Selection and 
introduction copyright [copyright symbol] John Lehmann, 1985 I All rights reserved I 
Copyright information for individual items is given on pp. 495-6, I which constitute an 
extension of this copyright page. I Made and printed in Great Britain by Cox & Wyman 
Ltd, Reading I Photoset in Linotron Sabon by I Rowland Phototypesetting Ltd I Bury 
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St Edmunds, Suffolk I Except in the United States of America, I this book is sold 
subject to the condition I dl,fi.t it shall not, by way of trade or otherwise, I be lent, re­
sold, hired out, or otherwise circulated I without the publisher's prior consent in any 
form of I binding or cover other than that in which it is I published and without a 
similar condition I including this condition being imposed I on the subsequent purchaser 
PAGINATION: Adhesive binding. 248 leaves. Pages [ 1 -4]5-7[8]9- 1 7 [ 1 8-20]2 1 - 142[ 1 43-
144] 1 45-2 1 3[2 1 4-2 1 6] 2 17-404[ 405-406]407 -496. 
CONTENTS: [ 1 ]  biographical statements on John Lehmann and Roy Fuller; [2] blank; 
[3] title-page; [4] title verso; 5-7 contents; [8] blank; [8] blank; 9- 1 4  ' INTRODUCTION 
[by John Lehmann] ';  1 5- 1 7  Biographical information on contributors; [ 1 8] blank; 2 1 - 1 53 
poems and prose by others; 1 54 'ROYAL NAY AL AIR STATION';  1 55- 1 59 poems by 
others; 1 60 'THE GREEN HILLS OF AFRICA';  1 6 1 -492 poems and prose by others; 
493-496 acknowledgements. 
DESCRIPTION: Off-white wove paper, 197 x 1 27 mm. Orange and black, coated paper 
covers. Spine: ' [running down against black strip continued from front] TilE PENGUIN 
I NEW WRITING I 1 940- 1 950 [farther down and against black panel] Edited by I 
JOHN LEHMANN I AND ROY FULLER [at bottom, running up] [Penguin symbol, 
penguin in oval] ' .  Back features promotional comments. 
PUBLICATION: September 1 985. Price U.K. £4.95, Australia $9.95, New Zealand 
$ 1 1 .95, Canada $1 2.95. Number of copies unknown, 
COMMENTARY AND CORRESPONDENCE: [Dartmouth, to George Sims, 7 March 
1 984] 'During the next ten days I'm trying to fmish my reading for the Penguin New 
Writing anthology. Then have to go to a Woolwich conference in Eastbourne. Great 
events for an elderly recluse. ' 
[Penguin New Writing, 1940-1959, back cover] ' Published to coincide with Penguin's 
fiftieth anniversary, this is a selection of its best poetry, fiction and prose. From the war 
pieces of Jocelyn Brooke and Henry Green, the poetry of W.H. Auden, Odysseus Elytis 
and George Barker, and the fiction of George Orwell, Rosamond Lehmann, Denton 
Welch and Elizabeth Bowen, to the critical appreciations of John Wain and C.V. 
Wedgwood, it is a remarkable tribute to a remarkable generation.' 
c. 
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I * 'For M.S. Killed in Spain.' In: Poems for Spain. Stephen Spender and John Lehmann. 
London: The Hogarth Press, 1939, 47. 
2 'August 1 940,' 'Letter to My Wife,' 'Soliloquy in an Air-raid, '  'Epitaph on a Bombing 
Victim. ' In: Poems from the Forces: A Collection of Verses by Serving Members of the 
Navy, Army, and Air Force. Keidrych Rhys. London: George Routl�dge and Sons Ltd. 
194 1 ,  35-4 1 .  
3 'Reading shorthand o n  a barber's  sheet . .  . '  ' January 1940. '  In: Some Poems in Wartime. 
London: Diemer and Reynolds Ltd., [ 1 941 ] ,  7-8. 
4 'The crumbled rock of London is dripping under . . .  ' 'ABC of a Naval Trainee.' In: An 
Anthology of War Poetry. Julian Symons. London: Penguin for the Forces Book Club, 
1942, 1 84. 
5 ' So many rivers in a land of mountains .. .' In: Poetry in Wartime: An Anthology. M.J. 
Tambimuttu. London: Faber and Faber, 1 942, 66. The 1943 reprint does not include the 
above poem nor any other poem by Fuller. 
6 'Y.M.C.A. Writing Room.' In: The Best Poems of 1 942. Thomas Moult. New York: 
Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1943, 90. 
7 'Y.M.C.A. Writing Room,' ' Saturday Night in a Sailors' Home,' ' Reading shorthand 
on a barber's  sheet .. .' 'In Africa, ' 'January 1940,' 'Harbour Ferry: March 1942,' 'Royal 
Naval Air Station. ' In: More Poems from the Forces: A Collection of Verses by Serving 
Members of the Navy, Army, and Air Force. Keidrych Rhys. London: George Routledge 
and Sons, 1943, 96-102. 
8 'Defending the Harbour,' 'The Bay. ' In: Verse of Valour: An Anthology of Shorter War 
Poems of Sea, Land, Air. John L. Hardie. London: Art and Educational Publishers, 1 943, 
35 and 106. 
9 'January 1940,' 'The Emotion of Fiction, ' 'Soliloquy in an Air-raid. '  In: New Poems 
1944: An Anthology of American and British Verse, with a Selection of Poems from the 
Armed Forces. London: Howell, Soskin, 1 944, 228-23 1 .  
1 0  'Spring 1 942,' ' A  Wry Smile. ' In: War and The Poet: A n  Anthology of Poetry 
Expressing Man's Attitudes to War from Ancient Times to the Present. Richard Eberhart 
and Selden Rodman. New York: Devin-Adair, 1945, 1 96. 
11 'January 1940, '  'October 1942,' ' Sadness, Glass, Theory,' 'What is Terrible, '  'A Wry 
Smile,' 'Spring 1943. '  In: The War Poets: An Anthology of the War Poetry of the 20th 
Century. Oscar Williams. New York: John Day Company, 1945, 141-146. 
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12 ' Spring 1 942,' 'Soliloquy in an Air-raid,'  'The Emotion of Fiction,' 'Spring 1 943,'  
'January 1 940.' ln: A Little Treasury of Modern Poetry, English and American. Oscar 
Williams. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 946, 2 1 9, 223, 245, 282, 3 1 4. The 
second edition ( 1 95 1 )  retains 'Spring 1 943 ' but drops all the other poems. The third 
edition ( 1 970) contains: 'January 1 940' ,  'Spring 1 942', 'Spring 1 943 ', 'The Tribes' ,  and 
'Versions of Love. ' 
13 'January 1 940, '  'A Wry Smile,' 'The Statue. ' In: A New Anthology of Modern Poetry. 
Selden Rodman. New York: Random House, 1 946, 368-370. 
14 'The Middle of a War, ' 'Goodbye for a Long Time,' 'Askari's Song,' 'What is 
Terrible,' 'The Petty Officers' Mess.' ln: Poems From New Writing, 1 936-/946. John 
Lehmann. London: John Lehmann Ltd., 1 946, 74, 78, 93, 1 07, and 1 23. 
15 ' Spring 1 943,' 'What is Terrible.' In: An Anthology of Contemporary Northern 
Poetry: A Collection of Poems by Nonhern English Poets. Howard Sergeant. London: 
George C. Harrap, 1 947, 56-57. 
16 'The Green Hills of Africa. ' In: Modern British Writing. Denys Val Barker. New 
York: Vanguard Press, 1 947, 1 34. 
17 * 'Introduction. '  ln: The Confidence Man. Herman Melville. London: John Lehmann, 
1 948, v-xiii. 
18 'In Africa, ' 'Epitaph on a Bombing Victim,'  'The End of a Leave,' 'The Giraffes. ' 
In: Poems of the War Years. Maurice Wolhnan. London: Macmillan, 1 948, 30, 1 44, 1 57, 
258. 
19 'Winter Night,' 'The Giraffes, ' 'Native [sic] Working on the Aerodrome,'  'Letter to 
My Wife, ' 'Epitaph on a Bombing Victim,' 'Good-Bye for a Long Time,' 'The End of 
a Leave, ' 'Pity, repulsion, love and anger . .  . '  'Spring 1 942,' 'Crustaceans. ' In: The New 
British Poets. Kenneth Rexroth. New York: New Directions, 1 949, 63-70. 
20 'Royal Naval Air Station. ' In: The Voice of Poetry (/930-1 950). Herman Peschmann. 
London: Evans Brothers, 1 950, 72. 
21 'The Divided Life Re-Lived. '  In: An Anthology of Contemporary Verse. Margaret J. 
O'Donnell. London: Blackie and Sons, 1 953, 56. Fuller is included in the section entitled, 
'New Romantic Movement, Embracing Symbolism and Surrealism. ' 
22 'Andre Gide,'  'Pantomime. ' In: New Poems /953: A P.EN. Anthology. Robert 
Conquest, Michael Hamburger, and Howard Sergeant. London: Michael Joseph, 1 953, 
56-57. 
23 'Epitaph on a Bombing Victim, ' 'Defending the Harbour, ' 'The End of a Leave,'  
' Spring 1 942,' 'Troopship.' In: Introducing Modern Poetry. W.O. Bebbington. London: 
Faber and Faber, 1 954, 140-143. The revised edition, 1 957, adds the poems: 'Byron,' 
'During a Bombardment by V-weapons,' and 'The Family Cat. ' 
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24 'The Giraffes, '  'The Petty Officers' Mess,' 'The Image,' 'Translation. ' In: The Chatto 
Book of Modern Poetry, 1915-1955. C. Day-Lewis and John Lehmann. London: Chatto 
and Wind us, 1956, 204-207. 
25 * 'Poetry: Tradition and Belief. ' In: The Craft of Letters in England: A Symposium. 
John Lehmann. London: The Cresset Press, 1 956, 74-85. Essay. 
26 'The Middle Years,' 'The Ides of March,' 'Sitting for a Portrait [To Raymond 
Mason] . '  In: New Poems 1 956: A P.EN. Anthology. London: Michael Joseph, 1 956, 
54-57. 
27 ' Knole,' 'The Image. '  In: Poetry Now. G.S. Fraser. London: Faber and Faber, 1956, 
65-66. 
28 'Night Piece. ' In: New Poems 1 957: A P.EN. Anthology. Kathleen Nott, C. 
Day-Lewis, and Thomas Blackburn. London: Michael Joseph, 1 957, 52. 
29 'Letter to My Wife. ' In: Poems of Our Time, 1 900-1960. Richard Church, Mildred 
Bozman, and Edith Sitwell. London: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1959, 288. 
30 'What is Terrible,' 'To Shakespeare.' In: An Anthology of Modern Verse, 1940-1960. 
Elizabeth Jennings. London: Methuen, 1 96 1 .  
31 'Meditation [Now the ambassadors have gone . . .  ] . '  In :  F.T. Palgrave' s The Golden 
Treasury of the Best Songs and Lyrical Poems, 'Centennial Edition. ' Oscar Williams. 
New York: New American Library, 196 1 ,  533. 
32 'Night Piece. ' In: New Poems Reprinted from The Listener. North-east Essex 
Technical College and School of Art, 1 96 1 ,  [5] . Drawings and Engravings by Elisabeth 
Lefley. Around 50 copies. Not offered for sale. Printed by first year students at the 
college. 
33 'The Ides of March.' In: Poet's Choice. Paul Engle and Joseph Langland. New York: 
The Dial Press, 1962, 1 1 5. Pages 1 1 6-1 1 8  contain a comment by Fuller on the poem. 
34 'Socialist's Song, ' ' Schwere Gustav. '  In: Billy the Kid: An Anthology of Tough Verse. 
Michael Baldwin. London: Hutchinson Educational, 1963, 38 and 143. 
35 'The Final Period. ' In: Encounters: An Anthology from the First Ten Years of 
Encounter Magazine. Melvin J. Lasky. New York: Basic Books, 1963, 53 1 .  
36 'Perturbations of Uranus, '  ' Mythological Sonnet XVI: How startling to find the 
portraits of Gods . . .  ' In: Erotic Poetry: The Lyrics, Ballads, Idyls, and Epics of 
Love-Classical to Contemporary. William Cole. New York: Random House, 1963, 
370-37 1 ,  407. 
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37 *'The Golden Age.' In: Festival of Poetry at the Royal Court Theatre. London: Poetry 
Book Society, 1 963, [20]. Souvenir programme distributed at the Poetry Book Society's 
poetry festival, 1 5-20 July, 1 963, at the Royal Court Theatre. Fuller participated in a 
'Live' Broadcast Recital on Saturday, July 20, at 6:30 pm. The programme contains a 
photograph of Fuller by Angus McBean. 
38 'Prometheus, ' 'The Snow. ' In: Poems ofTo-Day, 5th series. Margaret Willy. London: 
Macmillan, 1963, 23, 34. 
39 * ' Sonnet 1 55. ' In: 15 Poems for William Shakespeare. Eric White. 
Stratford-upon-A von: The Trustees and Guardians of Shakespeare's Birthplace, 1 964, 
4. Published to commemorate the Shakespeare Quatercentenary. 
40 'To a Girl in the Morning, ' 'The Ides of March. ' In: Flash Point: An Anthology of 
Modern Poetry. Robert Shaw. Leeds: E.J. Arnold and Sons, 1 964, 1 19-1 2 1 .  
41  'The Image,' 'Mythological Sonnet, VITI: Suns in a Skein .. .  ' In: The Golden Treasury 
of the Best Songs and Lyrical Poems in the English Language. F. T. Palgrave (fifth book 
selected by John Press). London: Oxford University Press, 1 964, 526-527. 
42 *'Wemyss Cottage, 1 956. ' In: Of Books and Humankind: Essays and Poems 
Presented to Bonamy Dobree. John Butt. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1 964, 1 75. 
43 *'From a Foreign Land. '  In: Of Poetry and Power: Poems Occasioned by the 
Presidency and by the Death of John F. Kennedy. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Erwin A. 
Glikes, and Paul Schwaber. New York: Basic Books, Inc. 1 964, 76. 
44 'End of a City,' 'Centaurs. ' In: Poetry of the Thirties. Robin Skelton. Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1 964, 255-256, 26 1-262. 
45 'The Pure Poet, ' 'Epitaph on a Bombing Victim, ' 'Y.M.C.A. Writing Room,' 'The 
Tribes,' 'Crustaceans,' 'During a Bombardment by V -Weapons,' 'Rhetoric of a Journey,' 
'The Image, ' 'On Reading a Soviet Novel,' 'The Day, ' ' Versions of Love. ' In: Today's 
Poets: American and British Poetry Since the 1 930's. New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1 964, 1 23-133. The second, revised and enlarged, edition ( 1 972), replaces 
'Bombardment by V-Weapons' with 'Those of Pure Origin. '  
46 *'Writing a Poem in Middle Age.' In: Moments of Truth: Nineteen Short Poems by 
Living Poets. London: The Keepsake Press, 1 965, 14. Each contributor received 1 2  
copies. 100 were offered for sale. 
47 'War Poet. ' In: Poems on Poetry: the Mirror's Garland. Robert Wallace and James 
G. Taaffe. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1 965, 47. 
48 'Waiting to be Drafted, ' 'War Poet, ' 'A.B. C. of a Naval Trainee,'  'The Petty Officers' 
Mess,' 'Goodbye For a Long Time,' ' In Africa,' 'Autumn 1 942. ' In: The Poetry of War. 
London: Alan Ross, 1 965, 30, 4 1 ,  45, 59, 87, 1 28 and 1 64. Page 1 64 contains a statement 
by Fuller. 
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49 'From Mythological Sonnets' :  'There actually stood the fabled riders .. .' 'Well now, 
the virgin and the unicorn .. .' 'That the dread happenings of the myths reveal ..  .' 'How 
startling to find the portraits of the gods ... ' In: The Sonnet: A Comprehensive Anthology 
of British and American Sonnets from the Renaissance to the Present. Robert M.  Bender 
and Charles L. Squier. New York: Washington Square Press, 1965, 467-469. 
50 'The Middle of a War,' 'What is Terrible.' !!1: Components of the Scene: Stories, 
Poems, and Essays of the Second World War. Ronald Blythe. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 
1 966, 1 57, 369-370. 
51 'August 1940, '  ' Letter to My Wife,' 'Soliloquy in an Air-raid,'  'Epitaph on a 
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Attorney by Reginald L. Hine. 
86 The Listener, 22 February 1 945. Review of Canadian Accent edited by Ralph 
Gustafson and They Go-The Irish edited by Leslie Daiken. 
87 'Little Fable. ' The Listener, I March 1 945, 240. 
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88 The Listener, 8 March 1 945. Review of The Region of the Summer Stars by 
Charles Williams, Home Town Elegy by G.S. Fraser, Sea Talk by George Bruce, and 
Soldier's Wife by Frances Moore. 
89 The Listener, 15  March 1945. Review of Orion edited by Rosamond Lehmann, 
Edwin Muir, Denys Kilham Roberts, and C. Day Lewis. 
90 'What Does it Mean?' Our Time, April 1 945. Review of The Black Seasons by 
Henry Treece, Women of the Happy Island by Joseph Todd Gordon Macleod, The 
Seven Journeys by W.S. Graham, and Poetry London 10 by M.J. Tambimuttu. 
91 The Listener, 10 May 1945. Review of Crown to Mend by C.L. Boltz and World 
Still There by John Pudney. 
92 'During a Bombardment by V-Weapons. ' The Listener, 24 May 1 945, 572. 
93 The Listener, 12 July 1945. Review of The Road to the West, sixty Soviet war 
poems chosen and translated by Alan Moray Williams and Vivian de Sola Pinto, and 
The Simple Vision by Hugh Menai Williams. 
94 The Listener, 2 August 1 945. Review of The Bridge, Poems /939-1944, by Ruth 
Pitter, Farewell and Welcome by Ronald Bottrall, and Jubilo by Ewart Milne. 
95 'A Landmark in English Fiction. ' The Listener, 9 August 1945, 158-1 59. Essay on 
the Brontes. 
96 The Listener, 16 August 1945. Review of This Other Planet by R.N. Currey, 
Flowers for a Lady by Roy McFadden, The Tune of Flutes by Diana James, and Birth 
of Venus by Susan Knowles. 
97 'Winter Night.' Orion 2 (Autumn 1945) :  100. 
98 'Poetry and This War.' Our Time, October 1945, 47-48. Essay. 
99 'Unfocused. '  Tribune, 16 November 1 945, 17. Review of Focus One edited by A. 
Pearse and B. Rajan. 
100 'Children's Books for All Ages. ' The Listener, 6 December 1945, 678. Review 
of several books for children. 
101 'Cataclysm and the Intellectual. '  Tribune, 7 December 1 945, 15.  Essay on George 
Sand and Flaubert. 
102 The Listener, 3 1  January 1 946. Review of These Also edited by M.M. Johnson 
and Those Happy Days edited by Hatley Kemball Cook. 
103 'Thoughts on a Hero.' Tribune, 22 February 1 946, 17 .  Review of Enemy Coast 
Ahead by Guy Gibson. 
130 Contributions to Periodicals 
104 'Recent Verse. ' New English Weekly, 2 1  March 1946, 225. Review of Deaths and 
Entrances by Dylan Thomas. 
105 The Listener, 4 April 1946. Review of The Penguin New Writing, number 26, 
edited by John Lehmann. 
106 'The Castaways: the Brontes and Their Background. '  Geographical Magazine, 
May 1946, 1-10. Essay. 
107 'The Victorians and Ourselves. ' Tribune, 3 May 1946, 12-13. Essay. 
108 'Blood and Sand.' Tribune, 28 June 1 946, 1 8-19. Review of The Outsider by 
Albert Camus. 
109 'Old and Mild.' Tribune, 12 July 1 946, 1 8. Review of James Hurnard, A 
Victorian Character by George Rostrevor Hamilton. 
l lO 'The Trollope Family. ' Tribune, 9 August 1946, 12. Review of The Trollopes by 
Lucy Poate Stebbins and Richard Poate Stebbins. 
I l l  'Forever Max. '  Tribune, 6 September 1 946, 17.  Review of Works and More and 
Mainly on the Air by Max Beerbohm. 
1 12 'Revolution for Lawyers. ' Tribune, 20 September 1 946, 19. Review of Criminal 
Justice and Social Reconstruction by Hermann Mannheim. 
1 13 'The Private Life of Elizabeth. '  Tribune, 27 September 1946, 18. Review of 
Fanfare for Elizabeth by Edith Sitwell. 
1 14 'Rags, Bones and Bottles. ' Tribune, I November 1946, 1 8. Review of The End of 
Barley Rectory by Harry Price and You CAN Speak with Your Dead by Shaw 
Desmond. 
1 15 'The Conscientious Poet: The Work of William Wordsworth. '  Our Time, 
November 1946, 77-78. Essay. 
l l6 'Escape to the Interior. ' Tribune, 8 November 1 946, 20-21 .  Essay on D.H. 
Lawrence. 
1 17 'Books for Children and Otherwise. ' Tribune, 20 December 1946, 1 8-19. Review 
of several books for children. 
1 18 'An Approach to Meredith. '  The Windmill 2,3 ( 1 946/1947) :  12-23. Essay. 
1 19 'Assorted Poems. ' Tribune, 17 January 1947, 15 .  Review of Poems of Dedication 
by Stephen Spender, Poems of Deliverance by A.L. Rowse, Living in Time by 
Kathleen Raine, and The Merry Ghosts by John Waller. 
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120 'Intellectuals in the Modem World: A Poet' s View. ' Our Time, March 1 947, 
178-1 80. Essay. The April 1947 Our Time carries a letter by Doreen Henneky about 
this essay. 
121 'A Swiss Novel. ' Tribune, I I  April 1947, 1 6. Review of The Triumph of Death 
by C.F. Ramuz. 
122 'The Serious Child. ' Tribune, 16 May 1947, 15. Review of Junior 4. 
123 'Ernest Seton Thompson. ' Tribune, 30 May 1 947, 1 5. Essay. 
124 'Arnold's Poetic Object. ' Now (May/June 1 947). Essay. 
125 The Listener, 5 June 1 947. Review of George Eliot: Her Life and Books edited 
by Gerald Bullet. 
126 'The Unfenced Writer. ' Tribune, 6 June 1 947, 1 5-16. Review of Demetrios 
Capetanakis: A Greek Poet in England by Demetrios Capetanakis. 
127 'Some Versions of Pastoral. '  Tribune, 1 1  July 1947, 1 8. Review of Turf-fire 
Tales by Jim Phelan, I Cannot Go Hunting Tomorrow by Henry Treece, English 
Story, Seventh Series, edited by Woodrow Wyatt, Thirty-One Selected Tales by H.E. 
Bates, and Selected Stories by H.A. Manhood. 
128 ' Virtue. '  The Listener, 14 August 1947. 
129 'On Seeing the Leni Riefenstahl Film of the 1936 Olympic Games. ' The Listener, 
2 1  August 1947, 288. Reprinted in Poetry 7 1  (February 1 948): 239. 
130 ' Fathers and Sons [Their sons, grown-up, the spectres lay . .. ] . '  The Listener, 1 1  
September 1 947, 439. 
131 'A Trip to Pamassus. ' Tribune, 19 September 1947, 28-29. Review of The Green 
Man by Andrew Young, If Pity Departs by Robin Atthill, Steps to a Viewpoint by 
Alexander Reid, Moments of Time by W.J. Strachan, Time in a Blue Prison by 
Herbert Corby, Our Lady Peace by Mark Van Doren, Lament for Strings by Wrey 
Gardiner, Prince of the Clouds by Raymond Chapman, From the Shiffolds by R.C. 
Trevelyan, The Hollow Vale by James Turner, The Mundane Tree by Stowers 
Johnson, and Plash Mill by Frances Bellerby. 
132 'On Hearing Bartok' s  Concerto for Orchestra. '  The Listener, 30 October 1 947, 
766. 
133 'Bulletins from Immortality. '  Tribune, 31 October 1 947, 14. Review of The 
Poems of Emily Dickinson edited by Martha Dickinson Bianchi and Alfred Leete 
Hampson, and Bolts of Melody edited by M.L. Todd and Millicent Todd Bingham. 
132 Conlributioos to Periodicals 
134 Our Time, November 1947,73. Review of Derelict Day by Alan Ross, 
Traveller's Eyes by Bernard Gutteridge. 
135 'In Africa.' New Statesman and Nation, 22 November 1947, 409. 
136 'Uncle Tom Cabined. ' Tribune, 28 November 1947, 18-I9. Review of T.S. Eliot: 
A Study of His Writings by Several Hands, edited by B. Rajan. 
137 'The Sea and The Cracked Mirror.' Our Time, December I947, 99-IOO. Review 
of Poetry London, number I1. 
138 'Children's Books for All Ages: Ten to Sixteen.' The Listener, I December I947, 
1034. Review of several books for children. 
139 'Some Children's Books.' Tribune, 5 December I947, 16. 
140 'Poets in War-Time.' Britain Today, January 1948. Review of Poetry Since 1939 
by Stephen Spender. 
141 'Recent Poetry.' Tribune, 23 January 1948. Review of Collected Poems by Edgell 
Rickward, The Drowned Sailor by James Kirkup, The Drunken Sailor by Joyce Cary, 
Children of the Century by Alan Moray Williams. 
142 'The Sea and the Cracked Mirror.' Our Time, January-February 1948, 122-I23. 
Letter from G.S. Fraser protesting Fuller's review in the December 1947 Our Time of 
Poetry London number II and Fuller's response. 
143 'Smplus Moneys in Mortgagee's Hands.' The Building Societies' Gazette, April 
1948. 
144 'Retreat from the Lakes.' Tribune, 9 April 1948. Review of Recollections of the 
Lake Poets by Thomas De Quincey. 
145 'Bankers as Building Society Officers.' The Building Societies' Gazette, May 
1948. 
146 'Poetry and Commonsense.' Our Time, May 1948, 209-210. Review of The Harp 
of Aeolus by Geoffrey Grigson and The Dedicated Life in Poetry by Patrice de Ia 
Tour du Pin. 
147 'Caribbean Poetry.' The Sunday Gleaner, 13 June 1948. Transcript of BBC talk 
given on 16 May 1948. 
148 'Legal Eagles.' Tribune, 25 June 1948. Review of Howe and Hummell by Richard 
H. Rovere. 
149 African Affairs 47 (July 1948): 190-191. Review of The Walled City by Elspeth 
Huxley. 
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ISO 'Sealing Statutory Receipts on Mortgages.' The BUilding Societies' Gazette, July 
1948. 
lSI 'Pamphleteering.' Tribune, 2 July 1948. Review of The Soul of Man under 
Socialism by Oscar Wilde, The Bravery of Our Times by Leo Tolstoy, A Defence of 
Poetry by Percy B}LSshe Shelley, Apology of Heroism by Mulk Raj Anand. 
IS2 'The Age of Opium.' Tribune, 16 July 1948. Review of The Confessions of an 
English Opium-Eater by Thomas De Quincey. 
IS3 'Meditation.' Tribune, 23 July 1948. 
IS4 'Sonnet ['My sleep stopped like a play ... ]' Tribune, 6 August 1948. 
ISS 'Sand in the Property Act Machine.' The Building Societies' Gazette, September 
1948. 
IS6 'Schwere Gustav.' The Listener, 2 September 1948, 34. 
IS7 'The Gaze.' The Listener, 16 September 1948, 424. 
IS8 'Sonnet': 'The blonde who reads Prediction .. .' Tribune, 17 September 1948. 
IS9 'Emily Dickinson.' The Listener, 23 September 1948, 455. Reprinted in Furioso 4 
(Spring 1949): 19-20. 
160 'Kafka and Lorca.' Tribune, 24 September 1948. Review of The Diaries of Franz 
Kafka, volume 1, edited by Max Brod, Franz Kafka: Three Tragedies of Lorca by 
Herbert Tauber. 
161 'Byron.' The Listener, 7 October 1948, 527. Reprinted in Furioso 4 (Spring 
1949): 19-20. 
162 'Epitaph [Whoever you may be ... ].' The Listener, 14 October 1948, 571. 
163 The Listener, 14 October 1948, 575. Review of Poems of the War Years by 
Maurice Wollman. 
164 'Heredity [The father from his towering age .. . ]' Tribune, 15 October 1948. 
16S 'Murder as a Coarse Art.' Tribune, 22 October 1948. Review of Comments on 
Cain by F. Tennyson Jesse. 
166 'For the Curious.' Tribune, 29 October 1948. Review of George Meredith by 
Siegfried Sassoon. 
167 'The Hero.' New Statesman and Nation, 13 November 1948. 
168 'Poets [Of course, it's not a demon which possesses ... ].' The Listener, 11 
November 1948, 720. 
134 Comributions to Periodicals 
169 'The Battle of Hastings.' Tribune, 26 November 1948. Review of The 
Autobiography of Sir Patrick Hastings. 
170 'Sonnet [I saw her tiny figure at the end ... ]' Tribune, 3 December 1948. 
171 '1948.' The Listener, 23 December 1948, 957. 
172 The Listener, 23 December 1948, 982. Review of George Eliot: Her Mind and 
Art by Joan Bennett. 
173 'The Family Cat.' The Listener, 30 December 1948, 1015. 
174 'Recent Poetry.' Tribune, 31 December 1948. Review of No Rebel Word by John 
Hewitt, Commemoration by John Pudney, The Lady with the Unicorn by Vernon 
Watkins, Gates of Beauty and Death by C. Busby Smith. 
175 'Father and Child,' 'To Alun Lewis,' 'The Minor Victorian Novelists.' Botteghe 
Oscure 4 (1949): 368-370. 
176 'The Lake.' Orpheus 2 (1949): 47-48. 
177 'The Divided Life Relived,' 'Obituary of R. Fuller.' Horizon 19 (January 1949): 
4-6. 
178 'To My Son [When you can read and understand ... ]' Tribune, 28 January 1949. 
179 'Stanzas.' The Listener, 17 February 1949, 257. 
180 'The Five Hamlets.' The Listener, 3 March 1949, 354. 
181 'Hymn [Tell us how we can arrive at...],' 'Nursery Rhyme.' Our Time, March 
1949, 64. 
182 'Donny Johnny.' Tribune, 18 March 1949. Review of Don Juan by Lord Byron. 
183 'Poems of Ramon-Fortune.' Guardian Weekly, 20 March 1949. Transcript of 
BBC talk given l January 1949. 
184 'Knole.' Poetry, Spring 1949. 
185 'The Civilization.' Tribune, 22 April 1949. 
186 'Love and War.' Tribune, 29 April 1949. Review of In the Green Tree by Alun 
Lewis. 
187 'Mice and Men.' New Statesman, 7 May 1949. 
188 'To My Contemporaries.' Tribune, 3 June 1949. 
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189 The Listener, 9 June 1949, 989. Review of Broken Images by John Guest. 
190 'Translation. ' The Listener, 9 June 1949, 1027. 
191 'Fate.' The Listener, 30 June 1949. 
192 'Personal Choice. ' Tribune, 15 July 1949. Extracts from a commonplace book. 
193 'Devaluing the Pound. ' Tribune, 23 September 1949. Essay. 
194 'Dickens, the Man. ' Tribune, 28 October 1 949. Essay. 
195 'Cases of Murder. ' Tribune, 25 November 1 949. Review of Verdict in Dispute by 
Edger Lustgarten, Cases in Court by Patrick Hastings. 
196 'Law and Society. ' Tribune, 30 December 1 949. Review of Society and its 
Criminals by Paul Reiwald, The Trial of Van Falkenhorst edited by E.H. Stevens. 
197 'A Version of Browning.' Times Literary Supplement, 30 December 1 949, 856. 
198 'Byron the Satirist.' London Calling Europe, 1 35. Transcript of BBC talk given 
24 September 1949. 
199 'Bastille and Revolution. ' Tribune, 3 March 1 950. Review of Charles Dickens by 
Jack Lindsay. 
200 'The Importance of Caleb Williams.'  Tribune, 24 March 1950. Essay. 
201 The Listener, 6 April 1 950, 6 17. Review of This Ever Diverse Pair by G.A.L. 
Burgeon. 
202 'The Revolutionary Wordsworth. ' Tribune, 21 April 1 950. Essay. 
203 'Double Meanings.' Tribune, 19 May 1 950. Review of News of the World by 
George Barker. 
204 'The Fifties.' Times Literary Supplement, 25 August 1 950, iii. 
205 'Studies in Reaction. '  Tribune, 1 5  September 1950. Review of Roads to Ruin by 
E.S. Turner. 
206 'The Snow. ' Tribune, 1 9  October 1 950. 
207 'The Photograph. ' New Statesman and Nation, 18 November 1950, 478 .  
208 'Poem to Pay for a Pen.' The Listener, 23  November 1 950, 38 1 .  
209 'Rhetoric of a Journey. '  Furioso 5 (Winter 1950): 16-18 .  
136 Contributions to Periodicals 
2 10 'Children 's Books for all Ages: Ten to Sixteen. ' The Listener, 7 December 1 950, 
7 10. Review of several books for children. 
2 1 1  'Time. ' The Listener, 14 December 1 950, 75 1 .  
2 12 The Listener, 1 1  January 195 1 .  Review of Collected Poems by Robert Louis 
Stevenson, The Strange Case of Robert Louis Stevenson by Malcom Elwin, R.L.S. An 
Omnibus, edited by G.B.Stern. 
2 13 'Two Poems from Baudelaire' :  'Cats,' 'Owls. '  The Listener, 25 January 195 1 ,  
143. 
2 14 'Vagrancy. ' Tribune, 26 January 195 1 .  Review of A Vagrant and Other Poems by 
David Gascoyne. 
215 'Ibsen.' Vogue, February 1 95 1 .  
216 'New Poems 1 95 1-52. ' The Listener, 24 May 195 1 ,  840. Letter announcing New 
Poems 1952, signed by the editors-Clifford Dyment, Roy Fuller, Hermon Ould, and 
Montagu Slater. Hermon Ould died before the book was published, however. 
217 'Patching the Law.' Tribune, 1 June 1 95 1 .  Review of The Reform of the Law 
edited by Glanville Williams. 
218 'Crime and Punishment ' Tribune, 26 June 195 1 .  Review of Defender's Triumph 
by Edgar Lustgarten, Cases that Changed the Law by H. Montgomery Hyde, The 
Order of the Court by J. Dudley Pank. 
219 The Listener, 2 August 195 1 .  Review of Auden: An Introductory Essay by 
Richard Hoggan. 
220 'Unnatural Murder. ' Tribune, 10 August 195 1 .  Review of several crime novels. 
221 The Listener, 30 August 195 1 .  Review of The Submerged Village and Other 
Poems by James Kirkup. 
222 The Listener, 27 September 1 95 1 .  Review of The Lost River by Lawrence 
Spingarn, The Outer Darkness by Thomas Blackburn, Omens and Elegies by Peter 
Russell. 
223 The Listener, 1 8  October 195 1 .  Review of Collected Poems by Keith Douglas. 
224 'The Moorish Style. ' The Listener, 1 November 195 1 ,  755. Review of Collected 
Poems by Marianne Moore. 
225 The Listener, 15 November 195 1 .  Review of Skylight One by Conrad Aiken, The 
Road to Sinodun by George D .  Painter. 
226 'Sentimental Poem. ' New Statesman and Nation, 1 December 195 1 ,  644. 
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227 'To a Notebook. ' The Listener, 6 December 1 95 1 ,  962. 
228 The Listener, 13 December 195 1 .  Review of The Golden Bird by Anne Ridler, 
The SUm.mer Dance by J.C. Hall. 
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229 The Listener, 20 December 195 1 .  Review of The Spirit Above the Dust by Ronald 
Mason, A La Cane by L.E. Jones. 
230 'Necrophagy. '  New Statesman and Nation, 29 December 1 95 1 ,  76 1 .  
231 'Times of War and Revolution.' Tribune, 1 1  January 1952. 
232 The Listener, 17 January 1952. Review of The Age of the Dragon by John 
Lehmann. 
233 The Listener, 14 February 1 952. Review of Poems and Satires 1 951  by Robert 
Graves. 
234 'X-Ray. ' The Listener, 6 March 1952, 377. 
235 'Pantomime. ' The Listener, 13 March 1 952, 4 1 8. 
236 The Listener, 1 3  March 1 952. Review of The Speaking Oak, edited by James 
Reeves. 
237 The Listener, 27 March 1952. Review of And All But He Departed by Alex 
Comfort, Light and Dark by Peter Yates. 
238 'The Two Poets. '  New Statesman and Nation, 26 April 1 952, 496. 
239 'Associations. ' The Listener, 8 May 1 952, 744. 
240 The Listener, 8 May 1952. Review of Exile and Other Poems by Leslie Paul, 
Angel on My Shoulder by Herbert Corby, Oxford Poetry 1951 edited by J.B. Donne. 
241 ' Second Instalments. ' The Listener, 29 May 1952, 89 1 .  Review of Wrack at 
Tidesend by Osbert Sitwell and Europa and the Bull by W.R. Rogers. 
242 'Youth Revisited. '  Times Literary Supplement, 6 June 1 952, 370. 
243 The Listener, 26 June 1 952. Review of Comic and Curious Verse by J.M. Cohen. 
244 The Listener, 3 July 1 952. Review of Into Hades by Andrew Young, Visions of 
Time by Hal Summers, The Sailing Race and Other Poems by Patrie Dickinson. 
245 'Nino, The Wonder Dog. ' Time and Tide, 19 July 1 952. 
246 'The Insect. ' New Statesman and Nation, 26 July 1 952, 109. 
138 Contributions to Periodicals 
247 'On Spalding's  'Handbook to Proust. " Time and Tide, 2 August 1952. 
248 The Listener, 7 August 1952. Review of Romantic Landscape by Paul Dehn, 
Poems 1 950-1 951 by Michael Hamburger, The Exiles by Henry Treece. 
249 The Listener, 4 September 1952. Review of Marian Evans and George Eliot: A 
Biography by Lawrence and Elisabeth Hanson, Ten Burnt Offerings by Louis 
MacNeice. 
250 The Listener, 2 October 1952. Review of News from the Village by Gerald 
Bullett, The Unlikely Earth by F. Pratt Green. 
251 The Listener, 6 November 1 952. Review of Chance, number I .  
252 'Preface to an Anthology.' Time and Tide, 8 November 1952. 
253 'For Older Children. '  The Listener, 4 December 1 952, 955. Review of several 
books for children. 
254 The Listener, 22 January 1953. Review of The Password by James Reeves, 
Walking Under Water by Dannie Abse. 
255 'Winter Roundel. ' Time and Tide, 7 February 1953. 
256 'On Reading a Soviet Novel. ' New Statesman and Nation, 2 May 1953, 521 .  
257 The Listener, 2 1  May 1953. Review of The Dark Side of Love by John Smith, 
Collected Poems by J.P. Angold, So Late into the Night by Goodsir Smith. 
258 The Listener, 2 July 1953, 32. Review of A Mask for Janus by W.S. Merwin, 
Springtime edited by G.S. Fraser and Ian fletcher. 
259 'Wilfred Owen Against the Background of Two Wars. ' Times Literary 
Supplement, 28 August 1 953, xxvii. Review of Poems by Wilfred Owen. 
260 'The Fifties,' ' Images of Autumn. '  California Quarterly 3 (Autumn 1953): 54. 
261 The Listener, 3 September 1953, 395. Review of Black Man's Town by Isobe1 
Ryan. 
262 The Listener, 1 October 1953, 555-557. Review of The Ermine by Ruth Pitter, 
Survivor's Leave by Charles Causley. 
263 The Listener, 5 November 1 953, 78 1 .  Review of Club/and Heroes by Richard 
Us borne. 
264 The Listener, 5 November 1 953, 783. Review of The Net and the Sword by 
Douglas le Pan, Now is the Winter by Peter Robins, 
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265 The Listener, 12 November 1953, 825. Review of Poems by Elizabeth Jennings, 
Sixpenny Songs by John Pudney. 
266 'For Older Children. ' The Listener, 3 December 1953, 973. Review of several 
books for children. 
267 The Listener, 24 December 1953. Review of The Faber Book of Twentieth 
Century Verse edited by John Heath Stubbs and David Wright. 
268 The Listener, 3 1  December 1953, 1 1 35. Review of Collected Poems by Charlotte 
Mew. 
269 'The Meeting, ' Outposts, 25 ( 1 954). 
270 'A Wet Sunday in Spring, '  'Death of a Dictator. ' Time and Tide, 16 January 
1954. 
271 'Eclipse January 19, 1954: 12.50-4. 1 3. '  The Listener, 4 February 1954, 2 16. 
272 The London Magazine 1 (March 1954): 96-102. Review of New World Writing, 
numbers 1-4. 
273 'The American Renaissance. ' The Listener, 1 1  March 1 954, 447. Review of 
Penguin Book of Modern American Verse, edited by Geoffrey Moore. 
274 'Duologue. ' The Listener, 25 March 1954, 520. 
275 'Ambiguities,' 'Poem Out of Character.' The London Magazine 1 (April 1 954): 
25-27. 
276 'After the Drama. ' New Statesman and Nation, 24 April 1954, 536. 
277 The London Magazine l (May 1954) 94-100. Review of Literary Essays of Ezra 
Pound, edited by T.S .  Eliot. 
278 'Newstead Abbey. ' The Listener, 6 May 1954, 778. 
279 'Literary Essays of Ezra Pound. '  The Listener, 14 May 1 954, 829. Letter to the 
editor. 
280 'Spring Song. ' The Listener, 8 July 1954, 56. 
281 The Listener, 12 August 1954, 255. Review of Life Arboreal by Ewart Milne, A 
Charm Against the Toothache by John Heath-Stubbs. 
282 'The Ides of March. '  The Listener, 26 August 1954, 327. Reprinted in Greece 
and Rome, March 1 957, 54, along with a Latin translation of the poem by A. G. Lee. 
283 'Jag and Hangover. ' Times Literary Supplement, 27 August 1954, 538. 
140 Contributions to Periodicals 
284 The London Magazine 1 (October 1954): 85-88. Review of A Vision of Beasts 
and Gods by George Barker. 
285 'Autobiography of a Lungworm. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 October 1954, 
6 1 8. 
286 'The Middle Years. ' Poetry 85 (October 1954): 16.  Reprinted in Times Literary 
Supplement, 4 March 1955, 126. 
287 'Expostulation & Inadequate Reply. ' The London Magazine 1 (December 1954): 
25-26. 
288 'The Making of a Novelist. ' The Listener, 2 December 1 954, 97 1 .  Review of The 
George Eliot Letters, vols I-III, edited by Gordon S. Haight. 
289 'Elementary Philos.ophy. ' Time and Tide, 1 January 1955. 
290 'On a Textbook of Surgery. '  The Listener, 10 February 1 955, 232. 
291 'Pictures of Winter, ' The Listener, 17 February 1955, 284. 
292 'Out of the Ordinary: The Novel of Pursuit and Suspense.' Times Literary 
Supplement, 25 February 1955, vi-vii. Essay. 
293 'At a Warwickshire Mansion,' 'Winter World. ' The London Magazine 2 (March 
1 955) :  17-18 .  
294 'Homage to Arthur Waley.' The Listener, 17  March 1955, 477. 
295 'To a Girl in the Morning. ' The Listener, 24 March 1 955, 545. 
296 'Ballads of Today.' Times Literary Supplement, 29 April 1955, 2 10. Review of A 
Shot in the Park by William Plomer. 
297 'Motives of Space-Opera. ' The Author, Summer 1 955, 83. 
298 The London Magazine 2 (July 1 955): 8 1-84. Review of Experiences and Places 
by Clifford Dyment, Riding Lights by Norman MacCaig, and The Nightfishing by 
W.S. Graham. 
299 'End of the Party. ' Housewife, July 1955, 50. Short story. 
300 'The Question.' Truth, 22 July 1 955. 
301 'Summer. ' Times Literary Supplement, 5 August 1 955, xi. 
302 The London Magazine 2 (November 1955): 87-90. Review of The Making of a 
Poem by Stephen Spender and The Opposing Self by Lionel Trilling. 
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303 'Freud, the revolutionary. ' The Tribune, 4 November 1 955. Review of Years of 
Maturity by Ernest Jones. 
304 'Sitting for a Portrait [To Raymond Mason], '  'Perturbations of Uranus. ' The 
London Magazine 2 (December 1955): 1 5-17.  
305 The London Magazine 3 (February 1956): 77-80. Review of The Crowning 
Privilege by Robert Graves, Articulate Energy by Donald Davie, and Speculative 
Instruments by I.A. Richards. 
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306 The London Magazine 3 (April 1 956) : 84-88. Review of The Less Deceived by 
Philip Larkin, A Way of Looking by Elizabeth Jennings, and Patmos and Other Poems 
by Robin Skelton. 
307 'Night Piece. '  The Listener, 19 April 1 956, 467. 
308 'Out of the Depths. ' Sunday Times, 27 May 1956. Review of Born Guilty by 
Manuel Rojas, Rear-guard by Patrick Clifford, Spring List by Ralph Arnold, and 
Crusader's Tomb by A.J. Cronin. 
309 'To Shakespeare,' 'Florestan to Leonora. ' The London Magazine 3 (June 1 956): 
27-29. 
310 'S.  Africa v. The Rest.' Sunday Times, 10 June 1956. Review of Six Feet of the 
Country by Nadine Gordimer, The Sponge Divers by Chairman Clift and George 
Johnston, The Pair of Them by Dorothy Cowlin, The Witch and the Priest by Hilda 
Lewis, The Cross and The Sword by Manuel de Jesus Galvan. 
3 1 1  'The Final Period. '  Encounter 7 (July 1 956): 59. 
3 12 London Magazine 3 (July 1 956): 85-9 1 .  Review of Bread Rather than Blossoms 
by D.J. Enright and One Foot in Eden by Edwin Muir. 
313 'Pleasure Drive. ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin. 10 (July 1 956): n.p. This issue of 
the Bulletin is a 'Special Poetry Supplement' edited by G.S. Fraser. 
314 The London Magazine 3 (August 1956): 75-78. Review of A Word Carved on a 
Sill by John Wain and The Tunnelled Fire by Alexander Henderson. 
315 The London Magazine 3 (S�ptember 1 956) : 56-58. Review of Time and Place by 
George Scott and After the Thirties by Jack Lindsay. 
316 Sunday Times, 9 September 1956. Review of The Magician by Somerset 
Maughm. 
317 'La Plume de rna Tontine. ' Sunday Times, 16 September 1 956. Review of The 
Tontine by Thomas B.  Costain, Some Corner of an English Field by Dannie Abse, A 
Sort of Beauty by Jack Reynolds, and The Apprentices by June Hooper. 
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318 'In a Garden. '  Truth, 12  October 1 956, 1 179. 
3 19 'Discrepancies, ' 'One and Many. '  The London Magazine 3 (December 1956): 
38-40. 
320 The London Magazine 3 (December 1956): 8 1-85. Review of The Penguin Book 
of English Verse edited by John Hayward. 
321 'The Cat God. ' The Listener, 13 December 1956. 
322 'The Site.' The Listener, 17 January 1957, 104. 
323 The London Magazine 3 (March 1 957): 7 1-79. Review of A Case of Samples by 
Kingsley Arnis, The Minute and Longer Poems by John Holloway, Uncertainties and 
Other Poems by John Press, Green with Beasts by W.S. Merwin, and Tally 300 by 
J.P. Fletcher. 
324 'Transitional Years. ' Truth, 1 March 1 957, 236. 
325 'Ear Versus Eye. ' New Statesman, 13 April 1 957, 474-475. Essay. 
326 'The Writer in His Age.' The London Magazine 4 (May 1 957): 43-44. Essay. 
327 The London Magazine 4 (May 1 957): 87-93. Review of Devil, Maggot and Son 
by Christopher Logue, Still and All by Burns Singer, The Stones of Troy by C.A. 
Trypanis, and A Mortal Pitch by Vernon Scannell. 
328 'Seven Mythological Sonnets ' :  'Fashions in Art.' 'Prometheus,' 'The Lack,' 
'Heroes, '  'Gods and Men,' 'Myths,' 'The Wound. '  The London Magazine 4 (June 
1 957): 1 9-22. Reprinted from Brutus's Orchard in the Sunday Times, 10 August 
1958. 
329 'To a Friend Leaving for Greece. ' Truth, 21 June 1957, 7 1 3. 
330 The London Magazine 4 (July 1957): 72-75. Review of Poems 1 943-1 956 by 
Richard Wilbur, Union Street by Charles Causley, Visitations by Louis MacNeice. 
331 'Names,' 'The Woman,' 'The Riders. ' Listen 2 (Sununer/Auturnn 1 957): 12. 
332 The London Magazine 4 (September 1957): 73-76. Review of The Rise of the 
Novel by Ian Watt and Catastrophe and Imagination by John McCormick. 
333 'Virgin and Unicorn.' Encounter 9 (November 1957):  57. 
334 The London Magazine 4 (November 1957): 87-93. Review of Like a Bulwark by 
Marianne Moore, Collected Poems by Louise Bogan, and Great Praises by Richard 
Eberhart. 
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335 The London Magazine 4 (December 1957): 60-65. Review of A Bit Off the Map 
by Angus Wilson, Pnin by Vladimir Nabokov, The Sword of Pleasure by Peter Green, 
and The Languages of Love by Christine Brook-Rose. 
336 The London Magazine 4 (January 1958): 6 1-64. Review of The Hawk in the Rain 
by Ted Hughes, Reading a Medal by Terence Tiller, Tenants of the House by Dannie 
Abse, and Not Waving but Drowning by Stevie Smith. 
337 'Some Vintages of Graves. '  The London Magazine 5 (February 1 958): 56-59. 
Review of Robert Graves: Poems Selected by Himself 
338 'To a Friend Leaving for Greece. '  Writing Today, March 1958, 7.  
339 The London Magazine 5 (March 1 958): 67-69. Review of I Like it Here by 
Kingsley Amis, The Divine and Decay by Bill Hopkins, and The Habit of Loving by 
Doris Lessing. 
340 'The Hittites. ' National and English Review, April 1 958, 8. 
341 The London Magazine 5 (August 1 958): 58-60. Review of The American Novel 
and its Tradition by Richard Chase, The Power of Blackness by Harry Levin, and 
Pierre by Herman Melville. 
342 The London Magazine 5 (September 1 958): 67-70. Review of The Romantic 
Assertion by R.A. Foakes, Poets Grammar by Francis Berry, and The Shaping Spirit 
by A. Alvarez. 
343 The London Magazine 5 (October 1 958): 73-77. Review of To Whom it May 
Concern by Alan Ross, On the Continent by Osbert Sitwell, and Poetry for Supper by 
R.S. Thomas. 
344 'Mood of the Month-VII. '  The London Magazine 5 (November 1 958): 73-78. 
Essay. 
345 The London Magazine 5 (December 1 958): 58-59. Letter to the editor. 
346 The London Magazine 5 (December 1 958): 75-79. Review of Collected Poems by 
Michael Roberts. 
347 The London Magazine 6 (January 1 959): 68-70. Review of The Development of 
the Detective Novel by A.E. Murch. 
348 The London Magazine 6 (February 1 959): 68-70. Review of The Next Word by 
Thomas Blackburn, In Fires of No Return by James K. Baxter, Third Day Lucky by 
Robin Skelton, Selection by A.S.J. Tessimond, and Out of the World and Back by 
Andrew Young. 
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349 'On the Mountain' :  'Why red, why red? I ask myself, observing ... ' 'In my 
garden, at the risk of annoying my cat. . . '  'How rapidly ones thoughts get out of 
hand! ' The Listener, 19  February 1959, 337. 
350 The London Magazine 6 (March 1 959): 78-83. Review of Modern Verse in 
English edited by David Cecil and Allen Tate. 
351 'Three Meredithian Sonnets' : 'You are to utter what is true .. .' 'Returning, sees 
the footsteps dark as blood ... ' 'The worker column ebb across the bridges. ' The 
London Magazine 6 (April 1 959): 39. 
352 'You can never tell a spy by his clothes. '  Evening Standard, 3 April 1 959. Short 
story. Reprinted in Middlesborough Evening Gazette, 2 1  December 1959, as 'You 
cannot tell a spy by his clothes. '  
353 The London Magazine 6 (June 1 959) : 75-79. Review of Possible Laughter by 
James Michie, Domestic Interior by Laurence Lerner, The Loss of the Magyar by 
Patricia Beer, and Goodbye Earth by I.A. Richards. 
354 'Owl. '  The Listener, 2 July 1959, 1 5. 
355 The London Magazine 6 (August 1959): 68-73. Review of Life Studies by Robert 
Lowell, Homage to Mistress Bradstreet by John Berryman, Promises by Robert Penn 
Warren, and The Misanthrope by Moliere, translated by Richard Wilbur. 
356 The London Magazine 6 (October 1959): 6� 1 .  Review of The Young Rebel in 
American Literature edited by Carl Bode. 
357 'Between Generations.' The London Magazine 6 (November 1 959): 1 8-2 1 .  Essay. 
358 The London Magazine 6 (December· 1 959): 73-83. Review of A Matter of Life 
and Death by Anne Ridler, Selected Poems 1 928-1958 by Stanley Kunitz, Loaves and 
Fishes by George MacKay Brown, New Poems 1 959 by Edwin Muir, Silence and 
Music by Ursula Vaughan Williams, and Collected Poems 1 959 by Robert Graves. 
359 'The Zouave,' 'Three Birds' :  'Pigeon,' 'Starling,' 'Budgerigar.' Transatlantic 
Review 2 (Winter 1 959/1960): 1 20-12 1 .  'Budgerigar' reprinted in Poetry Book Society 
Bulletin 34 (Spring 1 962): n.p. 
360 The London Magazine 7 (January 1960): 73-76. Review of The Prodigal Son by 
James Kirkup, Guy Fawkes Night by John Press, For the Unfallen by Geoffrey Hill, 
Honour' d Shade by Norman MacCaig. 
361 The London Magazine 7 (March 1 960): 72-75. Review of Forests of Lithuania by 
Donald Davie, One and One by P.J. Kavanagh, Cypress and Acacia by Vernon 
Watkins, Collected Poems by J. C. Squire, and The Skylark and Other Poems by 
Ralph Hodgson. 
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362 The London Magazine 7 (May 1960): 82-85. Review of Critical Essays on the 
Poetry of Tennyson edited by John Killham, Shelley: His Thought and Work by 
Desmond King-Hele, Two Gentle Men by Marchette Chute. 
363 The London Magazine 7 (July 1960): 78-8 1 .  Review of Collected Poems 
1 921-1958 by Edwin Muir and Selected Works, Volume II: Poetry by Rainer Maria 
Rilke, translated by J.B. Leishman. 
364 The London Magazine 7 (August 1960): 79-8 1 .  Review of Poetry and Politics 
Under the Stuarts by C.V. Wedgwood. 
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365 ' Anatomy of the Poet': 'Mantled with hair, walled in with bone .. .' 'How liable to 
ulcerate .. .' 'Some agile ancestor bequeathed .. .' 'And who decreed that it should be .. . '  
' It seems to concentrate the gaze . . .  ' 'A joke, the belly ... ' The London Magazine 7 
(September 1 960) :  29-32. 
366 The London Magazine 7 (September 1960): 73-76. Review of The Truest Poetry 
by Laurence Lerner, The Chartered Mirror by John Holloway, The Creative 
Encounter by David Bulwer Lutyens. 
367 The London Magazine 8 (March 196 1 ): 69-72. Review of Colossus by Sylvia 
Plath, Country Matters by Oliver Bernard, New Poems 1 960, edited by Anthony 
Cronin, Jon Silkin, and Terence Tiller, Poems 1 955-59 by Boris Pasternak, translated 
by Michail Harari, Collected Poems 1 929-1959 by James Reeves, Selected Poems by 
John Peale Bishop. 
368 The Listener, 6 April 1 96 1 ,  625. Review of I am Lazarus by Sven Berlin. 
369 ' Cartoonist's Line. ' Sunday Telegraph, 30 April 1 96 1 .  Review of A Sense of 
Values by Sloan Wilson. 
370 'Love and Murder. ' Times Literary Supplement, 23 June 196 1 ,  x.ii. 
371 'Faustian Sketches' :  'Faust and the Dancers, ' ' Faust Bathing,' 'Magic,' 'Dreams 
in the City,' 'Faust's Servant,' 'Jottings of Faust, ' 'Helen,' 'Questions to 
Mephistopheles, '  'Gretchen,' 'The Princes,' 'Finale. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 
(July 196 1 ) : 5-1 8. 
372 The London Magazine, n.s. 1 (August 1 96 1 ) : 87-93. Review of Prokofiev by 
Israel V. Nestyev and Memories and Commentaries by Igor Stravinsky and Robert 
Craft. 
373 'Zero Hour in Greenwich. ' Sunday Telegraph, 1 October 196 1 .  Review of The 
Warm of Death by Nicolas Blake. 
374 ' Stuff for a story.' Sunday Telegraph, 29 October 1 96 1 .  Review of In Search of 
Character by Graham Greene. 
375 'Religion. '  The Review 1 ( 1 962): 9. 
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376 'Bagatelles. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 1 (February 1962): 9-l l .  
377 'Monologue in Autumn,' 'The Historian. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 2 (June 
1962): 17-20. 
378 'Budgerigar.' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 34 (September 1962): n.p. 
379 'Roy Fuller Writes . . . ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 34 (September 1 962): n.p. 
Essay. 
380 'The Spoken Word.' Glasgow Herald, 23 February 1 963. Reported aphorism. 
381 'Favouring the Creatures. ' The Listener, 7 March 1963, 429. 
382 'To X' :  'How tedious the night before you came! ' 'The car arrived that brought 
you to the place .. .' 'I watched you, from the window, slouch away .. . '  'Elsewhere 
inside the cellular hotel.. . '  'Advice: write of emotions not your own .. .  ' 'To find 
oneself still capable of pain .. .' 'I never thought time's fatuous whirligigs .. .' 'Painfully 
wounded in the sleepless dark ...  ' 'One might imagine dreaming, too, would change ... ' 
'I didn't think that you had feelings, too .. .' 'And suddenly I saw that, after all. . . '  
'Shaken by longing, how can one conceive . .  . '  ' At times I told myself that i t  was 
yours ... ' ''Iile long road greyly striping scarp and vale . . . ' 'I rediscovered during our 
affair . . . ' 'Spring was propinquity of the unfree ... ' 'That was the summer of the 
growing nail ... ' 'I knew how mean and ludicrous the thing ... ' ' At first, sufficient just 
to drive so far .. . '  ' At last you'd simply omitted to arrive .. .' 'From the great distance 
of the end of caring .. .' The London Magazine, n.s. 3 (June 1963): 4-12. Reprinted in 
Shenandoah 14 (Spring 1 963): 22-32. 
383 'The Missing Business in Modern Fiction.' The Director, May 1 963, 27 1 . Essay. 
( 
384 ' Brahms Peruses the Score of ' Siegfried' . '  The Listener, 6 June 1 963, 96 1 .  
385 ' Views. ' The Listener, 1 8  July 1963, 70. Essay. 
386 The London Magazine, n.s. 3 (July 1 963): 9 1 .  Review of With Luck Lasting by 
Bernard Spencer. 
387 The London Magazine, n.s. 3 (September 1 963): 86-87. Review of Collected 
Poems 1 930-1963 by John Lehmann. 
388 The Listener, 25 October 1963, 674. Review of Ancestors and Friends by John 
Lehmann. 
389 The Listener, 3 1  October 1963, 707. Review of The Dream and the Task by 
Graham Hough. 
390 'Orpheus Beheaded,' 'Venus. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 3 (November 1 963): 
5-6. 
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391 'Thought in a Drawing Room. ' The Listener, 14 November 1963, 790. 
392 'Homage to Dr. Arnold Gesell and to my Grand-daughter Sophie. ' The Listener, 
12  December 1963, 985. 
393 'Wife's Unease.' Twentieth Century 172 (Winter 1 963/64): 64. 
394 The London Magazine, n.s. 3 (March 1964): 87-88. Review of Landscape of the 
Mind by George Rostrevor Hamilton. 
395 ' In the Chinese Style. ' Twentieth Century 172 (Spring 1964): 68--69. 
396 'The Truth About Pygmalion. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 4 (May 1 964): 5. 
397 The London Magazine, n.s. 4 (May 1 964): 86-88. Review of The Valley of Bones 
by Anthony Powell. 
398 'In Memoriam Joseph Compton. '  Poetry Book Society Bulletin 41 (June 1964): 
n.p. Obituary. 
399 The London Magazine, n.s. 4 (July 1964): 92-93. Review of The New Poetic by 
C. K. Stead. 
400 The London Magazine, n.s. 4 (September 1 964): 95-96. Review of English Poetry 
of the First World War by John H. Johnston. 
401 'Born 1904--16. '  The Listener, 29 October 1 964. Review of Poetry of the Thirties 
edited by Robin Skelton. 
402 'At an Exhibition. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 4 (November 1964): 16-17. 
403 'Ten Comments on a Questionnaire.'  The London Magazine, n.s. 4 (November 
1964): 30-1 .  Essay. 
404 'Logic of Dreams.'  The Review 14 (December 1 964): 22. 
405 'On a Girl's Photograph in the Annual Report of the N.S.P.C.C. ' Twentieth 
Century 173 (Winter 1964/1965): 60. 
406 'Brother Serene. ' Agenda 4 (April/May 1965): 33-35. 
407 'Roy Fuller Writes . .. ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 45 (June 1965): n.p. Essay. 
408 'To a Wasp. '  The Listener, 25 November 1 965, 863. 
409 'Hot Money. ' Times Literary Supplement, 25 November 1965. Letter to the 
editor. 
410 'Apostrophes. ' Poetry Review 57 (Spring 1 966): 3. 
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411 'False Image.' Poetry Review 57 (Spring 1 966): 9. 
4 12 'Wit's End. '  New Statesman, 22 April 1966, 590. Television review. 
413 'God's Gift. ' New Statesman, 29 April 1966, 625. Television review. 
414 'Unnatural Acts.' New Statesman, 6 May 1 966, 664. Television review. 
415 'Bridge That Gap. ' New Statesman, 1 3  May 1 966, 704. Television review. 
416 'Missing Persons. ' New Statesman, 27 May 1 966, 788. Television review. 
417 'A.D. Hope's Collected Poems. ' Meanjin Quarterly, June 1966, 224. Review of 
Collected Poems by A .D. Hope. 
418 'Whit Viewing. '  New Statesman, 3 June 1 966, 8 1 8. Television review. 
419 'Aggression. ' New Statesman, 10 June 1 966, 856. Television review. 
420 'Make it Long. ' Times Literary Supplement, 16 June 1966, 532. Review of 
Longer Contemporary Poems edited by David Wright. 
421 'Meet Mr Er-Um. ' New Statesman, 24 June 1 966, 940. Television review. 
422 'Chatting Us Up. ' New Statesman, 8 July 1966, 65. Television review. 
423 'Gibraltered. '  New Statesman, 29 July 1 966, 175. Television review. 
424 'Bull Sessions. ' New Statesman, 1 2  August 1966, 237. Television review. 
425 'Diddyland. '  New Statesman, 19 August 1 966, 268. Television review. 
426 'The Grateful Dead.' New Statesman, 26 August 1 966, 296. Television review. 
427 'Radio Poetry. ' Author 77 (Autumn 1966): 26-27. Essay. 
428 'Late Period, '  ' In the Radioactive Isotope Department,' 'In the Garden. ' The 
London Magazine, n.s. 6 (September 1966): 85-87. 
429 'Strains. ' New Statesman, 2 September 1 966, 330. Television review. 
430 'Dog's Body. '  New Statesman, 9 September 1 966, 352. Letter to the editor. 
431 'Rag and Bone: Steptoe and Son. ' New Statesman, 16 September 1 966, 408-409. 
432 'Reading The Bostonians in Algecrias Bay. ' New Statesman, 23 September 1966, 
434. 
433 'Bacon Speaks. ' New Statesman, 30 September 1 966, 490. Television review. 
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434 London Magazine, n.s. 6 (October I 966): 106-109. Review of The Ample 
Proposition by John Lehmann. 
435 'Granny. ' New Statesman, 7 October I 966, 53 I .  Television review. 
43() 'More Arts. ' New Statesman, 2 I  October I966, 60 1 .  Television review. 
437 'Northern Comics. ' New Statesman, 4 November 1966, 675�76. 
438 'Giantism.' New Statesman, I I  November I 966, 702. Review of The Company 
/' ve Kept by Hugh McDiarmid. 
439 'Justice?' New Statesman, I I  November I 966. Television review. 
440 'Life and Letters. ' New Statesman, I 8  November I 966, 754. Television review. 
441 'Metamorphoses, ' 'Letter, ' 'My Dead Brothers, ' ' Sinfonia A Gran Orquesta, '  
'Goddess. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 6 (December I 966): 40-44. 
442 'Two Pairs. ' New Statesman, 2 December I 966, 852. Television review. 
443 'Jottings. ' New Statesman, 9 December 1966, 887. Television review. 
444 'Mounting My Fleas. ' New Statesman, 23 December 1966, 947. Television 
review. 
445 'TV 66. ' New Statesman, 30 December I 966, 976. 
446 The London Magazine, n.s. 6 (January I 967) :  86-89. Review of Pig Island 
Letters by James K. Baxter and The flex Tree by Les A. Murray and Geoffrey 
Lehmann. 
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447 'In Memory of My Cat, Domino: I 955-1966,' 'Strange Child. '  New Statesman, 6 
January 1967, 1 8. 
448 'Crouchback. '  New Statesman, 1 3  January 1 967, 58-59. Television review. 
449 ' Saga Pudding. ' New Statesman, 20 January 1967, 92. Review of The Man of 
Property, In Chancery and To Let by John Galsworthy. 
450 'Orders. '  Nev.• Statesman, 27 January 1967, 1 1 8-1 19. 
451 'Popping My Eyes.' New Statesman, 27 January 1 967, 126-127. Television 
review. 
452 'Dark Places. ' New Statesman, 3 February 1 967, 165.  Television review. 
453 ' ln  Lambeth Palace Road. ' Times Literary Supplement, 9 February 1967, I 08. 
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454 'Triptych. '  New Statesman, 10  February 1 967, 1 97-1 98. Television review. 
455 'Peach Pie and Custard: The Two Lives of Wallace Stevens.' Times Literary 
Supplement, 30 March 1967, 266. Review of The Letters of Wallace Stevens edited by 
Holly Stevens. 
456 'Creeper. ' Outposts 72 (Spring 1967): 1 .  
457 'Astapovo, ' 'Mind to Body.' The Review 1 7  (April 1967) : 32-33. 
458 'Definitely Definitive. ' The Review 17 (April 1 967): 37-40. Essay. 
459 'The Symphonist, ' 'The Typist Speaks, ' 'Road Safety,' 'Underground God.' The 
London Magazine, n.s. 7 (May 1967): 5-8. 
460 'Heredity. ' Outposts 73 (Summer 1967): 3. 
461 'Grand Gimmickry.' Times Literary Supplement, 1 June 1 967, 48 1 .  Review of 
And Expensive Place to Die by Len Deighton, Rosemary's Baby by Ira Levin, and 
Those Who Walk Away by Patricia Highsmith. 
462 'Poets' Comer. ' The Guardian, 12 July 1 967 . Letter to the editor. 
463 ' Summer Sports. '  The Listener, 17 August 1 967, 2 1 8. Essay. 
464 'The Visitors. ' The Listener, 3 1  August 1967. 
465 'Did it Really Happen?' The Listener, 14 September 1 967. Television review. 
466 'Stubborn. '  The Listener, 28 September 1 967. Review of Journey into the 
Whirlwind by Eugenia Ginzburg. 
467 'Ambiguities of Travel,' 'The Painter,' 'The Map,' 'Afternoons. ' The London 
Magazine, n.s. 7 (October 1967) :  20-23. 
468 'Life? ' The Listener, 12 October 1 967. Television review. 
469 'The Poetic Poet. ' The Spectator, 2 November 1 967, 688. Review of The 
Pre-Eminent Victorians by Joanna Richardson and Tennyson Laureate by Valerie Pitt. 
470 'Apple Tree. '  Poetry Review 58 (Winter 1967) :  28 1 .  
471 'To a Writer on His Birthday. '  Shenandoah 1 8  (Winter 1 967) :  44. 
472 'Estate Duties. ' The Listener, 9 November 1967, 609-6 10. Review of A Look 
Round the Estate by Kingsley Amis. 
473 'Protest. '  The Listener, 9 November 1967, 6 1 5. Television review. 
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474 'The Reithiad. '  The Listener, 7 December 1967, 763. Television review. 
475 'Disasters. '  The Listener, 28 December 1967, 836. 
476 'On the Railway Platform. '  The Listener, 7 March 1 968, 295. 
477 'Death of the Old Order. ' The Listener, 14 March 1 968, 345-346. Review of 
I nte/lectuals Today by T. R. Fyrel. 
478 'Objects of Society. ' Times Literary Supplement, 14 March 1968 , 273. Essay. 
479 'Views. ' The Listener, 18 April 1968, 494. Essay. 
480 'Romance. ' Times Literary Supplement, 23 May 1 968, 528. 
481 'Roy Fuller Writes . . .' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 57 (Summer 1 968): n.p. 
Essay. 
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482 'Poetry in My Time. ' The Listener, 27 June 1968, 83 1-834. Essay. Reprinted in 
Essays by Divers Hands 35 ( 1 96<)): 67--84, as the 'The Marie Stopes Memorial 
Lecture. '  
483 'Those of Pure Origin. '  The Listener, 2 7  June 1 968, 832-833. 
484 'Views. ' The Listener, 27 July 1 968, 70. Essay. 
485 ' Involvements: Writers Reply.' The London Magazine, n.s. 8 (August 1968): 
10-1 1 .  Essay. 
486 'Windows. ' The Listener, 29 August 1 968, 268. 
487 The London Magazine, n.s. 8 (September 1968) 1 10-1 14. Review of My Father 
and Myself by J.R. Ackerley. 
488 'The Art of the Apple. ' Chicago Tribune Magazine, 29 September 1 968, 12. 
489 'Restricted Vision.' The Listener, 3 1  October 1968, 588-589. Review of The 
Sleep of Reason by C.P. Snow. 
490 'Homage to Balthus. ' New Statesman, 29 November 1968, 528. 
491 'Bunting Rejuvenated. '  Evening Chronicle, 4 December 1968. 
492 'The Lawyer as Poet.' The New Law Journal, 19 December 1968. 
493 'Books of the Year. ' Observer, 22 December 1968. Contribution to a symposium. 
494 ' Sayings of '68.'  Observer, 29 December 1968. Quotation. 
1 52 Contributions to Periodicals 
495 'An Artifice of Versification. '  Wascana Review 4 ( 1 969): 5-20. Essay. 
496 'The Final War. ' Malahat Review, January 1969, i 76. 
497 'Roy Fuller Reviews Carcanet.' Cherwell, 22 January 1969, 10. Essay. 
498 'The Boring Forties.' New Statesman, 7 February 1 969, 1 98.  Review of Poetry 
of the Forties by Robin -Skelton. 
499 'Diary Entries. ' New Statesman, 7 February 1 969, 1 98.  
500 'Metropolitan. '  The Listener, 13  February 1969. Letter to the editor. 
501 'Terrors of Fame. ' The Listener, 1 3  February 1969, 2 1 2-2 1 3. Review of Vision 
and Revision in Yeats Last Poems by Jon Stallworthy, A Commentary on Collected 
Poems of W B. Yeats by A. Norman Jeffares, The Dolmen Press Yeats Centenary 
Papers edited by Liam Miller, and A Bibliography of the Writings of W B. Yeats by 
Allan Wade, revised by Russell Alspach. 
502 'Philistines and Jacobins. ' Times Literary Supplement, 20 February 1 969, 1 83. 
Essay. 
503 'Sayings of the Week. '  Observer, 23 February 1 969. Quotation. 
504 'Past Poetic Age. ' Daily Telegraph, 27 February 1969. Review of The Penguin 
Book of Victorian Verse edited by George MacBeth. 
505 'Views. ' The Listener, 27 February 1 969, 264. 
506 'Tiny Tears. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 8 (March 1 969): 28. 
507 Harper's Bazaar, May 1 969, 29. Contribution to a symposium. 
508 'Woodbine Willie Lives.' Times Literary Supplement, 22 May 1969, 553-554. 
Essay. 
509 'A Voice Outside the Cliques and Politics of Literature. '  Saturday Review 52 (26 
July 1 969): 2 1 .  Review of On Poetry: Collected Talks and Essays by Robert Graves. 
510 'On Being a Solicitor.' The Solicitors' Journal, 29 August 1 969, 662. 
5 l l  ' Philistines and Jacobins. ' Sewanee Review 77 (Autumn 1969): 692-706. Essay. 
5 12 'Views. ' The Listener, 25 September 1 969, 397. Essay. 
513 'At the Picnic. ' New Statesman, 26 September 1969, 42 1-422. Review of City 
Without Walls by W.H. Auden. 
515 'Unexpected Articles. ' The Listener, 9 October 1 969. Letter to the editor. 
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516 The London Magazine, n.s. 9 (November 1 969) : 89-90. Review of The Gulf and 
Other Poems by Derek Walcott. 
517 'Poems Reworked by Roy Fuller' :  'First Winter of War,' 'Embarkation in 
Wartime, ' 'Psychoanalyst to Poet, ' 'Humans, ' 'Diary Entry in the Fifties, '  'The 
Doppelganger, ' 'Freud's Case-Histories. ' The Listener, 4 December 1 969, 798-799. 
Accompanied by the following note: 'Recently I came across a file of typescript 
poems, unpublished so far as I can recall and certainly excluded from my published 
books. Some of them struck me as capable of easy improvement by the removal of 
crudities resulting from lack of time and skill. This to some extent I 've done, though 
am still doubtful whether they achieve the standard of the worst of those in the 
canon.' 
518 'Brahms. ' The Listener, 4 December 1 969, 80 1 .  Essay. 
519 'Living in London-IV. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 9 (January 1970) : 39-49. 
Essay. 
520 'The Evader. ' The Listener, 29 January 1970, 1 5 1 .  
521 'Unfading Aphorist. ' Daily Telegraph, 2 9  January 1 970. Review of G.K. 
Chesterton: A Selection from his Non-fictional Prose selected by W.H. Auden. 
522 'An Outlook for Poetry. '  Author 8 1  (Spring 1970): 1 3. Essay. 
523 'The Filthy Aunt and the Anonymous Seabird.' Times Literary Supplement, 2 1  
May 1 970, 561-563. Essay. 
524 'Address by Professor Roy Fuller. ' The Law Society's Gazette, June 1 970, 1 6. 
Reprinted address by Fuller on his own poetry. 
525 The Director, June 1970, 524. Review of Takeover Bid by Sarah Gainham. 
526 'The Filthy Aunt. ' Times Literary Supplement, 4 June 1 970, 6 1 3. Reply to a letter 
to the editor. 
527 'The Case of George Meredith. '  The Listener, 30 July 1970, 1 53. Essay. 
528 'Back to Ireland. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 10 (July/August 1 970): 1 66-1 67. 
Review of The Whispering Roots by C. Day Lewis. 
529 ' Summer 1970. '  New Statesman, 7 August 1 970, 1 53. 
530 'Ripeness. ' The Listener, 3 September 1 970, 3 1 5-16. Review of Notes From an 
Old Country by Geoffrey Grigson. 
531 The London Magazine, n.s. 8 (September 1970): 102. Review of Reflections on 
the Word Image by P.N. Furbank. 
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532 ' Cambridge United. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 8 (November 1 970): 96. Review 
of The Carnal Myth by Edward Dahlberg and The Cambridge Mind by Eric 
Hornberger, William Janeway, and Simon Schama. 
533 'Mug's  View. ' The Listener, 5 November 1 970, 63. Review of The New 
Priesthood by Joan Bakewell and Nicholas Garnham. 
534 ' An English Explorer,' 'Girl Making Pies,'  'Cherry Time,'  'A Memory of 
Kenya,' 'Tails on Fairy-Tales. '  The Listener, 12  November 1970, 675. 
535 'What and With Which and To Whom?' The London Magazine, n.s. 10  (January 
197 1  ): 88. Review of Carrington: Letters and Extracts From Her Diaries chosen and 
with an introduction by David Garnett. 
536 'She knows, y'know. ' The Listener, 7 January 197 1 ,  23. Review of Knots by R.D. 
Laing. 
537 'The Story of 0. ' The Listener, 4 February 197 1 ,  149. Review of Orwell by 
Raymond Williams. 
538 'The Radical Skinhead. ' Times Literary Supplement, 5 February 1 97 1 ,  1 5 1 .  Essay. 
539 'Poems Lawrence Loved. ' Times, 19 February 197 1 . Letter to the editor. 
540 ' Small Club Behind the Geisha Cafe. ' New Statesman, 12 March 197 1 ,  352. 
Essay on New Country edited by Michael Roberts. 
541 'Ermyntrude, ' 'Bringing Up Babies. ' Child Education 48 (April 1 97 1 ): 17.  
Illustrated by Joan Hickson. 
542 'Of Kings and Dukes,' 'The Schizophrenics. ' Antaeus 2 (Spring 1 97 1  ): 25-26. 
543 'A Boy's Friend, '  'Names [Before I was christened . . . ] . '  Child Education 48 (May 
197 1 ) :  1 3. lllustrated by Joan Hickson. 
544 ' Captain Cupid's Instructions. ' New Statesman, 14 May 197 1 ,  683. Entry in 
'Weekend Competition. ' 
545 'The Divine Man's Substitute Victim. ' The Listener, 10 June 197 1 ,  757. Review 
of Philip: An Informal Biography by Basil Boothroyd. 
546 'Five Fictions. ' New Statesman, 1 8  June 197 1 ,  846. Review of Fellow Travellers 
by T.C. Worsley. 
547 ' Still Crawling'?' Times Literary Supplement, 25 June 197 1 , 72 1 .  Essay. 
548 'Writing for Children: The Poet's View. ' Child Education 48 (July 1 97 1 ): 1 4. 
Essay. 
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549 'The Myth of Schooling. ' The Listener, I5  July I 97 I ,  88. Review of Celebration 
of Awareness by Ivan lllich. 
550 'Tears and Dirty Postcards. ' New Statesman. 30 July I 97 I ,  I 5 1 .  Review of The 
Letters of A.E. Houseman edited by Henry Maas. 
55 1 ' Spiking the Artillery. '  The Listener, 5 August I97 I ,  I 83. Review of Adolf Hitler: 
My Part in His Downfall by Spike Milligan. 
552 Times Literary Supplement, 20 August 197 1 ,  999. Letter to the editor. 
553 'In Memory of Randall Swingler and Alan Rawsthorne,' 'An English Summer. ' 
The Listener, 26 August 197 I ,  236. 
554 'Pay Dirt. ' The Listener, 2 September 197 1 .  Review of The Trials of Oz by Tony 
Palmer. 
555 'Dinosaurs. ' New Statesman, 10 September 197 1 ,  335. 
556 'Trumpets?' The Listener, 23 September I 97 1 .  Review of Yeats by Denis 
Donoghue. 
557 'Happiness. ' New Statesman, 24 September I 97 1 ,  402. 
558 'Collapsars. ' The Listener, 7 October 197 I .  
559 ' Views. ' The Listener, 7 October 197 1 .  Essay. 
560 'Eighth Ambiguity. ' The Listener, 14 October 1 97 1 .  
561 'Admission of the Summer. ' New Statesman, 1 5  October 197 1 ,  5 1 3. 
562 'The Making of Herr Issyvoo. ' The Listener, 21  October I97 1 .  545. Review of 
Kathleen and Frank by Christopher Isherwood. 
563 ' Doves in a Tree. ' New Statesman, 22 October I97 I ,  548. 
564 'Magnolia. ' The Listener, 28 October I97 1 .  
565 'Spider and Bee.'  New Statesman, I 9  November 197 I ,  707. 
566 'Prelude in C Sharp Minor, ' 'Edmond Halley. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 1  
(October/November I 97 1 ): 50-5 1 .  
567 'The Success of Failure. ' The London Magazine, n.s. I I  (October/November 
I97 1 ) :  I43-I 46. Review of A Sort of Life by Graham Greene. 
568 'Mothy Invocation. '  The Listener, 16 December 197 I ,  840. 
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569 'Lank Petticoats and Lilac Patterns. ' The Listener, 30 December 1 97 1 .  Review of 
Emily Bronte by Winifred Gerin and A Peculiar Music edited by Naomi Lewis. 
570 'Goethe's  Poodle. ' The Review 29130 ( 1 97 1/ 1972): 76-77. 
57 1 'The Orbicularity of Bulbs. ' Tagus 2 ( 1 972), n.p. Essay. 
572 'Homage to Kafka. ' Tagus 2 ( 1 972), n.p. 
573 'Caudwell Continues. ' The Listener, 6 January 1 972, 2 1 .  Review of Studies and 
Further Studies in a Dying Society by Christopher Caudwell, Romance and Realism 
by David Caudwell, and The Functions of Literature by David Margolies. 
574 'To My Granddaughters, ' 'The Unremarkable Year. ' The Listener, 27 January 
1 972, 108.  
575 'The Lawn, Spring and Summer. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 1  (February/March 
1 972): 1 4-15 .  
576 'Deficiencies. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 1 1  (February/March 1 972): 106. 
577 'Ungenerous Measure. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 1  (February/March 1 972): 
1 45-146. Review of The Generous Days by Stephen Spender. 
578 'Poets and Public Men . '  The Listener, 9 March 1 972. 
579 'Outside the Supermarket. ' New Statesman, 3 1  March 1 972, 428. 
580 'Had Thugs Garrotted Him with Cheeswire. ' New Statesman, 2 1  April 1 972, 540. 
Entry for 'Weekend Competition. ' 
581 'One September. ' The Listener, 27 April 1 972, 549. 
582 'The Catastrophe,' 'The Georgie. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 1 1  (May 1 972) 
103.  
583 'Francis to the Birds. ' The Listener, 25 May 1 972, 690. 
584 'The Retired Man Goes Shopping,' 'Ermyntrude. '  Nova, June 1 972, 82-83. 
585 'Whit Monday 1 972. ' The Listener, 1 June 1 972. 
586 'On His Sixtieth Birthday. '  New Statesman, 16 June 1 972, 840. 
587 'The English Revolution Prorogued. ' New Statesman, 16 June 1 972, 848. Entry 
for 'Weekend Competition. '  
588 'Bully of Britain. '  The Listener, 29 June 1 972, 870. Review of Beaverbrook by 
A.J.P. Taylor. 
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589 'The Go Between. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 13 (June/July 1 972): 1 54-1 56. 
Review of Not For the Record by Lord Goodman. 
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590 'When Runcorn' s  Gentians First Refused to Burgeon. '  New Statesman, I I  August 
1 972, 205. Entry for 'Weekend Competition.' 
591 'The Critic and the Weekly. ' New Statesman, 14 July 1 972, 58. Review of Nor 
Shall My Sword by F.R. Leavis. 
592 'Oxford [My footfalls hardly . . .  ]' Times Literary Supplement, 28 July 1 972, 89 1 .  
593 New Statesman, 1 8  August 1 972, 237. Entry for 'Weekend Competition. ' 
594 'Norman Cameron-Four Views. ' The Review, 27/28 (Autumn/Winter 1 972): 
9-2 1 .  Essay. 
595 'Lost Paradises. ' New Statesman, 1 September 1 972, 292. Review of The Uses of 
Nostalgia by Laurence Lerner. 
596 'Speak Out.' The Mercury, 14 September 1 972, 2. 
597 'Souvenirs of Ontario. ' Times Literary Supplement, 15 September 1 972, 1048. 
598 'Chairman Benn and the Media. ' The Listener, 2 1  September 1 972, 353-354. 
Essay. 
599 'Dame Helen' s  Conservative Revolution.' Oxford Mail, 26 October 1 972, 8. 
Review of The New Oxford Book of English Verse edited by Helen Gardner. 
600 'In Search of the True. ' Daily Telegraph, 26 October 1 972. Review of 
Relationships by Elizabeth Jennings. 
601 'Survival . '  The Listener, 26 October 1 972. Review of The Call-Girls by Arthur 
Koestler. 
602 'Love, Wit, and Wisdom. ' Daily Telegraph, 2 November 1 972. Review of Poems, 
1 970-1 972 by Robert Graves and Epistle to a Godson by W.H. Auden. 
603 'Doers and Thinkers: The Need for the Non-literary. '  Times Literary Supplement, 
10  November 1 972, 1 363. Essay. 
604 'Ezra Pound. ' New Statesman, 10 November 1 972, 688. Essay. 
605 Oxford Mail, 23 November 1 972. Contribution to a 'Books of the Year' feature. 
606 'Onions and Mushrooms. ' New Statesman, 24 November 1 972, 778. Review of 
Man is an Onion by D.J. Enright and Difficult Questions, Easy Answers by Robert 
Graves. 
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607 ' Apocalyptic Poet. ' Daily Telegraph, 7 December 1 972. Review of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins and the Victorian Temper by Alison G. Sulloway. 
608 'Rhythm.' Agenda 10/1 (Autumn/Winter 1 972/1973): 2 1-22. Essay. 
609 'Views. ' The Listener, 1 1  January 1 973. 
6 10 'Feathers. ' New Statesman, 1 2  January 1 973, 54. 
6 1 1  'Four Poems in Memory of Max Born: d. 5 January 1970 ' :  'Born's observational 
invariant.. . '  'Einstein' s  objection to the quantum theory .. .' ' So all the labours of the 
scientists .. .' 'Yes, and our sense of loss at the great man's  going .. .' 'Dreamless Night 
[For Anthony Thwaite], '  'Circus Zoo.' Southern Review 9 (January 1 973): 1 57-1 62. 
6 12 'Come, Fill the Tea-cups and Ices Bring.'  New Statesman, 2 February 1 973, 174. 
Entry for 'Weekend Competition. ' 
613 'Deeds and Words. ' The Listener, 22 February 1 973, 248.  Review of Medina by 
Mary McCarthy. 
614 'Under Hardy's  Spell.' Daily Telegraph, 22 February 1 973. 
615 'Form and Feeling. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 2  (February/March 1 973): 
1 3 1-1 33. Review of Collected Poems /950-1 970 by Donald Davie. 
616 'Views. ' The Listener, 8 March 1 973, 297. Essay. 
617 'Professors and Gods. ' Times Literary Supplement, 9 March 1 973, 27. Essay. 
618 'Eng Lit in Africa. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 3  April 1 973, 420. Letter to the 
editor. 
619 'Boyhood of Enright. ' The Listener, 3 1  May 1 973. Review of The Terrible Shears 
by D.J. Enright. 
620 'Poetic Memories of the Thirties. ' Michigan Quarterly Review 1 2  (Summer 
1 973): 2 17-23 1 .  Essay. 
621 'Universal Child Genius. ' Teachers World, 1 June 1 973. 
622 'Fa�ade. '  The Listener, 7 June 1 973, 773. 
623 'First Eleven.' The Listener, 21 June 1 973, 839. Review of Temporary Kings by 
Anthony Powell. 
624 'The Two Sides of the Street. ' Southern Review 9 (July 1 973): 579-584. Essay. 
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625 ' Variations on a Theme in 14-line Form.' Daily Telegraph, 5 July 1 973. Review 
of The Dolphin, For Lizzie and Harriet, and History by Robert Lowell. 
626 'Lewis's Libel. '  The Listener, 9 August 1973, 1 92. Review of The Roaring Queen 
by Wyndham Lewis. 
627 ' Coming Into His Own. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 13 (August/September 
1973): 22-26. Review of The Evening Colonade by Cyril Connolly. 
628 ' Anton Chekhov and His Endless Busywork.' The Listener, 20 September 1 973. 
Review of Letters of Anton Chekhov translated by Michael Henry Helm and Simon 
Karlinsky. 
629 'Pregnant Mariner. ' The Listener, 27 September 1 973, 4 1 9. Review of A Voyage 
in Vain by Alethea Hayter. 
630 ' Fascinating Rhythm. ' Southern Review 9 (October 1973): 857-872. Essay. 
631 'W.H. Auden, 1 907 to 1973.'  The Listener, 4 October 1 973, 439. 
632 'That Old Feeling. ' New Statesman, 5 October 1 973, 480. Review of The Faber 
Book of Love Poems edited by Geoffrey Grigson and The Penguin Book of Love 
Poetry edited by Jon Stallworthy. 
633 'F.W. Maitland's  Dog.'  New Statesman, 5 October 1 973, 490. 
634 'Poet's Prose. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 3  (October/November 1973): 
1 3 1- 1 33. Review of Forewords and Afterwords by W.H. Auden. 
635 ' Hedge-Sparrows and House-Sparrows, ' 'The Bird Poet: A Note.'  Antaeus 1 2  
(Winter 1 973): 45-46. 
636 'The Planet on the Table: Shakespeare's Common Humanity.'  Encounter 4 1  
(December 1 973): 1 2-20. Essay. 
637 'Consolations of Art [For Jack Lindsay] . '  Times Literary Supplement, 7 December 
1 973, 1490. 
638 'Reading in the Night' The Listener, 13 December 1973, 8 14. 
639 'Mr. Macmillan's Cat,' 'Astronomy. ' Poetry Supplement. London: Poetry Book 
Society, 1974, 1 7-18 .  This volume of the Poetry Supplement was edited by Philip 
Larkin. 
640 ' Mortgages. ' The Listener, 24 January 1 974, 97. 
641 'Watching TV. ' Encounter 42 (February 1 974) : 22. 
642 'Late November. ' New Statesman, I February 1974, 1 54. 
I 
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643 'Charming or Sloppy? ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 3  (February/March 1 974): 
99-102. Review of American Poetry Since 1960 edited by Robert B. Shaw. 
644 'Against the Self. ' New Statesman, 8 March 1 974, 33 1 .  Review of An Opposing 
Man by Ernst Fischer, translated by Peter and Betty Ross. · 
645 ' Lashing Out ' The Spectator, 30 March 1974, 397. Review of Swinburne: The 
Ponrait of a Poet by Philip Henderson. 
646 'Orphans, ' ' Ludicrous Reflections,' 'Family Matters. ' Southern Review 82 (April 
1 974): 368-373. 
647 'Essential Memory,' ' Ovate Dreams. ' The Listener, 1 1  April 1 974, 462. 
648 ' Langham Diary. ' The Listener, 18 April 1 974, 488.  
649 'Heart Disease.' Sewanee Review 82 (Spring 1 974): 33 1 .  
650 'Thirty Years On.' Orpheus 1 00 (Spring 1 974): 1 6-17. 
65 1 'Twenty Years of the Poetry Book Society.'  Poetry Book Society Bulletin 8 1  
(Summer 1 974): n.p. 
652 'In Praise of Wakefulness, ' 'Cities and Gardens,' 'Youth and Age. ' The London 
Magazine, n.s. 1 4  (June/July 1 974): 52-54. 
653 'Death of Henry James, ' 'Heilige Dank.gesang,' 'Ages in the Making,' 'Being,' 
'Exchange of News,' 'Memories of War,' ' Soldier's Moon. ' The New Review 1 (July 
1 974): 33-37. 
654 'Verse in Vision, Verse on Air.' The Listener, 1 1  July 1 974. 
655 'Strange Meeting. ' The Spectator, 27 July 1 974, 1 1 5. 
656 ' Herrick' s  Place. ' The Spectator, 27 July 1 974, 1 1 5. Review of Robert Herrick, 
1591-1674 by George Walton Scott. 
657 ' Love.'  New Statesman, 23 August 1 974, 260. 
658 'Pure Soul. ' The Listener, 29 August 1 974. Review of Selected Letters of Edwin 
Muir edited by P.H. Butter. 
659 'The Cambridge Three.'  The London Magazine, n.s. 1 4  (August/September 1 974): 
1 27. Review of I A. Richards: Essays in His Honour edited by Reuben Brower, Helen 
Vendler, and John Hollander, Letters in Critiscm by F.R. Leavis, William Empson: 
The Man and His Work edited by Roma Gill. 
I 
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660 'The Warrior Bard: Douglas After Thirty Years.' Encounter 43 (September 1974): 
75-79. Review of Keith Douglas, 1920-1944: A Biography by Desmond Graham. 
661 'End of the Cheap Food Era. ' New Statesman, 27 September 1 974, 430. 
662 'Variation on Cavafy, ' 'Dead Poet, ' 'Elegies. ' Sewanee Review 82 (Fall 1 974): 
658-66 1 .  
663 'All Auden's Last Poems?' Daily Telegraph, 3 October 1 974. Review of  Thank 
You, Fog by W.H. Auden. 
664 ' Public Lending Right.' Times, 4 October 1 974. Letter to the editor. 
665 The London Magazine, n.s. 14 (October/November 1 974): 1 35-1 37.  Review of 
Great Tom: Notes Towards the Definition of T.S. Eliot by T.S .  Matthews. 
666 'Life of the Bee. '  Times Literary Supplement, 1 5  November 1 974, 1 282. 
667 'Warts and All.' Times Literary Supplement, 22 November 1 974, 1 307. Review of 
Doctor Frigo by Eric Ambler. 
668 'The Ageing Poet Sees A Sinister Bing,' 'In the Public Library. '  New Statesman, 
29 November 1 974, 794. 
669 'A Strange Device. '  New Statesman, 27 December 1 974, 936. 
670 'Bonamy Dobree. ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 83 (Christmas 1974): n.p. 
671 'Beacon in the Tempest. ' The New Review 1 (January 1 975): 68-69. Review of 
The Ackerley Letters edited by Neville Braybrooke. 
672 'Debussy, Walton, Kyung-Wha Chung. ' New Statesman, 10 January 1 975, 47. 
673 'Ulster Poets. '  Times Literary Supplement, 17 January 1 975, 50. Review of The 
Wearing of the Black edited by Padraic Fiacc. 
674 'Short Measure. ' Times Literary Supplement, 3 1  January 1 975, 107.  Review of 
Love or Nothing by Douglas Dunn. 
675 'Aberdeen Revisited,' 'School Time, Work Time,' 'From the Joke Shop, ' 
' Strangers and Brothers, '  'The Voyage. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 14 
(February/March 1 975): 34-36. 
676 ' Surrey Docks "Trade Mart." '  Times, 8 March 1 975. 
677 ' Puddins and Crumpet ' The Listener, 27 March 1 975, 420. Review of The 
Industrial Muse by Martha Vicinus and Later English Broadside Ballads edited by 
John Holloway and Joan Black. 
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678 'Variations for Oaten Flute. '  The Spectator, 29 March 1 975, 378. Review of The 
Penguin Book of English Pastoral Verse edited by John Barrell and John Bull. 
679 The New Review 2 (April 1 975): 60-63. Review of Vision and Resonance: Two 
Senses of Poetic Form by John Hollander. 
680 'Writers and the Closed Shop.' Times Literary Supplement, 25 April 1 975, 44 1 .  
Letter to the editor. 
681 The London Magazine, n.s. 15 (April/May 1975): 1 1 5-1 1 6. Review of Orage as 
Critic edited by Wallace Martin and Essays and Opinions, 1921-1 931 by Edgell 
Rickword. 
682 'A Poet' s  Public. '  New Statesman, 16 May 1 975, 688. 
683 'Crisis. ' New Statesman, 6 June 1 975, 759. Reprinted 30 July 1 976 as winner of 
the year's Prudence Fanner Poetry Prize. 
684 'The Nature of Things.' Observer, 22 June 1 975. Review of The Country Over by 
Molly Holden, Drypoints of the Hasidim by F.T. Prince, and North by Seamus 
Heaney. 
685 'Roy Fuller Writes . . .  ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 85 (Summer 1 975): n.p. 
Essay. 
686 'Fathers. '  Poetry Book Society Bulletin 85 (Summer 1 975): n.p. 
687 'Mysterious Clarities. ' Times Literary Supplement, 4 July 1 975, 7 1 8. Review of 
Growing-Points by Elizabeth Jennings. 
688 'Autumn Mornings,' ' Sea-gulls and Pigeons,' 'Macbeth. ' Times Literary 
Supplement, 1 1  July 1 975, 768-769. 
689 'Leavis at 80. ' The Listener, 24 July 1975, 107.  Contribution to radio programme. 
690 'Punch and Chug.' The Listener, 4 September 1 975, 3 1 7. Review of The Secret 
Orchard of Roger Ackerly by Diana Petre. 
691 'Boos of Different Durations. '  Southern Review 1 1  (October 1 975): 825. Essay. 
Reprinted in Thames Poetry l (Winter 1 975-76): 42-58.  
692 'The Score of Satie' s  Jack in the Box [The notebook turned up . . . ] . '  New 
Statesman, 3 October 1 975, 4 1 4. 
693 ' Prosiac Names. ' The Listener, 9 October 1 975, 477. Letter to the editor. 
694 'The Muse at Midnight. ' Times Literary Supplement, 10 October 1 975, 1 209. 
Review of Edward Young (1683-1 765) edited by Brian Hepworth. 
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695 'The Nineteenth Century. '  New Statesman, 24 October 1 975, 5 1 4. 
696 ' Old Poets.' Encounter 45 (November 1 975): 49. 
697 'Two Blond Flautists. '  New Statesman, 7 November 1 975. 
698 ' Moi Seul.' The Spectator, 22 November 1 975. Review of Moi by Paul Valery, 
translated by Marthiel and Jackson Mathews. 
699 'The Survival of Dr. Leavis: Bearing Reality. '  Encounter 45 (December 1 975): 
65-67. Review of The Living Principle: .English as a Discipline of Thought by F.R. 
Lea vis. 
700 'P.L.R. [Symposium]. '  The New Review 2 (December 1 975): 3.  Essay. 
701 ' 1 40 Years On. '  Thames Poetry I (Winter 1 975-76): 9-1 1 .  
702 'Lonely Horse, ' 'The Bad Samaritan. '  New Poetry 2 ( 1 976). 
703 'A Laurel for Hardy. ' The Spectator, 14 February 1 976, 1 8. Review of The 
Genius of Thomas Hardy edited by Margaret Drabble. 
704 ' 1 935-1975.' Encounter 46 (March 1 976): 36. 
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705 'Rebels and Squirearchy. ' Times Literary Supplement, 5 March 1 976. Review of 
The Georgian Poetic by Myron Smith. 
706 'Jeune fllle en fleur. ' The Listener, 25 March 1 976, 372. Review of Within the 
Family Circle by Violet Powell. 
707 'On Birkett Marshall's  Rare Poems of the Seventeenth Century. ' Encounter 46 
(April 1 976): 15 .  
708 'The Abbe' s Heir. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 6  (April/May 1 976): 87. 
709 'Literature and Life. ' Nene College Journal, Summer 1 976, 7 1 .  
7 10 'Hardly. ' Spectator, 5 June 1 976, 23. Review of Indiscretions in the Life of an 
Heiress by Thomas Hardy. 
711 'Not Enough Hearts. ' The Listener, 10 June 1 976, 74 1 .  Review of Ottoline by 
Sandra Jobson. 
7 12 'A Good Job We Were Young.' The New Review 3 (July 1 976): 5 1-53. Review 
of The Auden Generation by Samuel Hynes. 
713 'Autumnal Metamorphoses. ' New Statesman, 27 August 1 976, 285. 
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7 14 'For JB: On His Seventieth Birthday. ' Sunday Times, 29 August 1 976. 
Contribution to 'A Birthday Garland for the Poet Laureate. ' 
715 'Lancastrian Syllabics. ' Times Literary Supplement, 10 September 1 976, 1 1 34. 
Review of The Horwich Hennets by Edmond Leo Wright. 
7 16 'Greenwich Park. ' Times, 14 September 1976. Letter to the editor. 
7 17 'A Lludyldaed Mystery. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 October 1 976, 1 229. 
Review of The Death of the King's Canary by Dylan Thomas and John Davenport. 
7 18 'Arowsed. ' The Spectator, 9 October 1 976, 23. Review of Matthew Arnold: Poet 
and Prophet by A.L. Rowse. 
7 19 'Digging in Autumn.' New Statesman, 10 October 1 976. 
720 'The Metropolitan Poet. ' New Statesman, 29 October 1 976, 597. Letter to the 
editor. 
721 'Leaving School. ' New Statesman, 5 November 1 976, 644. 
722 'Parable Art.' Times Educational Supplement, 5 November 1 976, 25. Review of 
The Penguin Book of Everyday Verse edited by David Wright. 
723 'The Odd Ways of a Tone-Wright. ' Times Literary Supplement, 5 November 
1 976, 1 39 1 .  Review of Percy Grainger by John Bird. 
724 'The Rules of the Game. ' Books and Bookmen, December 1 976, 1 4. Review of 
The New Oxford Book of American Verse edited by Richard Ellman. 
725 ' Modern Stress. ' The Spectator, 4 December 1 976, 27. Review of Words into 
Rhythm by D.W. Harding. 
726 ' Inescapably Human.' The London Magazine, n.s. 16 (December 1 976/January 
1 977): 92-97. Review of The Diaries of Evelyn Waugh edited by Michael Davie. 
727 ' Musical Offering' :  'Composers and Executants, ' 'Broadcast Concert, ' 'Granados: 
Essence Poeticas and Libre de Horas,' 'Quartets,' 'Opera, ' ' Satie's Jack in the Box,' 
' Insects of the Orchestra, ' 'Concerto,' 'Ricecar. ' Southern Review 1 3  (January 1 977): 
1 49-1 54. 
728 'The Sloth Moth.' New Statesman, 14 January 1 977, 60. 
729 'Poet as Typist. ' New Statesman, 1 1  February 1 977, 194. 
730 ' In His Sixty-fifth Year. ' The Minnesota Review 8 (Spring 1 977): 5. 
731 ' Real or Phoney. '  Books and Bookmen, April 1 977, 25. Review of The Art of the 
Real by Eric Hornberger. 
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732 'Hereditary Gifts. '  Times Literary Supplement, 1 April 1 977, 392. Review of 
Scawsby by John Drabble. 
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733 ' Anecdotal Modes. ' Times Literary Supplement, 8 April 1977, 428. Review of 
Collected Poems by Robert Gittings and Afterword on Rupert Brooke by F.T. Prince. 
734 'Ordinary Seaman. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 1 7  (April/May 1 977): 55. 
735 'Lost Bearings. '  Books and Bookmen, May 1 977, 24. Review of Penguin Book of 
American Verse edited by Geoffrey Moore. 
736 ' On His Sixty-Fifth B irthday. ' New Statesman, 6 May 1 977, 6 1 3. 
737 ' Dissidence and After. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 3  May 1 977, 58 1 .  Review of 
The Imprinted by John Sommerfield. 
738 ' Clive's  Usage and Abusage. ' Observer, 19 June 1 977. Letter to the editor. 
739 ' Ancient but Modem. ' Books and Bookmen, July 1 977, 4 1 .  Review of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins by Bernard Bergonzi. 
740 'Finishing Strongly. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 5  July 1 977, 848. Review of A 
Portion of Foxes by Anthony Thwaite. 
741 'Beckett's  Poetry.'  Times Literary Supplement, 22 July 1 977. Letter to the editor. 
742 'Prime Cut. ' Books and Bookmen, August 1977, 30. Review of The London Book 
of English Verse edited by Herbert Read and Bonamy Dobree. 
743 'Quatrains of an Elderly Man.'  New Statesman, 5 August 1 977, 1 87. 
744 'Saints and Stoics. '  Encounter 49 (September 1977): 54-55. 
745 New Statesman, 9 September 1977, 348. Entry for 'Weekend Competition. ' 
746 'The Old Kent Road. ' Observer Magazine, 25 September 1 977, 1 1 . 
747 ' Voluminous Art, Short Life. ' New Statesman, 14 October 1 977, 520. 
748 'Nicholas Jenkins and Friends.' Daily Telegraph, 20 October 1 977. Review of 
Handbook to Anthony Powell's Music of Time by Hilary Spurling. 
749 'The Bum-Bum Game.' Thames Poetry 1 (Winter 1977): 33-49. Essay. 
750 'The Coward, ' 'Snapshot, ' 'Notebook. ' Poetry Book Society Poetry Supplement 
(Christmas 1 977): n.p. 
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75 1 'Buckland's Curiosities of Natural History,' 'Shop Talk. ' New Poetry 4 ( 1 978): 
78-80. 
752 'The Poet and the Devil.' Aquarius 10 ( 1 978): 1 10-1 12. Story. This volume of 
Aquarius is a special issue in honour of John Heath-Stubbs. 
753 'Hogs. ' New Statesman, 27 January 1 978, 1 20. 
754 'Tate Full Length. '  Southern Review 14 (April 1978): 233. Review of Collected 
Poems, 1919-1 976 by Allen Tate. 
755 'The Definitive Douglas. ' Times Literary Supplement, 2 1  April 1 978, 439. 
Review of Complete Poems by Keith Douglas. 
756 ' Stressing the Technicalities. ' Times Literary Supplement, 5 May 1 978, 497. 
Essay. 
757 'In His Sixty-fifth Year': 'In October of His Sixty-fifth Year, ' 'Getting His 
Daimler Out at Night,' 'Childhood in the Early Twentieth Century,' ' 1976 Draws to a 
Close,' 'December 2, 1 976, ' ' Singing 1977. ' Thames Poetry 1 (June 1 978): 1-7. 
758 The London Magazine, n.s. 18 (August/September 1978): 143-144. Review of 
Complementarities by LA. Richards. 
759 'Pornographic Material. '  The Author, Autumn 1978. Letter to the editor. 
760 Thames Poetry 1 (December 1978): 33-44. Review of Collected Poems, 
I 919-1976 by Allen Tate. 
761 'The Old Toy. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 1 8  (December 1 978/January 1 979): 
104. 
762 'Edgell Rickword. '  PN Review 9 6 ( 1 979): Supplement XXIX. Essay. Part of a 
supplement ('Edgell Rickword at Eighty: A Celebration' edited by Alan Munton) 
included in PN Review 9. 
763 'The Fetish of Speech Rhythms in Modem Poetry. ' Southern Review 1 5  (January 
1 979): 1-15.  Essay. 
764 'Janet and Joe. ' The Listener, 18 January 1979, 1 22. Essay. 
765 ' Last Dreams: I.m. Bonamy Dobree 1 89 1-1974, ' 'Hog Happiness. '  The London 
Magazine, n.s. 1 8  (February 1979): 10-12. 
766 'The form of the name, such as Quhar.' New Statesman, 6 April 1979, 494. Entry 
for 'Weekend Competition.'  
767 ' Soppy Guff. ' New Statesman, 1 8  May 1979, 7 17 .  
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768 ' Happy Valley. '  Encounter 52 (June 1 979): 3-1 1 .  Essay. 
769 'Allen Tate: A Note in Memory. ' Southern Review 1 5  (July 1 979): 521-523 . 
Essay. 
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770 'Too High-Flown a Genius? William Empson 's Poetry Prose. ' Encounter 53 (July 
1979): 41 . Review of A God Approached by Philip and Averil Gardner and William 
Empson and the Philosophy of Literary Criticism by Christopher Norris. 
771 ' Murder in Belgravia. ' The Listener, 1 3  September 1 979, 35 1 .  Review of A Coat 
of Varnish by C.P. Snow. 
772 'The Low Road. ' The Listener, 27 September 1 979. Review of The Path Through 
the Trees by Christopher Milne. 
773 'Sibbie's Way.' The Listener, 1 November 1 979, 607. Review of The Amzs of 
Time, The Lyttelton Hart-Davis Letters Volume II: 1 956-57, edited by Rupert 
Hart-Davis. 
774 'In Absentia: Some Books of the Year.' Times Literary Supplement, 23 November 
1979, 4. Contribution to a symposium. 
775 ' Case for Bridges. ' Times Literary Supplement, 30 November 1 979, 54. Review 
of In the Classic Mode by Donald Stanford. 
776 'A Rampage of Reviews.' The Listener, 6 December 1 979, 766. Text of a BBC 
broadcast. 
777 ' Edward Thomas. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 1  January 1 980, 38. Letter to the 
editor. 
778 'Beauty and the Beasts . '  Times Educational Supplement, 22 February 1 980, 24. 
Review of Enemies of Poetry by W.B. Stanford. 
779 ' Outside the Crab. ' Quarto, May 1 980, 4. Review of Hello Darkness by L.E. 
Sissman. 
780 'The Ballad of Portland Place. ' Sunday Times, 1 1  May 1 980, 42. Review of Louis 
MacNeice in the BBC by Barbara Coulton. 
781 'Blackpool Prom: I know what I like, Radio 3 . '  The Listener, 7 August 1 980, 
177. Essay. 
782 'The Melodious Modulator.' Times Literary Supplement, 19 September 1 980, 
1 0 1 5. Review of Jerome Kern: His Life and Music by Gerald Bordman. 
783 'Goodies. '  The Listener, 25 September 1 980, 405. Review of Joyce edited by 
Reggie Grenfell and Richard Garnett and Talking to Animals by Barbara Woodhouse. 
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784 'Reading and Ranting. ' Sunday Times, 9 November 1 980. Review of Debts of 
Honour by Michael Foot. 
785 'The Persistence of Meter.' Southern Review 17 (January 1 98 1 ) :  3-16.  Essay. 
786 'Good Opinions.' The Listener, 15 January 1 98 1 ,  84. Review of The Slender 
Tree: The Life of Alice Meynell by June Badeni. 
787 Thames Poetry 1 1  (February 1 98 1 ): 1 8-26. Review of The Complete Poems of 
Christina Rossetti. 
788 'Hot Opinions.' The Listener, 5 March 1 98 1 ,  3 1 6. Review of You Should See Me 
in Pyjamas by Robert Giddings. 
789 'Hart to Heart. ' The Spectator, 28 March 1 98 1 ,  20. Review of The Lyttelton 
Hart-Davis Letters: Volume III 1958 edited by Rupert Hart-Davis. 
790 'I've Got a Little List. ' The Listener, 30 April 1 98 1 , 580. Review of The List of 
Books edited by Frederic Raphael and Kenneth McLeish. 
791 'The Loose Group.' The London Magazine, n.s. 2 1  (June 1 98 1 ) :  41-55. Essay. 
792 Times Literary Supplement, 5 June 198 1 ,  633. Untitled note on detective fiction. 
793 'The Miracle of Ichthyomancy.' Sunday Times, 5 July 1 98 1 .  
794 ' Strange Revelations,' ' April in Paris,' 'The Test. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 2 1  
(August/September 1 98 1 ): 77-80. 
795 'The Andrew. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 2 1  (October 1 98 1 ) :  1 7-36. Essay. 
796 'Siegfried 's  Secret.' The Listener, 1 5  October 1 98 1 , 442. Review of Siegfried 
Sassoon' s Diaries, 1920-1922 edited by Rupert Hart-Davis. 
797 'Versification and Long Lines. '  Times Literary Supplement, 16 October 1 98 1 ,  
1 205. Letter to the editor. 
798 ' Keppel Ladies. ' The Listener, 1 9  November 1 98 1 ,  6 1 6. Review of A Solitary 
Woman: A Life of Violet Trefusis by Henrietta Sharpe 
799 'Books of the Year.' The Spectator, 28 November 1 98 1 ,  20. Contribution to a 
symposium. 
800 ' Abbas' :  'Speculations,' 'Why,' 'Conjunctions,' 'Poets,' 'The Eighteenth 
Century,' ' More From the Radio, ' 'Girls,' 'Granados,' 'Christmas Eve,' 'Old Man 
Feeding Blackbirds ( 1 ),' 'Old Man Feeding Blackbirds (2), '  'Contemporary Music 
( 1 ),' 'Contemporary Music (2),' 'Simultaneous Games, '  ' Dreaming,' 'Strange 
Journey,' 'To a Moth,' 'The Double Vase,' 'Early May,' 'The Wild Garden,' 'Grand 
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Hotel, '  ' Midnight,' 'The Monster,' 'My Autobiography. ' Thames Poetry 1 1  (February 
1 982): 20-23. 
801 'Washing up at Renishaw.' The Listener, 1 1  February 1 982, 2 1 .  Review of Sextet: 
T.S. Eliot and Truman Capote and Others by John Malcolm Brinnin. 
802 ' On the Demolition in 1 980 of the Roxy Old Dover Road SE3 [To John 
Betjeman on his seventy-fifth birthday]. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 21 (March 
1982): 38-39. 
803 'Germany Now. ' The Listener, 25 March 1 982, 22. Review of The Safety Net by 
Heinrich Boll. 
804 ' Couplets. ' PEN Broadsheet, Spring 1 982, 15 .  
805 'The Dancing Years.' Sunday Times, 1 6  May 1 982, 43.  Review of The Strangers 
are All Gone by Anthony Powell. 
806 ' Movies on TV: 1 982' The Listener, 27 May 1982, 23. 
807 'Vamp Till Ready: Further Memoirs. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 22 (June 1 982): 
27-49. Essay. 
808 ' Parasites and Others. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 22 (June 1 982): 83-87. 
Review of My Sister and Myself: The Diaries of J. R. Ackerley edited by Francis 
King. 
809 'Hardy: The Modern Victorian. ' Sunday Times, 1 3  June 1 982. 
810 'The Individual and His Times. '  Times Literary Supplement, 18 June 1 982, 66 1 .  
81 1 ' l.m. Edgell Rickward, 1 898-1 982 . '  Times Literary Supplement, 27 August 1 982, 
9 1 5. 
812 'Foreign Officer 1 90'?' Encounter 59 (September/October 1 982): 30-3 1 .  
813 ' Found in Fife.' The Listener, 1 6  September 1982, 26. Review of Bosh and 
Nonsense by Edward Lear. 
814 'Thora and Co. '  The Listener, 30 September 1 982, 27. 
815 'The Deep. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 22 (October 1 982) 92-94. Review of Yet 
Being Someone Other by Laurens van der Post. 
816 'Charles and Percy. ' The Listener, 28 October 1 982, 1 9. Review of Stranger and 
Brother: A Portrait of C.P. Snow by Philip Snow. 
817 ' Abbas, second series' : ' Himself in November,' 'Looking at the Menu After 
Dinner, ' 'The Power of Radio, '  'Easter 1 982,' 'Spring 1 982,' ' Not by Bread Alone,' 
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'Adding to His Oeuvre,' 'Constricted Palette,' 'Formal Occasions,' 'Annual Reunion,' 
' 1 9 1 2-82,' 'Falkland Islands' Crisis,' ' 1 982, ' ' Shakespearean, ' 'Encounter of Teeth, '  
'Switching on  the Radio, ' 'Chilly Season, ' ' In the Small Hours, '  'May 1 982, ' 
'Driving to Oxford 1 982,' 'Feeding Sparrows,' 'He reads a Biography, '  'Tit Box,' 
'Mahler and Himself,' 'Buying Hereafter, '  'The Weeks, ' 'After the Dining Club 
Meeting,' 'Short Poems,' 'Unpacking the Shopping,' 'Art and Life, ' 'Sitting Near at a 
Concert,' 'Morning After. ' Thames Poetry 2 (December 1982): 22-27. 
818 'For the Reithian, Radio 4 is surely the key channel. ' The Listener, 3 February 
1 983, 1 1 . Essay. 
819 'Ancient Sogdia.' Encounter 60 (February 1 983): 35. 
820 'Winter Sunset,' 'Bad December 1 98 1 , '  'First Mowing,' 'Preludes,' 'Postludes. ' 
The London Magazine, n.s. 22 (February 1 983): 9-10. 
821 'Extraordinary Women. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 23 (February 1 983): 
100-103. Review of Isak Dinesen: The Life of a Story Teller by Judith Thurman and 
White Mischief by James Fox. 
822 'George Orwell and the Spalding Group Report. ' Building Societies Gazette, 
March 1 983, 290. Letter to the editor. 
823 'Melancholy Verse and Worse. ' Sunday Times, 3 April 1 983. Review of the 
Penguin Book of Homosexual Verse edited by Stephen Coote. 
824 'Found Stanza,' 'Decline of the South-east,' 'Whales and Barnacles. ' Critical 
Quarterly 25 (Spring 1 983): 54-56. 
825 'Maps.' Outposts 1 38 (Autumn 1 983): 35. Accompanied by the following note: 
'The poem is greatly obliged to the remarkable 1 98 1  Annual Report of the Hong 
Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, which contained numerous historical maps, 
and an essay by Paul Theroux, 'Mapping the World' . '  
826 'All slang is  metaphor, and all metaphor is  poetry. '  The Listener, 22 September 
1 983, 1 3. Essay. 
827 'Nasty Weather Ahead,' 'Six Stornelli. '  Thames Poetry 2 (October 1 983): 35-37. 
Both poems are accompanied by notes. The note on the frrst poem reads: 'The poem 
is indebted to Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie's  review of H. H. Lamb's Climate History 
and the Modern World (TLS, 2 1  January 1 983). ' 
The second note reads: 'I am indebted to the late Dr Alfred Alexander for my 
knowledge of the stornello and the encouragement to attempt the form in English. 
Briefly, the rules are: [�] Line 1. An invocation to a flower. Five syllables, rhyming 
with line 3, assonance or consonance with line 2. [�] Line 2. Eleven syllables. In 
content not necessarily connected with line 1 .  [�] Line 3. Also eleven syllables. 
Relates to the person the stornello is meant for, and should constitute some sort of 
pay-off. [�] Assonance and consonance have strict technical connotations in Italian 
prosody: it seemed to me that in English the assonance/consonance at the end of line 
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2 should simply be close to the rhyme sound. I n  the Italian, certain flowers have come 
to have special meanings, e.g. acacia - friendship. One of my stornelli follows this. In 
another I have perhaps broken the rules by introducing the person of the poem 
towards the end of line 2. ' 
828 ' Poet's Thought.' Times Literary Supplement, 4 November 1 983, 1 223. 
829 'Reading. ' Times Literary Supplement, 30 December 1 983, 1448. 
830 'The Road, the House, the Wife.'  The London Magazine, n.s. 23 (February 1 984): 
43-5 1 .  Essay. 
83 1 'Odette's  Skunk.' The Listener, 23 February 1984, 30. Review of A Guide to 
Proust compiled by Terence Kilmartin. 
832 ' On First Looking into the Penguin Book of Greek Verse. '  Thames Poetry 2 
(March 1 984): 22. 
833 'Variations [The ice-<ompartrnent blindly copies nature]. '  Times Literary 
Supplement, 20 April 1 984, 438. 
834 'Forms and Influences. ' Times Literary Supplement, 27 April 1 984, 462. 
Contribution to a symposium. 
835 ' Seasons' :  'To DJM,' ' Eighteenth-<entury Music Room,' ' On the 1 60th 
Anniversary of the Discovery of the First Quarto of Hamlet, ' 'A Lawyer Writes 
Verse, Hearing Scott Joplin, '  ' Summer Holiday.' The London Magazine, n.s. 24 (May 
1 984): 5 1 -54. 
836 'Left Turn.' The Listener, 24 May 1 984, 25. Review of I Meant to Marry Him: A 
Personal Memoir by Jean MacGibbon. 
837 'Accompaniments. '  Times Literary Supplement, 1 June 1 984, 607. 
838 ' Of Arms and the Men. ' Times Literary Supplement, 14 September 1 984, 1 0 1 5. 
Review of the Oxford Book of War Poetry edited by Jon Stall worthy. 
839'Many Faces of Eliot.' Daily Telegraph, 28 September 1 984. Review of T.S. Eliot 
by Peter Ackroyd. 
840 'In the Cage,' 'June 2 1 , ' ' l984. ' Thames Poetry 2 (October 1984): 6-9. 
841 'Untroubled Waters.'  The London Magazine, n.s. 24 (December 1 984/January 
1 985): 1 33. Review of The Selected Letters of Robert Bridges volumes 1 and 2 edited 
by Donald Stanford. 
842 'Fox in the Garden, '  'Coptic Socks. ' Poetry Australia 1 02 ( 1 985): 27. 
843 'Progress. ' The Spectator, 26 January 1985, 23. 
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844 'At the Imperial War Museum,' 'Homage to Jaroslav Seifert ' The London 
Magazine, n.s. 24 (February 1 985): 55-56. 
845 ' Landscapes. ' Spectator, 16 February 1985, 3 1 .  
846 ' Preposterous Papers. ' The Listener, 2 8  February 1 985, 27. 
847 ' Indian Love Lyric, ' 'Profiles,' 'Earlier and Later Days,' 'Calm,' 'In the Park,' 
'A Case of Time.' The London Magazine, n.s. 24 (March 1 985): 3-6. 
848 'L' Oncle Tom: Some Notes and Queries. ' Agenda 23 (Spring/Summer 1 985): 
41-52. Essay. 
849 ' Keeping Mum. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 25 (April/May 1 985): 1 39-14 1 .  
Review of A Classical Education by Richard Cobb. 
850 'The Seneschal. ' Times Literary Supplement, 10 May 1 985, 527. 
851 'Born 1 9 1 2. '  Times Literary Supplement, 17 May 1 985, 558. 
852 'A Troublesome History. ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 1 25 (Summer 1 985): n.p. 
Essay. 
853 'Dreams and Art. ' Poetry Book Society Bulletin 1 25 (Summer 1 985): n.p. 
854 'The Bricklayers ' Arms Development. ' The Spectator, 1 June 1 985, 22. 
855 'Resemblances. '  The Listener, 20 June 1 985. 
856 'London Nights. ' Times Literary Supplement, 21 June 1 985, 686. 
857 'Garden Olympics.' The Spectator, 10  August 1 985, 24. 
858 'Corporate Luncheon. '  The Spectator, 24 August 1 985, 24. 
859 'Preserving.'  The London Magazine, n.s. 25 (August/September 1 985): 8 1 .  
860 'Fauna of the Night.' The London Magazine, n.s. 25 (August/September 1 985): 
1 36-1 38. Review of The Complete Letters of Sigmund Freud to Wilhelm Fliess, 
1887-1904 edited by Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson. 
861 'Domestic Echoes. ' Times Literary Supplement, 27 September 1 985, 1054. 
Review of Writing Home by Hugo Williams. 
862 ' Hearts and Flowers. '  Times Literary Supplement, 25 October 1 985, 1 1 97. 
863 'Felicity. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 25 (November 1 985): 36. 
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864 'Out to Lunch.' The London Magazine, n.s. 25 (December 1985/January 1 986): 
1 36-1 37. Review of Journals 1 939-1983 by Stephen Spender, edited by John 
Goldsmith. 
1 73 
865 ' Kitchen Sonnets' : 'Two blackbirds quickly pass along the wall.. . '  'One can't 
help being touched by some jazz disc . . .  ' 'Quite sexless, as it seems to me, the lust . . .  ' 
'Whose face do I expect to see appear . . .' 'I often read of fellows who believe .. . '  
'Messiah on the kitchen wireless . .  . '  'As I throw supper leavings to the wild . .  . '  
' Mysteriously by time arranged for flight. . . '  'Beside Elizabeth David on the shelf . .  . '  
' Knorr's packet soup .. . '  'Scratching its jaw against a twig, a cat .. . '  'A blackbird hen 
comes on the window-sill . . .  ' 'The oven fails to light, but then one can't. . '  'Here, 
various citrus globules from the Med .. . '  PN Review 50 1 2  ( 1 986): 1 3-15 .  
866 'The Marcellus Version. ' Times Literary Supplement, 3 January 1 986, 1 1 . 
867 'Before the Year's Turning, '  'Journey to the Bin. ' Sunday Times, 5 January 1 986, 
42. 
868 'A Light Tough But a Tragic End.' The Spectator, 1 1  January 1 986, 28. Review 
of' Randall Ja"ell' s Letters edited by Mary Jarrell. 
869 'Down Kaunda Street, ' 'Questions of Entropy,' 'Touching. '  The London 
Magazine, n.s. 25 (February 1 986): 41-42. 
870 'Translators Apart. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 25 (February 1 986): 87-89. 
Review of Bloomsbury/Freud: The Letters of James and Alix Strachey, 1 924-25 
edited by Perry Meisel and Walter Kendrick. 
871 'Questionings.' Times Literary Supplement, 14 February 1 986, 1 56. 
872 'Expenses Paid. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 25 (March 1 986): 1 03-104. Review 
of Children of the Country by Joseph Hone. 
873 'Fruit-tree. ' Chronicles, March 1 986, 9. 
874 'The Story. ' The Spectator, 12 April 1 986. 
875 'At the Vegetable Counter. ' The Spectator, 19 April 1 986, 25. 
876 'Log-Rolling. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (April/May 1 986): 145-148.  
Review of The Collected Letters of W.B. Yeats, vol.1 : 1865-95 edited by John Kelly 
and Eric Domville. 
877 'Dans un Omnibus De Londres. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (June 1 986): 3-4. 
878 'Down Beat. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (June 1 986): 78-80. Review of The 
Lamberts by Andrew Motion. 
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879 ' Evolution of a Daffodil. ' The Spectator, 30 August 1986. 
880 'Booloo,' 'Swan Children, '  'Ward IG. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 26 
(August/September 1 986): 57-62. 
881 'Three Poems' :  ' I .M. Francis Scarfe· ( 1 9 1 1-1 985),' ' Images,' 'Literature in 
Springtime. ' Franco British Studies (Autumn 1 986): 57. 
882 'River Crossing [To Peter Levi] . '  Agenda 24 (Autumn 1 986): 62. 
883 'Chemistry for Old Men,' 'Old Poets, '  'Old Puzzles. ' Sewanee Review 94 (Fall 
1 986): 570-57 1 .  
884 'Currying Favour.' The London Magazine, n.s. 2 6  (October 1 986): 45. 
885 'The Ambiguous Mushroom. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (November 1 986): 
53. 
886 'Uncivil Servant. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (November 1 986): 98-100. 
Review of Giving it Away by Charles Osborne. 
887 'A Sort of Art. ' Slightly Soiled (December 1 986): 1 9. 
888 'The Characters,' 'The Ruins. ' Aquarius 17/ 1 8  ( 1 986/87): 55. This a special 
'Poetry of the Forties' issue of Aquarius. 'The Characters' is signed 'Tanga 
1 6.iv . 1 943 ' and 'The Ruins' 'Aberdeen 5.x. l 94 1 . '  The following note by Fuller 
accompanies the poems: 'Rather odd that they aren't like 40' s  poems at all-1 might 
have written them in the mid-30' s. '  
889 'Enigmas' :  'Have they constituent parts?' 'An agitation o f  the human brain .. . '  
'What i s  i t  like to be a bat?' 'October snail, d o  you intend to stay .. . '  ' Eating black 
pudding, reading the Sunday Times .. .' 'You hold a newly-minted silver coin .. . '  
' Merely a brain (some say) kept i n  a vat . . .  ' 'Why does the ice-cube fracture?'  ' So 
what we call the world is merely some ... ' 'And when the plastic crowns cemented 
in .. . '  PN Review 58 14 ( 1 987): 29-30. 
890 "Mrs Masters as Hebe', '  ' Programme Notes, ' ' Detached Quatrains. ' PN Review 
59 14 ( 1 987): 32. 
891 ' 2 l .xii.86,' 'Pie and Mash,' 'After a Lecture on Rodin.' PN Review 60 14 ( 1 987): 
36. 
892 'Four Cinematic Poems' :  ' Mamie's Dream,' 'Future Shock,' ' Old American 
Romanitic Films, ' 'Rosebud. ' Agenda 24/25 (Winter/Spring 1 987): 33-36. 
893 'In the Shed.' The Spectator, 3 January 1 987, 25. 
894 ' Scientific Cat ' Times Literary Supplement, 30 January 1 987, 1 09. 
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895 ' 1 986,' 'Teatimes Past and Present, ' 'Fashion's Cycle,' 'Social History,' 'Name 
and Number. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (February 1 987): 24-26. 
175 
896 ' Social Athlete.' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (February 1 987):  89-9 1 .  Review 
of The Bonus of Laughter by Alan Pryce-Jones. 
897 'A Manchester Man. ' The Guardian, 27 February 1 987. Review of Little Wilson 
and Big God by Anthony Burgess. 
898 'News of the World. ' Times Literary Supplement, 20 March 1 987, 303. 
899 'The Cancer Hospital' :  'The Surgeon's Hand,' 'Existence, ' ' Pity,' ' Your 
Absence, ' 'Extraordinary Anxiety, ' 'Fathers and Sons [Even this old chap from the 
Middle East], '  ' Selfishness,' 'Waiting,' 'The Myth,' 'The Nest, ' 'God,'  'Grubs,' 
' Matter, ' 'Behind the Scenes,' 'Postscript ' The London Magazine, n.s. 27 (June 
1 987): 22-29. 
900 'Enter Spring. ' Times Literary Supplement, 2 1  August 1 987, 903. 
901 ' Hopkins's  Verse.' Times Literary Supplement, 2 1  August 1 987, 9 10. Letter to the 
editor. 
902 'Memoirs of a Deserter. ' The Spectator, 10 October 1 987, 35. Review of 
Argument of Kings by Vernon Scannell. 
903 'Absence of Com.' London Magazine 27 (November 1 987): 93-95. Review of 
Katherine Mansfield: A Secret Life by Oaire Tomalin. 
904 'Art in Old Age. ' Times Literary Supplement, 20-26 November 1 987, 1 276. 
905 'Supermarket Days (and Nights). '  The London Magazine, n.s. 27 (December 
1 987/January 1 988): 56-58. 
906 'Their Best Poems Yet.' Spectator, 30 January 1988, 27-28. Review of A 
Watching Brief by U.A. Fanthorpe and Eldorado by William Scammell. 
907 'Shirtsleeves. ' Radio Times, 30 January-5 February 1 988, 30. Letter to the editor. 
908 'Historical Memories, ' 'Triangles. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 27 (March 1 988): 
7 1 .  
909 'Language o f  Flowers. ' The Times, 1 2  April 1 988. 
910 'Broadcast Concerts. ' Spectator, 16 April 1 988, 33. 
911 'Upon a Sotheby's Auction Catalogue [For SP]. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 28 
(April/May 1 988): 83. 
912 'l.m. John Lehmann 1907-87.' The London Magazine, n.s. 28 (June 1988): 2 1 .  
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913 'I.m. W.H. Chaloner ob. 25.v. l 987,' 'The Song of Solomon,' 'May Day,' 'At 
Night. ' Spectator, 25 June 1988, 4 1 .  
914 'Enjoying lll Health. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 2 8  (July 1988): 96-98. Review 
of Elizabeth Barrett Browning by Margaret Forster. 
915 ' Ancient Men. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 5-2 1 July 1 988, 1 276. 
916 'Dutch School. ' Sunday Times, 24 J�ly 1 988. 
917 'Human and Other Things. ' Times Literary Supplement, 28 October-3 November 
1 988, 1 1 97. 
918 'Minor Keys. ' Prospice, December 1 988, 1 2. 
919 'A Case of Anastomosis. ' PN Review 69 16 ( 1 989): 9-l l .  
920 'Guinea Foul. ' Poetry Review, Spring 1 989, 73. Letter to the editor. 
921 'Devious Charm. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 29 (April/May 1 989): 1 34--1 36. 
Review of Friends of Promise: Cyril Connolly and the World of Horizon by Michael 
Shelden. 
922· 'Tommy Lund and Others. ' New Law Journal, 28 July 1 989, 1054. Essay. 
923 'Metaphors. ' The Tablet, 23 September 1 989, 1 09 1 .  
924 ' A  Little Learning. ' New Law Journal, 27 October 1 989, 1470. Essay. 
925 'Gulls Over the Capital. '  The Tablet, 1 1  November 1 989, 1 305. 
926 'Dissenting Hero. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 29 (October 1 989): 1 1 8-1 20. 
Review of The Godwins and the Shelleys by William St. Oair. 
927 'Books of the Decade: Moneyed and Satanic. '  The Independent, 23 December 
1989, 30. Contribution to a symposium. 
928 'A Great Talker. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 30 (December/January 1 989/1990): 
1 06-1 08.  Review of Coleridge: Early Visions by Richard Hohnes. 
929 'Family Christmas,' 'Friendship [i.m. SHB],' 'Humanity's Headache,' 'Wintry 
Love.' Thames Poetry 3, 17 ( 1 990): 19-22. 
930 'When Old Age Begins.' New Law Journal, 2 February 1990, 1 50. 
931 'State of Play. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 30 (February/March 1 990): 1 1 5-1 17. 
Review of An Appetite for Poetry by Frank Kermode. 
932 'Virgilian Day. ' Times Literary Supplement, 23 February-! March 1 990, 202. 
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933 'The April. '  The Tablet, 12 May 1 990, 582. 
934 'On the Way to the Compost Heap.' The Tablet, 9 Jun� 1 990, 727. 
935 'Convalescing in his Seventies. ' The Tablet, 23 June 1 990, 788. 
936 'Ragbag. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 30 (June/July 1 990): 122-1 24. Review of 
Opus Posthumous by Wallace Stevens, edited by Milton J. Bates. 
937 'Poetic Justice. ' New Law Journal, 27 July 1 990, 1090. 
938 ' Sartor Resartus. '  The New Law Journal, 1 February 1 99 1 ,  146. Essay. 
939 'The End of the Forties. ' The Sewanee Review 99 (Spring 1 99 1 ): 274-28 1 .  Essay. 
940 'The Umpelby Sestina. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 3 1  (April/May 1 99 1 ): 
108-1 10. Essay. 
941 'Raindrops, ' 'Cursed is a Man. ' Times Literary Supplement, 25 October 1 99 1 ,  6. 
Accompanied by the following note: ' In 1 966, Roy Fuller, who died on September 27, 
prepared a number of versions of poems by Gyorgy Sarkozi ( 1 899-1945). These 
translations were made with the help of Sarkozi' s son, Matyas, for publication in an 
anthology, Poetry for Hungary, edited by Paul Tabori and Thomas Kabdebo, which 
never appeared. Two of the poems are published here for the first time. Our thanks 
are due to Thomas Kabdebo and John Fuller. ' 
942 'Venus, Mars, and Cupid. '  The Classical Outlook 69 (Winter 1 99 1-1 992): 40. 
943 'In Depth of Winter. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 32 (April/May 1 992): 94. 
945 'Duke in Exile. ' Aquarius 2 1/22 ( 1 993): [xi]. This special issue of Aquarius, 
guest edited by A.T. Tolley, was originally published in North America as Roy Fuller: 
A Tribute (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1993). 
946 'Hope for a Miracle. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 33 (October/November 1 993): 
58. This is another of the translations by Fuller of poems by the Hungarian poet, 
Gyorgy Sarkozi. 
E. 
Interviews 
1 'An Interview with Roy Fuller. ' Writing Today, March 1 958, 1-2, 4. 
2 'On a Writing Career. ' Books and Bookmen, March 1 959, 17.  
3 'Nee-surrealist Interviews. ' Limbo, February 1 964, 28.  Replies to a questionaire. 
4 ' Roy Fuller. ' The Times, 5 March 1964. Number XV in the ' Speaking of Writing' 
series. 
5 'Authors Tell Time and Tide Ho'Y They Work. ' Time and Tide, 2 April 1 964. 
Answers to a questionaire. 
6 Orr, Peter, ed. 'Roy Fuller. ' The Poet Speaks: Interviews with Contemporary Poets 
Conducted by Hilary Morrish, Peter Orr, and Ian Scott-Kilvert. New York: Barnes 
and Noble, 1 966, 63-67. 
7 Holden, Tony. 'The Isis Interview. ' ISIS, 12 February 1 969, 14-15. 
8 'From Blackheath to Oxford. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 8 (March 1 969): 24-3 1 .  
Fuller is featured o n  the cover. 
9 'Professor Roy Fuller-Oxford's Benign Reactionary.' Synthesis, June 1 969, 4. 
10 Gardner, Raymond. 'The Revolution of the Equitable Man. ' The Guardian, 24 
September 1970, 10. 
l l  Taylor, Jane. 'A Practical Poet Among the Dreaming Spires. '  The Birmingham 
Post Saturday Magazine, 1 9  September 1 970, I .  
1 2  Philip Norman. 'The Poet Sheltered from Hurt and Dirt. ' Nova, June 1 972, 82. 
13 'Fuller Favors Auden for Laureate. ' Oxford Mail, 27 May 1 972. 
14 Firchow, Peter, ed. The Writer's Place: Interviews on the Literary Situation in 
Contemporary Britain. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1 974, 1 22-1 38. 
15 Mitchell, Roger. 'Roy Fuller: An Interview. ' Minnesota Review, n.s. 10  (Spring 
1 978): 87-94. 
16 Morton, Brian. 'Roy Fuller in Conversation With Brian Morton. ' PN Review 50 1 2  
( 1986): 9-1 3. 
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Translations and Foreign Editions 
I Savage Gold 
Denmark: Om het goud der wilden: Een avonturenverhaal in Afrika. Translated by 
Marga Dekker. Illustrated by Jenny Dalenoord. Amsterdam: Kern, 1 959. Kern-pockets 
voor de jeugd, 10. 
France: L'or des Wazambas. Translated by Henriette D' Isay. Paris: Editions de la 
Paix, 1 948. 
2 With My Little Eye. 
Czechoslovakia: Vystrel v SUdnej Sieni. Translated by Olga Hlavackova. Bratislava: 
Mlade leta, 1 967. 
Denmark: Ik Hoorde Een Schot. Translated by T. van Eden. Gravenhage: Verkanner, 
1 950. 
3 The Second Curtain 
Finland: Toinen es Iripu. Translated by Juhani Jaskari. Porvoo, Helsinki: Werner 
SOderstrom Osakeyhito, 1 96 1 .  
Germany: Der Zweite Vorhang. Translated by Ursula Ackermann. Reinbek: Rowohlt, 
1 965. 
Norway: 'Trekk Deg, Garner' .  Translated by Peter Magnus. Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk 
Forlag, 1 959. 
Sweden: Den Andra Riddn. Translated by Nils FjatlgArd. Stockholm: Akti.ebolaget 
Skoglunds, 1957. 
4 Fantasy and Fugue 
Argentina: Fantasia y fuga. Translated by lnes Oyuela de Estrada. Buenos Aires: 
Emece Editores, 1 960. 
Finland: Fantasia ja Fugga. Translated by Eero Ahmavaara. Porvoo, Helsinki: Werner 
Soderstrom, 1959. 
Italy: Fantasia e Fuga. Translated by Bruno Tasso. Milano: Garzanti, 1 957. 
Sweden: Fantasi och Fuga. Translated by Nils Fja.J.lgArd. Stockholm: Aktiebolaget 
Skoglunds Bokforlag, 1 957. 
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5 Image of a Society 
Sweden: Miinniskor I Foretag. Translated by Torsten Blomkvist. Stockholm: 
Aktiebolaget Skoglunds, 1 958. 
6 The Ruined Boys 
Sweden: Griilens V iirld. ·Translated by Torsten Blomkvist. Stockholm: Aktiebolaget 
Skoglunds Bokforlag, 1 96 1 .  
Russian: A Russian edition was published in English in 1 964 by ITPOCBElllEHkiE , 
Moscow, intended for use in the second grade of the Faculty of Foreign Languages, 
Pedagogical Institute. The title page states that 32,000 copies were printed. 
7 The Father's Comedy 
Poland: Ojcieci i Syn. Translated by Zofia Zinserling. Warsaw: Panstwowy Instytut 
Wydawniczy, 1 975. 
8 The Carnal Island 
Romania: Insula Pasiunilor. Translated by Lidia Ionescu. Bucuresti: Editura Univers, 
1 976. 
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I Austin, Allan. Roy Fuller. Boston: Twayne, 1 979. 
2 Conlon, Michael. 'Roy Fuller's Poetry. ' Ph.D. diss. Marquette University, 1 977. 
3 Smith, Steven E. 'A Bibliography of the Separate Publications of Roy Fuller. ' M.A. 
thesis. University of South Carolina, 1 990. 
4 Tolley, A.T. Roy Fuller: A Tribute. Ottawa, Canada: Carleton Universtiy Press, 1 993. 
Published in England as Aquarius 21/22 ( 1 993). Contains: ' Duke in Exile' (poem) by 
Roy Fuller; ' Introduction' by A.T. Tolley; 'The Garden' (poem) by John Fuller; 'The 
Counting Out,' by Gavin Ewart; 'The Poet in Wartime, ' by Bernard Bergonzi; 'The 
Poetry of Roy Fuller, 1 959-1 980,' by Donald E. Stanford; 'The Amazing Pleasures of 
the Human' :  The Later Poems of Roy Fuller, ' by Jonathan Barker; 'The High Style and 
the Low Style,' by Alan Brownjohn; 'Roy Fuller and Syllabic Verse,' by Christopher 
Levenson; 'An Aquarian Poet,' by Neil Powell; ' Fuller's  Earth: Delving into the 
Notebooks, '  by A.T. Tolley; 'Roy Fuller' s Fiction: A Modest Proposal,' by Allan Austin; 
'The Corpse in the Library: Roy Fuller and the Literary Crime Novel, '  by Barbara 
Gabriel; 'The Oxford Lectures, '  by Peter Levi; 'The Habit and the Habitat, ' by George 
Woodcock; 'Two Worlds, ' by Stephen Spender; 'For Roy Fuller,' by Peter Reading; 'A 
Lament for Roy Fuller,' by  George Johnston; 'The Enterprise of  St Mary's Bay,' by 
Julian Symons; ' From the Japanese, ' by Anthony Thwaite; 'Bibliography, ' compiled by 
A.T. Tolley. 
b: Essays, Articles, Chapters, Significant Reviews 
1 Anon. ' Poet of the Political Animal. ' Times Literary Supplement, 3 1  August 1 962, 656. 
Reprinted in Essays and Reviews from the 'Times Literary Supplement. ' London: Oxford 
University Press, 1 963. 
2 Austin, Allan. 'Roy Fuller.'  In: Dictionary of Literary Biography, vol. 20. Donald E. 
Stanford, ed. Detroit: Gale, 1 983, 1 32-140. 
3 Bedford, William. 'Roy Fuller. ' Agenda 24!25 (Winter/Spring 1 987): 37-39. 
4 Blackburn, Thomas. The Price of an Eye. New York: William Morrow and Company; 
London: Longmans, Green and Company, 1 96 1 ,  83-84, 1 37-1 4 1 .  
5 Cleary, A.A. 'Roy Fuller-What the Poetry Didn't  Say. ' Thames Poetry 2 (February 
1 98 1 ) :  27-29. 
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6 Garfitt, Roger. ' Intimate Anxieties. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 15 (December/January 
1 975n6): 102-1 09. 
7 Gitzen, Julian. 'The Evolution of Roy Fuller. ' Contemporary Poetry 3, 1 ( 1 978): 56-69. 
8 Goldberg, Michael. ' Roy Fuller. ' In: Dictionary of Literary Biography, vol. 1 5, part 1 .  
Bernard Stanley Oldsey, ed. Detroit: Gale: 1 983, 98-1 06 
9 Hamilton, Ian. ' Professor of Poetry. ' The Listener, 5 December 1968, 76 1-762. 
10 Kavanagh, P.J. 'Fuller's Earth. ' Spectator, 2 November 1 99 1 ,  44. 
1 1  Kavanagh, P.J. 'Roy the Lion and Unicorn George. ' Spectator, 7 December 1 99 1 ,  36. 
12 Kavanagh, P.J. 'Somebody at the back. ' Spectator, 4 September 1 993, 3 1 .  
1 3  Lewis, Jeremy. 'Office Life and School Days. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 26 (March 
1 987): 62-72. Reprinted and slightly revised in 1 987 as introductions to The Ruined Boys 
and Image of a Society, both published in that year by Hogarth. 
14 Lucas, John. 'The Bluff Masks of Old Buff: Roy Fuller. ' Moderns and 
Contemporaries. Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1 985; New Jersey: Barnes and Noble, 
1 985, 1 69-174. Reprint of TLS review of S and RS. 
IS McGuinness, Frank. 'The Novels of Roy Fuller. ' The London Magazine 3 (November 
1963): 73-78. 
16 Matthew, Christopher. 'Guilty of Concealing Criminals. '  The Daily Telegraph 
Magazine, 4 January 1 974, 40-46. 
17 Mitchell, Julian. 'Out of Touch With the Times. ' The London Magazine 6 (January 
1 959): 45-50. 
18 Parks, Louis B. 'Final Goodbyes. ' Houston Chronicle, 30 December 1 99 1 ,  3D. 
Catalogue of artists and entertainers who died in 1 99 1 ,  along with a brief note on each. 
'Roy Fuller, 79. Poet, mystery writer. Sept 27. After his Collected Poems in 1962, critics 
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19 Powell, Neil. 'Hammer and Chisel. ' PN Review 82 1 8  (November/December 1 99 1 ): 
30-3 1 .  
20 Press, John. Rule and Energy: Trends in British Poetry Since the Second World War. 
University of Cincinnati, The Goerge Elliston Poetry Foundation Lectures Series. London: 
Oxford University Press, 1 963, 40-46, 1 60-1 72. Lectures delivered in 1 962 as part of the 
Goerge Elliston Poetry Foundation Lectures, University of Cincinnati. 
21 Ross, Alan. Poetry 1 945-1950. The Arts in Britain Series. London, New York, 
Toronto: Longmans, Green, and Company for The British Council, 195 1 ,  22-25, 4 1 .  
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22 Scannell, Vernon. 'Roy Fuller. ' Not Without Glory: Poets of the Second World War. 
London: Woburn Press, 1 976, 95-1 12. 
23 Schmidt, Michael. 'Roy Fuller. ' 50 Modern British Poets. London: Heinemann, 1 979; 
New York: Harper and Row, 1 979, 244-250. 
24 Shires, Linda Marguerite. Keeping Something Alive: British Poetry /939-/956. Ph.D. 
diss. Princeton University, 1 98 1 .  
25 Smith, Steven E. ' A  Primary Checklist of the Separate Publications of Roy Fuller. ' 
Bulletin of Bibliography 47 (September 1 99 1 ): 1 63-166. 
26 Smith, Steven E. ' Roy Fuller: A Bibliographer's Thoughts on Collecting (or Vice 
Versa?) . '  Private Library 5, 1 (Spring 1 992): 35-47. 
27 Smith, Steven E. 'Roy Fuller's Poetry Contributions to Periodicals. ' Bulletin of 
Bibliography 50 (September 1 993): 23 1-236. 
28 Smith, Steven E. 'The Curious Generation of Roy Fuller. ' The London Magazine, n.s. 
33 (October/November 1 993): 36-47. 
29 Stanford, Donald. ' Milosz, Davie, Fuller, and the Lyric. '  Southern Review 23 
(Summer 1 987): 736-740. 
30 Smith, Steven E. 'Roy Fuller: Hail and Farewell. ' Sewanee Review 100 (Winter 1 992): 
xv-xviii. 
31 Symons, Julian. 'The Enterprise of St Mary's  Bay: A Memoir. ' London Magazine, n.s. 
31 (August/September 1 99 1 ): 57--62. 
32 Symons, Julian. 'Roy Fuller: After the Obituaries. '  The London Magazine, n.s. 3 1  
(February/March 1 992): 34-42. 
33 Tolley, A.T. The Poetry of the Forties in Britain. Ottawa, Canada: Carleton University 
Press, 1 985, 2 14-220. 
34 Woodcock, George. ' Private Images of Public ills: The Poetry of Roy Fuller. ' 
Wascanna Review 4 ( 1 969): 21-34. 
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Miscellanea 
I Agenda 29 (Winter 199 1 ): 5 .  Editorial note. Apology to and praise of Fuller. 
2 Amis, Kingsley. Collected Poems, 1 944-1979. London: Hutchinson, 1 9?9. Dust jacket 
blurb by Fuller. 
3 Anon. ' Roy Fuller, 79.' Boston Globe, 29 September 1 99 1 ,  3:5. Obituary. 
4 Anon. 'Roy Fuller, 79, British Poet of Everyday Truths, Dies. ' Washington Post, 29 
September 1 99 1 ,  B 7: I .  Obituary. 
5 Anon. 'Roy Fuller, 79; English Poet, Novelist Chronicled Daily Life.' Los Angeles 
Times, 30 September 1 99 1 ,  A20. Obiturary. 
6 Auden, W.H. British Poets of Our Time. London: Argo, 1974. British Poets of Our 
Time Series. Recording, sound disc: 33 1/3 rpm. Biographical and analytical notes on 
container are by Roy Fuller. 
7 Blackburn, Thomas. Selected Poems. London: Hutchinson, 1 975. Dust jacket blurb by 
Fuller. 
8 Branston, Julian. The Story Teller. London: Sheldon Press, 1976. Rear cover blurb by 
Fuller. 
9 Daryush, Elizabeth Bridges. Verses: Seventh Book. With a preface by Roy Fuller. 
Oxford: Carcanet Press, 1 97 1 .  Rear cover blurb by Fyller. 
10 Daryush, Elizabeth Bridges. Selected Poems: from Verses 1-V/. South Hinksey, 
England: Carcanet, 1972. Rear cover blurb by Fuller. 
1 1  Day Lewis, Cecil. British Poets of Our Time. British Poets of Our Time Series. 
London: Argo, 1973. Recording, sound disc: 33 1/3 rpm. Biographical and analytical 
notes on container are by Roy Fuller. 
12 Ewart, Gavin. ' Roy Fuller. ' Times Literary Supplement, 23-29 June 1989, 694. Poem 
13 Ewart, Gavin. 'Roy Fuller-Partly Personal' .  Poetry Review, 8 1  (Winter 1 99 1/92): 75. 
Obituary. 
14 Kavanagh, P.J. ' Sweetness and Light. ' PN Review 87 19  (September-October 1 992): 
33. Poem 
15 Mallalieu, H.B. 'Lines to Roy Fuller. ' Poetry 1 17 (March 197 1 ) :  384. Poem 
1 84 
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16 Motion, Andrew. 'Passionate Poet for All Our Times in the Guise of Officer and 
Gentleman. '  The Observer, 29 September 1 99 1 .  Obituary. 
17 O'Neill, Michael. 'Leaves. ' London Magazine 32 (April/May 1 992): 76. Poem 
18 Poems for Roy Fuller On His Seventieth Birthday. Oxford: Sycamore Press, 1 982. 
Contains: 'For Roy at Seventy, ' by Julian Symons; ' I  wish, dear Roy, I could indite, ' by 
John Lehmann; ' Lines for Roy Fuller,' by Stephen Spender; 'Remembering Charlton, ' 
by Alan Ross; 'Building Society Drinking Song, ' by Anthony Powell; 'Letters, ' by 
Aedamair Cleary; ' For Roy Fuller at Seventy,' by Anthony Thwaite; ' For an Old Codger 
Upon His Seventieth Birthday: From a Codger Nearly as Old,' by Jack Clark; ' Last 
Page,' by John Fuller. Printed at the Sycamore Press, 1 1  February 1 982. 
19 Powell, Anthony. The Soldier' s Art. London: Heinemann, 1 966. Dedicated to Fuller. 
20 Powell, Neil. 'The Poet from the Woolwich. '  Guardian, 30 September 1 99 1 ,  33: 1 .  
Obituary. 
21 Schmidt, Michael. 'Roy Fuller. ' PN Review 83 1 9  (January/February 1 992): 3. 
Obituary. 
22 Sewanee Review 100 (Winter 1 992). Dedicated 'To the memory of Roy Fuller, 
1 9 1 2-199 1 ,  businessman, solicitor, man of letters. '  
23 Sims, George. Hunters Point. London: Gollancz, 1 973. Dust jacket blurb by Fuller. 
24 Sims, George. Rex Mundi. London: Victor Gollancz, 1 978. Dust jacket blurb by 
Fuller. 
25 Sims, George. More of the Rare Book Game. Philadelphia: Holmes Publishing 
Company, 1 988. Dedicated Roy Fuller. 650 copies, of which numbers 1 to 7 are specially 
bound and signed by the author, designer, and publisher. 
26 Sims, George. A Life in Catalogues and Other Essays. Phildelphia: Holmes Publishing 
Company, 1994. Dedicated 'To the memory of Roy Fuller, friend and mentor.'  650 
copies printed. 
27 Spender, Stephen. 'Lines for Roy Fuller. ' Times Literary Supplement, 1 March 1 99 1 ,  
1 1 . Poem. 
28 Waltham, Brian. 'With the Woolwich.' New Statesman and Society, 1 1  September 
1 992, 4 1 .  Poem. 
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